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North Star Horizon-

COMPUTER WITH CLASS
The North Star Horizon computer can be found everywhere

computers are used: business, engineering, home — even the

classroom. Low cost, performance, reliability and software

availability are the obvious reasons for Horizons popularity.

But, when a college bookstore orders our BASIC manuals,
we Know we hove done the job from A to Z.

Don't take our word for it. Read what these instructors have to

say about the North Star Horizon:

"We bought a Horizon not only for its reliability record,

but also because the North Star diskette format is the industry

standard for software exchange. The Horizon is the first computer
we have bought that came on-line as soon as we plugged it in,

and it has been running ever since!"
— Melvin Davidson, Western Washington University,

Bellingham, Washington

"After I gave a Vz hour demonstration of the Horizon

to our students, the sign-ups for next term's class in BASIC
jumped from 18 to 72"

— Harold Nay, Pleasant Hill HS, Pleasant Hill, California

"With our Horizon we brought 130 kids from knowing
nothing about computers to the point of writing their own Pascal

programs. I also use it to keep track of over 900 student files,

including a weekly updated report card and attendance figures."

— Armando Picciotto, Kennedy HS, Richmond, California

"The Horizon is the best computer I could find for my class.

It has an almost unlimited amount of software to choose from.

And the dual diskette drives mean that we don't have to waste

valuable classroom time loading programs, as with computers
using cassette drives."

— Gary Montante, Ygnacio volley HS, Walnut Creek, Calif.

See the Horizon at your local North Star dealer.
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North Star Computers
1440 Fourth Street

Berkeley. Ca 94710
(415) 527-6950 TWX/TELEX 910-366-7001
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sensational
software
CATAloq
Pages 87-106

Never tell a young
person that something
cannot be done. God
may have been waiting

for centuries for

somebody ignorant of

the impossible to do it.

Oliver Wendell Holmes



COMING IN

NOVEMBER

Personal Computer
Comparison Chart

SingleBoard Computer
Comparison Chart

Complete Listing of
ADVENTURE

in Basic

GiftBuying Guide
to Electronic Games

Plus 30other
articles!

Creative Computing
Magazine

Creative Computing has long been
Number 1 in applications and software for

micros, minis, and time-sharing systems
for homes, schools and small busi-

nesses. Loads of applications every

issue: text editing, graphics, communi-
cations, artificial intelligence, simula-
tions, data base and file systems, music
synthesis, analog control. Complete pro-

grams with sample runs. Programming
techniques: sort algorithms, file struc-

tures, shuffling, etc. Coverage of elec-

tronic and video games and other related

consumer electronics products, too.

Just getting started? Then turn to our
technology tutorials, learning activities,

short programs, and problem solving

pages. No-nonsense book reviews, too.
Even some fiction and foolishness.

Subscriptions: 1 year $15, 3 years $40.
Foreign, add $9/year surface postage,
$26/year air. Order and payment to:

Creative Computing, Attn: Karen, P.O.
Box 789-M, Morristown, NJ 07960. Visa or
MasterCharge acceptable by mall or
phone; call 800-631-8112 9 am to 5 pm
EST (in NJ call 201-540-0445).



Z-2H

A a

C Cromemco

Low-cost hard disk computers
are here

11 megabytes of hard disk and 64 kilobytes of fast RAM in a

Z80A computer for under $10K. Two floppy drives, too.

Naturally, it's from Cromemco.
It's a reality. In Cromemco's new

Model Z-2H you get all of the above
and even more. With Cromemco you

get it all.

In this new Model Z-2H you get

not only a large-storage Winchester

hard disk drive but also two floppy

disk drives. In the hard disk drive you

get unprecedented storage capacity

at this price—11 megabytes unfor-

matted.

You get speed—both in the 4 MHz
Z80A microprocessor and in the fast

64K RAM which has a chip access

time of only 150 nanoseconds. You
get speed in the computer minimum
instruction execution time of 1 micro-

second. You get speed in the hard

disk transfer rate of 5.6 megabits/sec.

EXPANDABILITY
You get expandability, too. The

high-speed RAM can be expanded to

512 kilobytes if you wish.

And the computer has a full 1 2-slot

card cage you can use for additional

RAM and interface cards.

BROADEST SOFTWARE SUPPORT
With the Z-2H you also get the

broadest software support in the

microcomputer field. Software Cro-

memco is known for. Software like

this:

• Extended BASIC
• FORTRAN IV

• RATFOR (RATional FORtran)

• COBOL
• Z80 Macro Assembler
• Word Processing System
• Data Base Management

with more coming all the time.

SMALL, RUGGED, RELIABLE

With all its features the new Z-2H,

including its hard disk drive, is still

housed in just one small cabinet.

Included in that cabinet, too, is

Cromemco ruggedness and reliability.

Cromemco is time-proved. Our
equipment is a survey winner for

reliability. Of course, there's Cro-

memco's all-metal cabinet. Rugged,
solid. And, there's the heavy-duty

power supply (30A @ 8V, 15A @
+ 18 V, and 15A @ -18V) for cir-

cuitry you'll sooner or later want to

plug into those free card slots.

CALL NOW
With its high performance and low

price you KNOW this new Z-2H is

going to be a smash. Look into it

right now. Contact your Cromemco
computer store and get our sales

literature. Find out when you can
it. Many dealers will be showing

the Z-2H soon—and you'll want to

be there when they do.

Hard disk drive at lower left can be inter-

changed fust by sliding out and disconnecting

plug. Seven tree card slots are available

Z-2H includes printer interface card.

PRESENT CROMEMCO USERS
We've kept you in mind, too. Ask

about the new Model HDD Disk

Drive which can combine with your

it Cromemco computer to give

you up to 22 megabytes of disk

storai

Q Cromemcoincorporated
280 BERNARDO AVE., MOUNTAIN VIEW, CA 94040 • (415)964-7400

Tomorrow's computers now
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SMOKE SIGNAL BROADCASTING

THE SMOKE WRITER (VDB-1)

The SSB SMOKE WRITER incorporates the latest advances in electronic
technology to bring you and the SS-50 bus a truly unique video display board.

The SMOKE WRITER uses the MC6845 CRT Controller chip and provides
total control over the display format.

tf*
*«# The standard features of

the SMOKE WRITER are:

%4o
Og

• 80 x 24 display with 32 graphic
characters. Optional character
generator ROM with 128 ASCII
characters plus 128 graphic
characters.

• Upper and lower case characters
with lower case descenders.

• Programmable character set, a
total of 128 characters in a 2K
EPROM; a 256 character 4K
EPROM is optional.

• Reduced intensity or reversed

video

• Programmable display rate (10 to

5000 character per second) eq u iva-

lent to 100 to 50K baud.

• Protected fields.

• Addressable Cursor.

• 2K video display RAM accessible

by the CPU as standard RAM
Memory.

IK EPROM for Software drivers. • 128 Bytes of Scratch pad RAM.

If you have a needfor a fast and dependable video display board, Smoke Signal
Broadcasting has what you are looking for. The SMOKE WRITER is right at
home when used with a cursor based editor or in a business program that needs
protected fields.

SMOKE SIMi BB0AM3TIM
31336 Via Colinas, Westlake Village, CA 91361, (213) 889-9340



Iq This Issue
articles
46 Computer Driven Real 3-D Display Cohen

It's done with varifocal mirrors

50 Battle of the Word Processors Hallen
With winners and losers

54 Computer Aided Manufacturing Carpenter
Automating the production process

60 The Computer as a Gun Yob
Computers are more potent than you think

62 NorthStar Horizon Heyman
Helpful hints forgetting started

68 Microcomputer Chess Tournament Kimmel
Chess games and micro programs battle it out

1 4 Art and Technology Ahl
Art and science are intertwined

78 Can Computers Think? Kugel
Part III: Implementation

107 Philadelphia Computer Music Festival Moberg
An LP Record for those who weren't there

applications - games
108 Horrible Harry Weisbecker

Your Own Insulting Halloween Ghost

110 Graphics Digital Clock Hinrichs
When your TRS-80 is "resting"

1 14 Puzzles and Problems Townsend
5 puzzles and secrets of magic squares

116 Trigonometric Functions Dwyer & Critchf ield
And Tchebychev approximations

120 An Elementary Simulation : Odell2 Kosel & Fish
Can you survive in the north woods

124 Blunder Programming Hoffman
Programming is fun, but keep the fun secret

1 26 RCA VIP and COSMAC ELF Duntemann
Teach your VIP to speak Elvish

1 30 CAI : Two Strategies Brubaker
Multiple choice and drill & practice

1 36 Press Ups Behrns
Invicta's new logic game — computerized

140 USWar Dollahite
East against the west

fiction 6 Foolishness
164 The Link Williamson

100 years in space can have an effect

178 Computer Myths Explained Wolverton
The Ubiquitous Computer Tape Reel

186 Cosmogony Payack

evaluations £ profiles
25 Periphicon 511 Blewett

An inexpensive optical image digitizer

30 Compucolor II Martin
The Renaissance machine

34 Heath H14 Printer Wright
Build it yourself or buy it assembled

38 Atari Video Computer Cartridges Ahl
We try 10 new entries

42 Mountain Hardware SuperTalker North
Your Apple can talk back

departments
6 Et Cetera Et al

8 Input/Output Readers
Lewis Carroll, Frenchmen, graphics, and more

1 46 Compleat Computer Catalogue Staff
New hardware and software

168 Software Legal Forum Novick
Rights of the copyright holder

170 TRS-80Strings Gray
Mondrian art and assembly language

180 Personal Electronic Transactions Yob

188 Book Reviews Gray

The Cover

Our Halloween cover photo was taken by Karen Touhey when a
witch dropped in on her to play Adventure. Thewords on the screen are

:

Through the forest you may travel

But first this riddle you must unravel. .

.

The river flows south, the bluebird flies high,
But who is the king that rules the sky?

Stumped? Stay tuned — next month you'll find the complete Basic
listing for Adventure in these pages.
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HARDWARE FOR TRS-80
Perltt Disk Drives F D 200 $375.00 ee.

Tht» act 40-trtjk Ofivn ihai we completely compatible

with the TRS 8(r>nd Radio Shack Drives. 3 DOS included.

Will allow Tutning Diskette over and Write on other side.

DtOrwe Cable for Pertec Drivei $35.00

DECwriter III. 132 Character $2500.00

110 to 9600 band EIA tractor feed keyboard printer. This

is truly the nicest printer available. 130 day delivery)

701 Centronics TRACTOR Ft EO
Bidirectional Printer S1509.00

2Vi times as fast as the Radio Shack 779 Printer, has full

sire 132 Char. Carriage Bell tone. Complete with Cable

plug in and use. Shipped Freight COD.

200 ns UK Dynamic Memory Clips for Keyboard or Enpan

sion Interface. Lifetime Guarantee, complete $1 10 00

Lifetime Guarantee. Complete with Instructions and Jumper

Blocks.

10 Key Numerical Keypad Kit $79 95

DTRSI0® Item II - t«k $75».H

] Expansion Interface $275.00

[ ] RS 232 C Interface * «900

ORDER NOW AND SAVE
Just list the items you want

and mail this convenient coupon.

SOFTWARE BY ACS
Monitor No. 3 ... S299S

Complete Machine Language Monitor for TRS 80 features

Find. EDIT, Relocate. Symbolic Dump to Tape. etc.

DHuHjh No. 4 S49.9S

All of the commands that reside in Monitor No. 3. plus:

RS 232 1/0. Disk Program 1/0. Symbolic Dump to Disk for

Loading into Disk Editoi/ASM . Track & Sac I/O for

modification.

PCLEND 115-95

Will Patch ASCII files of Basic Programs or text or DATA
FILES so that they may be loaded into the Disk Version of

the Electric Pencil for Editing purposes comes on Cassette

that will automatically create a Disk file of PCLENO.

MAKE TAPE AND MAKE DISK

for Cassette Oealers $f9.95

These are two programs that will allow you to take any type

of Program from Disk and store it on tape for mailing

purposes. When the user receives the program in the mail

on cassette, it is loaded into the computer which will

automatically make a Disk file ol the program.

aCP/M & C BASIC for the TRS 80 •
CP/M Includes: M0VCPM. STAT, PIP. Dump. DDT. ASM

(8080). ED. plus 6 user manuals.

CP/M **•••
C Basic 2 Includes: XREF2. CBAS2. and manuals.

C BASIC 2 .. SM-95

i 162 LEVEL III BASIC for TRS 10 ' Special $39.95

: ITELCOM - Telecommunications for the TRS 80 ' .... $29.95
_

Telecommunications lor the TRS^O'allows one TRS80'
to communicate with another through the RS-232-C over

the phone line.

Orders received by 6:00 p.m. shipped
|

i, Visa, I

Order. |

i'PP

next day on Master Charge, Vis;

Money
ire 14 days to

Certified Check or
Personal Checks requ...

clear. No C.O.D. Collect calls not
accepted. All Hardware warranted for 90 days
except Radio Shack equipment which is warrant-

ed through Radio Shack. Software guaranteed

for replacement only. Prices subject to change
without notice.

Automated
Computer

Software service
(615) 244-2798

Division of

<% [Si n( 1 1 :i World - .

625 Main Street • Nashville, TN 37206

Send Check or Money Order payable to -

SOFTWARE • P.O. Box 60097 Nashville, TN 37206

Quan. Description Unit Price Total

HANDLING CHARGE $1.50 _«_..
TENN. RES. ADD 6% SALES TAX TOTAL

Check

Money Order

D MasterCharge

Visa

Card No.

Exp. Date

' Name _

I Address
I

I City _ State
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Heath, Fairchild

and Bally

We have gotten several letters recently
inquiring what happened to the Fairchild
Channel F system and the Bally Arcade.

Fairchild, apparently because of
mounting losses in the wristwatch divi-

sion, has pulled back sharply from con-
sumer products and is no longer market-
ing Channel F or cartridges for it. We
understand that several distributors have
fairly large stocks of cartridges. We would
expect to see these sold at bargain prices
in the near future.

Schlumberger. a large French indus-
trial holding company, recently sold the
Heath Company to Zenith and made a
cash tender offer for Fairchild. This would
further confirm Fairchild's retrenching
into the industrial and OEM areas.

Reportedly, Heath is also experienc-
ing financial problems with their kit

business except for computers. As a
result they have announced intentions to
expand into small business computers
following the lead of many other micro-
computer manufacturers. We can only
hope this approach doesn't lead them to
total disaster as it did to Processor
Technology, Xitan, and several others.

Bally is currently marketing the Pro-
fessional Arcade or Home Computer
System, a Basic cartridge and audio
cassette interface. Pertaining to the full

keyboard unit, a Bally spokesperson
would only comment that it will not be
available in 1979." Bally normally an-
nounces products at the Consumer Elec-
tronics Show, so we'll have to wait until

the January CES to see what happens.

"I know quite certainly that I myself

have no special talent. Curiosity,

obsession, and dogged endurance,

combined with self-criticism, have
brought me to my ideas.

"

Albert Einstein

iSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSS&SSSe
©Creative Computing

"Well, it is sort ofa budget system.
"

Follow-up on IDSWORD
Word Processor

Our review in the May issue indicated
that IDSWORD is an excellent word pro-
cessing system. Unfortunately, we neg-
lected to include the address of the
manufacturer. It is:

Interactive Data Systems
P.O. Box 290
Owings Mills, MD 21 117

Not only that, but in the IDSWORD ads
which appeared in May (pg. 42) and July
(pg. 138), the reader service card re-

sponses apparently went to the great bit

bucket in the sky and not to Irwin Doliner
at IDS or to his dealers listed in the ad. So,
if you requested information about IDS-
WORD and didn't receive it, blame us, not
IDS.

Still want information? Check out the
IDS ad on page 119.

If at first you don't succeed, you're running
about average.

A Typesetting Cipher

Readers of Frederick Chesson's cryptography column in Creative Computing
and ROM know that computers are often employed to unscramble codes and
ciphers. Here's a stumper on which to try out your skills.

Our Compugrapnic typesetting machine uses a series of gears and belts to set
line width, Justification, spacing, and leading. One day we changed the type face
and size while leaving the gear/belt set up for the previous type face. This resulted in

the following. Can you decipher it? Hint : It is a portion of the table of contents of a
recent issue of Creative. — DHA

A Christmas Challenge

Edward Parker writes to us that the
flowchart for checking out unusual
sounds and happenings on Christmas Eve
(Nov/Dec 1978, page 160) provided the
inspiration to write a program, "How To
Get Ready for the Night Before Christ-
mas." Ed's program follows the flowchart
but has a few additional events. It was
written for a 16K Apple II. Ed has also
added appropriate music and cartoon-
type graphics. The program was a bit

lengthy to print in the magazine. More
important, we felt that other readers
would enjoy writing their own version of
the program with enhancements appro-
priate to children in their own families.
Thanks and a tip of the cap for the idea to
Edward Parker, 6905 Moyer Avenue,
Baltimore, MD 21234.
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MIcmlMET
Big-system performance

for your personal computer.

MicroNET is a remote on-line computing serv-

ice available through local phone lines in 27
major metropolitan areas. It is a service for

personal computer users provided by Compu-
Serve, one of the nation's leading computer
service companies.

Services available:
• Ability to communicate with other small computer
users

• Ability to buy and sell software through the network
• Practical personal programs
• Time-saving business applications
• Educational aids
• Easy-to-use programming languages
• Advanced programming and diagnostic tools
• Entertaining games
Plus up to 64 K bytes of on-line file storage.

MicroNET users can access our large-scale
computer systems in offpeak hours, from 6 P.M.

to 5 A.M. local time weekdays and all day on
weekends and most holidays. The cost, which
will be billed to your Master Charge or Visa
Card, is only $5.00 per hour of computer time.

There is a one-time sign-up charge of $9.00.

Equipment required
A personal computer or computer terminal with
communications capability and a telephone.

Please send me more information:

( Mail to: |

CompuServe
Personal Computing Division
S000 Arlington Centre Blvd.
Columbus, Ohio 43220

Send me information on MicroNET.

Name

Address,

City/State/ZIP_

MicrnNET
Cities with local phone service access: Akron, Atlanta, Boston,
Canton, Chicago, Cincinnati, Cleveland, Columbus, Dallas,
Dayton, Denver, Detroit, Houston, Indianapolis, Los Angeles,
Louisville, Memphis, West Caldwell (NJ), New York, Philadel-
phia, Pittsburgh, San Francisco, Stamford (CT), St. Louis,
Toledo, Tucson, Washington, D.C.

"SOFTWARE AUTHORS - see separ-
ate ad on page 190."
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Lewis Carroll Revisited

Dear Editor:

When I sent you the final version of my Lewis Carroll

program, (Creative Computing, April 1979) I made the
program as long as possible without running out of space on

theWANG 2200. As a result of squeezing the program into so

small a space, one shortcoming results: after having used the

"dump" facility, the user must "read" or "edit" at least once
before expecting "is it valid?" or "infer" to work normally.

Alternately the user can start the program over, or type

"dump" followed by the number 1.

I think it may be helpful to make the following changes
which will allow the use of the commands in any order after

having used "dump":

1. Move line 120 so that it now reads "885 HO=2" (occurring

right after the statement "880TYPE ONE IN").

2. Insert:

2441 PRINT "TYPE A NUMBER BETWEEN 1 AND 28 TO
LOCATE A DISCONTINUITY"

2442 F0RI=1T028
2443 F(I)=0
2444 NEXT I

2445 FOR 1=1 TO 28
2446 IF B(I)=0THEN 2448
2447 F(B(I))=I
2448 REM
2449 NEXT I

The line numbers are in accord with those of the published

version in Creative Computing.

The program could be lengthened considerably and still fit

in a 16K Radio Shack machine, but I fear the second of the

above corrections will render the program too big for the

Wang. Even so, the first correction will make it possible to

use "is it valid?" after a "dump" but having done so it will be
necessary to "read," "edit," or "quit - RUN" before using the

other features, unless both corrections are entered.

The special problems which these changes rectify should

come up rarely and I am quite pleased with the program
without them.

Michael Orlove
2058 Powell Ave.
Bronx,NY 10472

Borel's Frantic Frenchmen

Dear Editor:
I found your article 'Two Million Frantic Frenchmen: A

study in probability" (June 1979) by N.B. Winkless, Jr. very
interesting. I decided to run the program to the ten year limit

on our H.P. 1000 series E mini. However, computation time
would have taken approximately six days (24 hours a day). I

did shorten the run, and came up with several observations
which your readers may be interested in. I ran the program
under RTE-IV using HP FORTRAN IV with double precision

computation.

Firstly, by using some of the assumptions made by Wink-

less, I ran into problems. As the ratio X/Y approaches 1, you

cannot round the value of P, asP will hit a limit that will never

change (on my run, this point was reached after approxi-

mately 345 minutes of flipping coins).

We tried running the problem without truncating P and

found that using our simulation, there would have been con-

siderably less than 1000 Frenchmen still flipping coins at the

end of ten years. Our computing showed that during the

thirtieth day the number would go under one thousand. At
the end of one year of flipping, the number left equalled 284.

Due to variations in machine architecture, I'm sure the re-

sults achieved on other machines will differ slightly.

I cannot find any literature about Edmund Borel or his

calculations, and can only use my computer runs to prove or

disprove his theory. If a reader can inform me if Borel used

the product series proposed by Winkless or some other

method, I would appreciate hearing from you.
H.R Hollander

Specialist Engineer
Boeing Aerospace Company

Air Force Plant 77

Hill AFB, Utah 84406
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Robot Rabbit T-Shirt

Roll down the block with this little black monster (on a
bright orange T-shirt) on your chest and you can intimidate

every carrot, radish or cuke in your way. Watch your enemies
scurry for cover when they see this cute HI' blonic bunny
aiming to nip their toes. Specify size: adult S.M.L.XL. Only $5
postpaid ($6 foreign) to

:

Creative Computing T-Shirts,

P.O. Box789-M, Morristown, NJ 07960.
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ANOTHER FIRSTFROM
MOUNTAIN HARDWARE.

SUPERTALKER.

GIVE VOICE TO
YOUR APPLE.
SuperTalker allows you

to add the dimension of

human speech output in

your computer programs.

Add voice to games. Pro-

gram verbal prompting for

the operator of your busi-

ness system. Use verbal

warnings under program con-

trol as an enunciator in com-

mercial security or control rooms.

Create educational programs that

verbally coach the student.

THE SUPERTALKER SYSTEM.
SuperTalker is a new Mountain

Hardware peripheral system which

allows the Apple II computer to output exception-

ally high quality human speech through a loud-

speaker under program control. Output may also

be directed through any PA. or stereo system.

Initially, spoken words are digitized into RAM
memory through the system microphone. Speech

data in RAM may then be manipulated like any

other stored data.

A COMPLETE PACKAGE.
The SuperTalker peripheral system consists of:

The SuperTalker peripheral card which plugs into

a loudspeaker; easy-

to-use operating soft-

ware and documentation;

plus, two ready-to-run

SuperTalker programs.

OPERATING SYSTEMS.
In order to achieve maximum
utility using SuperTalker, the

SuperTalker Disk Operating

System permits output of

human speech under program

control with direct I/O routines.

It also provides a preparation pro-

FOR YOUR gram which permits the creation

APPLE II of voice files on diskette. BASIC
program routines are provided

which require only one-line statements to out-

put a word or phrase. Routines also support

cassette storage.

TEACH YOUR COMPUTER TO TALK.

For $279 assembled and tested, SuperTalker

gives your Apple II a voice in the matter.

AVAILABLE NOW.
Mountain Hardware's SuperTalker, Apple Clock

and 100,000 Day Clock™ (for S-100 bus

computers) are available through computer

dealers worldwide.

5C Mountain Hardware, Inc.

2§ LEADERSHIP IN COMPUTER PERIPHERALS
300 Harvey West Blvd . Santa Cruz. CA 95060
(408) 429-8600

Sounds super.

D Send me everything I need to know about SuperTalker.

D Also information on your Real-Time clocks tor Apple II and S-100.

Name-

Address

City. . State

.

Zip.

Apple II is a trademark of Apple Computer. Inc.
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Better LateThan Never?

Dear Editor:
In the May 1979 issue, you published a cribbage game.

Looking over the listing, I was struck by the code for shuf-

fling, the deck. I was appalled! Do people still do it this way? It

would be particularly critical on a micro. I ran a simulation
reshuffling the deck 1,000 times and found that you can
execute the two statement loop (at my line numbers 250 and
270) as many as 688 times! With an average of 238 times!

Below is a listing of my deck shuffling routine. It is equiv-
alent to creating a deck of 52 cards in order, then drawing a
card at random out ofthe deck, putingthe last card in the hole
left by the draw, and then repeating the process for the new
deck of 51 cards, etc. This procedure takes exactly 52 tries,

no more, no less.

Al Weiss
10529 Oak Dr.

Auburn, CA 95603

In 1977 we covered the topic of sorting and shuffling
extensively and this information is available as a reprint
called Sorting, Shuffling and File Structures (50c post-
paid). Obviously, we prefer that the programs we publish
incorporate good, efficient programming techniques, but
this particular case makes it clear that the idea in using a
published program is to improve it, experiment, and to
makeit theframework for your own efforts. Blindly typing
in code and hoping it works doesn't make sense and you
won 't learn much. Thank s foryour thoughts. — SN

On Scouting and Computers

Dear Editor:

Many thanks for your printing of the article regarding
Scouting and Computers by Paul Garrison in the July, 1979
issue of Creative Computing. The original merit badge on
Computers was highly related to unit record operations and
so we managed to modify the requirements in 1970 to the

current set. Regretfully I missed the opportunity in 1975 to

upgrade the requirements to better reflect the advances in

the industry, in particular the growth in "personal

computing."
One aspect of Scouting not mentioned in Paul's article is

our Explorer program. Throughout the country, members of

Explorer Posts have chosen to investigate the Computer field

as a potential career. These groups have already graduated
many young people into colleges and industry with a very
extensive background in our field. As a member of the
National Council of the BSA and as the liaison person for the
Elementary and Secondary Schools Subcommittee of ACM, I

encourage Explorer Posts to at least cover the same material

as in the merit badge pamphlet and at the same time to obtain
a general literacy in Computer Science.

I would be interested in hearing from readers of Creative
Computing who are active in Explorer Posts about their

program of activities and aspirations. In return I hope to

develop a Newsletter for Posts and to give some direction on
literacy requirements as established by ACM.

J.A.N. Lee
Professor

Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University
Dept. ofComputer Science

562 McBryde Hall
Blacksburg.VA24061

CANYOUOUTSMART
OURCOMPUTER?
Don't be too sure. The computer built into
Parker Brothers game Code Name: Sector
is capable of making thousands
of calculations per second. It's as
powerful as early computers that filled

entire rooms and sold for millions of
dollars. And, while it gives you
clues to track down and sink a
hidden electronic submarine, it

also helps the sub escape and
counter-attack. That's the
catch that makes every game
a real challenge. Whether
you're playing alone or
against others, your
toughest opponent is the
computer. Code Name:
Sector'", the electronic
board game from
Parker Brothers. It's a
game with a mind of its own

BROTHERS
• 1978. Parker Brothers. Bevorly.

'"
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areyoulooking for ways
to get the most from

your computer?
Let the easy-to-use
Heathkit Computer
Language Programs
showyou theway

!

Heathkit Assembly Language Programming Self-Instruction Program.

• Use the full capacity of your computer system

• Execute computer programs much faster

• Store more information in less memory space

Assembly Language, the most powerful and versatile lan-

guage you can use, enables you to do anything your com-
puter system is capable of doing. It puts you in total com-
mand of your computer.

Codes are shorter and more explicit in Assembly Language,
which means your computer system's memory can be used
more efficiently.

Every computer system operation has a mnemonic in

Assembly Language. Your computer programs can run

much faster, since you waste no time interpreting them.

You can learn how to program your computer system in

Assembly Language with the help of the Heathkit Assembly

Language Programming Self-Instruction Program. Leam at

your own pace through a special text designed for self-

study. An exercise workbook provides hands-on experience
to back up the special text, with programming exercises
performed by you on your computer. You'll find the learning
fast, fun and thorough.

The Heathkit Program is designed for computer systems
using the popular 8080/8085 microprocessor series, and
the popular Heathkit Z80 microprocessor. But concepts of

the program can be applied to any computer.

The time has never been better to learn the language that

puts your computer's full potential within your reach. Send
your order today for the Heathkit Assembly Language Pro-
gramming Self-Instruction Program and put yourself in the
driver's seat!

Order No. EC-1108: $49.95, plus $2.60 shipping & handling.

Heathkit BASIC Language Programming Self-Instruction Program.

• The easiest of all computer languages to use

• Now the easiest of all languages to learn

BASIC is the easiest computer language to learn and to

use, because it uses English statements and commands.
And more programs are written in BASIC than in any other

language.

With a working knowledge of BASIC, you can adapt and
run hundreds of existing programs. You can exchange pro-

grams with others. And you can write new programs, tai-

lored to your specific requirements.

Send Today or Phone (616) 982-3411 for faster service on Heath Revolving Charge,VISA or Master Charge.

Heath Company, Dept. 355-582, Benton Harbor, Ml 49022

The Heathkit Self-Instruction Program covers all the for-

mats, commands, statements and procedures in 14 easy-to-
follow segments. A special workbook provides program-
ming instructions and experiments to perform on your own
computer. And you'll learn practical, problem-solving
techniques.

You're missing the full range of programs available to you
until you learn BASIC Language. Send today for the Heath-
kit BASIC Language Programming Self-Instruction Program.

Order No. EC-1100: $39.95, plus $2.40 shipping & handling.

turn
HJ. I .

I' ..
'

.? ! .
' '!

Heath Company
Depl. 355-582
Benton Harbor, Ml 49022

PLEASE RUSH ME:
Assembly Language Self-instructionProgram

SHIP MY ORDER TO:

Name

.

EC-1108 $49.95, plus $2.60 shipping * handling.

BASIC Language Sell-instruction Program
EC-1100 $39.95, plus $2.40 shipping & handling.

Total price

(please print)

Address .

Michigan residents add
4% sales tax

City. . State

Zip.

Add shipping & handling .

Total

Enclosed please find D check Q money order lor $ .

or charge to my Heath Revolving Charge

Acct. #

Signature

.Total shipping & handling

VISA Master Charge: Code # .

Exp. Date

(necessary to send merchandise)

Prices are mail order and subject to change without notice. ED-130

MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE
OF SATISFACTION

If you are not completely satislied

with the EC-1100 BASIC Program or

the EC-1108 ASSEMBLY Program,
simply return programs for a full

refund of purchase price.

OCTOBER 1979
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DIGITAL RESEARCH «3''5ST
CPflst* Floppy Diskette Op•rating Systsm -

Packages Suppked on diskette complete with 8080 as-

sembler, teat editor 8080 debugger and venous ubkbes
plus tut. docunwnukon CPM available configured tor

mo*l popular computer disk systems mdudrfig Nonii

Star Single, Double or Ouad density, i

Helios ii Exidy Sorcerer, vector M/ Potyiworpi

8813tt Haalh Hl7t or H89t. TRS-SOf. -COM 3712 a

•COM Mao Da* plus many other conhgurasona avail

able o*i the she* $145 $25

MAC 8060 Macro Assembiar F uH mm macro derm,

toons Pseudo Ops include RPC IRP REPT TITLE

PACE and MACLlB 7 80 bbrary included Produces
mtplrtUS'....t.-'..'.../ i ..l; lil ss,rr-;.^ti.-t

| Mh[M
(tee below) fiOtttl*

SrO 8000 symbotoc debugger Fui trace pass count

and break-port program l istong system with back-trace

and histogram uMtoes Wh.^n used with MAC. provides

lull symbolic display ol memory labels end equated
values «*SS1S

TEX Test tormaller to create paginated, page-

numbered and ruaWied copy from source <«< «•*.*•
reCatHe to dwk or pnnter *»*»1*

Program to permt vmultaneous printing

k wtwle user executes another Program

MICROSOFT
Disk Extended BASIC veraon 5 *nsi compel.-

Ml •* long .•<!» names WHILE WEND. cftejrjmv

variable length Me lecortje S300 SZS

BASIC Cornelia* - Language am*** «* Vet-

.. ..„ J Ma mot ItstapiMai '"0 4'0 limes lis! at»
ion Produces standard Mxcroeofl retocalaole bmaryiout-

put lnc»xlesMecro-aO aj»»r*et»»loFC>HTf^l»or
COBOL SO coo* modules M»««
FORTRAN-SO ANSI 66 (except lot COMPLEX!
plus many extensione Includes rekjcalaoie obiect conv

peer Infcing loeder. Myery «r*i managef Also eicajdea

MACRaWlseeOelowl S400.SM

COBOL-S0 ANSI 7a RetccetaUe ot*ect output

Formal same as FORTBAN 80 and MACHO 80
modules Cornptete ISAM mteiactive ACCEPT DiS

PLAY COPY EXTEND !•****»

MACRO-M - 8000 Z80 Macto Assembler Mel and

Zxog mnemonics supponed Relocatable linkable output

Loader Library Manager and Cross Reference Lis!

uMAes included $ts»*is

EDIT-SO Very last random access tent editor lor teat

mm or without Me numbers Global and rntra-kneconv

m.nv!s v,in:.*l.s1 I «r rompare utility >n i.drM M* ST S

MICRO FOCUS
aS COBOL (standard)
standard wrnpiler tufty vasdr—
ANSI li

Dynamic toading

laotty Also,
i

—

ANSI 74 COBOL
I u S Navy tests to

a to level 2 incturSng

I and a run ISAM tile

.
interactive debug

and powerful intereceve ealerssoria 10 support protected

and unprotected CRT screen formatting from COBOL
programs used with any dumb terminal SS)SO/tsSS)

U CM COBOL (ownpact) • COBOL subset compeer
tor use on a 3W byte rtcrYjcaiBputer valuable range «
COBOL lenguagefeawres many at level 1 and inducing

ISAM and tve aSsCBSTX .nteractive screen torrnatsng

ot dumb tarnarvats SSSSiSlO

D ForlM 1 - CRT screen ectlor to bued appkeason CRT
eas Out-

put is COBOL data I wymg into OS
COBOL progrann__
.rs«jt and output ttajtxajttrjris by hand and greasy speeds
,rv«»aclrveappa<aattnpro9rar™t»ng Oitput racsarea OS
COBOL compact compeer S12SSIO

Form* 2 - Forme 1 screen acMor pkjs indexed Me
appkeason program o^nei^jeAtkrrielcaSy creates a

query and updeleoeMtMaMaSTed Met using CRT
protected and unpmsrVd sereen lormats No program

) experience i.ajTOulput program rfcaahiponvrrwvj expe
p>led by either of OS COBOL comp-ers

EIDOS SYSTEMS
KISS Keyed index Sequential Search Oners com-
plete Mutt. Keyed index Sequential and Direct Access tile

riwiagemenl Includes burilm utobty tunctoons lor 1ft or

32 M arrthrrietoc, string integer conversion and string

compare Dehvered as a relocatable bnfcabte module m
IvVcrosort lormat tor use with FORTRAN-80 or COBOL;
80. etc

Microsoft Orak Extended BASIC with ax

KISS facilities, integrated by imptementakon o* rune

additional oommanda m language Package includes

KISS REL as described above and a sample marl bsl

> trade name ot Ctgrtal Research
•\'rt0 is .i toadernarh ol <Ti(og. tnc

"WHATSIT? -s a trademark of Computer Headware

tCPMtorHeath TRSaOMode* i arvjPolyMc*pr»c88t3are
rnor>tied and must use especially compiled versions of

ir>d apc*ca«orw software

t tPoryMorphic 881 3 CPM sct^rxluted tor Septem(>

MICROPRO i»S!/lSr

Super-Sort I — Sort, merge, extract ussty as absolute

executable program or linkable module m wacrosott for-

mat Sorts lixed or vanable records «mh data m bmery
BCD Packed Decimal EBCDIC ASCII Itoaung fixed

pexnt. exponential, field justified etc etc Even^variable
number of fields per record1

only

Super-Sort IN As ll without SELECT EXCLUDE
siisms

Menu drrvi*n visual word processing sys

tern lor use with standard lermmala Text lorrrvatang per-

formed on screen Faciknes lor text pagmale page
number, rusafy center and underscore User can print

one document wtvie simultaneously eratng a second
Erst tacfSftee include global search and replace, read

write to otter text tees, block move etc Requires CRT
lemsnal with addressable cursor posrborsng S4M t»
WuidMsVaMf Text Edrtor - In one mode has super-

set of CP Ms ED commands including global

and reryavong. lorward and backwards m fna

mode crcwxJea fu« screen editor lor users wlhser

SOFTWARE SYSTEMS
CBASIC-2 Cksk Extended BASIC - Non-ntetactive

BASIC with pseudo-code compiler and runame awerpre-

i»r Supports tui hie control, chaxrang. integer and ex-

StOsVStf

&&
STRUCTURED SYSTEMS GROUP

interactive and itoaible system
providing prool and report outputs CA*storr./at*onoi COA
created interactively Murkpte branch aooountjng centers
Extens.ve chectung pertormed at data entry Tor proof.

' runes may be beachedCOA coneclness etc Journal entries may
pnor to poskng Closing procedure automati

up -nput tiles All reports can be tailored as
Requires OBAS iC

Open item system with

output tor internal aged reports and customer-oriented

statement and twang purposes On-Lme Enquiry permits

•nrwrrwbon lor Customer Service and Credit depart

Twnts interlace to General Ledger provided it both sys-

tems used Requires CBAStC *•»* S25

- Provides aged statements ol

accounts by vendor with check writing tor selected in-

voices Can be used alone or with General Ledger and or

with NAD Requires CBAStC SsMftttSS

LiFTTEfMHT -Program
tart or other

toon Designed tow
•nge Requx-es C~

NAD Name and Address setsctoon system — interactive

rrvii ist Bpasflon and namtmmm ["<.-j'jti w.tn m&a
as tut reports with reterence data or rastnetad .ntorma

toon lor mail labels Transfer system tor extraction and
tfaViVer ol •eaSOtld 'f-cixrls Id f rr>dtc n«*w fite* najMIll
CBASIC

OSORT
record length, variable lieu length intormatoon Up to live

ascending or descending keys Fui back-up Of input h'-

- Fa*l sort merge program tor tiles wilt' fixed

leiiekllan^
)» input t les

XI tit)

PAYROLL SYSTEM
hie Computes payrol wtV

Stale taxes Pnnts payrol register checks, quarterly re-

ports and W-2 forms Can generate r
J

employee form letters with mail

Mamunns ernployee r

hle Computes payrol withhok*ng lor FtCA. Federal and

ports and W-2 forms Can generate ad hoc '•ports

employee form letters wilh mail labels Requires
CBASIC Supofced .n source code *5tO $34

APARTMENT MANAGEMENT SYSTEM •

nanctal management system tor recerpts and security

deposats ol apartment protects Captures data on vacan
c«s revtsnoes etc lor annual trend anatysm Dairy report

shows late rents, vacancy nokces. vacancies income
lost through vacancies etc Requires CBASIC Suppked
m source code *5»0 *3S

INVENTORY SYSTEM Captures stock levels.

costs, sources, sates ages, turnover, markup, etc
Transaction irifVxrnafton may be entered tor reporting by
salesman, type of sale, date of safe etc Reports avail-

able both for accounting and decision makrng Requires
CBASIC Suppked *i source code SSMSJS
CASH REGISTER - Marntains hies on da-y sales

Files data by sales person and item Tracks sales over

rings refunds, payouts and total net deposits Requires
CBASIC Suppfceo *i source code

ttnyC
Structured prrjgrammpng techniques

source -stings

rasjm iby. MMMm
etudes tun

«75*40

i C CompHar - Supports most maror features of

language .nctuoVig Structures Arrays Pointers recur-

sive tuncfeon evaluation bnkable with bbrary to 8060 bi-

nary output Lacks data trtrkali/atoon long & float type and
static A register class specifiers Documentation includes

C Programming Language book by Kernmhan &mm »i.a>sis

with more extensive
UNIX*" Version
.ind R-lcti-e and
Dertormng tO.
toon Compiler
A Natural (see below) requrres

The urtomate in sys
rode tnan Pascal

lorms to the tut)

by Kerrwjhan
» lunctoons tor

|
nvansrxjiataon and storage axoca

•n A Natural source Supplied with

requrres 0OK CPM tH3-OV>Xt

||S*«M I,

try in ANbbrary m A- Natural

Irom A Natural source

Powertul block structured

language teatur>ng eorxiCRViical nm kma dynarnc alloca-

tion of rnemory Very compact (24K total RAM) system
trnplernsntong almost a* Algol 00 report features plus

many powerfJ eitensons indur>ng str-Tg harvdtong dwect

disk address t O etc Requ-es ISO CPU t19»SM
D ZS0 Ds7V«*orjmeflt Pictsa^t Consists ot ( 1 1 disk

Me hne editor wtti global >nter and mtra-bne laokbes (2)

/B0 rekxating assembler /ilogMosIek mnemorscs
conditional assembly and cross reterence table

capabilities (3l bnking loader producing absolute Intel

he« disk tie

G ZDT - Z80 Debugger

ma$i

braaji .i-t-1 tasvajnt

to DOT %X> when or-

Package *so»to

Disk based d^assembter to Intel UOtjO or

TDLXtan 280 source code -sbng and cross reference

tiles Intel or TDL/Xitan pseudo ops optional Runs on
8080 *«S*10

) DtSKOG - As CHSTEL to Znog Moatek rrwiemorsc
Mes Runs on Z80 onry SSSS10

, TEXTWRITER Text formatter to jusfcly and pag>-

whrch prpvidat
forms RequKes

dude insertion of text dunng execution from other dtsk

tiles or console, permitting recipe documents to be
created from bnked fragments on other ftles Has facifeties

tor sorted index, table of contents and lootnote inaerkona

tor n

record exkackon
program is anduded

on single sheet or conknuous
t1t

. WHATSIT?""" Inierackve data-base system usmg
associativa tags to retrieve intormabon by subsect Hash
mg and random access used for last response Requ*es
CBAStC SltsVStS

XYBASrC interactive Process Control BASIC - FuM
drsk BASIC features plus ursque crjrrtmands to handkt
bytes rotate and shrtt. and to test and set Cuts Available
m integer. Extended and RC*Aabte vers*ons
integer Disk or tntager ROMatse »2»S $25
Exlended Disk or Extended RC*tab*e S3t5 S29

D SMAL/SD Structured lytacro Assembled Language -
Package ot powertul general purpose text macro proc
esaor and SMAL structured language corrytk-r SMAL >s

an assembler language with IF THEN-ELSE LOOP
REPEAT-WHILE DO-END. BEGIN END constructs

S7SS1S

SELECTOR N Deta Base Processor to create and
maintain srngte Kay data bases Prints forrrwjttosd sorted

reports wdh numerical summaries Available lor Microsoft

and CBAStC (state wrsch) Suppked «i source code
ttmmm

I I SELECTOR - Mutto (i e up to 24) Key vrmion of

Selector II Comes with appkeabons programs rnctodwig

Sales Activity Wventory, Payables Recewables Check
Register Expenses Appo»ntments. and CbentRabent
Requrres CBASIC Suppked in source code SSxnVSSO
Enhanced version for CBASIC 2 $345 fM

H CPMV374X Utility PaKfcag* Has U range of

functions to aeate or re-name an IBM 374 1 volume, dis-

play directory information and edit the data set contents
Provides rue file transfer lao-bes between 3741 volume
data sets and CPM tries $i»5*to

BASIC UTpUTY DtSK Consists ot d» CRUNCH
14 - Compacting ukkry to 'edupa toe sue and increase
the speed of prograrmjp.Js|r^V»l Basic and TRS-80
Basic (2)

computong rxnefc*

square root, rujluraildg Tog base 10.

bobc sm. tryperbokc arc sm. etc Furnished

iUl tunctmns irvtLXkng

Phcasj -ii.i apat Hk ataonj lubsscl la Changs] Aim*/ nob p

Software for most popular 8080/Z80 computer disk systems
including NORTH STAR, iCOM, MICROPOLIS, DYNABYTE DB8I2,

EXIDY SORCERER, SD SYSTEMS, ALTAIR, VECTOR MZ,
8 "IBM, HEATH H17 & H89, HEUOS, IMSAI VDP42 & 44, REX,

POLYMORPHIC 8813, OHIO SCIENTIFIC arid IMS 5000 formats.

Shopping List
No.6

eboat Associates

SOFTWitRE

Orders must specify

i it .y.i.iv, and
tormals eg North
Raj S f.:,,. ,,» rjDubtl
d*-ns.ty IBM vnrjle.jr

2D 25« Aita.' Hehos
robs Mod I or

ll
.

5V," soft sector
(Micro COM 50
Systems Dynabytej etc

Add $ I item snipping
($2m*i) Add$t
ackMional tor UPS
COO
Manual cost
ppjxcatpst arjaasal

pfce of sufjseqiient

waHwaya purxtkiajj

Install ol acti
I
rapnaSy ofswaya

pa 'i ;• •'--,. .1

license tor use on one
system only

'^rieSorrVrareSupermartef.satraoVTWko/^fer^

Lifeboat Associates, 2248 Broadway NY NY 10024

(212) 580-0062 Tetex 66858S
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Novices: Still Needing Help

Dear Editor:

I am responding to a letter in the March, 1979 issue of
Creative Computing. In his letter, Ron M. Salveson explains
the dilemma of the novice in the computer industry. I have an
Apple II, 32K. I purchased the Apple because I was told it

could be programmed in Assembler, I could make use of the
disassembler, it has high resolution graphics, 8 ports for peri-
pheral expansion and so on. I got my computer (to use in a
small business) and opened the "easy to follow" instructions.
When I finished I could write a bouncing ball routine... that's
it. I received no instructions as to the use of my high resolu-
tion graphics. I can write no programs with it. The company
responded to my inquiry and sent me someone else's notes. I

didn't understand half of what they sent. In an industry
where a half a million units are to be sold there must be
someone who can ease the transition from novice to program-
mer. It seems Apple, Tandy and Commodore would put this
info in their phamphlets.

Lawrence V. Ercolino
214 Hillside Drive

Neptune, New Jersey 07753

Diablo Graphics

Dear Editor:

I read the article "Computer Graphics With The Diablo"
published in the June issue with great expectations.
Unfortunately, what could have been a fine article and
program was reduced greatly in value by two problems.

First, the minor problem. Some Basics will execute a loop
at least once even if the initial value of the index exceeds the
final value. Not all Basics will do this. For those that do not
have an initial index check, logic must be added to the
program to prevent one step in X or Y when no steps are
desired. A check to see if N9 is zero needs to be inserted
immediately after statements 840 and 1030. If this is not done
the program will lose track of the print-head position when
plotting closely spaced points.

The major problem is that the article spends several para-
graphs dealing with a "bug" in the INT function. This reveals
that the author does not understand what the INT function is

supposed to do. The INT function in almost all Basics returns
the as the answer the largest integer less than or equal to the
argument. Thus -2 is the CORRECT answer to INT(-1.1). The
author's mathematics to get the answer he desires has a
major bug. If N9 is exactly equal to -.5 then statements 810
and 840 will make N9 come out to be +1. A positive step will

be taken when a negative or no step is desired. The same logic

will also turn -.5 into +1 at lines 1000 and 1030. Simply by
replacing the logic at both points by

N9= INT(N9+ .5)

will suffice to make the program work without the problem
the author mentions.

I have tested the program extensively with the loop and
half correction logic changed and have had no problems.

The problem may have been caused by failure to check for
cases when no step is to be made before entering the loops.

I must find fault not with the author but with your staff.

The promulgation of a gross misunderstanding ofthe working
ofthe INT function does the hobby a great disservice.

Richard M.Beit
98-388 Kaonohi St.

Apt. 4
Alea, Hawaii 96701

Help With Worthless Software!

Dear Editor:

I am writing this letter out of frustration and anger in the

hope that something can be done or at least others can be
warned.

I own an Apple Home Computer and I purchase software
for it from various sources, such as ads in magazines and at

my local dealer.

I have in front ofme a pile of worthless software that does
not work!! I paid $19.95 for Sargon the chess program and it

makes illegal moves. I paid $19.95 for Eric's Talking Disc from
Programma and it is really a mess. I paid $14.95 for Dungeon
Campaign from Synergistic software and I have a number of
examples of bugs in it. This comes to about $55.00 of hard-to-

get money paid out for bad programs. Companies that write
or distribute this stuff are advertisers in your magazine.
Recently World Power Systems Inc. was indicted for mail
fraud. They were true crooks and the difference between
right and wrong was very clear, but I ask you what is the
difference here?

Is there any responsibility on your part that is being
neglected, or does each individual have to suffer the chagrin
of finding out he has been taken and then fight each long
battle at various levels to right the wrong?

This has got to stop and I am in no position to lead the fight

but you are ifyou care.

All the people who have spent 20 bucks and then find out
that they have been ripped off don't write letters but they
should.

You should listen to them and perhaps start a consumer
warning column in your magazine and, last but not least,

perhaps if one of these companies were taken to court a legal

ruling showing that they are liable for what they do would
serve warning that the millions of dollars being bilked from
people is illegal and morally wrong.

This is a new industry and it is in trouble and I know that I

am not alone in my feelings.

Clarence Greathouse
14422 S.E. 132nd

Renton, Washington 98055

It 's impossible for Creative Computing or any other
magazine to verify the quality of all its advertisers ' pro-
ducts. Further, we're not in a position to assume responsi-

bility for what our advertisers claim although we do try to

weed out obvious frauds.
You probably have good reason to be disappointed in

the quality ofpersonal computer software. The field is still

in its infancy. A year or two ago games like Blackjack sold

for $20 or more, a case ofhighway robbery. This year there

are still many software companies trying to make it with
untested ana mediocreprograms but a few quality sources
seem to be emerging and, fortunately flourishing. Indeed,
some of the companies you named market some excellent

software. In the future we expect the market to become
much more competitive as well as consumers to become
more discriminating.

To avoid buying worthless software I would suggest
trying to see software (at a store or show) first, and/or
purchasingonly from reputablesoftware vendors. — SN

An interesting sidelight to thefraud angle, is that after
Creative's exposureofthe WorldPower Systems fraud and
mention of two others, two mail order manufacturers have
withdrawn their advertising claiming that we made too big
an issue of these frauds arid thereby cast an undeserved
shadow over the mail order industry. Perhaps so. The
majority of the industry is quite reputable but we feel
strongly that exposure of the frauds and questionable
operators will strengthen and not weaken the industry. In
this case, I 'd rather err in the direction of over-reaction
rather than downplaying it.

Bytheway, we're onto one now that may be the biggest
caseyet. Watch thesepages. —DHA
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DYNABYTE
The Business Computer System
That You Can Afford.
For less cost than a new
company car, you can own
an expandable computer
system that will fully auto-

mate your business. And
your bookkeeper can run
the system with just a few
hours of training, on-site, in

a single day.

Field Tested Programs: Over
600 Dynabyte systems are in

use across America generat-

ing timely reports, P & L
Statements, Payroll, Ac-
counts Payable, Accounts
Receivable, Inventory Con-
trol, Data Base Management,
Word Processing and cus-

tomized programs. Dynabyte
supplies high level lan-

guages for specialized needs
including BASIC, FORTRAN,
COBOL and PASCAL.

Expandable Diskette Mem-
ory: You can select from 5'/

4

"

or IBM compatible 8" flop-

pies with compact single

station memory storage from
650,000 words up to 2 million

words; or multiple terminal

systems with 10 million

words of storage capacity.

You can start small and then
add more memory and multi-

tasking functions as needed
by your growing business.

Price, Performance, Service:

Dynabyte offers the com-
puter business system you
need at a price you can
afford, with proven reliabil-

ity, supported by a growing
network of dealers. For more
facts, Contact Dynabyte
Sales at (415) 329-8021.

115 Independence Drive

Menlo Park, CA 94025

TWX: 910-373-2019

CIRCLE 137 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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CRIBBAGE Debugged

Dear Editor:
Several readers have contacted me concerning my

CRIBBAGE program (May 1979) and brought to light three

problems. The first is a real bug: the computer will on occa-

sion after a "GO" situation, replay a card it has already

played. The correction involves the addition of a line of code

as follows:

2605 IF M5<>1THEN 2730

The second problem is an irrelevant bug in that line 2710

should be I9=VC(B9,1). The line as currently written causes

no problem, and may be entirely eliminated. This section of

code is only used when the computer's hand consists of four

5's. The correction will cause the computer to play the first 5

in its hand; leaving the line as is or removing it causes the

computer toplay the fourth 5 in its hand.

The thira problem turns out to be a bug which will appear
or not appear depending on how a particular BASIC language
processes FOR/NEXT loops. Consider the following

instructions:

3210 FORK=lTOI
3220 F0RL=K+1T0I

3270 NEXTL
3280 NEXTK

IBM BASIC evaluates the limit of the FOR/NEXT loop

before processing the loop; therefore, when K reaches the

value of I the FOR/NEXT loop on L will not be executed
because I + 1 is greater than I to start. On the TRS-80
however, BASIC evaluates the limit of the FOR/NEXT loop

at the end of the loop and therefore will execute the loop with

L equal to 1+1 which causes all sorts of problems during the

play of the hand. To eliminate this "bug' (?) change line 3220
to read FORL=KTO I.

Sheppard Yarrow
6513 Farmingdale Court

Derwood.MD 20855

What Happened To Computer Notes?

Dear Editor:

I am a new subscriber to Creative Computing, as

suggested by Pertec because they were no longer going to

publish a newsletter for MIT Altair users. I have two
questions: (1) Will you, in the future, be publishing informa-

tion for "us" Altair users who no longer have a common source

for information about our equipment, and (2) I have a disk

operating system and all of the programming I have learned

re: disk has come from my own work. Will you be publishing

information about disk programming? Thanks for any help

you can give me.
R.M. Adelstein

10341 E.Evans #160
Denver, Colo. 80231

When we bought the MITs publication, Computer
Notes, we acquired their unprocessed manuscripts, their

mailing list and that 's about it. The same thing happened
when we bought ROM Magazine The manuscripts from
both have since beenprocessedandpublished in Creative I
haven 't actively solicited manuscripts on Altair systems as
a result of that purchase.. .but if any come over my desk
they 11 certainly get every consideration. —JTC

More Sorcerer Feedback

Dear Editor:

Some more Sorcerer feedback, in response to Michael

Turniansky's letter in CC, Vol. 5, No. 4 (April, 1979):

By dint of luck, intuition, and trial and error, I discovered

that the place to POKE your machine-language subroutine

address is 260 (low byte) and 261 (high byte). That is, when
you invoke USR control branches to the address specified in

the (decimal) locations 260 and 261 in memory, with the

address specified low byte first (as is standard for machine
language commands). Unfortunately, I don't have a clue as to

where, if anyplace, the USR parameter is placed, and where
the returned value comes from. But this only means that a few
extra PEEK'S and POKE'S are required to communicate with

your subroutine. Thus, the sorely-needed INP function (get a

character from the keyboard without waiting for a RETURN)
can be simulated by something similar to the following:

Initialization

ST=0 -.REM ARBITRARY START ADDRESS FOR SUB-
ROUTINE
IN= ST+? :REM ADDRESS FOR DUMPING INPUT
BYTE
HI=INT(IN/256) :REM HIGH BYTE OF INPUT ADDRESS
LO= IN-HI :REMLOW BYTE OFINPUT ADDRESS
POKE ST.205 :REM "CALL" (CD)

POKE ST+1,48: POKE ST+2,224 :REM "RECEIVE"
MONITOR ENTRY POINT (E030)

POKE ST+3,50 :REM "LD A" (32)

POKE ST+4.LO: POKE ST+5.HI :REM ADDRESS TO
WHICH A ISDUMPED
POKE ST+6.201 :REM "RET" :(C9)

T= INT(ST/256): T1=ST-T :REM GET LOW & HIGH
BYTES OF ST
POKE 260.T1: POKE 261.T :REM SETUSRADDRESS

The above routine loads a small machine language
program into memory, starting at location ST. The program
uses the monitor to get a keyboard byte in register A; this is

then dumped into location IN, where a PEEK can retrieve it.

Note that if it could be sent back as the value ofUSR, a variety

of neat in-line functions could be created, instead of somewhat
clumsier subroutines.

To use it, something like the following can be done:

FOR1= 1 TO DL :REM DL IS SOME DELAY CONSTANT. #

OF TRIES BEFORE QUIT
CH=USR(0) :REM GET A CHARACTER- IS A DUMMY
PARAMETER
CH=PEEK(IN) :REM PICK UP THE CHARACTER
GOTTEN
IFCHTHEN RETURN :REM GOT IT. GOHOME
NEXT I :REMTRY AGAIN
RETURN :REM AFTER DL TRIES, GO HOMEANYWAY

Note that if other machine language routines are used in

the same program, setting the USR address should be made
part of the subroutine.

A word of caution: when invoking machine language
routines in a BASIC program, save a copy before you test —
you might crash the system and lose all your keying!

Incidentally, my prize for the maximum-return-for-mini-
mum-effort program goes to Michael D. Zorn's SUPEROSE
(April, 1979). The article is not only beautifully clear on
adapting the routine to a variety of environments, it lets you
produce astonishing effects for an investment of perhaps 5

minutes of keying. Terrific!

Eli Cohen
2236 Allison Rd.

Vancouver, B.C., Canada
V6T1T6
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You know about computers.
In fact, you probably own
one now. One that you might
be thinking of expanding.
We have a better idea. Take
a really giant step into the

personal computing future

with a C4Por C8Pfrom Ohio
Scientific. These two new
premium computer system!

offer the best specs in the

personal computing indus-
try with built-in performance
levels that you could never
achieve with your present
system, even with all tht

add-ons available. We'l
show you why.

1.2 million instructions per
second. Average.

Memory to accumulator ADD
time — 600NS.

JUMP extended — 900NS.

1.0MIPS

THE FACTS
SPEED

Speed separates the computers
from the toys. The faster the

processor executes instructions

the more elaborate and greater
the I/O can be. The C4P and
C8P have execution speed that

is twice as fast as Apple II, or
Commodore PET and over
THREE times as fast as TRS-80.
They are many times faster

than the recently introduced
flock of video game type
computers.

GT OPTION As if that

weren't fast enough, the C4P
and C8P's speed is nearly
doubled when equipped with
the Ohio Scientific GT option.

By utilizing a 6502C
microprocessor in conjunction
with ultra-fast static memories,
a C4P or C8P equipped with
the GT option, will yield the

following performance:
' Apple II. Commodore PET. TRS 80. and Alan 800 are registered Irade names ol Apple
Computer Inc.

. Commodor. : i Radio Shack. Atari, rest-

2048

CHARACTERS

DISPLAY
The C4P and the C8P offer

more display than other

personal computers — 2048
characters — 32 rows of 64
columns with upper and lower
case. Long display width
makes user instruction easier

to program and to read. The
effective graphics resolution of

256 x 512 points allows these

computers to match the display

limit of even the best color

television sets.

16 COLORS
The C4P and C8P offer a bril-

liant array of 16 colors includ-

ing black available in both
alphabetics and graphics.

84-

18

CONSTRUCTION
The C4P incorporates a fully

RF shielded aluminum case
with 2-step baked on enamel
finish. It is trimmed with solid

oiled walnut and die-cast

chromed dress panels. Com-
pare its construction to the

plastic cases that are standard

on other personal computers.

The quality doesn't stop at the

surface. The C4P and C8P
are modular BUS orientated

computers with 4 and 8 slots

respectively. The internal

electronics are built to rigorous
industrial standards.

Modularity means expand-
ability and obsolescence pro-
tection. In fact, the original

1977 vintage C2-4P can be
upgraded to a C4P by chang-
ing PC cards at substantially

less cost than purchasing a
new computer.

CREATIVE COMPUTING
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The C4P MF is shown with optional

accessories (clockwise). Home
Color TV set (requires RF mod-
ulator). 2 joy sticks. AC-Remote
console and 2 modules, wireless

smoke detector and window
detector, modem, printer and
wireless remote security console

(on top of TV.)



JUST LOOK AT ALLTHE I

OFTHEC4PMF- BUILT IN

INTERFACES
I/O capabilities. The most
important feature to look for

when you purchase your next

computer. Compare these

standard features of the C4P
and C8P disk systems to any
other computer system.

Regardless of price, you'll find

none that even come close.

i i

1 2
i i i

10 2

\
9 3

8 -»

? 5
6

CLOCK
l-Real time clock and
count down timer

Only on Ohio Scientific

C4P MF or C8P DF

con otter you nil this I/O.

HONE SECURITY
INTERFACES
l-home security interface wit!

fire and intrusion detection

CONTROL
INTERFACES
16 parallel I/O lines

fol

•

Aurora, Ohio 44202

Model Serial

POWER
ON

FUSE
(2A)

110 VAC
60 Hz

# &

RS- 232 PORTS
1-300 baud modem port

1-300/1200 baud printer port

Directly connect to an optional

modem and /<^* <

printer W^^^fC"



AVAILABLE ON THE BACK
AND READY TO RUN.

ACCESSORY BUS
One accessory BUS connector

for an external 48 line I/O

board, PROM blaster, analog

data module or education

board.

SOUND
1 -programmable tone

generator 200 — 20KHz
1-8 bit companding digital to

analog converter (DAC) for

music and voice output

Cassette IN

(Cassette Versions Only)

Color Adj.

AN INPUT
EXPANSION
2-8 axis joystick interfaces

2-10 keypad interfaces

1

^-

Video Display

rts> (Sh

HONE INTERFACES
1—AC-12 AC remote control

interface



SOFTWARE
Ohio Scientific offers a full

comprehensive library of

both systems and applications

software for the C4P and the

C8P. And, because our main
language is Microsoft BASIC
like most other personal

computers, much of your old

software can be used on the

C4P and C8P with little or no
modification except for the

special I/O functions and the

much faster speed of your new
computer. This would include
software from the TRS-80 Level

II, Apple floating point BASIC,
Commodore BASIC and many
others.

SYSTEMS
INTEGRATION
There is a lot of software avail

able for a lot of computers.

Unfortunately for the user in

almost every case the computer
is available from one supplier,

software is available from a

dozen independent suppliers

and accessory devices are

available from yet other

suppliers. Ohio Scientific has

a different approach. We offer

a comprehensive library of

systems and applications soft-

ware for the 4P and 8P. In fact,

we offer more factory sup-

ported software than any other
personal computer company.
For example, say you have a

brand X computer and you buy
a real time clock from com-
pany Y which supplies software

to use the clock. Then you
buy an AC controller from
company Z who also provides

software. The system works
fine as long as you want to

monitor time or control AC
devices but you are out of luck

when you want to use the clock

in conjunction with controlling

AC devices. With Ohio
Scientific's systems you can be
monitoring home security,

time, controlling AC devices

and be playing an exciting

video game, ail at the same
time because the systems
software, the applications soft-

ware, and the accessories form
an integratedpackage which
works together without end
user modification.

FOREGROUND/
BACKGROUND

This means that your computer
can be engaging in home
monitoring activities at the

same time it is running other

programs.

EXPANSION
As you can see, the C4P and
C8P are truly exceptional
premium computers with just

their standard features alone.

Above and beyond that they
are easily expandable to add
exciting advanced features

like word processing, addi-
tional memory, voice I/O, and
our new universal telephone
interface (UTI).

C4PVS.C8P
The C4P is a 4-slot portable
computer with one open slot

for expansion. The C8P is an
8-slot mainframe class

computer with five open slots.

It features over 3 times the

expansion capability of the

C4P for advanced home,
experimental and small

business applications. The
C8P's dual 8' floppies store

about 8 times the information

of a single mini-floppy and
access it many times faster.

ADVANCED
FEATURES FOR
C8P DF EXPANSION
Voice I/O
The C8P DF can be optionally

equipped with a voice I/O
system that includes a Votrax

module capable of generating

English speech phonetically.

It also has provisions for a user
populated 5-channel feature

extractor for voice input

experimentation.

Universal Telephone
Interface (UTI)
Optionally equipped with a
Universal Telephone Interface

system, the C8P DF has the

ability to dial any telephone
number, utilizing rotary dial or
touch tone telephone lines. It

can respond to touch tone or

modem signals and can route
voice to tape recorders.

It can answer by touch tone,

modem, stored message or

Votrax voice output (when
equipped with Votrax module
or used in conjunction with a
CA-14 Voice I/O.)

A C8PDF with UTI, voice

output, AC-Remote, home
security and its clock yield the

home computer of the future

with uncannily human-like
capabilities to communicate
via phone lines and operate
and monitor typical home
functions.

FINAL FACTS
Buying a new computer is a
serious, long-term investment.
So we invite you to shop
around and compare. The
closest thing you'll find to a
C4P or C8P will cost twice as
much and offer less than half

the performance. We know.
Because there's nothing like

these exceptional premium
computers at any price, any-
where. And probably won't be
for a very long time.

"TRS 80 Level II, Apple lloating point BASIC and Commodore BASIC an
trade names ot. Radio Shack. Apple Computer Inc., Commodore Business Machines Ltd..

SPECIFICATIO

FEATURE

Microprocessor type
GT option 6502C

Full 53-key Keyboard

BASIC in ROM

BASIC on Disk

Minimal Config. RAM

Minimal Config. Total

Memory RAM + Display + ROM

Maximum RAM

TV/Video Monitor

Cassette Recorder

Mini-Floppy Disk

Dual Mini-Floppy Disk

Dual 8" Floppy Disk

Video Display

Color Graphics (up to 16 colors).

Upper and Lower Case,
Graphics + Gaming Elements

Effective Screen Resolution

Audio Output (200 to 20KHz)

DAC for Voice and Music
Generation

Key Pad Interfaces

Joystick Interfaces

AC Remote Control Interface

Audio Cassette Interface

Real Time Clock

Home Security System
Interface

Printer Interface

Modem Interface

16 Parallel Lines + Acc'y. BUS

GT Option

Winchester Hard Disks Option

Voice I/O

Telephone Interface

CREATIVE COMPUTING
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o* 0*
6502 6502A 6502 6502A

Yes Yes Yes Yes

Yes No Yes No

No Yes No Yes

8K 24K 8K 32K

19. 5K 27.5K 19.5K 35. 5K

32K 48K 32K 48K

Acc'y. Acc'y. Acc'y. Acc'y.

Acc'y. No Acc'y. No

Acc'y. Yes No No

Acc'y. Acc'y. No No

No No Acc'y. Yes

32x64 32x64 32x64 32x64

Yes Yes Yes Yes

256x512 256 x 512 256 x 512 256 x 512

Yes Yes Yes Yes

Yes Yes Yes Yes

Yes Yes Yes Yes

Yes Yes Yes Yes

Yes Yes Yes Yes

Yes No Yes No

No Yes No Yes

No Yes No Yes

Yes* Yes Yes* Yes

No Yes No Yes

No Yes No Yes

No Acc'y. No Acc'y.

No No Acc'y. Acc'y.

No No Acc'y. Acc'y.

No No Acc'y. Acc'y.

OCTOBER 1979
•a>l wired to connector

.

Computers com* with keyboard! and floppies whtr* ipecitied Other
equipment shown is optional
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COMPUTERS Here is a partial listing of diskettes for the C4P

and C8P. For a complete listing of diskettes

and cassettes consult the current full line

price list.

C4P
8K BASIC in ROM, 8K RAM,
Demo Cassette

24K RAM, Single Mini-Floppy,

S 698

C4PMF OS-65D 3.1 operating system
and 2 demo disks

8K BASIC in ROM, 8K RAM,

1.695 APPLICATIONS SOFTWARE
Game Disk 1 Arcade games $ 29

v*or Demo Cassette

32K RAM Dual 8' floppies,

895 Game Disk 2 Arcade games 29

Game Disk 3 Popular Conventional
C8PDF OS-65D 3. 1 and 2 demo disks. 2.597 Computer games 29

Game Disk 4 Popular Conventional
Computer games 29

ACCESSOlEUES
12" B/W Combination
Monitor/TV $ 115

Game Disk 5 Advanced Arcade games 29

Game Disk 6 Advanced Arcade games 29

• • • • AC-15P 12" Color Monitor 399 Game Disk 7 loy stick Arcade games 29

• • • • AC-HP 2—8 Axis loy sticks with cables 39 Game Disk 8 Animations and Cartoons
(2 disk set) 29# # AC-HP Answer/Originate 300 baud

modem with cable 199 Personal Disk 1 Checking/Savings/Loans/Etc. 29

AC-Remote starter set, console,

2 lamp modules, 2 appliance
modules, OS-65D home
control operating system. 175

Personal Disk 2 More personal programs 29

Education Disk 1 Educational games 29

Education Disk 2 BASIC tutor series 29

• • AC-I7P Home security starter set (wire-

less), console, 1 fire detector

2-window units, one door unit

and Demonstration software. 249

Education Disk 3 Tests/tutors/drills 29

RDSINESS SOFTWARE
Business Disk 1 Depreciation/return on invest-

ments etc $ 29

Business Disk 2 Mailing list/Address list/etc 29• • CA-15 Universal telephone interface

with touch tone encoder /

decoder, 300 baud orginate / OS-WP2 Complete word processing

answer modem, analog signal system 200

mux / demux. 499 OS-MDMS 65D based Data Base Manager

• # CA-15V As above with Votrax voice and information management
module for computer system. A must for

generated voice response. 799 business use. 49

MDMS-A/R Accounts Receivable System 29

PRINTERS MDMS-A/P Accounts Payable System 29

Low cost high speed &A

"

aluminized paper printer
with upper/lower case. $ 695

MDMS-Inventory Inventory System 29

MDMS-Aux. 1 Sort/File packer/key File editor

for ISAM 29

• • AC-9TP Centronics 779 110 cps tractor

feed Business printer with

interface. 1.250

UTILITIES
65D Aux. 1 Sort/packer/memory test/

• • • AC-14 NEC Spinwriter—word
processing printer with high
speed parallel Interface. 2.795

disassembler $ 29

Graphics 1 Color graphics utilities with

high resolution plot package 29

Home Control 2 Advanced home control program

•
6T OPTIONS (must be purchased with computer)

C4P Mr/GT 24K, 120NS Memory.
6502C processor, 2-speed

using AC- 12 and AC- 17 29

DAC Routines 1 Music composition system with

chord generation capability 39

clock. add $ 950
Purchase your C4P or C8P and accessories direct from youi

.• C8P DF/GT 48K, 120NS Memory,
6502C processor, 2 speed

local Ohio Scientific dealer. Over 300 dealers nationwide.

H

clock. add 1.825

For other expansion accessories such as add-on memory, additional

i

AOHIO!HH HTIFIC
lloppy drives
line price list

and other accessory Doaras consult tne current tun
1333 S. Chillicothe Road • Aurora. Ohio 44202 • (216) 562-310«
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Seven applications that you can do with
digital imaging

Periphicon 51

1

Optical Image

William J. Blewett

Introduction

Do you want to sort plywood by
counting knotholes, or are you inter-

ested in robotics, optics, security
devices or chess? This article de-
scribes an exciting new low-cost
peripheral with applications in all the
above areas, the Periphicon digital

camera. Its full name is the Type 511
Optical Image Digitizer. Figure 1 is a
list of the manufacturer's specifica-

tions and Figure 2 is a sample portrait

of the author.

Specifications

RESOLUTION : 32 by 32 pixel array

;

square format.
SPECTRAL RESPONSE: Infra-red to near UV;

silicon curve.

SENSITIVITY: Equivalent to ASA
200 emulsion.

FIELDOFVIEW: 18 cm at 1 metre.
LENS: !l.9/13mm

focus from 0.2m. to

Infinity.

MOUNTING: 1 / 4-20 optical mount
I/O: TTL level; 6 contact

edge card.

DIMENSIONS: 8.2cm wide
4.0cm high

2.S cm deep, ex-

cluding lens and
connector.

Figure 1 . Specifications.

First, I would like to describe the
very simple hardware of the camera
itself and the basic process of getting

an image on the screen. The main
point to be made is that the camera is

so simple (hence its low cost of ap-
proximately $200) that at first glance
one wonders if it can be useful for any
application. Second, I would like to

describe a few of the stunning variety

of visual effects and applications
possible by the use of various soft-

ware image processing techniques. In

some of these applications some
additional hardware would also be

William Blewett, Box 1107, Sudden Valley,
Bellingham, WA 98225.

necessary but nothing expensive or

complicated is required.

The operating principle of the
camera is simple. Light entering

through the lens is focused not onto
film as in an ordinary camera, but
rather onto a 32x32 array of light

sensitive elements called pixels. As
time passes, each pixel of the CCD
(Change Coupled Device) array

reaches a saturation point where it

changes from a low to a high state.

A microprocessor can sample the
array at any time reading a zero or a
one for each pixel and the image can
then be reproduced on the screen.

Even if your microprocessor system
does not have any graphics capability

(i.e., point plotting, etc.) the image
can still be reproduced by using a
character for each pixel, the blank
character for a zero and the ASCII "A"
for a one, for example.

There is no shutter on the camera
since this function is performed when
the computer resets the CCD array.

Both the resetting and subsequent
reading of the array is performed
serially bit by bit. This ensures that

each pixel is exposed the same
amount of time when it is read. The
array can be read repeatedly without
resetting if desired.

There is a focus control on the
camera and, in addition, at least three

different close-up lenses are available

at approximately $10 apiece.

Motion Pictures

Although this camera looks like an
ordinary hand-held still-life camera,
the fact that it can generate a new
image many times a second means
that it also functions as a movie
camera. In the simplest mode of

operation the microprocessor resets

the CCD array, waits for a short time,
reads the array and creates an image

The Periphicon Type 511 Optical Image
Digitizer.

on the screen. By repeating this pro-

cedure over and over, the effect of

moving pictures is created. In actual
practice, under normal fluorescent
room lighting, the camera can pro-

duce about three images per second.
At this speed it is quite easy to watch
yourself moving around the room or
waving your hand, for instance. By
storing each successive image in

memory (or possibly on disks or

tapes) it is possible to create movies
which can be played back at the same
or higher speed. Of course, the
resolution is very low compared to

film.

Additionally, the fluorescent light

which I used is a particularly poor
illumination source since it is pulsed.
Under incandescent light it should be
possible to generate images at a rate

of from 20 to 60 frames per second

.

Pictures With Shading

The quality of the pictures pro-

duced by the camera can be enhanced
by adding shading. Once the micro-
processor resets theCCD array, it can
begin reading the array repeatedly
and storing each "frame" that is read
into memory. In practice about five

frames can be read before all of the
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pixels become saturated. In the first

frame only a few pixels will be turned
on where the light is brightest, and
each successive frame will show an
increasing area of saturation. Since
each pixel is represented in memory
by a one or a zero, a shaded picture
consisting of six grey-levels (0 to 5)
can be produced by arithmetically
adding all of the frames together. Of
course each pixel in the composite
frame can no longer be represented by
only a single bit. However, to save
time and memory, each frame can be
added in as it is read from the camera.

This technique requires one K of
RAM for the composite frame if a
single byte per pixel is used. Of
course, it is possible to pack two or
four pixels per byte if necessary.
When the composite frame is com-
pleted it can be displayed by choos-
ing an appropriate character for each
grey-level value. Note that little or no
speed has to be sacrificed for the
grey-level effect since the micropro-
cessor is using time that would
otherwise be wasted.

Motion Detector

One of the most useful applica-
tions of the system considered so far
is to use the camera to detect moving
objects. Such an ability will allow the

Figure 2. "Portrait" of the author.

camera to be used as a security
device. Mounted inconspicuously in-

side or outside your house, the
camera is ready to instantly alert you
should it detect the presence of any
moving object and, in addition, the
detector software is able to filter out
unwanted false alarms caused by
noise or changing light levels.

The trick to doing all of this is

ridiculously simple. Simply "Exclu-
sive OR" each pair of successive

pictures together. Wherever a pixel

has changed from on to off (or off to

on) between the two pictures will

result in a logical one (1) in the
resulting array matrix. Otherwise the
matrix will be filled with zeroes.

To describe what is happening
visually, suppose the camera is

pointing at a still-life scene and the
Exclusive OR matrix is being dis-

played on the screen. Since each
successive picture is identical, the
screen will look completely blank!
Now, if an object moves into the field

of view, an outline of the object will

show upon the screen. At this point a
quantitative estimate of the "amount"
of motion can be obtained by adding
together the cells of the matrix. This
is important since, due to noise and
other factors, a few cells (typically 4
or 5) will flicker on and off even when
there is no motion. By setting the
alarm activation level at a threshold
valueof 20, for example, it is possible
to detect people passing an open
doorway about twenty feet from the
camera, without false alarms.

Suppose now, that you wish to
use the camera in conjunction with an
automatic light sequencer while you
are away from home. When room
lights are turned on or off automati-
cally by the sequencer, many pixels
will change in the camera image and
this will be incorrectly interpreted as
motion and set off the alarm. Of
course, if the light sequencer is also
run by your computer, the light

sequencer software can briefly de-
activate the camera software while
the lights are being changed. How-
ever, it is generally desirable to build
system modules as independently as
possible so that each module needs
to know only about its own task. This
design principle eliminates many
bugs and complications. Thus the
camera software should be able to
distinguish motion from an instan-
taneous lighting change instead of
relying on the sequencer.

The solution is simply to require
that motion (pixel change greater than
a threshold value) be detected over
two or more successive matrices, that
is, over a period of time greater than
two successive pictures. This will

catch intruders but not detect your
room lights.

Outlines And Contours

The use of the Exclusive OR oper-
ation in the motion detector is very
suggestive of further applications. So
far it enables the computer to detect
the outlines or edges of moving
objects only. If the same could be
done for stationary objects as well,

26

the computer might be able to

attempt some scene analysis. This
leads to the possibility of using the
camera as an eye for a robot

.

The first idea that comes to mind
is to move the camera back and forth.

As far as the software is concerned, it

can't tell if the camera is moving and
the scene is still, or vice versa. There-
fore it should detect edges in the still-

life scene. However, the physical
motion of the camera (involving

motors and tracks, etc.) is a compli-
cation that is not really necessary at

this stage.

XOR

I
i

ii ; 1 1 i

Figure 3. The Exclusive OR operation as ap-
plied to a picture of a square shifted

one dot to the right. Note that the
resolution of the camera (32x32) is

greater than that indicated by this
example(8x8).

The trick is to realize that moving
the camera (a small distance) physi-
cally is equivalent to having light from
the scene fall on different (nearby)
pixels in the retina. Why not just
compare a picture with itself shifted
over one dot , and keep the camera and
the scene stationary.

For instance, Figure 3 shows the
result of XOR'ing a (very simple)
picture of a square which has been
shifted one dot to the right. The left

edge on the square is detected
because that column of pixels
changed from dark to light. The right
edge is detected for the opposite
reason. Note that the top and bottom
edges of the square were not detected
at all.

In general, the technique is most
sensitive to edges which are normal
(perpendicular) to the direction of
shift. By repeating the process with
the shift in a vertical direction, the

©Creative Computing
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[inouncement I The first eight Personal
ograms"from Aladdin Automation are
siting for you now at your neighborhood
kmputer retailer or direct from Aladdin

pw you can get your full share of Aladdin
agic in every one of these Personal
agrams"

ath-Ter-Mind* A delightful,

educational learning experience
for your pre-school child Watch

i smile on your child's face as a correct

swer makes the mathematician smile on the

keen before you A nursery song also serves

| a reward for learning elementary addition

I subtraction With Aladdin's Math-Ter-

|nd" your child's pathway to learning will be
i-filled for both of you Math-Ter-Mind"
i first release from the Aladdin Education"

Iries (nursery song currently available only

\
Apple II" program)

untr Lander In a controlled

descent, you're just seconds away
from your first landing on the cold,

aidding surface of the moon As you
'igate your delicate spacecraft downward to

s safety of Moonbase. you must be ever

^tchful of the dangers rising to meet you with

ch passing moment a fuel level fast

proaching zero, deadly meteor showers that

ne from any direction, at any time, sheer-

f:ed rock cliffs and rough terrain, choosing
i correct landing pattern and rate of descent
jdm's Lunar Lander Your chance to reach

It and touch the stars without leaving the

jfety and comfort o* your own chair The first

lease from the Aladdin Simulation" Series

Craps All eyes in the casino are

on you The dice are in your
hands Lady Luck sits at your

shoulder, whispering Just one more time
Try your luck |ust one more time " You throw

and watch the dice tumbling on the

screen With Aladdin's Craps you play against

the computer, so it's awfully tough to win But
when you do. it's an experience you're likely

never to forget Craps An exciting, heart

-

pounding Personal Program" The first release

from the Aladdin Las Vegas" Series

Mastermind A challenging game
of intrigue, centuries old. that will

give you full chance to test your

powers of logic, deduction and reason And
test them you will, as you try and solve the

computer's puzzle, using clues as they're

provided one-by-one You control the degree of

difficulty in this classic Personal Program" that

offers one simple, yet all-consuming challenge

beat the Mastermind in a direct, one-on-one
battle of wits Aladdin's Mastermind The first

release from the Aladdin Old Favorites" Series

Tic-Tac-Toa Five different levels

of difficulty allow a person of any

age or skill to take part in this

relaxing, enjoyable game that can act as a

learning tool, as well Level I. for example, is

suitable for children and is excellent also for

teaching simple mathematics The computer
plays just about perfectly at Level V Just
about, that is. so go ahead and take your best
shot See if you can beat the computer in this

traditional favorite of young and old alike

Tic-Tac-Toe Another first release from the
Aladdin Old Favorites" Series

Jungla Island" Shipwrecked in a

raging storm at sea. miraculously

you survive only to find yourself
stranded on a seemingly deserted jungle

island Without food, water or supplies of any
kind, you begin to try and find your way to
safety The computer will be your eyes and
ears as you explore your jungle island and all

the mysteries and dangers that lie in wait for

you Jungle Island" A captivating first

release from the Aladdin Adventure" Series

Stix" Aladdin's Stix" can be
played with 2 to 5 piles of sticks

and between 1 and 1 9 sticks in

each pile The object to be the one to pick up
the last stick Sounds simple' Yes, but you're
playing against the computer Take heart,

though, because you can control the degree of

difficulty in this update of the ancient game of

Nim Stix" Another first release from the
Aladdin Old Favorites" Series

Super Pro Football" Here s your
chance to be more than just an
armchair quarterback With

Aladdin's Super Pro Football" you can replay

any Super Bowl game, from the first, between
Green Bay and Oakland, to last year's classic

victory by Pittsburgh over Dallas For once you
can turn back the clock and go for that one big

play that made the difference between victory

and defeat in pro football's biggest game of all

Super Pro Football" The first exciting release
from the Aladdin Super Pro" Series

Visit your neighborhood computer retailer or

contact Aladdin direct to get your full share of

the magic in Announcement I. the first eight

Personal Programs" from Aladdin Automation

• • • •
a • •

ith-Ter-Mind" Lunar Lander Craps Mastermind Tic-Tac-Toe Jungle Island" Stn Super Pro Football"

coma to tha All-New World of
Jin. And Gat Ready to

ake Your Own Magic

A/fXHM AJTOTVMT10N. NC.

XyfjON COMPUTB? CORP
3420 Kenyon Street. Ste 131. San Diego. CA 921101

fright 1978 by Aladdin Automation Design and copy by Campbell Marsh Graphic Communications
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outline of the square can be com-
pleted. Also, shifts at 45 degree
angles can be performed to help
detect diagonal edges.

Note also that the two edges in

Figure 4 are five cells apart although
the original square was only four cells

wide. This apparent expansion can be
corrected by shifting one dot to the
left all edges which are created by
pixels changing from light to dark
only.

Another Application • Chess

Suppose you have a program for

playing your favorite board game with
your computer but are getting tired of

always having to type in your moves.
Consider mounting the camera above
the board so that your computer can
"see" what is happening during the
game.

In chess, for instance, the camera
could be positioned so that each
square of the board is covered by a
sixteen (4x4) pixel area. This is suffi-

cient resolution to distinguish blank
from non-blank squares. Distinguish-
ing individual pieces may also be
possible but is not really necessary if

the computer already knows the piece
locations, since it can update the
board based on which squares have
changed from blank to non-blank or
vice versa.

Suppose it is your turn to make a
move In a chess game. The computer
knows the current position and, in

addition, is keeping an eye on the
board with the motion detector soft-

ware. Now, as you pick up a piece to
make your move, the computer
detects the motion of your hand and
knows that the board position is

changing. It waits for the image to
once again stabilize so that it can
compare the new position with the
old.

The piece that has moved is easy
to identify since some square that
formerly held a piece is now blank. If

the piece has moved (but not cap-
tured), its destination is also easy to
identify as the square that is now non-
blank. Only in the case where a piece
has made one of two or more possible
captures is there ambiguity. Then it is

a question of deciding which capture
is the correct one. It may be necessary
to keep the keyboard for this purpose
(to enter the move symbolically) but
consider the following scenario.

The computer, being indecisive
about where the capture has been
made, displays a message asking the
user to touch the piece! As this is

done, the computer tracks the moving
arm and finger until it stops. The

Figure 4. Image of a hand.

board and pieces, being motionless,
are of course subtracted out of each
image. See Figure 4 for a sample of

what this looks like. I leave it to the
reader to devise a method of locating

the tip of the finger in an arbitrary

image of this sort. Once this is done
the computer need only decide which
of the candidate squares is nearest

the fingertip. The computer then dis-

plays "thank you," the player with-

draws his arm, and the game
continues.

Of course it may be possible (per-

haps by redesigning the chess pieces
slightly) for the computer to distin-

guish individual pieces and thus be
able to accurately track the progress
of the game at all times.

Color Pictures

By using a technique similar to

that used by early color television

cameras, the basic black and white
image can be enhanced with color. It

is necessary to obtain three color
filters in each of the primary colors;

" Well, it 's not cobol and pretty sure it 's

not/ortran and.

.

.
" ©crM.iwCompuimg

red, green and blue. Colored cello-

phane for this purpose can generally

be obtained from fine arts stores at

less than a dollar a sheet.

The technique is to take three pic-

tures in succession, one through
each filter, and combine them into a
single picture. The resulting picture

can contain six different colors plus

black and white depending on which
combination of filters contributed to

each individual pixel. By combining
this with the shading technique
already mentioned, many more
colored shades and tones can be pro-

duced. Note also that it is not neces-
sary to reproduce similar colors on
the screen to those of the original

objects. Color inverting or highlight-

ing is simply a matter of mapping
different colors onto the computer
generated image.

To combine the color technique
with the "movies" effect, it will be

The Periphicon digital

camera has a seemingly
endless number of appli-

cations.

necessary to mount the color filters

on a rotating disk such that an
electrical connection is made as each
filter rotates into position in front of

the camera. This signal must of

course be made available to the CPU
in some way, as through an input

port.

Infra-Red Pictures

In addition to visible light, the
CCD array is highly sensitive to the
infra-red spectrum. In fact, the manu-
facturer claims that the maximum
sensitivity of the camera occurs in the
near-infra-red region. I have not yet

tested this capability, but it should be
possible to take pictures or detect

motion in total darkness. I would
however, expect that the addition of

an infra-red light source would be
necessary for this purpose. If the pro-

cess is feasible, it will of course
increase the camera's utility as a
security device.

Conclusions

The Periphicon digital camera has
a seemingly endless number of appli-

cations. This combined with its low
cost, small size and rugged construc-
tion make it one of the most exciting
computer peripherals I've seen. It is,

however, very sensitive to the type of

illumination source, incandescent
being the best. D
Periphicon, P.O. Box 324, Beaverton, OR
97005,(503)646-9869.
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sThe Bottom Shelt\.
works for you, the y
computer owner. Our ,

sole function is to

design programs and

products to help you use

your computer as it should

be used, a useful tool to

ease your workload or

make profits.

s

TBS is a"company of four-

teen people; people who have

literally risked their careers

and financial security to be

involved in the most exciting

industry of the Eighty's. TBS is not

a large company, nor is it affiliated

with any large organization. We have

grown in one year from two to four-

teen people, a direct result of your

aid. support and purchases of our

products. In the past five months. TBS

has spent in excess of $100,000.00 designing

software and new products for your use; pro-

ducts we feel are the best in the

industry! Now. we need your help. We
need your orders to support future

developments and to help the micro-

computer field grow to its fullest

potential

Contact your local computer store or

Associate Radio Shack store for a copy

of SYSTEMS EXTENSIONS ($3 00) for

a full list of our products and 1

7

interesting and informative articles

designed to help you more fully utilize your computer. We now

offer the following software for the TRS-80: • LIBRARY 100. a

basic computer library consisting of 100 programs for business,

education, graphics, home use and games — $49.50; • TBS

BUSINESS MAIL SYSTEM for dual disk and printer, can handle

up to 150.000 names — $125.00; • CHECKBOOK II. cassette and

disk based personal finance — $18.50; • BASIC TOOLKIT, a

machine

language

program-

mer's aid

-$19.80;
• SYSTEM
DOCTOR. a

computer

diagnostic

program —
$28.50;

•ANALYSIS PAD. a col-

umnar calculator — $32.50;

•INFORMATION SYSTEM
an "in-mem" database
manager — $24.50;

EXERCISER, for establishing

physical fitness regimens —
$12 50; • TERMINAL CONTROL, for

RS-232 telecommunications — $19.80;
• CHECK REGISTER ACCOUNTING
SYSTEM, for dual disk and printer,

complete accounting — $49.50. We
also have DISK HEAD CLEANERS for

TRS-80 and APPLE — $1 2.95, and

GRAN MASTER DISKETTES, the best

on the market — $38.00 for 10.

The above products are available now
at computer stores nationwide or directly

through TBS. For more information,

contact us through the number below.

Through our products and our service, we at TBS look forward

to a long happy relationship with you. the computer owner.

• P.0 Box 49104 • Atlanta. GA 30359
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There are many things to look for

when buying a microcomputer. The
most important in my mind is the
base system price and what it

includes. When it comes to assemb-
ling kits, I'm just not interested. I

want something I can take out of the
box, plug in and start running. After
taking a serious look at most of the
systems available, Compucolor II

won out.

Consider the base system

:

13 inch color monitor
Mini-floppy disk drive

Full keyboard 72 keys
Extended disk BASIC in ROM
128x1 28 8-color graphics

all for only $1495.00!

A sample of graphic designs that can be created

with the CCII.

Languages

The CCII comes with 17K ex-
tended disk BASIC in ROM. To enter
BASIC, just turn the CCII on and the
message : DISK BASIC 8001 V6.78
COPYRIGHT© BY COMPUCOLOR
MAXIMUM RAM AVAILABLE? ap-
pears at the top of the screen. You can
then enter the amount of RAM you
want, or hit 'return' and the system
will default to the maximum amount
of RAM available. You are now ready
to program to your heart's content.

BASIC in the CCII is much like

other BASIC'S, but with a few notable
differences. You must be careful
when programming because you have
8 colors and 2 character sizes. Color
or character height can only be
changed when enclosed in quotes or
in a REM statement. If you don't do it

Dennis Martin, 4817 Sahler Apt. 9, Omaha, NE
68104.

The Renaissance Machine
Compucolor II

Dennis Martin

right, you will get an awful lot of
needless syntax errors. The most
notable difference is the use of the
PLOT command. With this command
you can change colors at any time,
character sizes at any time, draw bar
graphs, lines from point to point,

complete cursor control (including
blind cursor), access disk while still

in BASIC and print any ASCII charac-
ter. Whew! There are more, but that
should give you a i idea of the versa-
tility of the PLOT command. As a
result of this command ability, pro-
grams written especially for the CCII
will be hard to translate to other
BASICS.

BASIC consists of 29 statement
types, 3 command types, 17 math
functions, 9 string functions and 13
disk commands.

The CCII also has, as an option,
8080 Assembler on disk for $24.95.
The Assembler disk comes with a
manual, and requires 16K of RAM. A

Operating the CCII on
metal tables sets up inter-

ference from the CRT,
causing read and write

errors. This problem is

easily corrected by finding

another table, or lifting the
CRT up off the table.

Text Editor is also an option that
requires 16K. Cost for the Text Editor
and manual is $24.95. NOTE: The
Text Editor can be used by itself, but
the 8080 Assembler requires the use
of the Text Editor. So, unless you
want to write your own Text Editor,

you have to buy them both.

The Renaissance Machine

The 'Renaissance Machine,' as
Compucolor calls it, is a single board
computer with a 2MHz 8080A micro-
processor. A 13" color screen offers

TIC-TAC-TOE with full color graphics.

you an interesting form of I/O, and
unexpected ease in formatting out-

put.

The mini-floppy is a Wangco
Model 82 which is located to the right

of the screen. Disks are inserted on
edge into the drive, and both sides of

the disk can be used. Maximum
storage per disk is 102.4K using both
sides. One problem has crept up with
putting the drive in the CRT cabinet.

Operating the CCII on metal tables
sets up interference from the CRT,
causing read and write errors. This
problem is easily corrected by finding

another table, or lifting the CRT up off

of the table. You should then be able

to load or save your programs. A
metal table will not interfere with the
running of the computer itself, only
the disk drive. The disk is not the
quietest one I've ever heard, either. At
times it sounds as if it is literally

digesting the disk, perhaps this is

just because the plastic CRT cabinet
amplifies the sound. I haven't had a
disk eaten yet, so I'm not worried
about it. At least I know when a disk is

being accessed!
The disks themselves are not the

ordinary off-the-shelf disks. They
have to be purchased from Compu-
color or one of their dealers. Compu-
color will not release their formatting
program, and the CCII cannot format
its own disks. The disks from
Compucolor are only 2 for $9.95,
which is certainly cheap enough. If

you are really interested in formatting
your own disks, various people have
written a formatting program and will
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NUTS BOLTS

Inventory Problems?
Are you having trouble Keeping the right nuts

and bolts in stock? Since even o simple mistake can
cost you time and money, a good inventory system

should do more than just count ports. It should tell

you exactly what you need, when you need it,

where to get it, and how much it will cost.

The MSI Inventory System Seven enables you to

maintain a versatile data base for controlling

inventory. It lists part number, description, quantity

on hand, vendor, cost, selling price, optional

pricing, usage levels for previous month, present

month, and year-ro-date. and much more.

When quantity on hand items reach minimum
levels, the System Seven compiles an automatic

reorder list. This list can be generated by spe-

cific vendor as well as o complete listing of

all materials to be ordered.

In addition to the item listing, the In-

ventory System Seven "bill of materials"

provides you with a complete inventory

of items used in the manufacture of subassemblies

and complete products. It also contains other cost

items such as labor costs, total raw materials costs,

and miscellaneous costs.

The MSI Inventory System Seven is built around
the versatile MSI 6800A Computer with 56K of

RAM. An integral dual mini-floppy memory gives

you on additional 630K of memory and makes

inventory control fast and efficient. The System
Seven will interface with any industry standard CRT,

and you have the option of both a "daisy wheel"
word processor for high quality document prepa-

ration and a dot matrix printer for high speed
production.

The System Seven can be expanded to handle
all your data processing needs or you can select

one of nine other MSI systems now available

for business, industrial, scientific, educational, and
personal applications.

If you need more than just a nuts and bolts

inventory system, we have more informa-

tion about how the Inventory
System Seven can solve your pro-

blems economically.

MSI Inventory System Seven

midwest Scientific
220 W.Cedar, Olathe, Kansas 66061,(913)764-3273
TWX 91 749 6403 (MSI OLAT), TELEX 42525 (MSI A OLAT)
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sell it to you for around $100.00.
That's a little steep in my book, so I'll

stick with the $5 perdisk.
The CRT has one problem which

Compucolor will help you correct free

of charge. When they constructed the
circuit board for the video display,

they left out the horizontal pin
cushion, which causes an inward
bowing of the screen on both sides.
Compucolor will send you the com-
ponents free, you get them installed.

Installing them is not hard, because
the PC board is marked and all parts
are easily placed in their proper posi-
tions. Getting it fine tuned is another
matter. Unless you have the mainten-
ance manual ($50), or have a dealer
install the parts, you won't know
exactly what to adjust. When it's all

installed and adjusted, you no longer
have the bowed sides, and your dis-

play looks a lot better.

The keyboard is unbelievable.
There are 72 keys altogether, each
with a variety of functions. With the
caps lock on each key is in its normal
mode. With caps lock off you get
special graphics characters. Hitting

ESCape and another key simultan-
eously will cause a variety of re-

sponses, from entering disk file

control system to vertical print mode.
The Control key being depressed at

the same time as another key will

al low you to change colors, enter plot

modes, or transmit the entire display
to the RS-232 port. By depressing
Control, Shift, and any other key, a
BASIC command will be typed on the
screen. Once you learn where they're

Compucolor does not have
its own printer, but can use
almost any printer avail-

able with an RS-232 con-
nector.

all at, its much easier to hit Control/
Shift/L than to type in GOSUB.

The CCII has a built-in RS-232
port. This makes the CCII easy to
interface to a variety of devices. Baud
rate is keyboard selectable with 7

rates available, 110-9600. You also
have a choice of 1 or 2 stop bits, and
full or half duplex. Correct parity is

required however, because the CCII
transmits and receives 8-bit ASCII
characters and data which precludes
parity checking. If you wish to use the
CCII as a terminal on a system that

Part of the CCII demo program

.

uses 7-bit codes, a separate program
in RAM is required to translate. The
CCII will respond to almost every

control code or escape sequence and,

as a result, you may have to have
another computer treat the CCII as a
Teletype instead of a CRT display

terminal to get proper responses.
The 50 pin bus is directly acces-

sible from the back of the CRT. The
complete pin-out is given in the
Owners Manual. For the hardware
oriented hobbyist, it shouldn't be too
hard to interface S-100 boards to the
CCII. I would advise being very care-

ful, and a little chat with one of

Compucolor's technicians might be
very helpful.

Expansion

The list of add-on features for the
CCII is a small one. To expand to 16K
of RAM will cost you $200, and from
there to 32K is another $375. It also
requires the removal of your current
chips to put the new ones in. All RAM
chips are soldered in place except for

the last 16K, which is a plug in board.
NOTE: You can't expand to 24K,
because the address chip isn't set up
for it. Two optional keyboards are

also available. A 101 key keyboard is

$135 extra, and a 117 key keyboard is

$200. These keyboards have number
pads and color clusters, and the
deluxe model also has 16 special

function keys which can be user-

defined. One additional disk drive can
be added for $400. This drive is

housed in its own cabinet and is

connected by a ribbon cable to the
back of the CCII.

Compucolor does not have its own
printer, but can use almost any printer

available with an RS-232 connector.
This leaves you open to get whatever
you need instead of taking what the
manufacturer decides is right for you.

Software

Compucolor has a growing list of

Sof-Disks available. All machines
come with their Sampler disk which
includes a demo program, Concen-
tration Game, One-Armed Bandit,

Biorhythms, Loan and Repayment

Schedule, Memory Diagnostics pro-

gram, English/Metric Conversions
and a disk copy program. Some of the

popular Sof-Disks are

:

Math Tutor— Math Tutor, Check-
book, Recipe Program, Math Dice,

Biorythms.
Star Trek—Star Trek, Lunar Land-

ing, Shoot, Tic-Tac-Toe
Hangman—Hangman, Math Tu-

tor, Two to Ten.
Chess*—Chess, Acey Deucey,

Line Five, Biorhythms
Othello—Othello, Math Dice,

Concentration (Numbers), Concen-
tration (Letters)

Text Editor*

Assembler for the 8080*

Blackjack

Cubic Tic-Tac-Toe*
Personal Finance (Vols. I and II)

Bonds*
Equity*
Personal Data Base

'indicates 16K RAM required.

Three more games disks and
several educational and statistical

disks are to be released in upcoming
months.

Documentation

The Instruction Manual included

with each system is 16 pages long.

Though short, it is still enough to get

The Programming and
Reference Manual is a
must for anyone wanting to

do any kind of serious pro-

gramming on the CCII.

you started. Most of its pages are
taken up with how to operate the CCII
properly. It gives you a list of all the
commands, but does not tell you how
to use these commands properly in a
program. The average beginner might
get started, but unless he shells out
another $25 for the programming
manual, he will get discouraged
rather quickly.

The Programming and Reference
Manual is a must for anyone wanting
to do any kind of serious program-
ming on the CCII. The 150 pages con-
tain everything in the Instruction
Manual, plus much more.

The manual, though not well
written in parts, is essential to the
person wanting to fully utilize his
computer, and I recommend everyone
who has a CCII to have it. Hopefully,
later editions of the manual will

explain things in more detail.

The Maintenance Manual is defi-

nitely not for everyone. If you're good
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.

at reading schematics, and don't have
a dealer handy, it might not be a bad
investment. For $50 you get a full set

of schematics, plus instructions on
how to fix almost anything that might
go wrong.

An example of the color graphics available on
the CCII.

User's Files

Compucolor maintains a User's

File, where a user can exchange pro-

grams. If a program is good enough,
Compucolor might decide to buy it

from you. They will pay up to $1000
for original programs, depending on
complexity, size and ease of use.

Compucolor prefers to swap out mer-

chandise for programs instead of

paying cash, so for those of you
looking to expand your present

systems, it's a cheap way of doing it.

One thing to note, however, is when
you sell them a program, they obtain

all rights to, and have sole dis-

tributorship of it.

Compucolor maintains a

User's File, where a user

can exchange programs. If

a program is good enough,
Compucolor might decide

to buy it from you.

Future Plans

One area that Compucolor is

going to expand upon is the available

ROM. I have it from a reliable source
that Compucolor is going to make an
additional 8K of ROM available.

They're still not sure what to put in it,

but such things as double precision

and renumbering of programs are a
couple of ideas I've heard. Other than
that, the only place left for them to

explore is software development.
Should you buy a Compucolor?

That depends on what you want in a
computer. For the average user that

doesn't require more than 32K of use-

able RAM, I don't think you can beat

it!
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U^ef#% COSMAC
Own * powerful home computer svstem itartrng lot niit 199 9S t price that

|ttt »oti up »nd running the vef* tint night with vow own TV toi a trrdeo

*spia, in IS til II ndiKjas HC» IIU2 I hi micioprrocouor aorjff liable to Hi
bvtel with DMA. interrupt. 16 regnteri All). ?S* belt HAW. Iiatl hei keyboard

two diflrt hoi output dnplav liable civltol clock tor limine, pu'poiei RCA IMI
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ELF II Explodes Into A Giant!

Matter (II Hi inn capabrln.es then eipaod with GIANT S0AP.0

KlUGt BOADO Ik RAM BOARDS TINT BASIC ASCII HEtBOARO

LIGHT Ff N ill BUG MONITOR C010R GRAPHICS b MUSIC STSTIM

TEAT EDITOR ASSEMBIER 0ISASSEM81ER VIDEO DISPIAr BOARD

and arrolhet great reason for getting vow ELF now-

BREAKTHROUGH!
Netronics proudly announced the release of

the first 1802 FULL BASIC, written by L.

Sandlin, with a hardware floating point RPN
math package (requires 8k RAM plus ASCII and
video display boards). $79 95 plus $2 p&h. Also

available lor RCA VIP and other 1802 systems
(send for details)!

Write and run programs-the
' very first night-even if you've

never used a computer before!
You're up and running with video graphics for just $99 95 —
then use low cost add-ons to create your own personal system

that rivals home computers sold tor 5-times ELF lis low price!

pre recorded tape cassettes

ELF II Gives You The Power To Make Things Happen!
Eipanded. ClF II can grve you mote power to mate filings happen mi the real

world than heavily advertised home coropMters that sell for a lot more money

Thanhs lo an ongoing committment 10 develop Iht RCA IN? lor Howie computer

use. the ELF II products being introduced by ttetrerucs-ieep you right on the

Master This Computer In A Flash!
Regardless ol how minimal your computer background is now. you can team

to program an ELF II mi almost no time at all Our Short Course On Mcteoro

cessor h Computer Progrtmmmg written in non technical language guides you

through each of the rca COSMAC in? s capabilities so you h understand Disassembler And A New Video Display Board

outer lunge ol today s sine* compute' technology It's a perfect computet lot

engineering business industrial scientific and petsoneJ applications

Plug mi the GIAMT lOAftO to record end ptay beet programs edit and

debug programs, communicate with remote devices and marie ttwwgs happen mi

the ouls.de world Add Kiss** ipiototypingl teard and you can use ELF II to

sohre special problems such n eoetating a complei alarm system or controlling

a printing press Add 4h RAM ieer-H to write longer programs store mere

information and solve more sophisticated problems

(IF II add ons already include the ELF II light Pen and the ema-img ELF IUG
Momter two eitremely recent breakthroughs that have not yel been duplicated

by any other manufacturer

The EIF BUG Monitor lets you debug programs with lightening speed because

the key lo debugging >s to know whet s inside the registers el the mtcroproces

sor And. with the EIF BUG Monitor instead ol single stepping through yew
programs, you can now display the entire contents ol the registers on your TV

screen You Imd out immediately whet's going en end con make any necessary

changes

The mcrediWe ELF II Light Pen lets you wnle or draw anything you want on a

TV screen with just a wave of the "magic wend " Netronics has arse introduced

the ELF II Color Graphics ft Music System more breahlhroughs thai ELF II

owners wave the first to enjoy*

ELF II Tiny BASIC
Ultimately ELF II understands only machine language the fundamental coding

required by all computers But to simplify your relationship with Elf II wr re

introduced an [IF II Turf BASIC that mokes communicating with EIF II a

breeze

Now Available! Text Editor, Assembler,

everything (IF II can do a«rf horn to get (if If to ale §t Don t worry if you've

been stumped by computer books before The Short Coarse represents a major

advance m literary clarity m the computer field Vou don't have lo be a computer

engineer in order lo understand it Keyed lo ELF II, its loaded with "hands on

ihusirations When you're finished with the Short Course neither EIF II nor the

RCA IN? will ho« any mysteries tor you

m fact not only writ you now be able to use e personal computer creatively,

you ll also be able to reed rnagarines such as BYTE INTERFAX AGE POPU

LAR ELECTRONICS and PERSONAL COMPUTING and luHy utOerstend the

articles And you'll understand hgw to eipend ELF II 10 give you the eiact

capabilities you need 1

If you work with large computers. EIF II and the Short Course win" help you

understand what they re doing

Get Started For Just $99.95. Complete!
$99 IS EIF II includes all the hardware and software you need to start writing

•Md running programs at home, displaying ,,deo graphics on your TV screen and

aPSM*.ar| circuits using a microprocessor the very first night -even il you've

never used a computer belore

Elf II connects directly lo the video input ol your TV sel, without toy eddi

tional hardware. Or with an tl 9b RF modulator isee coupon betowl you can

connect ELF II lo your TVs antenna terminals instead

ELF It has been designed to play all the video games you went, including a

lascmattng new target < missile gun game that was developed speoliceWy for ELF

II But games arc only the King en the cake The real value ol ELF II is thai it

gives you a chance to write machine language programs and machine language

it the fundamental language ol all computers Of course, machine language iv

only a slartmg point You can also program ELF II with assembly language and

tiny BASIC But ELF lis machine language capability gives you a chance to

develop a working knowledge of computers that you cant gel from ruiwaog oney

The Tut Editor gives you word processing ability and the ability 10 edit

programs or ten while it is displayed on your video monitor Lines and char at

lets may be quickly inserted deleted or changed Add a punter and ELF II can

type letters lor you error free -plus print names and addresses from your

mailing lit!
1

ELF lis Assembler translate* assembly language programs into hen decimal

machine code for ELF II use The Assembler features mnemomc abbreviations

rather than numerics so that the instructions on your programs are easier lo

read this is a big help m catching errors

ELF II s ftaei ioeatoae takes machine code programs and produces assembly

language source listings This helps you understand the programs you ore

working wilh and improve them when required

The new ELF II Video Drsptay Board lets you generate a sharp, professional

3? or 64 character by IS line upper and lower case display on your TV screen or

video monitor dramatically improving your unoipended (99 9% ElF II When you

get mio longer programs, the Video Display Board is a real blessing 1

Now Available!

AD I)-A Board kit includes I channel (expandable to

4) DA. A l> COnvtTtCfl, $.19.95 plus $2 postage & hand-
ling. .

: PILOT I aitgiiage- A ne* icsl onrnled language lhal
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speed and ease! Write programs tor paeM>. unscram-
bling sentences spelling drills 'Till in the missing

word" tests, etc ' 1*11 Ol is j niusi tor Am) I I If- II owner
wilh children. PHOT Language on OBntYAff tape, only

J/9.95 postpaid'

Q daine Package on cassette tape (requires 4k RAM),
$9.95 plus $2 postage & handling.—— flip Here and Attach to lour Order Below!—

Netronics R&D Ltd.. Oept RE 10

333 Litchfield Road, New Milford, CT 06776
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SI postage «n<l ,,t,r ftposfpaid
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i
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I'lprM)

Othmt Met* Cabmet wdh ptet-glas dwsl cover tor Hf li

$?9*>pius*7 Woftr.

D i am also enclosing payment (including postage ft hanrjtog) tor

the items cheched beton'

l veavN my llF n —m and tested wen power snpp* »CA
IPO? User s Manual and Short Coone-el tor msl Siai fe peat

13 eon

total Enclosed >
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With printers ranging from several

hundred dollars to several thousand
dollars, it is important to make a list

of your minimum requirements as
well as a list of desirable features.

This list, including your budget limit-

ations, can then be used to compare
the various printers available. In my
particular case I needed a printer

capable of both upper and lower case
printing on 8W wide paper. Although
I am a very satisfied TRS-80 user, my
basic requirement eliminated the
Radio Shack printers from my list.

The TRS-80 Quick Printer uses 4.75"

aluminum finish paper and the
TRS-80 Line Printers (26-1 150 and 26-

1152) do not print lower case charac-

ters.

From my list of desirable features,

I wanted an impact printer that could
use individual sheet, roll, or fanfold

paper. This would eliminate thermal
or electrosensitive type printers such
as the Tl Silent or the TRS-80 Quick
Printer, respectively. I also desired a
printer that would print at least 300
baud (30 characters/second). Having
used a Teletype Model 33, which
prints at 110 baud (10 characters/
second), this "desirable" feature was
right on the edge of making my basic
requirements list. As I planned to do
quite a bit of writing, I needed a
printer with typewriter quality char-
acters such as generated by the IBM
Selectric or Diablo terminals. And
finally, to support business program-
ming and reports, the last desirable
feature was a printer capable of
plotting graphs.

Jim Wright, 10140 NW 43rd St., Coral Springs,
FL 33065.

Build It Yourself Or Buy It Assembled

Heath H14 Printer

Jim Wright

A Printer In Kit Form

After reviewing my basic and de-
sirable features list I discovered that

my "ideal" printer would be a Diablo.
Unfortunately, the Diablo failed in

only one area... it was beyond my
budget. Well, back to those Creative
Computing ads and catalog sheets!
Just about this time, those fine folks
in Benton Harbor were mailing their

Winter Heathkit catalog. There on
page74: "NEW H14 Line Printer gives
you 'hard copy' output of your pro-
grams...$595"! The H14 is the kit ver-

i A

sion of Heathkit's WH-14 $895 as-

sembled line printer introduced in the
Fall of 1978. (The WH-14 was one of

the potential printers on my list, but
at $895 it was pushing the top end of

my budget). The H14 specifications
were excellent. 5x7 dot matrix impact
upper and lower case characters,
standard .5" nylon inked (typewriter)

ribbon, selectable baud rates from
1 10 to 4800, up to 9.5" edge punched
fanfold paper, selectable line lengths
of 80/96/132 characters per line; and
a feature I have not seen on most
expensive printers, selectable line

spacing of 6 lines/inch or 8 lines/

inch.

Although the H14 did not satisfy

all of my desired features, it filled all

of my basic requirements and, con-

sidering the price, I was willing to

compromise on some of my desired

features. The following day I called

Heathkit's Computer Sales and Infor-

mation number (616-982-3285) to see
if the H14 printer could interface with

the TRS-80. The girl I talked to was
very courteous but really wasn't sure

if the printer would directly interface

with the Radio Shack computer. She
did offer to send me a specification

sheet and suggested I call Heathkit's

computer technical assistance num-
ber (616-982-3309) for further infor-

mation. After rereading the catalog

and the specification sheet, I was
convinced that the H14 printer would
have no problem interfacing to any

computer with an RS-232 serial or 20

mA current loop port. As I was
currently using a borrowed Model 33
printer with a homemade 20 mA
current loop interface similar to that

sold by Small Systems Software

(TRS232 Printer Interface at $49.95), I

saw no difficulties in connecting the

H14 to my TRS-80. Therefore, I placed

an order for one.

Construction

Construction of the H14 line

printer consists of two main areas;

the printed circuit board and the

printer mechanics. I began at 9 : 30 on
a Saturday morning by unpacking all

of the PC board components. Follow-
ing the step by step instructions I

inserted, soldered and trimmed all of

the approximately 200 PC board com-
ponents by 3 : 1 5 in the afternoon. The
only mistake I made in the assembly
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et us take
your little piggy

to market.
Remember when you were

a child and your mother
would play "This Little Piggy

Went to Market" on your

toes? Even then, you were in-

troduced to the word
"market."

It's a simple word, don't

you think? But what that

word stands for in today's

complex business world is no
children's game.

That's why, if you've got a

software product that you
think other computer users

might be interested in, you
shouldn't be afraid to turn to

an expert for help.

The microcomputer
industry.

In the space of the few

short years since this in-

dustry began, new com-
panies, new products, new
services and new ideas have

come and gone—many
without even a hint of

evidence that they were here.

Thousands of excellent

ideas from literally hundreds

of talented programmers and
would-be businesspersons

have fallen by the wayside

because thev didn't know
their way around the "micro-

marketing jungle." circle 203 on reader service card

Tour guides.
At Information Unlimited

Software, we've been
stalking the secret to success

in this jungle for almost as

long as it's been around.

We're one of the pioneers-

perhaps the oldest micro
computer distributor in the

business.

And you had better

believe, we've learned a trick

or two.

We're kind of like "tour

guides" for good program-

mers, who have good ideas,

and no meaningful way to get

them to market.

That's where you
come in.

We're in business because
programmers or just plain,

everyday computer users.

like you, come-up with good
ideas for marketable
programs.

That's where we
come in.

We're one of the few com-
panies in this industry with a

full-time marketing director—

an expert on what will and
will not sell, with all the

necessary knowledge and
experience to make it sell (in

case there's a doubt).

If you've got a program
that you would like to

market, we would like to

know about it. If it won't sell,

we'll tell you why. If it will,

we'll tell you how. In either

case, we won't leave you sit-

ting around, playing with

your toes".

Information
Unlimited
Software;,

146 N. Broad St. Griffith. IN 46319 (219) 924-3522

"...because it isn't software
'til it works.

"



H14 Printer, con't...

of the PC board is when I inserted a
.33 ohm resistor in place of a 330
ohm...ya gotta watch those color

codes closely! The error became
evident when I went to find the .33

ohm resistor several steps later.

The second part of the kit's

construction is the assembly of the
switches, power supply and mech-
anics. After unpacking and checking
the remaining parts I began the
second phase. I spent several hours
Saturday night and Sunday morning
assembling all of the mechanical
parts. I was now ready for the final

assembly steps. One of the most wel-

come features of the printer kit is that

Heathkit provides a fully assembled
wiring harness to interconnect the
various parts of the printer. It took
about one and a half hours to do the
final wiring and begin the checkout.
Photo shows the inside of the com-
pleted H14 printer.

Will It Work

Probably the most concerning
part of building a kit is plugging it in

for the first time. Images of wisps of

smoke or blown ICs go through your
mind. Well, again Heathkit helps the

builder by providing a series of tests

to perform before the power is applied

and then another series of tests

before the final ICs are installed.

These tests do require the use of an
ohmmeter and voltmeter. However,
after these tests, Heath provides

onboard LEDs to test the remaining
operating logic of the printer. Not
only do these tests help check out the
printer after assembly, they can be
used to troubleshoot the printer

should it ever develop a problem.
Heathkit has reprinted the step by
step testing procedure in the opera-
tor's manual so you needn't worry if

you misplace the construction man-
ual. With the exception of my mis-
reading an IC designator and using
the wrong test point on a series of

tests, my printer checked out per-

fectly. I was now ready to print my
first line... but where do you buy fan-

fold paper 10 PM on a Sunday night?

Well, Heathkit must have really de-

signed this kit for someone like me
because they were smart enough to

include a one inch package of paper

for those of us who forget to read all

the "battery not included" notices.

After loading the paper I pressed

the test button inside the printer and
"grrrrrrrr" there was a complete line of

all the characters printed out in less

than two seconds. For the next fifteen

minutes I experimented with all of the

switch options and printed out

several pages of test lines until all of a

sudden the print head moved across

the paper but no printing occurred!

Oh no, not the $133 print head...

?*!#$!....

Problems

After using the troubleshooting
chart provided in the operating

manual I was able to trace the prob-

lem down to a blown fuse. This was
the printhead protective fuse which
was provided as a .6 amp slo-blow but

the PC board marking and the

schematic showed it as a 1 amp fast

blow. As I luckily had a 1 amp fast

blow fuse I used that as a replace-

ment. The printer again worked
properly... whew! Curious as to why
the fuse blew, I began to look around
the print head. It appeared that one of

the printhead hammers somehow got

caught on the ribbon. This apparently

caused excessive stress and resulted

in the blowing of the fuse. After

further investigation as to why the

printhead would get caught I found
the source of the problem. The pawl

and rachet mechanism that advances
the ribbon was not working properly

and allowed the ribbon to slacken.

This slack was enough to catch the

printhead. The solution was simply to

loosen one of the screws slightly

which allowed the ratchet spring to

properly secure the ribbon.

Several days later when I was
printing out a string of #####'s I blew
three 1 amp slo blow fuses in a row.

This only happened when I tried to

print that one particular string.

Totally baffled, I called Heathkit's

technical assistance number. The
technician I talked to suggested that I

replace the 1 amp fast blow fuse with

a .6 amp slo blow. The only slo blow
fuses I had were .5 amps so I tried

one. That was the last fuse problem I

had. One comforting thing is that the

printhead appears to be well pro-

tected from improper operation.

Interfacing

Convinced that the H14 printer
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was assembled correctly I connected

it to the homemade RS232 Serial

interface circuit inside of my TRS-80.

Heathkit provides a six foot cable

terminated with the standard 25 pin

male EIA connector to make inter-

connection to most standard inter-

face units very simple. Placing the

printer "on line," I typed LPRINT
"Hello" into the TRS-80. After pres-

sing the ENTER key I watched the

printer expecting the same thrill

Gutenberg must have had. It can't

take that long, after all this is a "high

speed" printer... Now what? I tried

several times unsuccessfully to get

the printer to print anything. Con-
vinced that the printer logic was ok I

started looking at the interface circuit

on the schematic, as well as my home
made circuit. Aha! Pins 5, 6 and 8

listed as Clear To Send, Data Set

Ready, and Received Line Signal

Detect were footnoted as not required

for printer operation. My interface

(and I believe Small System Soft-

ware's TRS232) have B + on these
pins. The quickest way to check if this

was my problem was to push out

these three pins in connector S2
inside the printer. Again trying my
LPRINT "HELLO", I heard a fsssst...

the TRS-80 was now talking to the

H14! Overcome with my success I

loaded in one of my BASIC programs
and typed LLIST. There it was, a
source listing of my program. Well

almost! About 20% of the characters

were misprinted. Now what? I knew
that the interface circuit worked as I

had been using it with the Model 33.

After several evenings of experi-

menting with different ideas (I didn't

have a scope to check out the wave-
forms), I finally concluded that my
homebuilt interface was not consis-

tently providing sufficient levels to

the H14. The manual indicates that

the H14 wants to see a minimum of 5
volts for a SPACE and -5 volts for a
MARK (see Figure 1). After changing
a few biasing resistors in my interface

I was able to get it to provide what the

H14 considered to be an acceptable

signal. Once I was sending the proper

levels, my Heathkit printer worked
fine.

For those of you who don't want to

build your own interface or write the

required printer driver program you
can use one of the several RS232
Serial interface circuits now on the
market. If you encounter any interface

problems check out the areas I have
mentioned above. If it is a no print

problem try disconnecting the pins in

the H14 as outlined. If it appears to be
a level problem you might have to

contact the interface manufacturer.

CREATIVE COMPUTING



H14 Printer, con't...

What Can It Do

That seems to be the first question

anyone asks of a computer or peri-

pheral device. Figure 2 shows the

character set of the H14. Note that the

80, 96, and 132 characters/line

densities do not all produce the exact

same 8" line that one would expect

based on 10, 12, and 16.5 characters/

inch as specified. This slight variation

will probably not cause any problems

unless you intermix densities for

graphics. It should be pointed out

thatastheH14isalineprinter(thatis,

MAX. OPEN CIRCUIT
DRIVER VOLTAGE

+ 25

MAX. OPEN CIRCUIT
TERMINATOR VOLTAGE +2
MIN. OPEN CIRCUIT -2

TERMINATOR VOLTAGE

MIN. OPEN CIRCUIT
DRIVER VOLTAGE

it buffers and prints out one complete

line at a time versus printing a

character at a time), you cannot mix

line densities within a line. If you
need to intramix densities on one line

there is a way to do it with BASIC pro-

gramming by printing over the same
line several times inhibiting the car-

riage return at the end of each pass.

The H14 front panel is equipped

with two LEDs and six pushbutton
switches. One LED and switch pro-

vide for ON/OFF. The WIDE CHAR
switch sets the print density to 80
char/in. or 132 char/in. Three swit-

ches control the paper motion. TOP
FORM, FEED REV, and FEED FWD

SPACE/ON

TRANSITION UNDEFINED

VOLTAGE

MARK/OFF

Figure 2
H1 4 Level Requirements

provide the indicated functions if the

remaining ON LINE switch is not set

(i.e., off line). The remaining LED is a

HIGH TEMP light. This LED will light

when the maximum printhead tem-

perature is reached.
In addition to the hardware control

of the printer the H14 also can be
controlled by software commands
providing quite a bit of flexibility in

programming. Software commands
include setting the line density, line

spacing, as well as generating a line

feed, carriage return and form feed.

With the combination of hardware

and software controls, the H14 has
tremendous versatility to meet almost

any hard copy needs.

Conclusion

At $300 less than its assembled
counterpart, the H14 printer repre-

sents an excellent value. The H14
features and operation compare very

favorably to many printers costing

$1000-$1500. While the H14 did not

have all of the features I would have

liked (a pinch roller option), and had
some minor annoyances (paper hold

down springs were too weak), I have

to rate this printer very high overall. If

you are looking to add a printer to

your computer system, consider very

carefully building the Heathkit H1 4 ;

Creative's Experience

With The H14

Creative's experiences with the

construction of the H-14 printer were

similar to those of Jim Wright. We
found construction to be very straight-

forward. Indeed, it was easy com-
pared to the Heathkit H-9 video

terminal and Solid State Music VB1-B
video interface card, both of which

had several hard-to-diagnose bad

parts. The H-14 printer took us about

thirty-three hours for construction.

We found one mistake in the assem-

bly manual in the section on testing.

If the kitbuilder was to follow the

instructions verbatim, one would
arrive at the conclusion that Heathkit

provided three bad transistors, but

this was not the case. The changes in

the manual, provided over the phone
by Heath, were simple; on page 76 in

the second to last step of the second

column, Q202 should read Q201 ; in

the last step, Q204 should read Q202.

On page 77 in the first step, Q201

should read Q204 and the second step

should read "...with the 5 hook-up

wire. .
." instead of the 1 1 wire.

Like Jim Wright we also blew out

the 6/10 amp. fuse. One area that

might stand improvement is replacing

the relatively weak springs used in the

ribbon advancement mechanism.
Nevertheless, we consider the H-14

printer to be an outstanding value.

For $595, we know of no other printer

that provides upper and lower case,

We sorted all the many small parts into about

two dozen paper muffin cups. If you build the

printer, you'll want to use a similar approach

rather than hunting each time you need a V4"

6-32 phillips head screw.

good speed (135 cps), tractor feed,

variable line width and spacing and

both EIA and 20 ma current loop

interfaces. Whatever your computer,

this printer is an excellent comple-
ment. — Jeff Yuan.

Top of the unit during final electrical

assembly.

Bottom of the unit.

Assembled unit prior to putting on the

housing. All IC's are socketed, a nice touch.
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Atari Video Computer
Cartridges

David H. Ahl

As anybody who's been reading
these pages regularly knows, Atari
provides some of the best games
cartridges for their video computer
system, and consistently produces
new cartridges to support the system.
There are twelve new entries for 1979;
here are our evaluations of ten of
them.
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Slot Machine

The Slot Machine program simu-
lates a 3-wheel, 20-stop slot machine
such as those found in Las Vegas or
Atlantic City Casinos. It can be played
by one player against the computer,
or by two players. There are four
major variations, two of them are
jackpot games and two are payoff
games. Jackpot games have lineups
of bars or cars and produce jackpots
ranging from 20 to 200 points. The
payoff games have more potential
lineups of little symbols, such as
cacti, tables and chairs, television
sets, bells, and bars; payoffs range
from 2 to 200 points. We found that
the game either went by very quickly
or, if you got an early jackpot, lasted
quite a long time. Getting an early
jackpot tends to alter your playing
strategy. If you get one, you tend to
bet five coins (the maximum per-
mitted) on each round and thereby
increase the size of future jackpots.
The game is over when one or the
other player goes bankrupt. Although
lots of fun, this game also demon-
strates how quickly one can lose

one's money in a real casino. Be
thankful you are playing with fake
coins (although the game will already
have cost you $20).

Bowling

Bowling is a one or two-player
game. A little man, which you can
move up and down with a joystick,
comes out on the left side of the
screen. There are ten pins set up at
the end of the alley on the right side of
the screen. When your man is cor-
rectly positioned you release the ball

by pressing the red button. Game
variations permit you to steer the ball

as it rolls down the alley or to put a
curve on it as it leaves the player's
hand. There are two skill levels. At the
higher level it is harder to achieve

spares and strikes (although we found
it wasn't particularly easy even at the
lower level). The sounds make this a
lively game as the pins tumble or you
score a strike or a spare and a tune
plays. The player with the highest
score at the end of ten frames wins
the game.

Football

In this game each player has
control of a team of four white or
orange football players (which look a
lot like flickering frogs as they move
from one end of the field to the other).
With your joystick you can move your
team as a unit and try to block your
opponent's run or pass. Before each

play, you use your joystick to set up
any one of four initial formations or a
punt. There are three variations to the
Football game: In game one you use
the joystick to control your players all

the way down the field. In game two
the players follow exactly the play
that you program in at the beginning,
but you do not have any control of
them as they run. Game three is

similar to game two except that you
may kick the ball at any time or punt at

appropriate times. The game is five

minutes long and has a large clock at

the center top of the screen that keeps
track of the time remaining. Also at

the top of the screen are the scores for

both players and the down indicator.
Summing up, this game isn't as good
as some computer simulations of
football that we've seen, but it does
boast lively action and is fun to play.

Sky Diver

Sky Diver is modelled after the
Creative Computing game of Splat. In

it each player has a parachutist who
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One reason why you should not buy

The Electric Pencil II

It won't work on
your Apple
Computer!

EasyWriter

will!
Let's face it! If you own an

8080/Z-80 based microcom-
puter, your best bet in a word
processing program is

probably Michael Shrayer's

Electric Pencil II. Now, we
don't even sell the Electric

Pencil II, but at least we
know a good product when
we see one.

The only problem with the

"Pencil" is, it leaves all you

Apple owners out there

without a good word

processor to call your own.

And, the people at Shrayer's

offices tell us they don't in-

tend to write a new version

for you either.

Fear not!
EasyWriter has arrived, and
it boasts many of the same
types of features "Pencil"

users have come to know and
love, plus a whole lot more!

It's clean. It's easy. It's

EasyWriter, and it's just what
you've been waiting for.

Try one on for size. Your
Apple never had it so good!

Information
Unlimited
Software;:

1 46 N. Broad St. Griffith. IN 46319 (219) 924-3522

tt...because it isn't software
'til it works. "

EaayWrltar is a TRADEMARK ol Cap n Software

ELECTRIC PENCIL II is a TRADEMARK ol Michael Shrayei Sotlware. Inc.

CIRCLE 203 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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Cartridges, con't...

jumps out of the plane when the red

joystick button is pressed. The direc-

tion of the parachutist may be con-
trolled as he falls both before and
after the chute is open. The object is

to land on a small landing pad at the
bottom of the screen. In some of the
game variations landing pads move
back and forth, while in others the
size of the pads is decreased. You can
score from to 11 points per jump
depending upon the length of time
you wait before opening the chute and
the accuracy of your landing. There is

a point in the descent after which the
parachute can no longer be opened. If

your sky diver hits the ground with an
unopened chute, you lose four
points. We judge this as one of the
best of Atari's new releases.

Human Cannonball

According to the instruction book-
let the human cannonball is counting
on you to make your calculations

accurately or he'll end up flat as a
pancake and you'll end up with zero
points or a miss to show for your
efforts. The object of this game is to

shoot the man out of the cannon and
into the water tower. To accomplish
this you must consider the angle of

the cannon, the speed at which the
man travels and the distance between
the cannon and the water tower. The
game has a moving window through
which you must shoot the man in four

of the variations and a smaller water
tower at the higher difficulty level.

This game was modelled after the

highly addictive and popular game of

"Shoot" written by Art Luehrmann at

Dartmouth a number of years ago and
subsequently adopted for many
microcomputers and other graphics
terminals. We found it good fun,

although once one gets to know the
angle and cannon velocity for a
particular distance between the can-
non and water tower the game loses
some of its initial challenge. On the
other hand, you can restore that

challenge quickly by trying the
moving window variations or the
smal ler water tower.

Miniature Golf

This game simulates a nine hole

miniature golf course. In it you hit the

ball toward the cup. Each time you hit

the ball it is called, appropriately

enough, a stroke. The difference

between this game and actual minia-

ture golf is that you can take a good
hard swing at the ball and hit it off the

edges of the screen and the barriers

around the course. Each hole is

shaped differently so the ball

bounces differently. In addition, each
hole has an obstacle that moves back
and forth across the area through
which the ball must travel. When the

obstacle collides with the ball, rather

unexpected things happen. It can
help you, but most of the time it gets

in your way. The game has one and
two player variations and two diffi-

culty levels. Once we got the knack of

it, Miniature Golf turned out to be one
of our favorites.
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VIDtO CHISS Oam* Program-

Video Chess

This cartridge is, as it's name
implies, yet another computer chess
game. (Readers of Creative ought to

be familiar with the various chess
games by now, so we'll focus mainly
on the differences and extensions of

this particular version.) Unlike some
others, Video Chess permits captures
"en Passant" and castling. Either the
computer or the player may move
first. A nice feature is the ability to set

up the board for a particular chess

Thejourney of a thousand miles begins with a

single step.

problem. There are eight different

levels of skill, with the computer
taking from ten seconds to 24 hours

to make a move. We found the com-
puter a challenging player even at the

lowest (ten seconds per move) skill

level and a very significant challenge

at level four (15 minutes per move).
We did not go on to higher variations

but, clearly, expert players will want
to do so. With so many computer
chess games around we've come to

expect real excellence in the graphic

representation of the pieces and
board. While these graphics were
good, they were certainly not in the

high excellence category.

MCKOAMMON Ooma Program-

Backgammon

This version of the game plays by
the "standard" rules. It permits doub-
ling and also allows you to set up
problems that can be executed from
midway through the game. There are

variations for one and two players.

The cartridge also includes four

variations of Acey Deucey. (While this

is frequently thought to be a card

game—and indeed there is an Acey
Deucey card game and computer
variation of it— this Acey Deucey is

the Backgammon game.) This car-

tridge would be excellent for some-
one learning Backgammon and pro-

vides an interesting challenge for

beginning to intermediate players.

Canyon Bomber

This cartridge is modeled after the
popular coin-operated game in which
airplanes fly from either side of the

screen, releasing bombs on a number
of rows of different colored bricks.
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The bombs can explode up to four

bricks at a time. It's easy at first when
every bomb hits. However, as the

game progresses there are fewer and
fewer bricks remaining and the

bombs have a greater chance of

missing. The game is continued until

one player misses six times. The
player with the highest score at this

point is the winner. Some of the vari-

ations allow the bricks to tumble into

the canyon as the layers underneath
are blasted away, while others sus-
pend the bricks in mid air. Two varia-

tions have unlimited bombs and go on
until all the bricks in the canyon are

eliminated. Two other games on this

cartridge are in the sea bomber family

in which you have to move the depth

guage to one of five levels of passing

ships and submarines where you wish
your depth charges to explode. These
are fast moving action games and
were enjoyed by youngsters as well as

adults.

Casino

This cartridge contains four

games: two variations of Blackjack,

Stud Poker, and Poker Solitaire. What
more can be said about Blackjack?

Yes, it plays the standard game and
allows for doubling down, insurance

bets, and splitting (although a player

may only split a hand once). Black-

jack allows up to four players and a

dealer. Each player receives a "bank"
of a 1000 chips and on each turn may
bet from 20 to 200 chips.

Stud Poker is for one to four

players. Players compete against the

computer dealer. There are options to

have the first card of either the dealer

or player or both dealt face down.
After each card is dealt, each player

must decide whether to continue his

betting or fold. After playing poker for

several hours the highest hand we
ever got was two pairs— not exactly a

game of high thrills. This cartridge

will appeal to those with a gambling
urge and it will also demonstrate how
quickly one can lose real money in

Las Vegas or Atlantic City.
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NEW POWER FOR YOUR APPLE.
FROM MOUNTAIN HARDWARE.

ROMPLUS+
Software in firmware.

ROMPLUS+ allows you to add up
to 6 individually addressable ROM's
or EPROM's to your Apple*
New Power. Keyboard Filter,"

a programmed 2K ROM adds
over a dozen useful features

to your Apple:

• Upper/lower case letters plus

printer output • Keyboard macros.

Including BASIC and DOS commands.
• Improved cursor control for editing.

• Multiple user-defined character sets.

• Colored or inverse colored letters.

• Page switching. • Stop list and End list.

• Copy one entire line at a time...

and much more.

K7
Features: On board scratch-pad RAM.
On-board control ROM handles programs

longer than 2K. plus ROM select and
memory allocations. Two TTL inputs for

control or U/L "shift-key" operation. $169

complete and tested. Including Keyboard

Filter and full documentation.

At your dealer. Now.

* Mountain Hardware, Inc.
LEADERSHIP IN COMPUTER PERIPHERALS

300 Harvey West Blvd.. Santa Cruz. CA 95060 (408) 429-8600

'Apple is a trademark ol Apple Computer Inc.

CIRCLE 180 ON READER SERVICE CARO

"MUSE"
THE LEADER IN QUALITY SOFTWARE

announces new APPLE-II software—
MICRO INFORMATION SYSTEM |48kl $99 95 is a breakthrough in effective in

formation systems of any size This one system handles accounts payable/receivable,

inventories, appointment calendars, cost estimating, real estate listings, sales solicita

lions, manpower accounting, selective mailings and label printing, dietary informa-

tion, phone directories and more! On diskette

U-DRAW IP™ (32k) $39 95. a complete graphics package tor the Apple II with disk

You can create a figure and rotate, expand, contract or move it anywhere on your

video screen with a few simple keystrokes Save individual figures or complete draw-

ings on disk and recall them later U DRAW II automatically builds and edits multi-

figure shape tables that are directly transferable to your BASIC programs You won't

find better graphics capabilities at 100 times the price 1

DR. MEMORY ' i32k) Disk Word Processor $49 95 includes UPPER and lower case

plus complete printer controls Variable page size, left and right margins, automatic

paragraphing and more. On diskette with documentation.

APPILOT EDU-DISK'm (32k) $49 95 A complete multi-program C.A.I. system for the

APPLE II Includes program editor and APPILOT interpreter on diskette with exten

sive online HELP lessons plus documentation manual

THREEMILE ISLAND"11 (48k) $39 95 - Is the technology ot a nuclear reactor too

complex to handle? Now you have the opportunity to decide for yourselt. with

THREE MILE ISLAND, a realistic simulation of a pressurized muclear reactor Four

spectacular displays monitor the containment building, turbines, filters, condenser,

reactor core and the pump house Valves, pumps, turbines, filters and control rods

are individually activated by keyboard command The comprehensive documentation

describes in detail the operating mechanisms and component interactions

-SUPER-LOAD CASSETTES-
tj draw (16k) $1 7 95 ELECTRIC CRAYON (8k| $1 7 95

MAZE GAME (8k) $12 95 ESCAPE (16k) $12 95 SIDE SHOWS <8k) 12 95

TANK WAR (16k) $12 95 MUSIC BOX (8k) $12 95

BASEBALL (16kC $14 95 UNCLE SAM S JIGSAW (32k)- $12 95

GLOBAL WAR (32k)- $17 95
•Plu» APPLESO'

Available from dealers or write today to the

MUSE CO., 7112 Darlington Drive. Baltimore. MD 21234

Order by phone (301) 661-8531 MASTERCHARGE and VISA welcome
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Mountain Hardwa
SuperTalker

Steve North

Mountain Hardware's SuperTalker
is a speech input-output board for the
Apple computer. It plugs into any I/O
slot and connects with an ordinary
external speaker and a dynamic
microphone (included). The Super-
Talker contains the circuitry to con-
vert voice input into binary and to
convert binary information back into
speech - in effect, your very own
digital recording studio (at least con-
ceptually if not in real performance).

The hardware in this case does not
need to have an overwhelming amount
of intelligence. Its only job is to
sample the speech as it is spoken into
the microphone, convert it to binary
and give it to the computer. The Apple
can then manipulate this information
in memory or disk files. Likewise, to
speak, the SuperTalker transforms
binary information back into speech
patterns. The SuperTalker does not
process individual speech phonemes
but arbitrarily records and plays back
all the sound input when it is record-
ing.

The quality of the SuperTalker
speech is suprisingly good since
most computer generated speech is

choppy and mechanical. Every word
is clear and understandable. The
tradeoff is that the SuperTalker
requires more software for its opera-
tion and more memory for data
storage than speech synthesizers
which need only a few phonemes to
be controlled. Thus a random access
disk file is needed to store Super-
Talker speech data because of its

bulk. The speech can be sampled at
four rates from 512 to 4096 bytes/
second, and sounds best at high
sampling rates though it is still

understandable at 512 bytes/second.
The hardware can also be program-
med at four volume levels.

The SuperTalker software comes
on disk and requires 48K of memory
and Applesoft in ROM. The disk con-
tains several demonstration pro-
grams and utilities: SuperTalker Test
allows you to speak into SuperTalker
and hear your voice back. Color Math
is a math drill with graphics and a
friendly voice to help too. Accent is a
language learning aid (see separate
review). Phrase tables for the demos
are stored on the back of the same
disk.

Most people writing their own
speaking and listening programs will

be interested in VPS (Vocal Prepara-
tion System), an operating system
designed to maintain phrase tables of
prerecorded speech on floppy disk
with voice entry and editing. Your
programs then load the speech tables
from disk to drive the SuperTalker.
VPS phrase table disks are formatted
differently than normal Apple DOS
diskettes and VPS has its own
high-speed disk drivers to load
speech information from disk as
quickly as possible.

VPS has several different com-
mand modes or levels. At the main
level you can manipulate entire
phrase tables on the disk, set the
sampling rate, volume, or initialize a
new disk. At the next level, Edit
mode, you can do operations on an
individual phrase table. You can list

the phrases in a table, have them
spoken, append, insert, or delete
existing phrases. In lowest level of
VPS, Vocal Creation level, you can
enter the words associated with the
phrase and then speak the phrase into
the microphone and both will be
saved on disk in a phrase table. (Note
that the voice input capability of the
SuperTalker is used only for entry of
information for computer speech

synthesis, and not for speech recog-
nition). VPS commands are all single

characters, numbers and control

characters to get from one level to

another.
The purpose of using VPS is to

build phrase tables on disk for your
own software. The SuperTalker disk
contains two files which help you to

use the SuperTalker in custom soft-

ware: USER. BIN (machine language
subroutines) and VPS.TXT, an EXEC
file which appends SuperTalker rou-
tines in BASIC to your program. A
section in the manual describes how
to allocate portions of the computer's
memory for different system areas
and programs, and how to interface

your programs with the SuperTalker
routines. The subroutine calls provide
functions such as loading and saving
of phrase tables from disk, listening
and speaking one or more phrases
and management of phrase tables in

memory. Some of these functions
make it easier to speak several

phrases quickly in sequence. For
example, if you want the computer to

speak a number, such as "twenty-
one," you don't want to hear a large

gap between "twenty" and "one."
Obviously, programming a device

like the SuperTalker with special sub-
routines and random access disk files

is not for the faint-hearted. The docu-
mentation is well-written, but if you
don't know much about what's going
on inside the Apple then program-
ming the SuperTalker will not be easy
at first. This shouldn't discourage you
from buying one, but you should be
aware that some effort will be
required to get the results you want.

Overall, the SuperTalker is an ex-
cellent combination of hardware and
software. It's one of the best-sound-
ing speech synthesizers we've re-

viewed.
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Abbreviated Summary of

VPS Operating System Commands

B
C
D
E
F

L
M

O
Q
R

Set address of phrase table in

memory.
Set default silence behind phrase.

Catalog of phrase tables

Delete a phrase table on disk.

Edit a phrase table.

Sets default silence in front of

phrase.
Initialize a phrase table diskette.

List phrases in phrase table.

Set default length of phrase

tables.

Sets output port number.
Quit (reboots DOS)
Sets sampling rate.

T Talk(listsand speaks phrases).

V Sets volume.

Edit Level Commands
A Append phrases.

D Delete phrases.

I Insert phrases.

L List phrases.

M Sets maximum table length.

R Sets sampling rate.

S Gives statistics on current phrase

tables.

T Talk(listsand speaks phrases).

V Sets volume.

cntrl-S Returns to main command
level without updating disk.

cntrl-E Returns to main command
level and updates disk.

Creative Computing Visits Mountain Hardware

Mountain Hardware's new plant Is nestled

the foothills of Santa Cruz, California.

In

SuperTalker requires an Apple with one or two

disk drives and Applesoft In ROM. Microphone,

speaker, demo disk and manuals are included.

The laboratory and test area was neat and

orderly compared to. say, Creative
1

* Software

Development Center.

I t

Gary Muhunen, genial president of Mountain

Hardware, demonstrated SuperTalker to us on

our visit to the plant.

SuperTalker presents the phrase in English.

You choose the language Into which you want it

translated.

A row of 28 Apple real-time clocks getting

burned in.

SuperTalker

for Language

Instruction

Betsy Stapes

"Welcome! How are you?" "I'm

hungry." "More beer." "Thank you."

After an hour of practice with Moun-
tain Hardware's SuperTalker and its

ACCENT program, even the most
non-language-oriented computer en-

thusiast should be able to get along in

a German Brauhaus.
ACCENT comes with a phrase

table containing eleven phrases

which it translates into French and
German. In addition to those above,

the list includes: "It's cold," "It's

pretty," "Good luck," "Occupied,"

"Have a good trip," and "See you
soon."

After a brief introductory speech,

SuperTalker invites you to begin your

language lesson. A phrase appears on

the screen and is spoken in English.

You may then choose to hear the

same phrase in French or German,

practice your pronunciation, skip to

the next phrase or end the lesson

.

The phrase is "Thank you," and

you want to learn German, so you

press "4." The screen flashes "Vielen

Dank," and you hear a voice pro-

nouncing it in German. You may hear

it repeated as many times as you wish

simply by pressing "4."

When you've heard enough and

feel ready to try it yourself, press "3."

This time you hear the phrase

followed by a silence during which

you repeat into the microphone. If

you're quick, you can repeat the

whole phrase in the allotted time.

Now the screen prints "I sound like

this," and repeats the phrase. Then,

"You sound like this," as it plays back

your voice. If you're satisfied, you can

go on to another phrase or another

language. If not, go back and try

again.

As a novelty or a demonstration of

computer speech, ACCENT is inter-

esting and entertaining, but I soon

became bored with the eleven phrases

and began to think of ways the

program could be used for serious

foreign language instruction. Trans-

lation is only a very small part of

modern language learning. In today's

classroom, the emphasis is on repe-

tition of dialogues and pattern drills.

The language lab has become an

integral part of the curriculum.
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SuperTalker, con' t...

SuperTalker's main advantage
over a traditional language lab is its
ability to be both audio and visual.
After an initial introduction of the
chapter dialogue by the teacher, a
student could use a modified version
of ACCENT to practice reading and
pronouncing it. For example, to learn
a dialogue beginning with the Span-
ish phrase, "Hola, Paco," the student
would hear the phrase and see it

printed on the screen, he or she could
press a second key to hear it again, a
third to practice pronunciation and a
fourth to see the translation. Vocabu-
lary for the chapter could be handled
similarly with translations from either
language, and a scheme could also be
worked out for pattern drills.

Another feature that makes AC-
CENT attractive as a teaching device
is the "practice your accent" option.
The student can compare his or her
pronunciation with the instructor's
without rewinding a tape or otherwise
getting involved with the machine's
controls.

The program seems to have been
quite thoroughly idiot-proofed. The
only problem occurred when I acci-

dentally hit the key to end the ses-
sion. I was immediately presented
with a farewell message, and there
was no way to go back to the lesson
except to re-load the program, re-
insert the phrase table and start over.

After spending some time with the
phrase table provided with the pro-
gram, I decided to test my ideas by
creating my own phrase table. At this
point, frustration set in. ACCENT was
apparently not designed to be used by
language teachers or others unfami-
liar with computers. Our software
development staff tried to warn me—
"very complicated," they said. But I

was—and am—convinced that if the
program is to be useful for foreign
language instruction, it must be easy
for language teachers—most of
whom are not familiar with the intri-

cacies of computers—to use.
The first step in making some-

thing easy to use is to provide a set of
detailed instructions and examples.
The SuperTalker Operating Manual
has a section entitled, "Creation of a
Diskette," and an additional sheet on
"Using ACCENT." I read both, plus a
few other apparently pertinent sec-
tions. They were written in English
and did include examples. "Aha!" I

thought, "this is going to be simple."

I got off to a good start and suc-
ceeded in recording five Spanish
phrases. I played them back and
noticed that the voice quality was
good and the accent reproduced
faithfully. Inspired by my success, I

decided to go back and edit one
phrase to improve the intonation. I

followed the instructions for editing,
but was then unable to play my
phrases again.

After much reading and experi-
mentation, I finally gave up, reloaded
the program and recorded the phrases
again. This time I couldn't get them to
play back at all.

Of course, I'm sure there is a very
logical explanation for my failure and
an easy remedy for my problems. The
point is, however, that I was unable by
reading the documentation to find
either.

The conclusion: SuperTalker has
great potential as a tool for foreign
language teaching, but only if the
teacher can use it, and the documen-
tation as it now stands is somewhat
weak in providing information in a
form that the layperson can use
effectively. Nevertheless, it's a neat
peripheral as long as you can borrow a
computer jock to help you learn the
ins and outs of the system. D

Introducing the BASIC Primer Package.

Now you can let your Digital
computer system help teach
BASIC, administer testing and
monitor progress.

Digital's new computer-
managed BASIC Primer is more
than an improved method in self-

paced instruction.

Ifs actually a whole new
way to involve your Digital compu-
ter in training beginners.

In addition to self-paced

textbooks and an administrator's

guide, you get a complete soft-

ware package geared to your
Digital computer and your
system's version of BASIC.

Your computer aids the

Primer text in teaching BASIC by
interactively directing students

through the course and adminis-

tering pretests and posttests.

What's more, the BASIC
Primer was developed by one of

Digital's educational design
teams -- your assurance of sound
education and communication
theory backed by extensive field

testing.

For mow BASIC Primer detail*, including discount pricing, contact
your Digital ule* oHice. or write Educational Service* Digital
Equipment Corporation, Crotby Dr.. Bedford. MA 01730.

title"

The BASIC Primer - avail-

able with your choice of DECtape,
magtape, floppy or hard disk ~
means a much greater degree of

quality control in BASIC in-

struction. And a cost-efficient,

customized course never
before available in pre-

packaged programs.

*y
m ...... *•*•• «Tp CSl

CIRCLE 135 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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ladio Shack introduces
its second TRS-80 computer breakthrough.

A small-business computer for people who like to

pay less than the "going price".
Why Radio Shack's "going price" is

so much lower

There's TRS-80 Model I. Systems start at

$499 Last year they started at $599. but

now we're down the learning curve while

others are just starting up. This ad. of

course, is not about Model I. It's about

Model II. Model II systems start at $3450.

It's an all 8" tloppy disk system: one built

in. room for three more True 12" monitor,

twice the size of the IBM 51 10, for exam-

ple. Twice the operating speed of Model I.

Upper and lower case New state-of-the-

art 76-key keyboard. Level III expanded

BASIC. And here's what's so incredible:

comparable systems (like IBM 5110) cost

roughly 33% to 66% more. We said we'd

tell you why: it's a mix of three pos-

sibilities: (1) they have higher selling

costs. (2) they have higher manufacturing

costs, (3) we have lower gross margins.

A small business may be a small

part of a large business, right?

Most businesses, small or large, have a

tendency to buy too much computer for

their job. We learned about this with

TRS-80 Model I; in fact Model I is too little

computer for many business applica-

tions. So we designed Model II to be "just

enough computer" for most micro/mini

applications. And here's a promise: we'll

sell you what you need, not less, not

more, and you will SAVE MONEY

Does a retailer belong in the

business-computer business?

The competition would like you to believe

computers can't be sold over the counter

like typewriters. They're right! Business

computers like TRS-80 Model II have to

be sold where computers and software

are sold, where computers are serviced,

where computer advice is available

directly from the manufacturer. That,

friend, is exactly what Radio Shack

is all about

How we sold over 100,000

TRS-80 Model ISystems

This is probably the most interesting

computer story never told. We did not

know— repeat NOT know— there was a

Vi-Megabyte Basic

System $3450

big market for personal computers. So we
put 20 people on the job. Shortly there-

after we had over 700 people on the job.

The over 100.000 system sales came from

getting off our behinds FAST and meeting

demand by building computers (instead

of talking about them)

Radio Shack deserves to be your
small-computer company!

Simply because we offer 5-figure com-

puting power at a 4-figure price— with

five business software packages ready to

"goto work" immediately— with your

existing personnel. Plus, modular design

means easy expandability with plug-in

printers, additional disk drives and morel

You can order a TRS-80 Model II (or I) in

over 7300 locations worldwide. And, over

100 USA Computer Sales/Service centers

are ready to stand behind your computer

with service (and training classes, if you

wish). There's so much to tell about

TRS-80 II, we urge you to come in today

and get all the facts, firsthand!

* Retail prices may vary at individual stores and dealers
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A Computer Driven Real
Three-Dimensional Display

Jon Cohen

There have been applications for

three-dimensional imaging for many
years, yet most computer graphics
display systems have been con-
strained to present three-dimensional
information on two-dimensional
screens. Some computer graphics
displays augment 3-D images with
perspective calculations, depth in-

tensity cueing, movement (such as
rocking and spinning), and/or stereo
pairs. All these strategies contribute
to three-dimensional illusion, but
none produce true three-dimensional
images. Many schemes for creating
real three-dimensional images have
been tried. Some involve complicated
mechanical devices such as moving
screens or mirrors; others, such as
staining transparent gelatin, are more
exotic. One simple concept easily
produces three-dimensional images;
this concept is a display system
implemented with a varifocal mirror.

A varifocal mirror is a mirror
whose focal point changes due to
mirror vibration. Mirrors with differ-

ent curvatures have different focal
point positions and thus appear to
reflect images at different depths.
The curvature of a vibrating mirror
changes smoothly from concave to
convex and back; therefore, a screen,
when viewed through the vibrating
mirror, appears to sweep back and
forth through a "virtual volume" space
behind the mirror (Figure 1). If a dot
were displayed continuously on this
image presenting screen and if the
mirror vibrated at a rate to fuse the
reflected image, the reflected dot
would occupy the same coordinates
on all the reflected screens (which
have different virtual depths), then the
reflected image would appear to be a
line. A circle on the screen becomes a
cylinder within the virtual volume.

The resultant virtual image ap-
pears real. The most powerful three-
dimensional depth cues are present:
a viewer can gain different perspec-
tives simply by moving his or her head
(this is known as head motion
parallax); the viewer has to focus his

Jon Cohen, 404 Hillsborough Rd , Carnoro, NC
27510.

Image
Presenting
Screen

Varifocal
Mirror

a/b

Q-_

Viewer

Acoustical

Driver

D

Virtual Image

Figure 1 : The Varifocal Mirror

or her eyes differently for the front or
the back of the virtual image (this is

known as stereopsis). In fact, the
three-dimensionality of the image is

so powerful that people who are blind
in one eye have no problem sensing
the depth of the image.

At any given moment, the part of
the virtual volume that is being
"drawn" is the reflection of the image
presenting screen. This instant's
reflection is often called the "writing
plane." The writing plane, therefore,
is a cross-section of the virtual image.
One could build any three-dimen-
sional image by displaying the asso-
ciated cross-section of the image to
be drawn on the image presenting
screen at the appropriate time. As the
mirror moves, the writing plane

IMAGE
PRESENTING
SYSTEM

changes depth and a new cross-sec-
tion must be placed on the image
presenting screen. The sequence of
cross-sections on the screen builds
the virtual image each mirror cycle.

An illustration of this principle is

discussed later when examples of
varifocal mirror display systems are
presented, but first let's examine the
components of such a display (Figure
2). The first component is the mirror.
The most straightforward construc-
tion of a vibrating mirror consists of a
thin, reflective substance (such as
one mil thick aluminized Mylar) that is

stretched on a frame and placed in

front of a speaker driven with a low
frequency sound (at a rate to produce
a fused, non-flickering virtual image,
about 30 hz.). Second is an image

Varifocal

.Mirror

Screen

-4
Viewer

Timing Pulse

Aplifiers

Waveform
Generator

MIRROR ASSEMBLY
SYSTEM CONTROL
Figure 2: Display System Configuration
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it's Here AtLast . .

.

$1595
(soft cover)

Written by the author ofyour Level I Users Manual. LEARNING LEVEL II picks right up where the Level I

Manual leaves off. It also supplies the changes needed to make the Level I Manual compatible with your

Level II TRS-80.

LEARNING LEVEL II covers all Level II BASIC beyond Level I. plus much more. It shows you how to use

the Editor, explains what the many error messages are really saying, and leads you thru conversions of

Level I programs to Level II.

Dual cassettes, printers, the Expansion Interface with clock and other features are explained in the same

easy-to-kam style that made the Level I Manual famous. LEARNING LEVEL II was created specifically

for your Level II TRS-80!

Yes, I want to really learn how to use Level II!

COMPUSOFT® PUBLISHING • 8643ccNavajo Rd. • San Diego, CA 921 19

Please send copies of

LEARNING LEVEL II. My check for $15.95 + $145

P&H is enclosed. (CA addresses add 6% sales tax).

I understand my order will be shipped promptly and

there is a 30 day money-back guarantee.

NAME
ADDRESS
CITY

STATE

ZIP CODE
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Display, con't...

presenting system which may have
any of a large number of configura-
tions from a high speed projector to a
CRT display. Finally, there is some
kind of system control which syn-
chronizes the actions of the other
components.

Although other constructions
exist, most varifocal mirrors are made
out of thin, reflective substances.
Some mirrors are mounted between
glued pieces of cardboard, others are
mounted in embroidery hoops, but
specifically designed mounts which
provide even surface tension without
wrinkling produce the best results.
Since most speakers are not designed
for low frequency (30 hz.), the mirror
driving speaker should be a sturdy
woofer. It is expected that the mirror
excursion from planar (which deter-
mines the mirror's focal point) will
follow the speaker's driving wave-
form's amplitude. (Note that little

mirror excursion changes produce
large changes in the focal point
position). The driving waveform could
be chosen for good writing plane
movement, but the waveform which
causes linear writing plane movement
also produces harmonics and noise.
The waveform producing minimum
noise, the sinewave, produces a
writing plane that moves slowly in the
front and in the back of the virtual
volume.

As mentioned before, the virtual
image must be refreshed thirty times
a second in order to avoid image
flicker. Thus, the image presenting
system must be able to present cross-
sections at least at a rate equal to
thirty times the number of cross-sec-
tions. If only one half mirror cycle is

used for drawing (as the mirror moves
in one direction), this image present-
ing rate must double. If the writing
plane is not moving linearly, then this
rate may not be constant during the
mirror cycle.

The system control can be as
simple as a timing pulse generated by
either the image presenting system or
the mirror driving assembly and ac-
cepted by the other component. The
system control could be as compli-
cated as computer control that gener-
ates images for presentation and
waveforms for the mirror driving
assembly. In many displays, the
system control could be a real-time
microprocessor control program.

Obviously, varifocal mirror dis-
play systems have a large range of
configurations. Presented now are
three examples. The first system, the
simplest of the examples, is an

imaginary system designed to show
the minimum working configuration.
The image presenting system is a
motion picture projector modified to
run at 600 frames per second. The
system control would consist of a
timing pulse placed on the sound
track of a twenty frame film loop. On
this loop are arranged ten image
cross-sections in order followed by
the reverse order of duplicate cross-
sections. A hardware waveform gen-
erator accepts the timing pulse pro-
duced by the projector and produces
the waveform that causes linear writ-
ing plane movement in both direc-
tions. The mirror is thin Mylar
stretched over the speaker cone. This
display will distribute ten cross-sec-
tions within the virtual volume.

This system provides the mini-
mum components of a vari-focal
mirror display system and is similar
to many early displays. This system is

severely limited: the spacing and the
number of slices within the virtual
volume are constrained. It is also
expected that the waveform that
causes linear writing plane movement
will also produce much noise. Final-
ly, this system does not allow any
interactions with the virtual image.

The second system example,
which is currently being developed by
the author, is similar to the first

system but is more flexible. The
image presenting system is essen-
tially twenty slide projectors all

focused onto a common screen (with
optics to correct for any off-center
keystone effects). The slide projector
bulbs are replaced with Xenon flash
tubes that are fired in sequence by a
microprocessor system control. Note
that there is no constraint behind the
time between the firing of successive
flash tubes: the microprocessor can
order the firings in any order at any
time. Thus, the waveform could be
chosen for quiet, stable display (the
sinewave), and the microprocessor
can order the timings of the image
presentation to compensate for the
non-linear writing plane movement
through the virtual volume. Note that
any spacing of up to twenty slices
within the virtual volume is possible.

The images are photographed and
positioned into the slide projectors.
The relative depths of each slice
within the desired image space (as
well as the number of slices) are given
to the microprocessor. The micro
calculates the time to fire each flash
tube and then runs the display by
firing the tubes and sending a timing
pulse to a hardware sinewave genera-
tor each mirror cycle. Two slide-pot
inputs will allow the suppression of
slices from the front and from the
back of the virtual volume.

This system has the advantage of
variable slice spacing, interactive
slice suppression, variable number of
slices (1-20), and quiet operation. It is

especially pleasing that the only
moving part of the system is the
mirror itself. Finally, this display can
be modified later, if the flash tubes
are replaced with constant illumina-
tions and high speed shutters (under
microprocessor control). Then each
slice's thickness within the virtual

volume can be variable (by controlling
the duration of the image's presen-
tation on the screen), even to the
point of overlapping, by placing
variable intensity illumination de-
vices on each constant illumination
and controlling each slice's bright-
ness relative to the other slices. Some
slices can be made brighter than
others, thus, making the bright
cross-sections stand out within the
virtual volume.

The final system, built by the
author to test theories and designs of
the mirror assembly, involves a CRT
image presenting system and a
PDP-11 system control. With high
speed projector, one can expect to
show only a couple of tens of cross-
sections (even though the cross-sec-
tions can be arbitrarily complex), but
if the cross-sections are simple lines
and dots (i.e., the cross-sections of
three-dimensional vector drawings),
then vector graphics displays are
capable of presenting many hundreds
or thousands of cross-sections. Fig-
ure 3 shows this display in operation.

Figure3: CRTVarifocal Mirror Display

The image that is drawn on the
CRT screen consists of a square,
followed by a series of cross-sections
of dots at the square's corners,
followed by another square on top of
the first one (the face marks of each
square are drawn at the same time as
the squares). The CRT image is drawn
above the flicker rate, thus the resul-
tant CRT image appears to be a
square, but since the image changes
in time, the virtual image is a cube.

It should be noted that the CRT is

drawing images only three percent of
the time, the rest of the time is spent
moving a turned off beam back and
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Display, con't...

forth to wait for the mirror to move.
Thus, using the same configuration

as shown, much more complex
images can be drawn.

Varifocal mirror display systems
do have a few technical problems.

Since the time of image presentation

is related to the depth within the

virtual volume, it is difficult to move
(or rotate) the virtual image. When
parts of the image change their Z co-

ordinate, the order of image presenta-

tion may change. Another problem is

that it is difficult to present complex
images at high speeds. Also, there is

a problem in that mirrors with

different curvatures magnify the re-

flected image by different amounts,
thus the virtual volume seems to

become bigger towards the back (this

distortion is often referred to as

"anomalous perspective"). The
amount of this distortion is known,

thus cross-sections that are to

occupy the rear of the virtual image
can be pre-shrunk to correct for this

variable magnification with depth.

Finally, many mirror driving assem-
blies produce a large amount of noise

and make the display uncomfortable
to use.

Varifocal mirror display systems
have been around for many years, but

only carefully designed systems can

avoid the problems noted above. With

current research into multiproces-

sors, an image presenting system of

multiple CRT's (each with its own
processor) seems attractive.

Uses of varifocal mirror display

systems are varied. Certainly, molec-

ular graphics, an inherently three-

dimensional problem, could find a

use for three-dimensional graphics.

The system currently being developed

by the author will use as cross-

sections a series of Computed Tomo-
graphy Scans (which are essentially

cross-sectional X-rays for medical

imaging) thereby producing a three-

dimensional X-ray device. Hopefully,

future research will develop varifocal

mirror display systems to the point of

producing popular three-dimensional

displays.
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Apple II is at The Computer Store

The Apple" II. today's most popular personal computer, is at The

Computer Store. Along with the latest in Apple peripherals. Like

the new Disk" II floppy disk drive. Or. printer and communica-

tions interlaces. And. the latest in software including the new

Apple/ Dow Jones Stock yuole Reporter. The compact Apple 11

gives you 48K RAM memory with full color graphics and high

resolution graphics. It's the most powerful computer in its price

range.

At The Computer Store, we have more than ever before in

microcomputers, memories, terminals and peripherals. All hacked

by a technical stall and a full service department. Stop in today,

you'll (ind more than ever before at The Computer Store.

The Computer Store
820 Broadway. Santa Monica. California 40401 (213) 451-0713

The Original Name In Personal Computer Stores
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esse
DUNJONQUEST" Presents

cempK« hpsbbi
v&ir THE

The Vault of the Dead is

but one of the many
dark and fearsome
mysteries within the

ruined Temple of Ap-

shai. The Temple ol Ap

shai is your first adven-

ture in the DUNJON-
QUEST'" series of fan-

tasy role playing

games.

DUNJONQUEST" is a

complete game sys-

tem and The Temple ol

Apshai is a complete

fantasy adventure

game for you and your

microcomputer.

oV£Z ZOO KOOMS f

Ov&Z SO Mof&reiis/
OVER 70 fft£ASU*e$/

• Take your favorite character - or let the com-
puter create one for you!

• Let the Book of Lore guide you through a

DUNJONQUEST" within the Temple.

• Decide to fight the monsters or grab the

treasure and run - but don't think too long-

they'll come after you!

The Temple of Apshai-for the TRS-BO (Level II.

I6K) and PET (32K) microcomputers.

Ask your local dealer or send us your check for

$24.95 to:

Automated Simulations-Department R, P.O.

Box 4232. Mountain View, CA 94040

California residents please add 6% sales lax.
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With Winners and Losers

Battle Of The Word Processors

Rod Hallen

The terms "text editor" and "word
processor" are often used inter-

changeably but what are they and
what do they do? A text editor is used
to compose a group of characters,
words, sentences and paragraphs so
that they can be used to print letters,
articles or books. In most cases this
type of text editor can also be used to
generate the source listing for an
assembler or BASIC interpreter.

A word processor uses the output
of the text editor as input. The word
processor then formats the text file

for hardcopy printing. This includes
headings, margins, line length, page
numbering and much more.

Digital Research's ED and TEX are
designed to be used with each other.
ED creates a text file and TEX formats
and prints it. TSC's EDIT and PR work
together in a similar manner. Michael
Shrayer's Electric Pencil combines
both functions in one program.

I have always had trouble
following Digital Re-
search's documentation
but if you read a little, try

it out a little, read a little,

and try it some more,
you'll get the picture after

awhile.

Basically, we'll compare ED with
EDIT in Part 1 of this article and TEX
with PR in Part 2. And, I'll throw in

some comments about the Electric
Pencil (EP) from time to time. Both
TSC and Shrayer provide many ver-
sions of their programs for various
system configurations, but we'll be
discussing the standard CP/M disk
versions.

ED From Digital Research

When you buy the CP/M DOS, you
get ED as part of the package. I have

Rod Hallen, P.O. Box 73, Tombstone, AZ
85638.

Text Editinq System - ED
Cones as * component of the CP/M DOS

Word Process inq System - TEX «73

From: Digital Research
P. 0. Box 379
Pacific Crove. CA 93939

Text Editinq System - EDIT «40
Word Process i nq System - PR «3»

From: Technical Systems Consultants
P. 0. Box 2374
W. Layfayette. IN 47906

Text and Word Process inq System
- Electric Pencil II «2S0

From: Michael Shreyer Software
1233 Vista Superba Drive
Clendala. CA 91233

Table 1 . This Is a source and price list. There
are a great many versions of each of
these programs available. Contact the
software houses listed for more Infor-

mation.

been using ED for about 9 months and
by now I am fairly familiar with it. ED
isn't normally used to generate text
files and I usually use it to generate
assembly language source listings
for input to the CP/M assembler.

ED is supplied with a sixteen page
manual which is sufficient and all of
the required information is to be
found in it. I have always had trouble
following Digital Research's docu-
mentation but if you read a little, try it

out a little, read a little, and try it

some more, you'll get the picture after
awhile.

ED allows you to create a new text
file or to revise an existing one. Upon
entry you must specify a file name. If

the specified file does not exist on the
disk, then ED will open a new file with
that name and type and allow you to
enter text into It.

Creating a text file with ED con-
sists of entering characters into a
memory character buffer. The capa-
city of this buffer is determined by the
size of your CP/M system with the
16K version holding about 6000
characters. This is not, however, a

limitation on the size of the text file

that you can create and manipulate.
The only limitation is the disk space
available. In fact, since ED can get its

input from one disk drive and send its

output to another, it is literally

possible to write and revise a text file

of almost a quarter million bytes.
ED will bring in a portion of the

text file from the disk, allow you to
study and, if required, revise it, then
put it in a new file on the same or
another disk and bring the next
portion in to be worked on. This can
continue until the entire file has
passed through the memory buffer.
When finished editing, the original
file will have its file type changed to
BAK and the new file will carry the
name and type of the original file.

If you are creating a new file, text
is typed until you get a "Buffer Full"
message. You can then dump part of
the file to disk and continue typing.
This goes on until the file is complete.
I am running a 52K CP/M system and I

have never seen the "Buffer Full"

message while creating assembly
language source listings.
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ED is a line-oriented editor. Each
line, which can be longer than a

screen line, is terminated with a
carriage return. In order to make it

easier to identify lines for the purpose

of making additions, deletions and
corrections; each line is assigned a

number internally (the line numbers
are not displayed on the screen). This

numbering system is on the order of a

BASIC program except that it is auto-

matic. Deleting or adding a line will

cause all of the following line

numbers to decrease or increase

accordingly. The numbers are for

reference only and they are not stored

in thedisk file or printed when the file

is listed.

Basic to the operation of ED is the

concept of an imaginary character

pointer called a cp. All additions,

deletions and changes are referenced

to the cp. If you want to remove a five

letter word, you move the cp to the

beginning of the word and issue a 5D
Command (delete 5 characters). If you
want to insert a word, you move the cp

to the desired location and issue an I

(insert) Command. You can then enter

continuous text until you terminate

Insert with a Control 2.

This sounds quite simple and yet

it constitutes my major complaint

against ED. Such a strong complaint
thatlamnolongerusingEDatall! My
problem arises from the imaginary

nature of the character and line

pointers. There isn't any indication on

the screen of the location of the cp
and you have to try to remain con-

stantly aware of its current position. I

find this extremely difficult to do.

Consider the following telephone

conversation:
Near End, "Read me line 6."

Far End, "The quick brown fox

jumped over the lazy dog's back."

NE, "Well he's not really lazy. Delete

word 9 and read the line to me again."

FE, "The quick brown fox jumped over

the lazy back."

NE, "Wrong word! Delete word 8,

insert /dog's/ in its place, and read 6

again."
FE, "The quick brown fox jumped over

the dog's back."

NE, "O.K. Next line."

That's the way ED strikes me. It

was designed for use with a serial

terminal and not a memory mapped
video screen. Contrast this to the

Electric Pencil which keeps a cursor

on the screen at all times to indicate

the current work location. Four cursor

move keys (Control characters) are

used to move the cursor to the desired

location. You then make the neces-

sary changes and they take place right

before your eyes.

As an analogy to the above tele-

phone conversation, I'd describe the
Electric Pencil method of correction

thus: The sentence, "The quick
brown fox, etc.," is written on a piece
of paper in pencil. To delete 'lazy' you
erase it. The result is immediately
apparent. No counting, indexing or

guessing is required.

So far I haven't even scratched the

surface in covering the capabilities of

ED. It has many useful features, some
of which help to compensate for the
ambiguity of the imaginary cp. Search
and replace is one example. This can
be used to find and replace a

One drawback to the Elec-

tric Pencil is the require-

ment that the entire text

file must fit into memory
while it is being worked
on.
character string any number of times

in the text file. It will even search the

portion of the disk file that has not yet

been brought into the buffer.

One feature of ED that I wish
Pencil had is the ability to report on
the buffer size and the amount of

memory in it that is free for use. One
drawback to the Electric Pencil is the

requirement that the entire text file

must fit into memory while it is being

worked on. This means that a large

file must be broken down into parts

with each part having a different

name.
I especially like ED's library file

capabilities. A block of text which will

be used frequently can be written into

a text file with the type LIB. This can

then be called up and inserted into

any other file which is passing

through the text buffer. You can also

create a temporary work file to hold a

block of text which can then be used

as many times as necessary while

creating or revising a file. Editing

Commands can be issued in strings

as well as one at a time. #AV22T
would load the file into the buffer,

turn on line numbering and print the

first 22 lines of the file. 15:2KI would
go to line 15, Kill (delete) 2 lines and
then enter the Insert mode.

There are a great number of other

Commands available and I won't go
into any detailed description of them
all here but you quickly memorize the

dozen or so that are used most often.

A Command summary card is pro-

vided to help in this regard.

This review of ED has been neces-

sarily brief, but I think I have covered

its major points. After I describe

TSC's EDIT in the following section,

I'll give my personal recommendation

on their relative worth, colored by my
Electric Pencil prejudice, of course.

EDIT From Technical Systems
Consultants

EDIT contains most of the fea-

tures of ED and a lot more. The first

thing I noticed while glancing through
EDIT's extensive documentation is a
complete assembly language source
listing. Since I like to change com-
mercial software to meet my own
requirements and desires, a listing

such as this is immensely helpful. I

only wish that they had also copied
the source onto the system disk; I

can't see myself typing in all 74 pages
of mnemonics by hand.

On top of the flexibility the source
listing provides, many internal para-

meters can be changed with the SET
Command. As an example: the

character delete code is 08H which is

Control H or backspace. You can
change this to rubout or any other

code that suits you.
Files written with ED are accept-

able to EDIT and vice-versa and either

can write source files for the CP/M
assembler. Electric Pencil files are

not compatible with any of these and
I'll discuss a solution to that problem
at the end of Part 2 of this article.

EDIT is line oriented with a

slightly different method of handling

the line numbers. If you wanted to

insert a new line between existing

lines 5 and 6, you'd type "5.5I" and
would enter the Insert mode at line

5.5. Issuing a REN Command will

renumber the file from the beginning

by 1's (i.e., 1, 2, 3, 4, etc.). The # is

used as the prompt. Whenever it is the

first character on a new line, the

system is looking for a Command.
Commands, by the way, are called

Directives by EDIT. Directives can be

Files written with ED are

acceptable to EDIT and
vice-versa and either can

write source files for the

CP/M assembler.

entered individually or as a string of

Commands separated by a $

.

Directives are normally preceded

by a line number to identify the line to

be worked on. If a line number is not

specified, then the Directive defaults

to the current line. The current line

concept corresponds somewhat to

ED's cp. You can find out at any time

what the current line is by entering a

carriage return immediately following

the # prompt. Lines can also be
identified by entering + n or -n ahead
of a Directive with n equal to a given

number of lines after or before the
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current line. ! means the first line of

the file buffer and ! means the last.

And finally, you can identify a line by
describing a string contained within
it. #/John/P will find the first line

after the current line which contains
the string "John," make it the current
line, and print it on the screen.
#-/John/P will search backwards
from the current line.

EDIT handles tabs differently than
either ED or Pencil. The latter two are

set up with tab stops every 8 spaces
starting from the left margin. EDIT
allows you to set tabs anywhere in a
line that you like. To make it easier to
determine the character space num-
ber at which you wish to place each
tab, a Header Directive puts a line of
numbers across the screen which
correspond to the character space
numbers.

The method of making corrections
within a line reminds me of the Micro-
soft BASIC editor. A line number and
an Overlay Directive are entered and
the editor prints the desired line on
the screen with the cursor beneath it.

You move the cursor with the space
bar to the location in the line at which
you want to change one or more
characters and then type the correct
characters. You can also add to the
end of a line in this manner. This is

still a little like remote control
editing, but it is a step up from ED.

I have often wished there

were some easy way to

combine the best features

of many different word
processing systems into

one "Super" system.
Deleting a character or characters

from a line can be accomplished
using the Change Directive. "6C
/apple/apple/" will replace the first

string with the second string in line 6.

It would be much better if there were a
delete key code such as Control H or
backspace for deleting characters
while in the Overlay mode.

Search and Replace works in a
manner similar to ED with the addi-
tion of many powerful features. The
search can be limited to a restricted
number of vertical columns. A Con-
trolled Search and Replace will allow
selective changes. With the feature
you specify an old and a new string
and EDIT will search the file for the
old string. Each time it is found, the
line containing it will be printed on
the screen and you will be asked if

you want the old string replaced with
the new. After you reply, the next oc-

ED EDIT

Search disk
Buffer SIZE/FREE
Library capita 1 1 1 tt as
Teeaj aiork f 1 1 as

Eastar corrections
Control lad saarch
Source listing
Document* t ion
Flexible codes
Flexible Tab stops
Loads multiple files

Elactrlc Pane 1

1

Screan or i an tad aditlnq
Scrol I ing
Visible, movable cursor
Disk directory
Word count
Documentation
Loads multiple files

Table 2. These are what I consider to be the

best features of each of the text

editors. This does not include the
Electric Pencil's Word Processing
capabilities which will be covered in

part 2.

curance will be printed and the ques-
tion will be asked again. This will

continue until the entire buffer either
forward or backwards has been
searched. EDIT cannot search any
part of a file that is not in the memory
buffer as ED does.

A Repeat function (Control B)
makes for less typing of Directives
than would ordinarily be required.
!P15 will print the first 15 lines of the
buffer on the screen. Each time
Control B is typed another 15 lines

will be displayed. Enter a new
Command string and Control B will

repeat the new one until it is changed.
There are many more Directives

than I have described here. The
Command Summary sheet lists more
than 30.

ED Versus EDIT

Table 2 lists what I consider to be
the best features of ED, EDIT and the
Electric Pencil. While this is a sub-
jective selection, it was arrived at by
deciding which features I would
incorporate into a text editor if I were
writing my own. In fact, I have often
wished there were some easy way to
combine the best features of many
different word processing systems
into one "Super" system.

When trying to decide which is the
best system, three different areas of
judgement come into play. These are:

what features does it have, how easy
is it to learn and use, and how much
does it cost?

Since I am assuming that you
already have the CP/M DOS, I'll have
to put ED's cost at zero which gives it

the advantage in that area. The rest

isn't so easy to judge.
Disregarding the cost difference

between the two, I'd have to pick
TSC's EDIT. It is a much more power-
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ful editor and I feel it is easier to use.
Your final judgement would probably
hinge on how often you have need of a
text editor. For occasional use I think

that ED would suffice. By the same
token, for those of you who do a great

deal of word processing, in my
opinion, the Electric Pencil is the best
answer.

Have I ended up confusing you? I

hope not. This project turned out to

be more difficult than I imagined.
Trying to learn and keep straight in my
mind three different sets of Com-
mands, conventions and procedures
at the same time has proven to be
almost too much to handle.

Of course, the fact that there is

more than one word processor avail-

able means the buyer has a choice.

Just as he has a choice between
Chevrolets and Cadillacs, Peugeots
and Porsches. In the long run the
marketplace will weed out the totally

unacceptable products and those left

will each fill some niche.

In Part 2 of this review I'll look at

TEX and PR and then try to end up
with a cost effect ive overal I system . D

".

.

. I like the kind ofdeals you see in the

supermarket, ...Buy one get one
free. .

.

"
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Buildyourown microcomputer
asyou learn

computer technologyat home.
New from NRI! The Most Complete and Up-to-date Home Study Course Ever Offered

As the microprocessor revolutionizes the

computer world and microcomputers appear

almost everywhere, NRI brings you a new,

convenient, and effective way to keep up with

this expanding technology. It's NRI's Computer

Technology Course, created and designed exclu-

sively for learning at home in your spare time.

Featuring NRI's Exclusive

Dual Language Microcomputer

NRI goes beyond book learning to

give you practical, "hands-on" experience in

designing circuitry, interfacing components,

programming, and troubleshooting. As you

learn, you actually assemble NRI's designed-for-

learning microcomputer, incorporating the latest

advances in the state of the art. It looks and

operates like the finest of its kind, actually does

more than many commercial units. But NRI

engineers have designed components and

planned assembly so it demonstrates important

principles, gives you working experience in detect

ing and correcting problems. And it's yours to

keep, put to work in your own home or business.

You also build and keep your own test

instruments, including a transistorized volt-

ohm meter and CMOS digital frequency counter.

And NRI's Discovery Lab* broadens your

horizons with specialized experiments and

theory demonstrations.

The Proven Way
to Learn at Home

You don't have to worry with travel,

classes, or time lost from work when you learn

the NRI way. As they have for more than 60

years of teaching technical subjects, NRI brings

the material to you. You study in your spare time,

at your convenience, using "bite-size" lessons

that program material into logical segments for

easier assimilation. You perform experiments

and build equipment using kits we supply. And

your personal NRI instructor is always available

for consultation should you have questions or

problems. Over a million students have already

shown the effectiveness of NRI training.

Choice of Courses

Send for Free Catalog. .

.

No Salesman Will Call

Get the details on these exciting new

courses in NRI's free, 100-page catalog. Shows

all kits and equipment, lesson outlines, and full

information, including facts on other electronics

courses. Mail the coupon today and we'll rush

your catalog. No salesman will ever call. Keep up

with the latest technology as you learn on your

own computer. If coupon has been removed,

write to NRI Schools, Computer Department,

background. NRI's Master

Course in Computer

Technology starts with

the fundamentals, ex-

plores basic electronics

and digital theory, the

total computer world,

and the microcomputer.

The Advanced Course,

for students already

versed in electronics

and general comput-

ers, concentrates on the

microprocessor and mic-

rocomputer In both

courses, you build all

instruments and your

own computer.

Several courses are available, depending
J9^Mn^.^astogron,^C200l6

upon your needs and J™
~

• ^ •—^—— —^ —

-

NRI Schools
McGraw-Hill Continuing

Education Center

3939 Wisconsin Avenue

Washington. DC 20016

NO SALESMAN WILL CALL

Please check for orie free catalog only.

Ml carper courses

affirmed under Gl Bill

I
'

i had hi details

D Computer Electronics Including

MkiUMHUM
D TV/AudksAWeo Systems Servicing

D Complete Communications Electronics

with CB • FCC License • Aircraft.

Mobile. Marine Electronics

D CB Specialists Course

O Amateur Radio • Bask and Advanced

D Ihgital Electronics • Electronic

Technology • Basic Electronics

O Small Engine Repair

D Electrical Appliance Servicing

D Automotive Mechanic

D Auto Air Conditioning

D Air Conditioning. Refrigeration. * Healing

Including Solar Technology
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Computer Aided Manufacturing
Part I: Automating The
Production Process

Chuck Carpenter

Computers may be a major factor

in determining if a manufacturer will

be in business several years from
now. Productivity improvements by
monitoring all critical aspects of pro-

duction, timely and dynamic man-
agement information, product sched-
uling to prevent conflicts and virtual

elimination of paperwork drudgery
are but a small sample of the potential

benefits from computers. And, even
for the small business, many of

today's personal computers can be
put on-line for less than the salary of

one.employee. Cost savings can be 10
times (or more) of the cost when
factored against increased operating
efficiency, reduced production costs
and increased profits. Let's examine
some of the functions, activities and
tasks that are part of manufacturing
production operations. Let's see
where computers can be used and the
benefits that are possible.

Manufacturing Operations
Environment

Figure 1 illustrates a typical

manufacturing organization. The
functional relationships of manufac-
turing operations to the rest of the
organization provides the foundation
and support for the existence of the
total organization. The net result of all

other tasks ends up with the product.
Sale of the product and the antici-

pated profit is the ultimate goal.

Unless the manufacturing of the
product is made as efficient as it can
be, competitive pricing may not be
possible and anticipated profits will

not be realized. That's where Com-
puter Aided Manufacturing (CAM)
comes in. Automating the manufac-
turing operations system will (with
a large measure of good judgment)
provide the timely and dynamic
management information needed to
make better decisions.

A Place to Start

Many articles have been written
about automated (or computer con-
trolled) operating systems for busi-
nesses of all sizes. But most of them
have been accounting systems: Sys-
tems for the general ledger, personnel

and payroll, billing systems and any
number of tasks needed to provide a
labor-free record of your financial

activities. All these accounting acti-

vities occur after the fact. Any
problem that shows up in a periodic

financial report has already hap-

MANUFACTURING FUNCTIONAL RELATIONSHIPS

COMMUNICATION LINKS

MARKETING
&

SALES

c '>
DESIGN

ENGINEERING
VJ

ACCOUNTING

1

PURCHASING

c, ">
Nf

MANUFACTURING
ENGINEERING
& SUPPORT

*

PRODUCTION
CONTROL

C '>
M

^ 7

MANUFACTURING
OPERATIONS

MANUFACTURING
PLAN

WORK ORDER
CONTROL

ASSEMBLY
PROCESS

ASSEMBLY BILL
OF MATERIAL

/ \\
LABOR

STANDARDS
J OPERATIONS

EFFICIENCY
A\v_ PRODUCT

COST

\
OPERATIONS PROGRESS v MANAGEMENT
FACILITIES ANALYSIS REPORTS

Chuck Carpenter, 2228 Montclalr Place, Car-
rolllon.TX 75006.

OPERATIONS DATA BASE - DATA BASE INTEGRITY

Figure 1.
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pened. This fact doesn't change much
even with computer controlled sys-

tems. The input that generates

financial reports is, by its very nature,

historical (hysterical, too, some-
times).

This article will not be about
accounting techniques used in a
small business. It will be about the

present and future, computer aided

planning, implementation and con-

trol of manufacturing operations

systems. And, to illustrate some of

the CAM concepts, I have included

program examples. These programs
are of a utility nature (written for the

Apple II personal computing system),

but will demonstrate the power of the

computer for automating and in-

creasing production efficiency. List-

ing 1 shows an example of possible

CAM system program options. Re-

member: it is not my intention to

make this article a CAM cookbook.

The intent is to provide guidelines and
thought stimulation for the develop-

ment of a CAM system to fit your

environment.

....

lA-lT OF FILES

1.

.

4. "jFEFhTI'

....

. -_ - I

Listing 1 . CAM System Program Options.

Background and Caveats

Manufacturing Engineering (or

Industrial Engineering as the profes-

sion is also known) has been my
career choice for the past 15+ years.

During that time I have applied the

principles outlined in this article in

large and small businesses. Some of

that time was spent getting a small

business of my own started up.

Therefore, I have had ample oppor-

tunity to consider, develop and
implement each of the concepts

discussed. (None are text book appli-

cations, even though the stimulation

for solution of problems resulted

from concepts presented in text

books). And during that time I was
aware of the need to handle more and

more data quickly and efficiently.

Productivity in particular must

not be allowed to suffer from pre-

renaissance technological ignorance

on the part of management. Nor can

the closely related pencil and paper,

data and information transfer situa-

tion be tolerated. Very few (and I'm

being benevolent) modern business

environments can be profitable if

these conditions exist and are al-

lowed to continue.

However, having a "Big Com-
puter" system may not help manage-

ment even if the desire to be produc-

tive is there. Many and varied

business computer systems are cur-

rently available, providing the busi-

ness with large scale financial man-
agement and automated operating

systems. But all are very rigid in

application. Very little personal inter-

action is allowed or provided (or

intended). All have elaborate opera-

ting systems and redundant proces-

sing to virtually eliminate processing

errors. And it is all very necessary.

(What business can tolerate errors in

the transaction of daily activities that

are the life-blood of success or failure

[and of course, loss of profit]?) With

all this powerthough, the progressive

manager still has no way to handle

large amounts of information for his

personal decision making benefit.

Furthermore, the reports from such

systems are often as historical and

after-the-fact as financial data.

Personal Computers provide a

powerful low-cost opportunity for a

tool to enhance real-time manage-

ment decision making. (These versa-

tile little computers can be used any-

place where garbaged or lost data will

not prevent continuation of the

business.) I am committed to find

ways to use personal computers as

just such a tool.

But I'm too small for this

You may be looking at the chart in

Figure 1 and thinking that a number of

these functions don't exist in your

manufacturing environment. But they

do. The tasks involved may be

handled by a few people or only one or

two people. If you think about it

though, you will recognize that each

of these functions is included in your

operating environment. Some will be

independent and stand by themselves

as operating departments. Some will

be included with a number of related

activities. You may even have some I

didn't list. (Not intended to be an

oversight on my part— I only included

those I considered most common).
A point to consider: You may not

need or want to automate everything

mentioned in this article. But consid-

eration should be made to account for

all functions in one form or another

(modified to fit the personality and
requirements of your particular oper-

ating environment). To say you are a

small company and that you don't

need to account for these things may
be inviting an early retirement.

To account for as many activities

as are pertinent is good open-minded
management. You may be including

several tasks and activities under one
responsibility, but none of them
should be ignored. Remember that it

is often much easier to control the

fixed and variable overhead costs in a

small company. Knowing this, the

progressive open-minded manager
has possibilities for imaginative pro-

fit-oriented decisions limited only by

existing resources. Computer Aided

Manufacturing has the potential for

extending the existing resources.

CAM — What is It?

There are many possibilities and vari-

ations that have been used to de-

scribe Computer Aided Manufactur-

ing. In large companies where there is

a substantial capital and expense

budget, CAM may mean extensive

computer systems and a large sup-

porting staff. Complete inventory

systems, manufacturing analysis,

sales analysis, product flow and mix,

operating efficiency and a whole
battery of statistical evaluations will

be included in the repertoire of the

computer system. I've seen a few

games and calendars show up on a

terminal from time to time, too

(everyone needs a little diversion once
in awhile).

In small businesses where a

number of tasks are performed by one
or two (or maybe a very few) people,

CAM can have the same sophisticated

implementation. Every capability (to

my knowledge) available to large CAM
systems is available to the small

company. This, of course, is with

thanks to the availability of personal

computing systems.
You may choose to hire program-

ming consultants (at a typical cost of

$20 to $35 per hour) or you may have

the experience to do it yourself. Either

way you can expect the job to take a

lot of time. The utility programs
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included with this article took about
0.5 hour average per program line to
program and debug. I don't claim any
special talent as a programmer; but
these are short programs, and I knew
what I wanted to accomplish when I

started.

Computer Aided Manufactur-
ing: An automated system
provided for the planning,
implementation and control of
manufacturing operations
functions that normally re-

quire extensive manual input
and interaction.

The whole idea then is to develop a
tool to make the management job
easier, not to implement a system
that will make the job of management
automatic.

You will have to make the final

decisions based on sound judgment
and available facts. CAM can make
more facts available on a more timely
basis. The result will be better deci-
sions and more profit.

Automation or Manual

Let's digress for a moment and
consider a chapter of the book "Up
The Organization" by Robert Town-
send. Mr. Townsend, as president of
Avis, brought the company from near
financial disaster to the second
largest auto rental company in just a
few months. The entire book is worth
reading, but the chapter of interest
here is titled "Computers and Their
Priests." Here's a summary of the
points made:

Make sure the effort expended is

directed toward useful docu-
mentation and reports. Don't let

the ease of report generation
become an activity trap.

Be sure that your manual system
is effective before trying to auto-
mate it. Otherwise your mistakes
will show up faster.

You may want to hire a consult-
ing firm to do your programming.
If so, make sure your contract
states the time and dollar tar-
gets. Also, the break-in time so
you can find and correct any
bugs.
Especially make sure the pro-
grammers are willing to live in

your shop. If they try to convince
you they can write programs for
your business sitting in their
office, look for someone else.
Don't do away with your working
manual system until the auto-
mated system is fully debugged
and operational to your satisfac-

tion. You're less likely to suffer

from financial disaster from
automating too slowly than by
going too fast.

The second, fourth and fifth points
are applicable to CAM in a small
company. The others are good mental
stimulators (food for thought). Auto-
mation will definitely save money
over a slower manual system, but
make haste slowly (sic) during de-
velopment and implementation.

Even with maximum automation
of a system, there will still be some
paper work. Zero paper work is a
noble goal and the direction I would
choose to go. but there will still be a
need for manually generated input
documents. These forms should be
designed to organize the data for
most efficient entry into the auto-
matic system. The details however,
the files and reports, can come from a
bulk storage data base and RAM
memory associated with your micro-
computer system. Let's keep in mind
though, that your manual system
must effectively support any imple-
mented automation.

Operations Data Base

We're ready to develop the data
base for manufacturing operations.
Marketing forecasts have indicated a
need for a product. The product will

need to be available in quantities,

over some period of time, to meet the
demand. This demand will rise,

stabilize and fall over the life of the
product. Engineering concepts are
complete, and product descriptions
and Bills of Material are now avail-

able. Several related product develop-
ment activities are going on concur-
rently. On our chart in Figure 1, a
number of activities and functions
were identified. The ones outside the
dotted box are important and will be
discussed according to their inter-

actions with Manufacturing Opera-
tions. Those within the dotted box
will be our main concern for the
remainder of this article. Included are
the following functions:

Manufacturing Plan
Assembly Bill of Material
Assembly Processes
Labor Standards
Operations Efficiency
Product Cost
Management Reports

These categories will make up the
operating data base. From this base,
we will develop our computer aided
operating system and establish data
base integity. Accuracy here is

critical to the effectiveness of the
total project.

The Manufacturing Plan

Figure 2 is an outline of a Manu-
facturing Operations Plan. From this

outline will be developed the specific

manufacturing plan. Computerizing
this plan will allow any variables

occuring in the data base to be part of
the plan automatically. Changes to
the data base show up as changes in

the plan automatically. Further man-
ual effort (i.e., to type up a new plan)

is not necessary.
Activities and tasks included in

the Manufacturing plan are, by their

nature, interrelated. Anything that

happens in one area will have some
effect, more or less, on the others. As
you develop your CAM system,
special attention will be required to
ensure that all interactions are identi-

fied and controlled. Let's examine a
brief description of each item in the
Manufacturing Operations Plan.

Manufacturing Operations Plan
(MOP)

Master Task Plan
Outline

Product Life Plan (Product Description)
Production Volumes and Build Plan
Program Spending

- Capital Equipment and Tooling
- Supplier Equipment and Tooling
- Production Machinery and Equipment
(M&E)

Production Facilities

Production Build Schedule
Manufacturing Bill of Material
Production Assembly Instructions
- Work Station Development
- Labor Standards
- Product Cost Estimate
Manpower Planning
Packaging and Shipping
Progress and Efficiency (Manufacturability)
Quality Plan
Reports and Controls

Figure 2.

Users of The Data Base

Product Life Plan - This section
provides a brief (executive) overview
of the targets and goals expected of

the product. Technical overviews are
included and design goals are de-
scribed (for the benefit of the non-
design reader). A more detailed

development of the product build
cycle is presented here also. The life

plan would include total product life

expectancy as required to meet the
profit goals over the life of the pro-
duct. Start-up costs, support costs
and end-of-product life costs would
be included in the life-of-product

considerations. More on this later

when we come to Progress Curve
applications.

Production Volumes & Build Plan
- Having provided the executive over-
view of the manufacturing plan, we
need to get more specific. The cash
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flow requirements needed to support
profit goals will influence total pro-
duction volumes during any build
cycle. But, this could put the cart
ahead of the horse. How well your
manufacturing operation can support
any particular build volume is directly
related to facility planning. At any
rate, the cash flow may be limited by
the number of products your facility

can handle. The factors involved
become more complex as the number
of products increase. Computer aided
facilities planning provides a means
of reducing the complexity and ob-
taining nearly instant analysis of
what-if questions about capacity and
facility considerations.

Program Spending - How much
money will be spent by the various
operating functions is outlined here.
The return on investment for the
product will tie into the amount of
money spent to produce in it manu-
facturing. The cost of Design Devel-
opment, Marketing, Distribution and
Sale are involved also. The specifics
are best left to your accounting
techniques (our effort here is with the
cost of manufacture).

Generally, the manufacturing
costs will be catagorized according to
whether you make or buy the various
components. If you buy and the parts
are not standard, then you will have
supplier tooling costs. If you can't get
parts on time, then you may want to
spend premium money to help the
schedule. Making the part in-house
would depend on available facilities
and know-how.

If you know how, then capital
tooling, machinery and equipment
may be needed. Analysis of making
the part when you don't have either
the facility or know-how is another
consideration. For most small manu-
facturers, this is often out of the
question. However, vertical integra-
tion is a way to develop and grow.
Don't overlook it, but be aware that it

will increase operating costs and
overhead. Computerization of the
make-buy decision will simplify this
task and there are programs available
from such sources as SRI Basic
Software Library to help you get
started. (I have used this and a
number of other programs from the
library. They have all worked.)

Production Facilities - In most
manufacturing operations, space for
the following is needed

:

Assembly Lines & Work Stations
Material Storage-Incoming &
Outgoing

Offices

Utility Areas-Cafeteria, Main-
tenance
Rest Rooms & Medical

Each item takes a percentage of the
available space. Allotment of space
depends on the type of product and a
general guideline is not practical. If

your product is mostly a service, then
large office space and very little

material storage is needed. If you
produce a product made of small
electronic components or one made
mostly of sheet-metal, then different
facility considerations must be made
for each. The Industrial Engineering
Handbook, the Handbook of Modern
Manufacturing Management, and The
Handbook of Industrial Engineering
and Management are indispensible
reference sources for developing any
manufacturing environment. Figure 3
includes a graphical representation of
a facility distribution and factors for
determining requirements. These fac-
tors, representative of an electronic
assembly environment, can easily be
computerized for automated facility

planning.
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"Hope you don't mind my bringing the
boss home to dinner.

"

©Creative Computing

Production Build Schedules -

Producing the product is the end
result of all the planning, develop-
ment and implementation of opera-
tions activities. At this point, a
Master Task Plan, illustrated in

Figure 4, should be provided. This
plan does not take the place of the
Manufacturing Plan, but is supple-
mentary to it. The purpose of the
Master Task Plan is to show graphi-
cally how the supply and support
functions relate to the actual build
schedule. There are many ways to
show these relationships, but a
simple bar chart will work in most
cases. It can be quickly developed
and easily maintained (and under-
stood by anyone). Activities to
support the start-up of, and to main-
tain production build, are highlighted
on the Master Task Plan. Any activity
that is out-of-step or requires special
support can be spotted by use of
graphic planning charts. The produc-
tion build schedule becomes the
center of focus for the other activities
listed on the chart. Such a chart
should be programmed to take
advantage of the system data base.

Production build and start-up
needs a special mention at this point.
The production build bar in Figure 4
shows a number, increasing in size,
in each month. These numbers repre-
sent the product build-up curve. Any
new product or any product built
periodically needs to be built-up to
peak requirements over a period of
time. The period of time varies with
the nature of the product. It is the
nature of people, the production
workers and the people that support
production, to need a period of learn-
ing. So, a product build-up curve
should reflect the learning rate that
can be supported by your particular
Operations facility. We'll get into this
more when we discuss Progress
Curves.

To Be Continued

The next installment of this article
will continue with discussions of
contributors to the Data Base. In-

cluded will be:
Manufacturing Bill of Materials
Assembly Instructions
Work Station Development
Labor Standards
Product Cost Estimating
Manpower Planning
Packaging and Shipping
Progress and Efficiency

Some more data base users

:

Quality Plan
Reports

Also included will be some
sample programs for the Apple II

system along with theconclusion.
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Manufacturing, con't.
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3 KSF Services

14 KSF Offices

3 KSF Labs

14 KSF Warehouse

17 KSF Production

Space Calculations

Total Facility Manufacturing + Warehouse + Services + Labs Offices.

Manufacturing = Production x 1.25 (Aisles & Mtl.)

Production = Work Stations x 120 sq ft. x 1.25 Production Support.

Workstations = Labor Std. x Allowances * Cycle Time.

Warehouse = 0.8 x Manufacturing
Services = 0.2 x Manufacturing
Labs = 0.15x Manufacturing
Office People = 1. 74 x Direct Labor
OfficeSpace = People x 150 sq. ft.

Directs = Labor Std x Units * Factors

Factors = Efficiency x Attendance x Utilization.

NOTE: This is an example of a space calculation.

Figures must be adjusted to the personality and
environment of your specific application.

FACILITIES REQUIREMENTS

Figure 3. Facilities Requirements.
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To Review The Current Hoopla

It is clear that personal computers
will grow at least as rapidly as their

larger bretheren; that is, an increase
in memory and processing capability
of 1000 every ten years. As those of

us who own or interact with com-
puters on a daily basis know, it is a
tremendously exciting thing to play
with an "interactive" tool that can
respond instantly to one's immediate
actions.

Much of the current enthusiasm
(in my opinion) lies in a social reality -

Programs that predict
the prices off stocks and
bonds or a system for

exploring one's tax op-
tions with a complete data
base of current tax law are
two examples of models
that can have rather potent
effects.

at last individuals can own com-
puters. This means a person can do
whatever is desired with the machine
and not be limited to the goals and
priorities of the group that owns the
machine. The first reaction was to
just play with the machinery itself,

and thus the "ALTAIR" age was born.
Later, as non-engineers acquired
their machines, the main activity was
making and playing games. It should
be noted that the most popular of
these games, such as Pong and Star-
trek, bear little relationship to daily

Gregory Yob, P.O. Box 354, Palo Alto, CA
94301.

The
Computer
As A Gun

Gregory Yob

reality. The personal computer was an
escape from the world. At present,
the more pragmatic aspects of
computers have come to the fore -

word processing and personal ac-
counting for example. We are shifting
from the idea of "Having my own
computer is a revolutionary idea" to
"What can this box do for me in my
daily world?"

The eventual success of personal
computers lies very much in answer-
ing this question and, if possible,
anticipating what the next need will

be. It is certain that fixed-purpose
products will soon be offered for each
clearly identified specific need. I can
imagine a set of calculator-type boxes
for the common accounting and
secretarial functions that are now
being explored through personal
machines.

Effective Models and Simulations

One of the "historical" computer
games is Hammurabi. You are the
king and must allocate grain, buy and
sell land, order crops planted and
harvested and otherwise attempt to
make your kingdom grow and pros-
per. However, not planting enough
grain will bring famine and possibly
revolution. Droughts and rats and
plague come now and then, and if

everything works out well, hordes of
immigrants come to settle in your
garden of eden.

Well, since this is on a computer,
and is not reality, one is free to try

different things - try to buy as much
land, or to store as much grain, or
whatever. If you ignore the necessary
balance, the kingdom fails... but on a
computer, and not in the real world.

Though Hammurabi is crude, it is

effective in teaching how pursuing

one goal single-mindedly will cause
the economic failure of Hammurabi's
world. The real world is full of situa-

tions that can be modeled at least well
enough to illustrate how a given
situation works in principle, and if we
keep in mind that factor of 1000 every
ten years, some situations will end up
being modeled very effectively in-

deed.
As long as a model's world does

not accurately represent a real situa-
tion, all is well, no matter what
someone learns with an inaccurate
model, that learning cannot be used
effectively in the real world. However,
the incentive to develop accurate
models is very strong where mastery
of a situation can result in real bene-
fits for those that use the model.
Some examples might be mentioned:
Programs that predict the prices of

stocks and bonds or a system for

exploring one's tax options with a
complete data base of current tax law
are two that can have rather potent
effects. If an effective model is

developed for an important situation,

the widespread availability of per-

sonal computers means that many
persons will have access to the
model, and naturally they will make
use of it.

In some cases, such as the stock
market, if there are winners, there

must be losers, and if many people
use an effective model to gain a little,

the very nature of the market will have
to change. In other words, the models
will no longer represent the market,
and will therefore not work. The result

will be an evolution of new models
and, like a chain letter, only those
who use a model immediately will

benefit very much.

It is a tremendously ex-

citing thing to play with an
"interactive" tool that can
respond instantly to one's

immediate actions.

In other cases, like the tax model,
it is not so clear that an "automatic"
compensation will occur. In fact, it is

much more likely that legislative

sanctions will be applied or that it

could become illegal to use a
computer for your taxes!

Getting Really Personal

The present interactions with
computers are mostly symbolic. The
machine reads characters and gives
you more characters as a response.
Of course, graphics and musical and
vocal applications are appearing, but
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AsAGun,con't...

the personal computer at present is a
most logical box. As one woman
friend mentioned, the PET wasn't
cuddly or huggable.

Most of us have heard about
ELIZA, the computer program that

"listens" to input from a terminal and
makes pseudo-thearaputic responses
and the secretary who used ELIZA for

recreation commented that ELIZA
was easier to talk to than many
people.

One of the ways we humans differ

from machines is our emotional and
non-verbal communications. The
machine is supposed to be rational,

logical and especially importantly,

not capable of emotions (or what we
perceive to be emotions).

I would like to introduce two
heretical ideas - first that human
emotional patterns may be much
simpler to model than the English
language and second, that computers
can be given attachments that can
communicate non-symbolically, that

is, via touch, "body language," or

smell.

If these ideas are true, then
machines will soon become much
more "human," and if you owned one
of these "emotional machines" as a

personal computer, the personal
computer would enter our social
world and become a factor in social
change.

If we go back to effective models,
it is conceivable to think of models
that display social behavior. For
example, it has been said that when a
man and a woman meet for the first

time there is a four minute "critical

period" which greatly affects whether
a friendship will start or not. If a
person is a little inept at this gentle art

of approach, why not build a com-
puter model that covers most of the
common approaches and is sensitive

to indications of interest, self-confi-

dence, hesitations and other signs
that help or hinder the critical event?
Such a model need not cover all

possible situations, just the more
common ones. I am sure that those
who use such a model would be very
satisfied at even a 10 per cent
improvement in their performance.

Clearly many other social situa-

tions might be modeled, and those
who want to look at this further

should read the story "I Sing The
Body Electric," by Ray Bradbury.

About Guns...

We are in a time where "obviously
good" technical ideas, such as

nuclear power, are appearing to be
not so good . It is no longer clear that a
tool, once invented, should be im-
mediately applied. Instead, most of
these tools have side effects, some of
which are dangerous.

Machines will soon be-

come much more "human"
and if you owned one of

these "emotional ma-
chines" as a personal

computer, the personal

computer would enter our

social world and become a

factor in social change.

The title of this article mentioned
the computer as a gun. A gun pre-

sents us with the problem of properly
using tools in a very dramatic way. A
gun can help the hunter get food, or it

can kill people. Effective computer
models, especially personable ones,
can help individuals become more
autonomous, responsible and cap-
able of coping with the world, but we
must carefully watch for those that

teach how to use the world as an
object instead of a set of relations

among the web of life. D

INFINITE BASIC
RELOCATABLE MODULES FOR THE TRS LEVEL II AND DOS SYSTEMS
LOAD ANY OR ALL MODULES. FOR $49.95 THE CORE PACKAGE INCLUDES:

00 MATRIX PACKAGE 00
Over 30 BASIC commands Including:

oo Matrix Read, Inverse, Transpose, and Identity.

Simultaneous Equations!!!
oo Add, Subtract, or Multiply Scalars, Vectors, or Multi-

dimension arrays!!!
oo Dynamically Reshape, Expand, Delete Arrays, Change

arrays in mid-program.
oo Copy array elements, set arrays to scalar, zero arrays,

move arrays.
°o Tape array read and write including string arrays.

FOR $29.95 more get the oo BUSINESS PACKAGE »
co Eliminate round-off error!! Multiple precision packed

decimal arithmetic. 127-digit max. accuracy
co Binary search or sorted arrays. Insert new elements in

sorted arrays!!!
co Automatic page headings, footings, and pagination.

Includes forced end-of-page.
oo Automatic hash for record retrieval!! And more for your

professional packages.

COMMAND PROCESSOR 'COMPROC for $19.95 (DOS only)

Extend DOS-AUTO command to perform multiple steps either at power-up or as a user command.
Execute a script consisting of a sequence of commands or data from a BASIC command file.

REMODEL PROLOAD for $34.95 (Specify 16, 32. or 48K version)

REnumber any section of a program, MOve program segments, DEIete program lines.

Combine programs with renumber and merge. Load or save any portion of program from tape.

DISK SORT PROGRAM 'DC-SORT' for $34.95 (Specify 32 or 48K. minimum 2 disk system)
SORT/MERGE multi-diskette sequential files. Multiple variables and keys.

Includes machine language in-memory sorts, comparators and string handling.

COPY SYSTEM TAPES with 'COPSYS' for $14.95 (Non-DOS)

00 STRING PACKAGE ac
Over 40 BASIC commands including:

oo Left and right justify, truncate, rotate. Text justification.

String centering.
oo Delete or insert substring, Pack strings, Convert to upper

or lower case.
co Translate characters, Reverse strings, Verify function,

Number of occurrences.
co Masked string searches for simple or array variables.

Encrypt or decrypt strings.
oo Compress/uncompress character string arrays to 6 bits or

less per character.
oo AND the famous RACET machine language SORTS. Multi-

key multivariable and string. Sort 1000 elements in 9 sec !

!

FUTURE oo ADD-ON PACKAGES =» will include
oo STATISTICS oe INPUT/OUTPUT ex GRAPHICS oo

Attn: TRS Add-On OEM's: We can support your special
hardware add-ons with direct BASIC commands.
System Houses: We license System House usage of
oo INFINITE BASIC co modules.

Check, VISA, M/C C.O.D.
Calif, residents add 6%

Telephone Orders Accepted
(714)637-5016

WHEN ORDERING PLEASE
ADVISE PUBLICATION SOURCE

|- RACET
702 Palmdale,

computes -^g
Orange CA 92665
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Getting Started With Your
North Star Horizon

Victor K. Heyman

An examination of some of the
books and publications available
to the newcomer, along with a
response from the author of one of
the books mentioned.

With great expectations and a big
outlay of cash you've bought a North
Star Horizon along with a terminal like

the SOROC or ADM-3 and lugged it

home. Now what?
Your dealer has patiently ex-

plained where the switches are, how
to load disks (which side is up and
which is drive 1 versus drive 2) and
how the plugs go into the backs of the
computer and CRT. He has handed
you a big packet of North Star docu-
ments, showed you a small sheaf of
papers about North Star BASIC and
wished you well. You get home, look
at the packet, and break into a cold
sweat. The documents are in Greek,
or they might as well be!

Well, you knew that you were
walking into a new world, didn't you?
You knew that the computer industry
builds boxes and then lets people
figure out how to use them, didn't

you? You also knew that North Star
BASIC, while perhaps as good as
Microsoft, is not the BASIC used by
the Apple, TRS-80, PET or in most of
the programs being published in

magazines? No? Well, you are dis-
covering it the first week you have
your Horizon home.

You need to think hard

about its value to you.

So where do you start? You want
to get the beast on and running. You
want to find out where you can get
programs to make your Horizon do
something while you are learning.

You want to learn the powerful BASIC
the North Star speaks and how it

differs from other BASICs, particu-
larly Microsoft. OK, here is what to do
and what not to do.

Victor Heyman, 1706 Lorre Dr., Rockville, MD
20852.

Avoid Panic

The North Star Horizon is a very

reliable machine, and your terminal

isn't likely to give you trouble. You
can bet that most of your problems
are going to be made by you, which
means you can correct them, with

patience.

Buy a box of diskettes the same
day you buy the computer, find out
how to initialize them (ask your dealer
to show you, do it yourself to a couple
of disks, then take the computer
home). At least you are ready to write

a few short lines and can save them to

laugh at later. Being able to save a
program, bugs and all, and then come
back when you have regained your
cool is very important. (My first night,

I couldn't figure how to save my
program on uninitialized disks for an
hour after bedtime. That doesn't keep
the wife friendly.)

Also, don't leave the store without
two or three disks of programs from
the North Star Software Exchange.
For $10 each you can get some very

good programs that will give you
some feel for what the computer will

do. NSSE 1 has Startrek and Wumpus
for the kids. NSSE 6 has a good
"Mailer" program for getting up mail-

ing lists, a library control and
indexing program, a checkbook bal-

ancing program and even a biorhythm
charting program. NSSE 8 has a
pretty good Othello, Hammurabi and
a couple of other programs. If you buy
these, you won't have an impossible
task on your hands trying to learn

everything at once while the CRT
stares back at you.

Don't Buy A Bad Book

The obvious next step would be to

buy a book called "The User's Guide
to North Star BASIC," by Robert R.
Rogers. It is published by Interactive

Computers, 7620 Dashwood, Hous-
ton, TX 77036. At $19.95, and you
need to think hard about its value to
you.

There are two versions on the
market, both called "First Edition."

There is no indication of a second
printing or of any revisions. However,
the version I bought in November had
over 25 typographical errors and at

least six programs that would not

even run. The second version has its

problems, but at least it merits con-
sideration. You can tell the difference

by looking at the top of the pages. The
second version has short headings
with the page numbers. (This partially

makes up for the lack of an index and
the poor spiral-bound 5" by 7"

format.)

The book has one signifi-

cant feature that may be
worth your money. It de-

votes much space to data
files, both sequential and
random.

The book has one significant

feature that may be worth your
money. It devotes much space to data
files, both sequential and random.
There is no other source for such clear

statements of how to use them . If you
really need to know how to handle
such files in North Star BASIC, you
will need this book or a good Guru.
The book may be cheaper.

In my view, there are four major
defects that throw the balance
against the purchase. Rogers begins
the book with a chapter on starting up
the SOL with a North Star disk drive.

He claims that these are general pro-

cedures. ("All computers, like all cars
have the same knobs.") He is wrong.
He gives a strong warning against
turning on the disk drive with a disk
loaded in it. But that is considered by
many to be the right way to start a
Horizon. The author never does dis-

tinguish between what is specific to
the SOL and what applies generally to
North Star BASIC. Chapter 35, on
"Secrets," is entirely SOL except for

an incorrect explanation of how to

change the DOS to directly boot up
into BASIC. And two of the longest
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.

programs in the book are needlessly
SOL-specific.

The second major problem is that

Rogers writes about an obsolete ver-

sion of North Star BASIC. The book is

written around North Star BASIC
Release 3. Release 4 came out in June
1978. It was a major change, making
North Star BASIC reasonably compe-
titive with Microsoft, in my opinion,
for the first time. No book on North
Star BASIC can begin to be worth its

cost without dealing with Release 4

explicitly. (Release 5 came out last

fall, but it primarily made adjust-

ments for double density disk drives.)

Rogers chose to rely mainly on a last

minute patch in Chapter 36, on "The
New BASIC." It doesn't keep the book
from being fundamentally obsolete.
For example, Chapter 4, on "How to
Display a Program," is about the List

command and is totally wrong, as
Rogers clarifies in a note. In Release
4, "LIST 500," (with the comma) dis-

plays line 500 and all those following
it; without the comma, only line 500
is displayed. In later releases, the
convention was exactly opposite. The
complete stranger to North Star
BASIC should be told how the system
currently operates, not be given a
gold star for noticing that it doesn't
work like it used to.

In another example, Chapters 9
and 10 explain the obsolete way to
load and save a program on the disks.
This used to be tricky before Release
4. NSAVE is all that is needed to save
a new program with Release 4 and 5.

Similarly, Chapter 20, "The Ran-
dom Function," explains a method to
get a pseudo-random start for games
and simulations. Not only was this
made obsolete by RND(-1) in Release
4, it does not work correctly in

Release 4.

The instructions on creating
safety copies of DOS and BASIC are
adequate but, again, Release 4
changed things. BASIC grew from 45
Blocks to 50 (and to 52 in Release 5).

The MEMSET command was also
added to change the upper boundary
of memory ("MEMSET 40959" for
32K). The beginner must learn about
MEMSET because otherwise he will

not understand why he can't make the
computer do anything without a
"Memory Full Error." The book gives
no help at all here.

The last thing a beginner needs is

to have to debug programs in a book
meant to instruct him on the funda-
mentals of BASIC. Nonetheless, even
in the second version there is one
program that does not work and four
others do not work as advertised.

There is a program in the chapter
on random numbers which sup-
posedly produces integers from 1 to

10. Unfortunately, the heart of it is

INT(10*RND(0)), which produces
numbers from to 9.

I have real doubts about teaching a

complete beginner about random
access data files. But if the instruc-

tion is to be given, every program
should be a perfect example. An
incorrect GOTO in the final program
on this subject leads to a "DIMEN-
SION ERROR" that is almost certain

to make the beginner stay away from
the subject.

There is a general lack of care in

the use of language and in the way
programs illustrate points. I have the
feeling that the author knows better in

most cases, but too little effort was
made in writing, organizing, selecting

techniques and examples for presen-
tation and proof reading. Organiza-
tion of material is haphazard, even in

the second version. Programs pre-

sented in later chapters are described
in the past tense.

Chapter 14, for the first time,

describes initializing a disk so you
can write on it. You need to know that

before writing your first program,
because you can't save the darned
thing on a virgin disk. Furthermore,
this key instruction is buried in a
chapter called "How to Delete A File

From a Disk." Try to find that at

midnight, particularly when the chap-
ter immediately preceding it has an
almost identical title.

The complete stranger to

North Star BASIC should
be told how the system
currently operates, not be
given a gold star for notic-

ing that it doesn't work
like it used to.

There is a safe way and a
dangerous way to copy data files in

the North Star system. The dangerous
technique is to read a specific set of
file blocks into memory and then to
write them back to disk (using RD and
WR in DOS). The safer method is to
load and save it by name (LF
SAMPLE, SF SAMPLE), as Rogers
did in the chapters on copying DOS
and BASIC. However, the RD and WR
methods are described in the chapter
on data files.

Program editing is an essential
skill and that chapter is reasonably
good. The book has a chapter on hex-
decimal conversions, for reasons that

escape me, and several on data files,

which is good. But there is no
explanation of IF...THEN, and none
of IF. ..THEN. ..ELSE. Trivial? I don't
think so.

The chapter on numerical format-
ting is dangerously deficient. It

makes no mention of the horrors of

"format errors" that bomb programs
when room is not left for a minus
sign, or for one more digit than was
expected, or for the decimal point
itself, or... For the beginner, the rule

has to be: don't fiddle with data

There is a general lack of

care in the use of language
and in the way programs
illustrate points.

output formats until you are certain of

your data results, and then leave

some room for error. No advice of this

kind is given anywhere in the book.
Frankly, I think you can get much

more for your $20 elsewhere. And
that's too bad. A beginner's introduc-

tion to North Star BASIC is badly
needed, but I think it needs to be
written by someone more know-
ledgeable about the subject and how
to teach it.

The Essential First Step

The essential first step is to buy
"BASIC and the Personal Computer"
by Thomas A. Dwyer and Margot

Critchfield. This is a marvellously
written, warm and coherent introduc-

tion to BASIC, mainly Microsoft.

North Star BASIC isn't so different

that a good book like Dwyer's could
lead you astray. Besides, Dwyer
knows North Star BASIC, and even
gives suggestions for overcoming
some of the major incompatibilities.

The book should look familiar to

CREATIVE COMPUTING readers.

Several excerpts were published by
CREATIVE in 1977. For $12.95 you
will get a tremendous introduction to

BASIC, insights into what program-
ming is really all about and some
useful programs that are worth saving
on those first disks we talked about
earlier. Do youself a very big favor.

Buy it.

The Second Big Step

North Star produces excellent
computers, no doubt about it. But
their software documentation used to
be awful. It was not that they didn't
tell you what you wanted to know.
They did, but not in a language known
to most of mankind. Now they have
partially redeemed themselves. The
essential second step is to buy the
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A FULL NETWORK DATA MANAGEMENT SYSTEM FOR MICRO COMPUTERS

© the Ultimate Software Tool:
AVAILABLE FROM

Mirrc Data Hose Systrms. inc.
MDBS IS A VERSATILE

DATA BASE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
• PROVIDES FLEXIBILITY OF A FULL NETWORK DATA

BASE SYSTEM
• EFFECTIVE REPRESENTATION OF COMPLEX DATA

STRUCTURES
• RECORDS CAN BE ORDERED ON VARIOUS SORT KEYS
• COMMANDS TO ADD. DELETE. UPDATE. SEARCH AND

TRAVERSE THE DATA BASE
• SORTED, FIFO. LIFO. NEXT AND PRIOR SET ORDER-

ING PROVIDED
• PROVIDES DATA PROTECTION
• STRAIGHTFORWARD USE OF ISAM-LIKE STRUCTURES
• COMPARABLE TO DATA BASE SYSTEMS PREVIOUSLY

AVAILABLE ONLY ON LARGER COMPUTERS

MDBS IS CODASYL
ORIENTED WITH EXTENSIONS

• EXPLICIT REPRESENTATION OF MANY-TO-MANY SETS
• RECORD TYPES MAY OWN OTHER OCCURRENCES OF

THE SAME RECORD TYPE
• OIFFERENT RECORD TYPES CAN PARTICIPATE IN A

SINGLE SET
• MULTIPLE LEVELS OF READ/WRITE PROTECTION
• NAMES OF DATA ITEMS. RECORDS. SETS AND FILES

ARE WHOLLY USER DEFINABLE

MDBS IS FOR THE SERIOUS
APPLICATIONS PROGRAMMER

• POWERFUL COMPONENT IN INFORMATION PROCESSING
• RELIEVES TEDIUM OF FILE HANDLING DETAILS
• OEMS CAN RAPIDLY AND INEXPENSIVELY DEVELOP

APPLICATION SOFTWARE
• USEFUL IN DISTRIBUTED PROCESSING ENDEAVORS

SOFTWARE DELIVERED ON MINI OR FULL-SIZED FLOPPY DISKS

USING CP/M®. NORTH STAR. OR T RS-80*COMPAT IB LE FORMATS

MDBS INTRODUCTORY OFFER S750 00

USERS MANUAL (alone) $35.00

Distributors and OEMS Contact MDBS
for Special Rates

• Application Programming Contracts

will be Considered.

Indiana Residents Include 4% Salai Tax.

CP/M it a registered trademark of Digital Research Corp.
TRS-80 is a registered trademark of Radio Shack/Tandy Corp.

FEATURES

a WRITTEN IN Z 80 CODE FOR MAXIMAL EXECUTION
EFFICIENCY AND MINIMAL MEMORY USAGE. (8080
VERSION EXTRA).

a ROUTINES ARE CALLABLE FROM BASIC (OR OTHER
HOST LANGUAGES) TO FACILITATE FAST AND EASY
APPLICATION PROGRAMMING.

• ROUTINES CAN BE ORGED TO SATISFY USER REQUIRE-
MENTS.

a SUPPORTS DATA BASES SPREAD OVER SEVERAL DISK
DRIVES (MAXIMUM OF 8). DISKS MAY BE MINI- OR FULL
SIZED FLOPPIES OR HARD DISKS.

a I/O AND HOST LANGUAGE INTERFACE ROUTINES ARE
ISOLATED FOR EASY ADAPTATION. PATCHES FOR
MANY COMMON OPERATING SYSTEMS/BASIC LAN-
GUAGE COMBINATIONS AVAILABLE.

REQUIREMENTS
• Z 80 Baaad System (8080 Systems. Extra.

6602 Version Forthcoming)

• 8 to 16K Bytes (Depending on Options)

in Addition to the Operating System,

Host Language and Users Program.

PACKAGE INCLUDES

MDBS DDL DATA DEFINITION LANGUAGE ANA-
LYZER/EDITOR. The user specifies data structures to
be used in a concise Data Definition Language (DDL).
The MDBS Data Definition Language Analyzer/ Editor
allows the user to interactively create and edit DDL
specifications and to initialize the data base for use
based on these specifications.

200 PAGE USERS MANUAL with extensive documen-
tation of the MDBS System.

MDBS DMS DATA MANAGEMENT ROUTINES. These
are the routines callable from the host language (BASIC,
PASCAL, etc.) which perform the data base operations
of finding, adding, and deleting records; fetching and
storing data items; and traversing the (possibly complex)
data structure.

SAMPLE APPLICATION PROGRAMS written in

North Star BASIC which illustrate various features of
MDBS.

MICRO DATA BASE SYSTEMS, INC

P.O.BOX 248 LAFAYETTE, IN 47902

(317) 742-7388
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$12 North Star "System Software
Manual," called SOFT-DOC for short.

It doesn't answer all questions, but it

is so superior to the old documenta-
tion that clearly North Star has gotten

the message that it is building

systems for real people to operate.

SOFT-DOC tells you how to start

the system. Then it gives an extensive

introduction to the whole system.
Finally it gives a detailed description

of all commands, functions and
features. In about 200 pages it tells

you everything you need to know, and
doesn't even assume that you already

know BASIC. (It has a section on "Be-
coming Familiar With BASIC") It

does not have many sample pro-

grams, however, so much of what is

said needs reading several times, like

once a month for a year.

Frankly, I think you can
get much more for your
$20 elsewhere.

How could SOFT-DOC be a
second step? Well, the first problem
you had to overcome was to learn

BASIC, right? OK, Dwyer and Critch-

field will teach you that and you will

enjoy learning. Your second problem
was to learn the peculiarities of North
Star BASIC (and its Disk Operating
System). SOFT-DOC takes care of

that, but not in a way that will

encourage you to make your fingers

tickle the keyboard. If you don't

program, you won't learn how to

program, it is that simple. The first

step is to get into the swing of it, and
Dwyer and Critchfield help you
swing.

A Major Third Step

The essential third step may sur-

prise you. You should buy Creative
Computing's "Basic Computer
Games, Microcomputer Edition." No
kidding. If you have the old 101 BASIC
Games, throw it away— it will' spoil

your eyesight and it may keep you
from getting the new edition. Now, I

don't work for Creative. I don't even
write exclusively for Creative. More-
over, I haven't much time for game
playing. Why a book on games?

First, the new Micro edition of

Games has some very good pieces of

Microsoft programming. Translating
them into North Star BASIC will give

you experience and confidence that

you can't get elsewhere. Second,
game programs tend to be fairly

complex. They require imagination
and anticipation of alternative actions

by the user (both legal and illegal).

You can't help but begin to get a feel

for this kind of "human engineering"

as you rewrite some of these

programs.
Why this book? Simply because it

is excellent. Other books on software

tend to be more expensive and use
"simplified BASIC." That is great for

building up your software library, but

lousy for learning programming. I

want to be more than a typist when I

sit at my computer.

The Final Leap

Whatever computer you own, you
will never get the most out of it by
yourself. Spend a little money and
subscribe to newsletters or maga-
zines published by users of your

computer. There isn't one that is

viable right now for the Horizon, but I

keep hoping that POLARIS, the

newsletter of the Palo Alto North Star

Users Group, will meet that chal-

lenge.

Joining the local computer club is

also an essential part of growing as a
user and programmer. Give it a
chance. If you have a choice, join a
club with enthusiasts who use the
same kind of computer you have, or at

least one that speaks your language.
Also, try to find one that shares your
interests. If you want to learn pro-

gramming, make sure that the club is

not full of hardware nuts. However, if

you don't have a choice, join the local

club anyway, get a list of members
and start matching names to com-
puters. Those with Horizons or North
Star disk systems probably went
through the same set of problems you
now face. In six months or so, you will

be helping somebody new.

The essential third step
may surprise you. You
should buy Creative Com-
puting's "Basic Computer
Games, Microcomputer
Edition."

Summary

From my experience and from
watching others, I suspect the new
Horizon owner (or almost any com-
puter owner) has a period of three to

six weeks of very painful learning

after getting his or her computer
home. There is just too much to learn,

and all at once. For those who can't

stand frustration, I suggest you sit

out the next year or so of computer-
mania.

Buy the right books and work with
others. That is the best way I know to

get started—with your North Star
Horizon or any other computer.

Response from Robert R.

Rogers, author of "The

User's Guide to North Star

BASIC."

I received a letter from John Craig

of Creative Computing asking me to

respond to an upcoming review of my
book, "The User's Guide to North Star

BASIC." I thought this was strange

since the book has been reviewed in

other publications and I had never

received such a request. What made
this review different was that it was
labeled a "Negative Review." I can

only surmise the reason I never got a

"request for response" before was
that I never got a bad review before. I

guess I've been lucky up until now.
Mr. Craig felt that "we would all

benefit from the response." Perhaps
so. Regardless of the motivation, I

welcome the opportunity.
Mr. Heyman, I think you're mad at

me because the book didn't exactly fit

your computer and you didn't, or

couldn't, relate to both of them at the

same time (i.e., your frustrations are

showing). I can assure you it takes

more than "patience" to get a system
up and running. It also requires

reading more than one book. To my
knowledge, and I've read scores of

computer books, not a single one is

adequate.
Somewhere along the line, from

the time you purchased my book until

now, you've learned the basics.

Whether you want to admit it or not,

I'll take part of the credit for teaching

them to you, through my book. You
get most of the credit for refining this

foundation of knowledge from your
investment of many hours of trial-

and-error learning. Now you have
reached the position that you can
examine and evaluate. Great. My
book did exactly what it was intended
to do. You're not only questioning the

value of the text but you know enough
to ask the right questions.

Now I would like to respond to

some of the specific points made in

the review. The omission of any parti-

cular point does not suggest agree-
ment on my part, but rather a conser-

vation of limited space, or the lack

of merit of a particular point to justify

a response.
With regard to sequential and

random access of data files, you
stated, "There is no other source for

such clear statements of how to use
them," than my book. You're right!

The same can be said for the on state-

ment, random function, chain com-
mand, numerical format, disk opera-

tion, and so on, and so on..

.
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The fact that you question
whether or not it's worth spending
twenty dollars (you got ripped off - the

book sells for $14.95) to learn and
fully understand the use of data files,

leads me to believe that you primarily

use your computer for playing pre-

programmed computer games. For
those who bought their system to

assist in business or scientific

endeavors, understanding data file

manipulation is the heart of the com-
puter's worth. After a hardware
investment of three to fifteen thous-

and dollars, I don't think $14.95 is out

of line. I would gladly have paid it. I

took the other route - a hundred plus

wee morning hours, trying to figure

it all out by myself. I would have much
preferred spending that time using

the data than trying to figure out how
to get it in and out of the computer.

With regard to writing about an
obsolete version of North Star BASIC
- 1 wrote the users guide to North Star

BASIC during April and May of 1978.

If I had waited to write it in July, I

would have written it for release 4. If I

had waited to write it the following
February I would have wrrtten it for

release 5. If I had started in April of

1979, I would have written it for re-

leasee. If I wait til next year I can write

it for Version XYZ, for double density

and quadra-phonic sound.
The newer versions only add

features to North Star's BASIC. The
version I used is not unlike the current

version, in that the current version

contains all that I have written about,

and then some. The beginner will en-

counter few, if any, problems that I

have not mentioned in the book. Any
person competent and comfortable
with the information in my book could

easily understand and use all the

features of the later versions.

With regard to the "Obsolete way
to load and save," if you don't know
how to fully take advantage of the

features provided by North Star for

operations in the DOS mode - then
you're not taking full advantage of

your system. North Star has provided
the user the flexibility of controlling

his system regardless of the opera-

tion mode.
I question the statement that there

is one program in the book that

"doesn't even work." Since the bad
program wasn't specified, and they all

run for me, I can't comment. How-
ever, conceding the point, there are.

about a hundred other useful pro-

grams in the book that work like a
charm.

Mr. Heyman goes on to say that he
has serious doubts about "teaching a

complete beginner about random

OCTOBER 1979

access (of) data files." Properly pre-

sented, as I have done in my book,
understanding random access should
present the "complete beginner" with

no more hassle than understanding
any other phase of BASIC. Some
lessons are easier than others but

none are beyond the comprehension
of most.

I think that the organization of the

book, or "lack of it" as stated in the

review, clearly reflects a difference of

opinion. How does one best present

the hundreds of facts that a new-
comer seemingly must acquire simul-

taneously in order to become profi-

cient in BASIC. I personally don't feel

that a person should necessarily save
his "first" program. Therefore, that

kind of information isn't needed in the
early part of the book. I would prefer

that time be invested in learning to

expand program writing techniques.

I would like to cover one last

specific point. Mr. Heyman states,

"the book has a chapter on hex-

decimal conversions, for reasons
that escape me." Mr. Heyman, I'm not

surprised. As time goes on, and you
continue to struggle, the need for

such knowledge hopefully will be-
come evident.

A common thread that I've noticed

throughout this book review is the
ever-pressing need to protect the
beginner from all adversity. Mr.

Heyman states that he has doubts
about "teaching a complete beginner

about random access." He's cau-

tioned the beginner not to "fiddle with

data output." He's denied him the

"need to debug." Mr. Heyman, I can
only surmise that your insecurity with

your system has spilled over into a
review of my book. After reading the
review of my book I better understand
your preference for "a marvellously

written, warm" introduction to BASIC.
I say, "damn the torpedos - plow
ahead."

Whenyou
want to
makea
good

impression.
With

"Pardon me, are we going to the

personnel office, or is this part of the

psychological testing? " &Crrmtiyr ComputMg
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Chess Games & Micro Programs Battle It Out

1st Creative Computing
Microcomputer Chess

Tournament

This is the first in a series of computer
chess tournaments to be held by
Creative Computing. Programs and
manufacturers are encouraged to

submit their products to Contributing

Editor Stephen Klmmel for inclusion

in the next round of the "battle.

"

— John Craig

Stephen Klmmel

Whether you play chess or not,

you'll enjoy this account of micro-
computer games and programs
being pitted against one another.

When International Chess Grand-
master David Levy wagered that no
computer program would be able to

beat him in the next ten years, it

became obvious that computer chess
was big money. It always has been.
Millions have been spent on research
projects studying chess as an exer-
cise in artificial intelligence, but the
really big money was yet to come.

It was inevitable that the micro-
computer would enter the scene. The
big money came to computer chess
as the computer became inexpensive
enough for everyone to afford one.
Hordes of machines and programs
began to bid for the millions of

customer dollars. The claims are
myriad. Boris is King! Challenger is

the best. Karpov is afraid of our Chess
Computer. Sargon: The 1978 cham-
pion. Microchess 1.5 is the best
computer chess program. There is an
old saying: The amazing thing about
dancing bears isn't how well they
dance but that they dance at all. Insert

obvious paraphrase.
How much of the noise is adver-

tising hype? How much of it is due to
the skill of the programmers? Are any
of them any good or is microcomputer
chess still in its dancing bear phase?
Which of them plays the best game of
chess? How many writers are telling

us they don't dance as well as bears?
Armed with several pounds of

salt, I pitted five of the best known
(read most highly advertised) against
each other in a microcomputer chess
tournament to answer these ques-

Stephen Klmmel. 4756 S. Imngton PI., Tulsa,
OK 74135.

tions. However, since nobody buys
computers to have them play each
other, I insured the relevance to

human players by including two rated

humans.
HUMAN 1400 is an average tourn-

ament chess player with an official

rating of 1400. The scale runs from
400 to Karpov's 3000 + . He started

playing chess at age 7 and has played
in numerous tournaments. He prefers

a wide open game.
HUMAN 1000 is an average chess

player. He never studied chess,
except for the opening, and hadn't
played for ten years before his recent
series of games. HUMAN 1000 has a
fair grasp of basic strategy, good
ability in theopening part of the game
and plays conservatively.

Time

There is a subtle difference
between playing another human and

There is a subtle differ-

ence between playing an-

other human and playing a
computer. People expect
computers to be faster

than they are.

playing a computer. People expect
computers to be faster than they are.

People are reassured when the com-
puter takes more time to find the
move they selected

.

There is also a boredom
threshold. Of six humans I tried, all

showed signs of boredom when
required to wait over three minutes.
Try it yourself, put something on a
computer screen and see how long
you can look at it without fidgeting.

The human player simply won't wait
very long for the computer to make its

There's a lot of confusion in the computer
chess world with the myriad of conflicting

claims.

only legal move. The most desirable
time appears to be between one and
two minutes, more time becomes a
burden over a fifty move game. If the
computer is playing well, shorter
times become intimidating.

I set each machine so that it took
as much time as possible under three
minutes. All of the programs except
Microchess 1.5 could be set higher.

Normally the next setting was much
higher. Chess Challenger took six

minutes at it's next setting. Sargon
averaged 10 minutes. JS&A took four

hours. These levels are too long to be
practical.

The Tournament

The first computer contestant was
Microchess 1.5, which I purchased at

a Radio Shack. Written in 1976 by
Peter Jennings and marketed by
Personal Software, Microchess 1.5 is

the old man of the group. I ran it on a
4KTRS-80.

Microchess 1.5 evokes the same
sadness as Eniac. In it's day, it was a
triumph of innovation and program-
ming ability. Now, like Eniac, it is

mainly an historical curiosity. Micro-
chess 1.5 didn't win a single game in

the tournament. It's style of play was
described by one spectator as "Attack
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at all costs." As black, it seemed
particularly prone to develop one
piece, move it until it lost it, and
develop another piece as illustrated in

Figure 1 . This is a hideously bad style
of play. I inquired of Personal Soft-
ware if there was a problem with my
tape. They offered me my money
back. I plan on taking it and I suggest
you do the same.

If chess on microcomputers is like

a dancing bear, then Microchess 1.5
is a dancing bear in a telephone
booth. It only requires 4K and that's
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BORIS.. .3 Minutes Microchess 1 .5(10 = 3)

P-Q4
N-QB3
P-KB3
P-K4
P-K5
P-KN4
PxN(K5)
PxN
QxP

10NxQ
11N-QB7
12NxR
13B-KB4
14R-Q1
15N-B7

ck

Ck
ckmt

d2-d4
b1-c3
f2-f3

e2-e4

e4-e5
2-g4

d4-e5
h2-g3
d1-d5
c3-dS
d5-c7
c7-a8
d-f4
a1-d1
a8-c7

N-KB3
N-NS
N-KB3
N-OB3
N-KR4
NxP(K5)
N-N6
P-Q4
OxO
P-QB3
K-Q1
B-K3
P-KN4
K-K1

g8-(6

(6-g4

g4-f6

b8-c6
t6-h5

c6-e5

h5-g3
d7-d5
d8-d5
c7-c8
e8-d8
c8-e6
g7-g5
d8-e8

Figurel. Boris vs. Microchess 1.5.

Boris also displays the

move It considers best so
far while it's thinking. This

lets you analyze your re-

sponses while waiting. It

was the only computer
that did anything interest-

ing while thinking.

the only reason I can think of for buy-

ing one. HUMAN 1000 beat Micro-

chess handily twice and said, "I've

played worse chess players but I don't

remember when." HUMAN 1400's

included the shortest game of the
tournament, a ten move classic. He
spent a substantial amount of his

time laughing.

BORIS was the second unit to
arrive and it promptly beat Micro-
chess twice. Figure 1 shows the posi-
tion after eight moves. Having won
two knights for a pawn, Boris has
already won the game. It took only
seven more moves. Human 1000 beat
BORIS twice and HUMAN 1400
routinely increased Boris's comput-
ing time. While neither game was
difficult, they weren't laughers either.

Boris plays fair chess and Is entertaining.

Boris is marketed by Chafitz of

Rockville, Maryland through quality

stores. They have a toll free number,
(800) 638-8280, so you can find out
where Boris is sold. It comes in a
variety of models ranging from the
new Boris Diplomat at $119.95 to a
coffee table model that sells for

considerably more.
Boris has most of the desirable

features. Crisp calculator style keys,

an easy-to-read display, random
moves between equal alternatives,

ability to play both black and white,

easy special positioning and move
verification and easily understood
instructions. Boris also uses a timer

system which has advantages and
disadvantages. The disadvantage is

that it always takes that amount of

time even if it only has one move. The
advantage is that you always know
exactly when it will respond.

Boris also displays the move it

considers best so far while it's think-

ing. This lets you analyze your re-

sponses while waiting. It was the only
computer that did anything interest-

ing while thinking. We liked this

feat u re very much.
And, of course, the messages.

When the computer is ahead, or the
game is about even, one liners appear
randomly. The cute messages stop
when the machine is behind. It isn't

Henny Youngman, but it may make
Boris the best "entertainment" value.

Boris plays a reasonable game,
though in the early game it lacks

insight. In the end game, when there

are fewer alternatives to evaluate,

Boris becomes stronger.
Our Sargon tape arrived next.

Sargon was written by Kathe and Don

Spraklen and is published by Hayden
Publishing. I bought my copy from
Microtronix. Sargon was run on a 16K
TRS-80. It is also available for other
machines and in book form. Unfor-
tunately, our Sargon tape wouldn't
load. Hayden is aware they have a
problem. They are working on it and
are very courteous about exchanging
tapes. If you are having problems
don't hesitate to send yours back.

The JS&A Chess Computer was
the next unit to arrive. The unit is

manufactured in Hong Kong making
it the only foreign entry. At $100, it is

only entry with no chess set or dis-

play. This unit has real problems. It

has very sloppy keys that may require
pushing several times or respond
more than once to a single push. The
display doesn't match the keys which
created problems during the tourna-
ment.

In its own peculiar way, the JS&A
unit is very reassuring. Even Russian
chess champions understand the
capitalistic concept of hype. Their

ads quote Karpov as saying he'd
played several games with it at level 6
and found it a challenge. So the first

thing I did was to begin a game at level

six. It took the JS&A unit between 32
and 42 hours to compute a response
to E2-E4 (pawn to king four). Assum-
ing that a game needs 30 moves to

qualify as challenging, Karpov must
have spent two months per game in

the same location. Hype.

The best "dedicated" chess machine - Chess

Challenged.

The JS&A unit's strategy seems to

be "Defend at all costs and attack if

you see a free piece or a quick kill."

Against weaker players, it spends a

lot of its moves waiting for an open-
ing. Against stronger players, it

sputters, and gasps and plays moves
that HUMAN 1400 described as
"simply illiterate." Karpov described

it when he said, "You Americans have
a saying: Garbage in, garbage out."

The unit won't really play white. You
can make it move first by entering the

illegal move E2-E2 but that produces
a mirror image game.

The JS&A Chess Computer was in

trouble against Microchess until
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Microchess madea horrifying blunder

and lost the game. Their second game
ended in a draw, the only game of the
tournament Microchess 1.5 didn't

lose. Boris, Human 1400 and Human
1000 all beat it convincingly. Human
1400 was laughing again.

The JS&A Chess Computer
doesn't check your moves for legality.

Combined with the sloppy keys, this

leads to numerous mistakes. We
found the opening move A5-D8
(empty square takes queen) especi-

ally devastating. At this point I

thought that Boris might be the
ultimate winner in the computer divi-

sion. So far, none of the units had
seriously challenged a human player.

Then Chess Challenger 7 ap-
peared. It is the latest model manu-
factured and marketed by Fidelity

Electronics of Chicago. This model
sells for around $100 (just like the
JS&A unit). Chess Challenger 10 sells

for $275. You can order one by calling

(800) 243-5676.

Chess Challenger has fairly crisp

keys and an audio feedback system
that's nice. It has all the features

Boris has except that its special posi-

tioning was difficult to master and the
instructions were unclear. Chess
Challenger's best feature is it's book
of openings in memory. This insures
that Challenger won't get into trouble
early. It also makes Challenger the
best chess tutor.

Chess Challenger does have some
weak points. It has fine carved
wooden chess pieces and plastic

sandwich bags to carry them in, but I

don't understand why they put
magentic weights in pieces to be used
with an all plastic board. You actually
need a carrying case and a board. The
display can be difficult to read in

certain lighting. Overall, it is the

So far, none of the units

had seriously challenged a

human player. Then Chess
Challenger 7 appeared.

cheapest looking unit of the group,
but it plays a terrific game of chess.
At level seven it ruthlessly punishes
not only mistakes but weak plays.
Challenger made the fewest blunders
of any of the computers and its style
of play is easily the most human of
the programs we examined.

Challenger creamed JS&A and
Microchess. It's game with Human
1400 was a little different. Human
1400 realized that he was in trouble
about 15 moves into the game. He
was never able to recover and re-

signed after 42 moves. In this tourna-

ment, it was the first time any of the

computers had beaten a human.
Human 1400's play improved con-

siderably now that he had an

opponent he had to be serious about.

He won all the rest of his games.
Moral: Microcomputer chess pro-

grams aren't as good as an average
tournament player... yet... but if you
get careless some of them will beat

you.

The electronic loser- JS&A Computer Chess.

The matches with Human 1000
became more important. If Challenger
could beat Human 1000 twice then it

wouldn't make much difference how
the other games turned out. Human
1000 was aware of Human 1400's loss
and realized that his normal style of
play was doomed to defeat. On move
11 Human 1000 offered a queen sacri-

fice. See Figure 2. Interest in the
game suddenly ran high. The fore-

gone assumption that Challenger
would have little trouble with Human
1000 crashed. There was a trap. If

Challenger accepted the sacrifice, it

would eventually lose a piece and
perhaps the game. If it declined, then
Human 1000's advantage would be
much less. The other computers had
accepted every sacrifice offered.

Speculation was that Challenger
would accept the sacrifice and the
momentary material advantage.

Chess Challenger 7 declined the
sacrifice. It demonstrated much more
nsight than any of the previous pro-
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grams. Although Chess Challenger

lost both games to Human 1000, there

was very little doubt that it would be

the eventual computer winner.

It came as a surprise when Boris

drew Challenger in the first game. The
second game is shown in Figure 3.

Boris has Challenger in perpetual

check. Challenger couldn't find the

way out. The game ended in stale-

mate by repetition. Challenger had
drawn both of its games with Boris.
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Figure 2. Human 1 000 vs. Chess Challenger.
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Figure 3. Boris vs. Chess Challenger.

The good Sargon tape arrived and
the program dispatched JS&A and
Microchess with relative ease. Sargon
plays an interesting, unhuman game
of chess. Still it wins games and was
the untied, unbeaten winner of the

West Coast tournament. It is a bit too
aggressive as black, attacking when it

should be consolidating. It's losses

stem from this fact. It has a special

exchange evaluator that sometimes
gives it great depth of insight.

The outcome of the entire

tournament would depend
on one last game. I could

almost hear Challenger

cursing for not being able

to break to stalemate with

Boris.

Sargon displays as many as the

last ten moves, which is a very nice

feature. It took a while to get used to

making moves without hitting enter.

The graphics are acceptable although
it is possible to get confused about
which color a piece is. I think they
need a feature to number the board.

Sargon beat Boris as white but lost as
black in two long games. As black,

Sargon lost to Challenger.

I was ready to write up Chess
Challenger 7 as the computer winner
at this point. But one skeptic pointed

out that if Sargon could win as white,
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THE PLANETS $15.95

ACTIVE FILTERS $24.95

FOOTBALL PREDICTIONS $19.95

STATE CAPITALS $9.95

for the
FORMAT

PROGRAMMA's FORMAT (Version 1.0)

is a command oriented text processor de-

signed to be fully compatible with PIE

(PROGRAMMA Improved Editor).

FORMAT'S system of imbedded commands

(within the text) give it an ease of oper-

ation similar to text formatters found on

some mini-computers.

FORMAT features right margin justifi-

cation, centering, page numbering, anda

auto-paragraph indent.

The following commands are available

with FORMAT:

Begin adjusting right margins

Begin page numbered n

Cause a line break

Center next n lines without fill

Start filling output lines

Foot title becomes t

Head title becomes t

Indent n spaces from left margin

Literal, next n lines are text

Line length including indent is n

Set line spacing to n

Top spacing including head title

Spacing after heading title

Spacing before foot title

Bottom spacing including foot title

Stop adjusting right margins

Stop filling output lines

Page length is n lines

Begin paragraph= .sp, .fi, .ti n

Space down n lines, except at top

Temporary indent of n

Underline next n input lines

All orders include 3% postage and handling

Apple II is a registered trademark of Apple
Computer, Inc.

California residents add 6% Sales Tax

VISA & MASTERCHARGE accepted.

.ad

.bp n

.br

.ce n

.fi

.fo t

.he t

.in n

,li n

.II n

.Is n

.ml n

.m2 n

.m3 n

.m4 n

.na

.nf

•Pi n

•PP n

•sp n

.ti n

All n
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Chess Tournament, con't. .

.

as it had against Boris, there would be
a three way tie in the computer
matches. Boris and Challenger would
have records of 5-1-2 while Sargon
would be 6-2-0. Sargon won it's

second game against Challenger. It

lost both games to Human 1400 and
as black against Human 1000.

The outcome of the entire tourna-
ment would depend on one last game.
I could almost hear Challenger
cursing for not being able to break to
stalemate with Boris. If Human 1000
lost, then Sargon and Challenger
would be essentially tied. Any other
conclusion and the clear winner

Chafitz has recently hired

Atkins and Slate (the pro-

grammers of the World
Computer Chess Cham-
pion Chess 4.6) to work on
the Boris program.

would be Chess Challenger 7. After
consultation it was decided that
Sargon would be declared the winner
if it won. Both would have beaten
humans playing about as well. And
Sargon was taking about half as much
time.

Would Human 1000 do it again to
Sargon as he had against Chess
Challenger? I imagined this to be a
moment of high tension in the micro-
computer chess world.

And The Winner Is...

HUMAN 1400 won eight straight
games before suffering his only
defeat to Chess Challenger, then he
went on to win three more. His record
was 1 1 wins, one loss and was good
for an easy first place.

HUMAN 1000 won second place
before he played Sargon. He beat
Sargon as white, Chess Challenger
and Boris only by playing his very
best game. These three systems are
all rated near the 1100 level. This is

slightly weaker than an average
tournament chess player. JS&A and
Microchess are still in the dancing
bear phase.

Human 1000 offered a bizarre
swap in the crucial game with Sargon

.

He traded a knight for three pawns.
Materially the trade was about even
and it had devastated Sargon's pawn
structure. More important though, it

prematurely freed Sargon's queen
rook. This was a fatal flaw. Six moves
later Sargon offered the rook as a
sacrifice. The stunned spectators
watched the only computer originated
sacrifice in the tournament force

Human 1000 playing Boris while being an Inter-

face. (All photos by B. Chllcoat.)

checkmate. Sargon had beaten
Human 1000.

Sargon, therefore, was the com-
puter winner. It is easily the best
program available for the home com-
puter. A very close second, essen-
tially a tie, is Chess Challenger 7, the
best of the dedicated chess com-
puters. The results are shown in

Figure4.

and it's only a guess, is that they've

combined a faster clock with Texas
Instrument's bubble memory chip.

Something like that could really make
Boris a unit to be considered, it would
be a quantum leap.

Use of Sargon will increase, even-
tually pushing Microchess 1.5 out of

the market. Sargon II, which will

probably have an opening book, will

come out sometime in the not too
distant future.

The future of Microchess is more
difficult to predict. Microchess 1.5 is

more heavily advertised than Sargon,
so it will hold on for a while. Micro-
chess 2.0, the version available for

Pet and Apple, is reported to be better

than Microchess 1.5. Unless they
come out with a version for the
TRS-80, I don't see how they hold on
to the TRS-80 market

.

One of the interesting things
about Challenger is how much of the
package is computer. ..less than half.

I expect the next model to be the size

WINNER
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W
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W
B

0-11-1 650

Flgure4. The winners... and the losers.
: Win
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The Future

The JS&A people tell us that they
are discontinuing their Chess Com-
puter. One industry source says that
there are legal problems. The JS&A
Chess Computer is such an inferior

product that it richly deserves to be
discontinued. JS&A, though, can be
counted on to bring out a new product
which should be much better.

Chafitz has recently hired Atkins
and Slate (the programmers of the
World Computer Chess Champion
Chess 4.6 to work on the Boris pro-
gram. I expect them to add an opening
book and introduce a pruning mech-
anism. Chafitz has just announced a
breakthrough that, they say, will

revolutionize computer chess though
they don't say what it is. My guess,

of a hand-held calculator. This should
run in the $50-$75 range. It may even
be available for Christmas. I'll prob-
ably buy one.

Of course, others will enter the
field. Mighty rumors are coming from
the manufacturers about the powers
of the Atari chess program. I hope to
report on that later. As of June 1979, it

was unavailable in mid-America.
Cardinal had a unit mentioned in

the May issue, though no word is

available on how good it is. I fully

expect Texas Instruments to get into

the act soon.
Sargon and Chess Challenger are

the best available now. They have put
to rest the dancing bears. Now the
amazing thing about chess programs
will be how well they play. D
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CCS has everything toexpand your Apple II*
Friendly Frankie's roadside

Apple II stand has plenty to whet
your appetite for expansion. So, if

you're ready to have your Apple II

computer interface with the outside

world, wheel around to Frankie's

stand today.

Expand to your heart's con-
tent with our full range of delicious

accessories, including: prom
modules, asynchronous and
synchronous serial interfaces,

arithmetic processors, program-
mable timers, parallel interfaces,

A/D converters, and Apple II

compatible boards galore.

Let Frankie connect your
Apple II to the rest of the world

faster, and for a lot less bucks.
For all the mouth-watering

details, contact our northern
California headquarters or your
local roadside computer store. If

Frankie's out, ask for Dennis or
Jerry. They'll be glad to help you.

'Apple II is a registered
trademark of Apple Computers. Inc
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?ROM
MODUlf
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Will*

California Computer Systems

309 Laurelwood Road. Stanta Clara. C A 95i
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Art and Technology

David H. Ahl

Introduction

Looking back in history one can't

help but be impressed by the parallel

courses of art and science. For
centuries, art and science have
flourished together in geography and
time but with each following it's own
course. The great age of Greece,
between 600 B.C. and 300 B.C., is

generally viewed as a creative period
of classical texts and plays. But we
should recognize that while Phidias
and the Greek dramatists were
creating their art, Pythagoras, Soc-
rates and Aristotle were also develop-
ing their theories and principles of

science.

Aido Giorgini : 'Negative Reflection'.

Another great historical period of

art is, of course, the Renaissance. To
most of us this period brings to mind
the great Venetian sculptors and
painters, the Florentines Raphael,
Michelangelo, and Leonardo de Vinci,

and the Northern artists of Holland
and Germany. We think, too, of
Shakespeare and Bacon. It is more
than coincidence that this was also
the Scientific Revolution. In this great

period of art we find figures like

Galileo and Copernicus. In the span
of ten years were published the first

folio of Shakespeare and the first

tableof logarithms.
Why this parallel development of

art and science? Partially because of

the intense personal nature of the
work of both artists and scientists.

The work of an artist is a personal
thing; he cannot drop his work and
have it taken up by another without
doing it violence. It may be odd to
claim the same personal engagement

Aaron Marcus: 'The City Sleeps, but someone
is watching.'

for the scientist; yet in this the
scientist is to the technician as the
artist is to the craftsman. Remark-
ably, science has never flourished in

an anonymous age, such as the age of

medieval crafts, or in an anonymous
place, such as the countries of the
East.

A man becomes creative, whether
he be artist or scientist, when he finds

a new unity in the variety of nature. He
does so by finding a likeness between
things that were not thought to be
alike before, and this gives him a
greater sense of richness and under-
standing. The creative mind looks for

unexpected likenesses. It breaks old
traditional bonds and boundaries and
fuses ideas together in new ways.
This is not a mechanical procedure
and it engages the whole mind in both
art and science.

Today, both artists and scientists

are forward-looking. Both fly in the
face of what is established and create
not what is acceptable, but what will

become accepted. Interestingly, the
way in which the artist looks at the
world has come closer to the scien-
tist's view. Science is becoming less
preoccupied with facts than with
relations, less with numbers than
arrangement. This new vision, the
search for structure, is also marked in

modern art.
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Charles Csurl : 'Intersection of Violins'.
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Karen Huff: Computer Weaving pattern.

Computers and Art

Today the computer, that prized

invention of scientific and technolo-
gical man, is becoming intertwined

with art both as a tool and as a
subject. In 1972, the deCordova Art

Museum in Lincoln, Massachusetts
had an exhibition of computer mod-
ules, circuits and components repre-

sented both graphically and physi-

cally. Talcott, a major computer
lessor and Digital Equipment Corp.
both offer their customers the oppor-
tunity to have various lithographs
emblazoned on the computer and
peripheral housings. But this is just

scratching the surface (or should we
say, painting the surface?). Much
more interesting is the increasing use
of the computer as a tool in creating
works of art. At least one inter-

national journal, Leonardo, devotes
significant space to the subject and
scores of books such as Ruth
Leavitt's "Artist and Computer" and
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Leslie Mezei: Scale of Randomness."

Max Mathews "The Technology of

Computer Music" are finding their

way to market. A number of well-

known museums have exhibited

pieces of computer art and at least

two private galleries have held "all-

computer art" shows. Add to this

several computer music concerts that

have recently cropped up.

stood and is therefore to be avoided.

Hopefully, this notion will be dis-

pelled as more and more "non-com-
puter" people acquire computers and
as the manufacturers face up to

making their products more "people-

oriented."

To the extent that we can, at

Creative Computing we're trying to

encourage this entire process. Per-

sonally, I find it exciting to be just a
small part of the dawn of what
promises to be one of the golden ages
of humankind.

Manfred Mohr: Plastic distortion.

KO.OTIVJK
William Kolomyjec: 'Banana Cone.'

Now with the advent of personal

computing, hundreds of thousands of

creative people can have an unexcel-

led intellectual tool in their direct

control. It seems likely that this could

lead to a full-scale revolution in art

potentially on the order of the great

age of Greece or the Renaissance. It

won't happen overnight or without

some false starts and problems.

Perhaps the major problem today

is the belief on the part of many artists

and musicians that the computer is a

machine that can't possibly be under-

All Introduction to Computers
in Art and Music

(At a 31% discount!)

Larry Elin: Chess set as seen by Synthavislon

Computer.

For readers who want an intro-

duction to computer art and music,

we've put together a specially-priced

package of material written at the lay

level that gives a good feel for the field

today.

1. Artist and Computer by Ruth
Leavitt is a 1 20-page book in which 35
artists each describe the way in which
he or she uses the computer to make
artistic vision a reality. Lavishly

illustrated in color and B&W, the book
contains works of artists involved in

graphics, weaving, film, sculpture,

video and kinetics. ($4.95).

2. Philadelphia Computer Music
Festival. This 12" LP record contains

music played on seven different

computer synthesizers ranging from

huge multi-channel units to small

homebrew circuits. The music in-

cludes Bach, the Beatles, Pachelbel's

well-known Canon and many other

folk and popular melodies. ($5.95).

3. Creative Computing, Septem-
ber 1977 and June 1979 and ROM,
October 1977. These three magazines
contained 19 articles on computer art

and animation along with numerous
examples of computer graphics done
on both large and small computers.
($6.00).

The price of the separate elements
in this package is normally $16.90
plus $2.00 shipping ($18.90 total),

however, the entire package is yours
for just $13.00 postpaid ($15.00
foreign), a 31% discount off the
regular price!

Order from Creative Computing, P.O.

Box 789-M, Morristown, NJ 07960.
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Finally, a computer
breakthrough that really is a

breakthrough!

THE SOURCE is here...

the first time-sharing information system
devised for home and small business

computing!
Now, for the first time in history, you can link your

personal computer to a vast, powerful information sys-

tem that extends to hundreds of major U.S. cities and
puts you in control of more than 2,000 different informa-
tion resources and programs-for just pennies <i minute!

Pioneered by the Telecomputing Cor|><>ration of Amer-
ica, this breakthrough j8 called THE SOURCE Informa-
tion Utility, and it is revolutionizing the world of
personal computing!

Large system capability from the hardware
you're using now!
Any personal computer with a modem can he hooked

up to THE SOURCE quickly and easily. .lust dial a local

phone number and key in your private password, and
you'll have the large system capability you've always
wanted at a fraction of the usual cost!

THE SOURCE is yours for as little as $2.75 an
hour (4.6c a minute)—No CPU charges!

You can access the wealth of information resources
and programs in THE SOURCE for an hourly charge of
just $2.75 during non-prime hours", plus a one-time
hookup fee of $100.00. TCA also provides intelligent ter-

minal software for an additional $25.00. Your connect
time will he automatically recorded by THK SOURCE in

one-minute increments and hilled to the major credit
card account of your choice.

Thousands of new capabilities at your
fingertips!

Whether you use your personal computer for business,

entertainment, education or just plain fun, THK
SOURCE will broaden your horizons in any category
with thousands of informative, easy-to-use application

programs and special system features to benefit every
member of your family.

Here's just a quick look at some of the far-reaching
capabilities vou'll command from your home or office

with THK S'OURCK!

Electronic Mail

You can send point-to-point or multi-point electronic-

messages all over the country with THK SOURCE. Just
think, now you can exchange software electronically,

without regard for the lack of cassette and diskette

standards. On the job, you can receive and send impor-
tant messages instantly, handle information at your con-
venience, cut down on interruptions and save the time
and money of long distance phone calls or letters. THK
SOURCK's exclusive Dataposi service lets you send hard
copies of your messages for just pennies apiece-with
overnight delivery.

Chatting

THK SOURCE to "chat" electronically with
friends or business associates in a real time interactive

Non-prime hours are t> p.m. to 7 a.m. (local time) Monday through Friday, and all day Saturday. Sunday and holidays. Non-prime
connect time is $2.7") an hour. The prime time usage charge is $15.00 an hour. There is a minimum monthly charge of $5.00 and disk
Storage charges arc calculated at .0;W cents/2,048 character block/day.
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mode. And you can chat with other SOURCE users all

over the country Tor considerably less than the cost of a

long-distance phone call.

Easy To Use

You and THE SOURCE will easily understand each

other because all programs and data bases are organized

under a unique "key word" indexing system that gives

you exactly the information you need in seconds.

Write your own programs . . .

You get all the advantages of timesharing, including

complete programming capability in such languages as

extended BASIC. FORTRAN IV. PASCAL, Assembly

and many more. And you'll have at your command THK
SOURCE'S powerful text editor and cross assemblers for

all popular micro-processors.

. . . Or choose from over 2,000 existing data bases

and application package

THE SOURCK gives you instant access to an almost

unlimited variety of data base information resources and

programs that you and your family can use to live bet-

ter, work better, studv better and have more fun. You
can turn to THE SOURCE for:

• News, sports, weather, linancials and features from

United I'ress International's worldwide news service.

• Major stock exchange information, including stock

market averages, closing statistics, news, quotations

and summaries, plus trends and extensive historical

data on the market activity of :!KH) publicly traded

stocks.

• A library of educational courses and reviews from

kindergarten to postgrad level, including the Dart-

mouth College educational library.

• New York Times Consumer Data Bank, an extract

service of over ~>.(MK) topical items appearing in major

publications a powerful and prestigious information

and research tool!

• Entertainment and hobbies, including theatre and

restaurant guides, movie and l>ook reviews, concert

and ticket information, and tips on dotens of hobbies

from auto repair to gourmet cooking, plus daily hor

scope and biorhythm reports and scores of elect roni

games for all age levels and interests.

• Financial information, including a complete income

tax guide, home financial planning, investment assist-

ance, a national real estate buying and selling service,

and much more!
• Business help, including a complete set of basic busi-

ness accounting packages, a proven business data base

management system, and hundreds of parameter-
driven application packages for users in scientific,

engineering, government and education fields.

• Personal and business travel planning, including

airline schedules, reservation and ticket confirmations,

plus hotel/motel and car rental reservations.

Available now in 250 major U.S. cities and
growing!

When you subscribe to THE SOURCE, you get more
than power, you get reach! THK SOURCE is now availa-

ble in over 250 major I'.S. cities and the network is

growing!

Hook up to THE SOURCE now!

For a one-time hookup fee of just $100.00, you will get

a complete SOURCE I'sers Guide, a personal TCA iden-

tification number and a private password that will

deliver the vast information power of THK SOURCE
Information Utility to your personal computer.

Don't wait another day to discover the awesome capa-

bilities of THK SOURCE! Complete the order form

below now, indicating the credit card account to which

you would like the service billed. MAIL IT TODAY TO:

Telecomputing Corporation of America

1616 Anderson Road
McLean. Virginia 2'2ln2

Give your personal computer the large system
information power and communications reach

of THE SOURCE—Send this coupon today!

<• I'.iT't Telecomputing Corporation of America

Mail to: Telecomputing Corporation of America

1616 Anderson Road, McLean, Virginia 22102

Yes! (live my personal computer the |>ower of THK
SOURCE Information Utility! Please send me my
personal TCA identification number, private password

ami complete User's Guide. I understand that my
monthly conned charges i$l'.T"> hr. for non-prime use.

.<l"i hr. for prime time use) will be billed to the

account I have indicated. I also understand that

I am subject to a $5.00 minimum monthly charge.

Check one:

Please charge the account indicated in the

amount of $100 for hookup to THK SOURCE
Information Utility.

Please charge the account indicated in the

amount of $125, which includes hookup to THK
SOURCE Information Utility <"<</ TCVs
intelligent terminal software package. My system

configuration is:

Manufacturer

Model = and Description

Specific Configuration

Credit Card Information (please complete)

VISA MASTER CHARGE D AMERICAN
EXPRESS

Account =:

Name

Address

City

State

Exp. Date:

Zip Code

Signature Date

f\

Information Utility

The information innovation you've been waiting for!

cc/o
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The Controversy
Goes On —

"Can Computers
Think?"

Part III:

Implementation

One of the most commonly used
arguments against the view that com-
puters can think is the claim that
"Computers only do what their pro-
grams tell them to do." People, the
argument goes, can think up their
own ideas but computers can't. So
computers can't think.

Those who feel that computers
will, some day, be able to think tend
to pooh-pooh this argument, saying
that computers do more than what
their programs tell them to. They
support this claim by noting that
programmers often can't predict what
the programs they have written will

make the computer do, that com-
puters can learn from experience just
like people and that computers can
use random number generators that
make their behavior basically inde-
pendent of their programs.

In the last part of this three part
series I want to suggest that, in spite
of the objections that some people
have to "computers only on what their
programs tell them," the argument
does have something to it. I want to
show that intelligence really is (at
least in part) the ability to generate
one's own ideas that the computer, as
it was defined by Turing inthe1930's,
can't do this as well as we can. But I

also want to show that the computer,
as it was built in the 1940's is not
subject to this limitation. We can use
computers to do things that are not
properly called "computations" or
that aren't really "mechanical" in the
ways that those terms are implicitly
defined by Turing's Thesis which
gives these vague intuitive terms
precise meanings. And when com-
puters are used in these ways, they
come closer to thinking than do com-
puters used in the ways we use them

today.

To do all this, we need to find a
precise definition of what it means to
come up with an idea and to distin-
guish, in a reasonably precise way,
the difference between learning a
procedure by being programmed to
carry it out and to learning it the way
people learn it. (If you believe that you
learn by being programmed, ask
yourself two questions: "What is

your programming language?",
"Does your learning process re-

semble a computer which has been
programmed?")

To see how such a precise dis-
tinction might be formulated, let us
focus on an example mentioned in

Part II of this series - the problem of
continuing sequences, given a few
initial members of the sequence.
Suppose, for example, you were given
the first few numbers in an infinite

sequence: 2, 4, 6 and your problem is

tocontinueit: 8, 10, 12.

Following an idea of Solomonoff,
I am going to use this as a typical
example of a lot of similar tasks
including these:

1

.

The child is given an initial set
of utterances in its native language
and asked to "keep talking in that
language." This process is called
"learning a language."

2. The scientist is given a set of
observations and asked to generate a
theory that accounts for those obser-
vations and more. This is called
"doing science."

3. You are asked to take the two
(rapidly becoming three) examples I

have given and asked to develop an
understanding of the concept of
learning that I am trying to convey.
This is called "learning to understand
a concept."

78

We can imagine that your attempt
to continue a number sequence
consists of two steps. First you try to
generate a rule that would produce
the given members of the sequence
you are trying to continue and then
you try to use that rule to generate the
next few members to show that you
understand the principle involved.
One way you might express the
rule you had generated, is by a
computer program that generates the
sequence. Here is a program in BASIC
that would do the job for the sequence
beginning with 2, 4, 6, 8:

10 REM MY THEORY OF THE
SEQUENCE
20LETN = 1

30 PRINT 2*N

40 LET N = N + 1

50 GO TO 30

60 END

Once you generated this program,
(let's call it.P) you could use it to
generate the next 3 items in the series

10,12and14.

2,4,6,8
1

given examples

1 Parti 1

P
1

generate theory

theory

1 Part2 1

10,12,14

apply theory

predictions

Notice that there are two things
involved here - theory generation and
theory application. Computers can do
the application job extremely well,
usually better than people can. How
well can they do the generation job?

CREATIVE COMPUTING
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Controversy, con't...

Many of us think that they do it very
badly indeed.

Let us look at this process again.
Given the input sequence, there are
several different ways of continuing it

that can be described by a program.
8,8,8 is one. 6,4,2 is another. Which
one is the right way? You might say
that the one I gave first is, but the
second one is simpler in that it takes
no real computing power to generate
and the third is more symmetric.

One of the things that upsets
people about IQ tests is this myth that

there is a right answer to this kind of
question and that if, for some reason
you choose one that the maker of the
test did not, you cannot be very
smart.

It seems to me that very much the
same sort of difficulty arises in most
cases in which we try to generate
ideas that extrapolate from examples.
There is no assured way of finding the
"right" program that must have
generated the sequence from the

examples alone. Given any finite

sequence (and the evidence on which
a theory is based is always finite)

there must exist an infinity of
different programs that generate the
part given and continue it, each
program continuing it in a different

way. (For the sake of this argument,
as for many theoretical arguments,
we ignore the practical limitations of

computer size and running time.)

The fact is that it is strictly

impossible for a computa-
tion to do a good job of

theory generation and this

follows from the definition

of a "computation."

Let us assume that this process of
continuing numerical sequence by
programs adequately represents the
process of generating theories. Can a
computer generate such theories
well?

The answer is that no, a computer
cannot do a good (or even adequate)
job of generating theories intelli-

gently if it is forced to stick to simply
doing computations. This is not
simply the consequence of a practical
limitation. It's not that we don't know
enough about theory generation yet.
It's not that we haven't built com-
puters big enough or fast enough. It's

not that we have the wrong kinds of
programming languages. The fact is

that it is strictly impossible for a
computation to do a good job of

leory generation and this follows
from the definition of a "computa-
tion."

'

This definition forces a computer,
doing simply computations, to be in-

ordinately pigheaded or dumb. And
this is why computers, doing "mere"
computations, cannot think intelli-

gently. (Notice that I didn't say just

"computers." I'm going t suggest that

computers might be able to think, but
if they do, it will only be by doing
something other than computations.)

Here's the definition that this

conclusion follows from

:

Definition: A computation is a
process that proceeds step by deter-

ministic step, as determined by a
finite program, until after finite time,

it gets its result at which point it

prints out that result and stops.
The reason that thinking - at least

if thinking includes intelligent theory
generation - is beyond the scope of

computation is that computations
have to get a single result for a given
input and then stop looking. This is

fine when you are adding (say) 345
and 639. You can get both numbers
into the machine completely. Then
you can operate on them to produce
your result, print it out and stop.

But this won't work when you are
trying to compute a theory of an
infinite sequence like those that we
are using to represent the given data
for the process of theory generation.

Suppose that you were trying to

develop a theory of the sequence

:

2,4,6,8,10,12,14,16,18,...

You might think it's easy to read in

that sequence in finite time. You just

stop reading it when you've seen
enough to generate your theory. But
this won't work. For suppose that I

tell you that after the number
1 ,000,000 in the sequence, comes the
number 0. Doesn't this change your
mind about the nature of the se-
quence? And do you know when to

stop reading the sequence to see if

you are beyond the point where things
might change like this?

Of course you don't. When you are

dealing with an infinite sequence of

numbers like this, you cannot tell

when you have seen enough of the
sequence to generate a proper theory.

Although we seldom develop
theories of sequences of numbers,
most of our theory generation has the
same general structure that this
process has. The potential things to
which any theory or concept that we
learn might apply are, in some sense,
if not infinite, at least unlimited.
When, for example, we develop a
theory of universal gravitation, it

applies to things that we have not yet

80

seen as well as to those that we have.
When we learn a concept, such as the
concept expressed by the word
"dog", it applies to objects (say a
chihuahua) that we may not have even
imagined when we were learning the

word. In the apt phrase of Oxford
psychologist Jerome Bruner, such
learning "goes beyond the informa-
tion given." Intelligent thinking al-

ways does. And in doing so, it always
takes the risk of being wrong

.

It is very tempting to see
the controversy over

whether or not computers
can think in terms of good
and bad, black and white,

right and wrong.

It is partly because people seem to

hate to admit this that they take so
readily to the view that general ideas

can be "computed" from the evi-

dence. They can, but when they are so
computed - which is to say if we stick

to them once we learn them and never

even consider canging them when the

evidence mounts against them - then
we are not being smart. And neither is

a machine that does the same thing.

The computer lacks the ability to

change its mind in the face of further

evidence. This isn't because there is

something missing in its machinery
but because there is something
missing in how we use that machin-
ery. And that something is missing
not because we have failed to find it

but because the definition of "a

computation" excludes it.

There is, however, another kind of

process that is like a computation and
that also generates a theory from
finite evidence in finite time but is

probably not a computation. Such a
procedure, which seems to have been
first studied seriously by Hilary

Putnam at Harvard and Mark Gold at

Stanford, has been called (by Putnam)
a "trial and error procedure." We can
contrast it with a computation in the

following way:
A computation is a process that

follows a deterministic sequence of

steps defined by a finite program and
we count, as its result, the first thing
it prints out. A trial and error pro-
cedure is driven determ in ist ical ly by a
finite program, exactly like a compu-
tation is. But we count the last thing
that is printed out as its result. The
last, not the first.

Now, the important thing is that

we can prove mathematically that trial

and error procedures cannot be
reduced to computations and we can

CREATIVE COMPUTING
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Controversy, con't...

also prove that trial and error pro-

cedures have many of the properties

that we would like to find in the pro-

cedures by which we develop general
theories from specific examples.

If this claim that intelligence

involves sound theory formation is

correct and it is also correct that

theory formation requires a trial and
error procedure, then one part of

thinking (theory generation) must be
beyond computing.

To see that a trial and error

procedure cannot, in general, be
reduced to a computation, recall a
famous result from the theory of

computation about the Unsolvability
of the Halting Problem. The Halting
Problem is the following

:

Halting Problem : Given a program
P and input I, determine whether or
not P applied to I will or will not
produce an output.

There is a theorem that says that

the general case of this problem
cannot be solved by a computing
machine. But it is easy to see that a
computing machine, using a trial and
error procedure, can solve this prob-
lem. It simply starts out by printing

out a "guess" that says that the
program P has no output for the
input I. Then it proceeds to run P on I.

If, at any time, P, running on I, pro-
duces an output, it "changes its

mind" and prints an indication of this

fact out.

Notice that the result from this

machine is produced, like a computa-
tion, in finite time. What you cannot
tell in finite time is whether a given
result (if it is a NO HALT result) is the
final result or not. It is easy to see that

any general purpose computer can be
used to carry out such a process but
the fact that such a process can be
used to solve the Halting Problem
proves that, when it is used in this

way, it is no longer merely a comput-
ing machine.

Trial and error procedures
are much better models for

the kinds of things a
person does when he or

she thinks than are com-
putations.

The use of trial and error pro-

cedures would extend the power of

computers in important ways but
there are good reasons why we might
not want them to use such proce-
dures. One is that most directors of

computing centers would find com-

ers, using trial

dures, a pain in the neck. Not only
would such procedures have to be
kept running forever (we would never
know when they were finished), but
the director would also have to keep
calling the people forwhom they were
being run to tell them when their

programs had changed their minds
and produced new outputs.

Nevertheless, trial and error pro-

cedures are much better models for

the kinds of things a person does
when he or she thinks than are com-
putations. If people only did compu-
tations, they would wait until they
had enough information after which
they would get only one shot at

generating a theory. But if people

There are things about
thinking that Behaviorism
cannot account for. There
are things about thinking

that Artificial Intelligence,

as now constituted, leaves

out. And there are un-

doubtedly things that the

trial and error model leaves

out too.

used something like a trial and error
procedure, they would never know.
They would only think because, at any
time, some new evidence might come
in that would show that a theory
already derived had been proved
wrong and that the time had come for
them to change their minds.

It may be only a coincidence that
we have only a single word for what
seems to be two senses of "think" -

the one that means "apply your intel-

ligence" and the sense that means
one is "not sure." However, the
theoretical analysis that leads to the
view that people work by trial and
error procedures - an analysis that I

have only roughly sketched here -

suggests that it is no coincidence at

all.

I think that intelligent thinking,
when done by people, is more suit-

ably modeled by a trial and error
procedure than by a computation.
Therefore, I suggest the answer to the
question "Can computers think?" is

both "yes" and "no." It is "no" if by a
"computer" you mean a computing
machine used only to do computa-
tions. It is "yes" if you allowed the
computing machine to be used to
carry out a trial and error procedure.

If trial and error procedures are
required for intelligence, and I think

sy are, then trying to program
computers to think is a bit like trying

to develop a thinking potato. It cannot
be done because neither a potato nor
a computer has enough information
processing power to be capable of
thinking.

There is nothing new about this

view. Liebnitz suggested roughly this

account of the matter several cen-
turies ago. Even Turing, who is often
thought to have suggested, to that

computers could think, really sug-
gested (in his famous article about
the question) that they could not.

Since this fact is not widely appreci-
ated, it may be worth quoting the
words with which he said it

:

"Intelligent behavior presum-
ably consists in a departure
from the completely disciplined
behavior involved in computa-
tion, but a rather slight one,
which does not give rise to
random behavior, or to point-
less repetitive loops."
To me, that sounds like a good

description of a trial and error pro-
cedure.

Now, it might not seem as though
the difference between a trial and
error procedure and a computation
was such a big deal. But this is not so.
It is a minor matter in the definition,

but because it gets to the guts of the
matter, it is quitea big deal indeed.

To see how small things in the
definition of what we count as a com-
putation might make a considerable
difference, let's go back to the inven-

tion of the idea of the computer. At
the time this idea was first dreamed
up (around 1936), it was thought that a
computation had to be what we today
call a "total computation." A total

computation is a computation that

always produces an output for any
input. But it was shown that a much
more viable idea of a computation
could be defined if one gave up this

guarantee that one would always get a
result if one ran a computation. This
apparently minor loosening up in the
definition is precisely what makes
today's computer possible for there is

an easy to prove "mathematical"
result:

THEOREM: If the only computa-
tions are total computations, then
today's completely general purpose
digital computer cannot exist.

It is only when you allow compu-
tations that, from time to time,
produce no results within the scope
of your definition that general pur-
pose computers become possible. It

is only when you allow trial and error

procedures, that thinking may be-
come possible in a man-made arti-

fact.
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SELECTOR III - C2
THE INFORMATION MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

Includes these Application Sub-Programs. .

.

Sales Activity, Inventory, Payables, Receivables, Check/Expense Register,

Library Functions, Mailing Labels, Appointments, Client/Patient Records
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RANDOM, MULTI-KEY RECORD RETRIEVAL under CP/M, CDOS, IMDOS, ADOS . .

.

SELECTOR III-C2 ALLOWS INSTANT
RECALL OF ANY RECORD USING ANY IN-

FORMATION ITEM IN THE RECORD. That

statement deserves re-reading, because

that ability makes SELECTOR IH-C2 the

most powerful information management

system in microcomputers today!

The three major activities in business

computing are. ..Word Processing, Finan-

cial Accounting, and the storing, pro-

cessing, and reporting of information.

The latter is where SELECTOR III-C2

shines and fills the professional and per-

sonal need.

The system represents the state of the

art using Micro-Ap's unique record index-

ing, query, and report writing methods.

It's 'menu driven' and uses screen

displays with all the instructions and er-

ror sensing that allow the novice to

quickly learn the system and accomplish

his tasks.

With SELECTOR III-C2 you...

• define a record format assigning up to

24 fields as key' fields -meaning that

records can be instantly recalled by

name, date, quantity, ZIP Code, or

whatever.

• create a file and begin entering edited

and verified data immediately.

• browse through your file in key field

order, making whatever changes or dele-

tions needed.

• select collections of records meeting

your exact requirements and arranged in

the order wanted.

• create a unique report that contains

the precise information you need - with

numerical totals, averages, maxima, and

minima -for any period of time and sum-

marized by name, date. ..or by any item

you want.

• bring an application on-line in hours in-

stead of months.

SELECTOR III-C2 is a turn-key' system

that can manage most applications as is.

It includes source-code and pre-defined

record formats and sub-programs to per-

form the tasks listed at top of page. Pro-

grammers can easily add other sub-

programs - using the system's powerful

utilities - to perform virtually any special

computation or function required.

The system tuns undei CBASIC Vets. 2.

and is piiced at $345. It's available in a

variety of CP/M, disk foimats including

Dynabyte; Noith Stai; Micropolis; TRS-

80; Helios II; Heathkit; iCOM; Altaii; Im-

sai; Cromemco; and others.

Available fiom computet stoies wotldwide.

I LIFEBOAT Associates
2248 Broadway. Suite 34.

New York. N Y 10024 • (212) 580-0082

Or order direct from a

MICRO-AP
* 9807 Oavona Drive. San Ramon. CA 94583 1

(415) 828-6697

CIRCLE 150 ON READER SERVICE CARD



Controversy, con't...

The view that thinking involves the
ability to carry out a trial and error

procedure suggests that there may be
a way out the fundamental paradox
implied by the question "Can com-
puters think?" which is so formulated
that either answer ("yes" and "no")
presages a minor disaster for the
value of thinking. If it turns out that
thinking intelligently requires trial

and error procedures, then it would
turn out that that device we call a
"digital computer" can indeed think.
But to do so, it would have to carry out
a process that is not a mechanical one
if we accept Turing's thesis (which
almost everyone does) that identifies
the intuitive idea of a mechanical
procedure with the formalizable idea

Iff it turns out that thinking
intelligently requires trial

and error procedures, then
it would turn out that that

device that we call a
"digital computer" can in-

deed think. But to do so, it

would have to carry out
a process that is not a
mechanical one if we ac-
cept Turing's thesis.

of a computation by a Turing
machine.

Recall that our paradox arose
because, on the one hand, saying that
thinking was good implied that
thinking could understand thinking
and this, in turn, seemed to imply that
thinking could be described by a
computer program. The reason for
this was that, to be able to think about
thinking means that you have to have
a model of it that can be applied. A
model that can be applied is one
whose consequences can be deter-
mined in a precise way and hence (so
it seems) be computed. However, a
trial and error procedure determines
the courseof thinking in a precise way,
even though its final consequence
cannot be computed. Thus thinking
can be thought about without our
necessarily being able to determine,
by a computation, what its final result
will be.

What we find on this horn of the
dilemma is one possible solution to
the problem of free will, for what a
trial and error procedure does is

completely determined by its present
condition. There is nothing random or

supernatural in it. But is outcome
cannot be effectively determined
(computed) by an observer - including
the system that is carrying out the
procedure itself. In other words, if we
carry out trial and error procedures
when we think, we are strictly

mechanical in the narrow sense that
everything that we do at a moment, m,
is determined by what we were and
what we had experienced at the
previous moment, m-1. But, at the
same time neither we, nor anybody
else, can determine what we will

eventually do - even if they know
everything about us and had un-
Himited computing power available.

The trial and error model of
thinking does give us a model of
thinking that we can think about and
thus places thinking solidly within
the scope of rational thought. But at
the same time, it avoids the kind of
reduction to "mere machinery" that
so offends some critics of the claim
that computers can think. For trial

and error procedures are, in a certain
sense, quite unmechanical. One
cannot tell, at any moment, what
result they will "eventually" produce,
even if one knows their program and
their input, because they can always
change their minds. In a sense, the
result of a trial and error procedure is

completely determined and it is com-
pletely determined in some finite

period of time. But, from the outside,
an observer cannot computer how
long that period is.

On the other hand, the idea of
using a trial and error procedure to
solve a problem on a computer is

mildly harrowing. One can imagine a
computer being set up to carry out
such a procedure whose eventual
result was to be used to make some
fundamental policy decision. After a
while, the computer produces a deci-
sion. Perhaps the computer operator
waits a while to see if it will change its

mind, but after waiting he or she
eventually forwards the result to the
decision maker. The procedure has to
be allowed to keep running because it

still might change it's mind. Then, if it

takes advantage of this possibility,

the operator has to call the decision
maker back later to say this so that the
decision can be changed. This kind of
vacillating "result" is hardly the kind
of output that one wants to use as the
basis for making an important deci-
sion. Thus the view that thinking
requries a trial and error procedure
carries with it a quilt-in deterrent
against turning over our decision-
making procedures to computer pro-
grams. What about the danger that
they might take over our jobs or do our
thinking for us?

Vgain, we have a strong, built-in

deterrent. Recall that theorem of

Turing's about the universal com-
puter. If a computer could think, then
we would know that any specific

computing machine could think like

us. But we have a theorem, due to

Gold, that says that a universal trial

and error machine isn't possible.

A computer program run-

ning a trial and error pro-

cedure might come up with
a theory we could not pos-
sibly understand.

It is because computers can be
universal that we can be sure that
anything one computer can do, any
other computer can do (given enough
space and time). They can both do
everything. But things are different

with trial and error machines. Not
every kind of theory that can be
generated by one such machine can
also be generated by any other. One
such machine might be able to
generate a batch of theories, A, and
another might only be able to
generate a different batch, B.

If we program the computer to run
some given trial and error procedure,
and even if we know that our program
has no bugs in it, we still can't be sure
that it will think like us. Thus there is

very little temptation to turn over to

such machines tasks requiring hu-
man judgement. Computers (using
trial and error procedures) might think
and we might think, but we might
both think differently...so differently
that we could not even understand
each other.

From a practical point of view, of
course, we were already faced with
this problem when we thought that
thinking could be represented by a
computer program because, as Weiz-
enbaum and many other have ob-
served, we can't just look at a
computer program and understand
what it will do. But now, with trial and
error procedures, we have it not only
for the process, but even for the result
produced. A computer program run-
ning a trial and error procedure might
come up with a theory we could not
possibly understand.

Could we program a computer to
learn exactly the way we do so that ths
sort of thing would not happen? Per-
haps we could, and this is where the
"maybe" answer to the question "Can
computers think?" comes in. But if

we did, we might, it appears, find

ourselves having to bring up the
computer in much the way that we
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THERE IS A DIFFERENCE IN

TRS-80 DISK DRIVES 1

quality

The Heart of Our System
5 "WA-inch, high reliability Shugart

SA-400 disk drive . . . field-proven

#1 in more than 200,000
installations.

Attractively

styled rugged-

ized cabinet.

External edge
connector . . . permits

easy I/O cable con-
nections without
disassembly of

cabinet.

Human Engineered for

Convenience
Lighted AC ON-OFF
switch.——— •

Unique high-performance power supply

with ± 5% DC regulation, Brown-out

proofed, internal current limiters,

precision control of ripple current to < 5mV,
100% UL recognized components.

All LOBO Drives are 1 00%
calibrated, bumed-in, and perfor-

mance tested on a TRS-80*
computer prior to shipment. And
because we build QUALITY into

every LOBO Drive, we offer the

industry's best one year, 1 00%
parts/labor warranty.

Call or write for the complete
LOBO Drive story, find out just

how competetively-priced a
Quality drive can be . .

.

935 Camino Del Sur Goleta,

California 93017.
(805) 685-4546

"CAN YOU REALLY AFFORD
TO PAY LESS?"INTERNATIONAL

Quantity discounts available

-

Dealer inquiries invited

Yes, I want to know more about LOBO Drives

and what they can do for my TRS-80. Send me
information on:

5 1/4-in. Floppy drive

D 8-in. Floppy drive

Single sided
Double sided

D 8-in. Winchester hard

disk, 10 Mbyte drive

D Double density

expansion interface

Name

Company .

Addres-

City

Phone No

Zip

II dealer, provide resale no.

•TRS-80 is a registered trademark of Radio Shack, a Tandy Company
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Controversy, con't...

bring up a child because that program
would have to learn its first few
theories the same way we do. And in
doing this, we might end up dealing
with our computer programs the way
we now deal with people.

And all the trouble we would have
with that bloody computer we were
bringing up might remind us of that
old joke about the fact that the human
being is the only computer that can be
produced by unskilled labor. We

We can use computers to
do things that are not
properly called "computa-
tions" or that aren't really

"mechanical" in the ways
that those terms are impli-

citly defined by Turing's

Thesis which gives these
vague intuitive terms pre-

cise meanings.

might just decide to drop the idea of
using a thinking machine to work for
us and stick to people.

Thus, there are some appealing
consequences to settling the "Can
computers think?" controversy by
saying that computers can think only
when they act like trial and error
machines. For one thing, it seems to
give both sides of the controversy, as
it is currently laid out, some credit for
rationality. Both are partly right.

It is very tempting to see the con-
troversy over whether or not com-
puters can think in terms of good and
bad, black and white, right and
wrong. One side (you pick which one)
has all the good guys (wearing the
traditional white hats) and the other
has all the bad guys (with the black
hats and unshaved faces). The good
guys may lose some of the battles
but, in the end, there will be a shoot-
out and the good guys will win. The
situation is actually much less polar-
ized than that. There are good guys on
both sides and both sides of the con-
troversy have things going for them.

One can look at the argument
about the question "Can computers
think?" as being basically an argu-
ment over what kind of a model to use
for the human mind. And one can then
grant that, since we all know that
models are not the same as the thing
modeled, that simple models are
alright. They explain some things and
the simpler the model, the easier it is

to deal with. So one would always try
to do one's theorizing about the mind

in terms of the simplest models one
can get away with. But, at the same
time, one should also always be ready
to admit the possibility that a simple
model might not coverall of thinking.

The desire to work with as simple
a model as possible is surely one of
the things that motivated the British

Empiricists like Locke and Hume,
who, in the 18th Century, tried to give
very simple accounts of thinking. One
of the things that they were trying to
get out of the accounts of thinking
was God, who, by all accounts, is A
Very Complicated Machine Indeed.
The trouble with using God on your
explanations of thinking is that it is

probably harder to understand what
your explanation of thinking is than
what it is that you are explaining. And
your explanation gets to be so vague
and convoluted that you can bring in

all kinds of extra paraphernalia, like

the Divine Rights of Kings, without
anybody noticing.

Let us imagine that there is a
hierarchy of machine types, each
slightly more complicated and
powerful than the type before it. At
the top of the line, sits God, the
Cadillac of information processing
machines. At the bottom sits that
Moped of information processing
machines, the cuckoo clock. Some-
where along the middle of the line sits

the digital computer and then, slight-

ly above it, the trial and error

machine.
There are mathematical results

that tell us that machines like the
cuckoo clock are easier to understand
than computing machines and these,
in turn, are easier to understand than
trial and error machines. It makes
sense to try to use the simplest type
of machinery in this hierarchy that we
can use to explain thinking. If we
succeed with a simple machine, we
gain a lot. The simpler the machinery
we use in the explanation, the easier
the explanation is to understand.

The work of the Behaviorist, which
tries to model the mind in terms of
machines that computer theorists call

"finite automata," gives us some
insights into certain (very limited)

kinds of human behavior. These in-
sights are useful but they are based
(as any scientific results are based) on
a partial model.

The work of Artificial Intelligence,
which tries to model the mind in

terms of the kind of machine that the
theorists call "computers" or "Turing
machines," allows us richer insights
in terms, however, of theoretical
constructs that are harder to under-
stand. Try to really understand some
of the programs that have been
written in this area and you will see
what I mean. Still, this work gives us

an enormous amount of insight into

thinking. To my mind, it has done
more in the last 30 or so years to give

us such insights than all of behavior-
ism.

But the work in Artificial Intelli-

gence still falls short of providing an
adequate model, even of the very
limited information processing input-

and-output kind, of the thinking
process. For a more adequate model,
we need to turn to even more powerful
machinery of the kind that we have
been calling "trial and error" ma-
chines.

One can admit that one learns
something at each of these levels
without criticizing either those who
study thinking with more powerful
machinery or those who study it using
less powerful machinery than the kind
we happen to prefer.

None of the work on the theory of
thinking is particularly offensive in

what it tells us about thinking. It

becomes offensive when it says that

"What we are looking at is all there
is." There are things about thinking
that Behaviorism cannot account for.

There are things about thinking that
Artificial Intelligence, as now consti-
tuted, leaves out. And there are
undoubtedly things that the trial and
error model leaves out too.

In the apt phrase of Oxford
psychologist Jerome
Bruner, such learning

"goes beyond the informa-

tion given." Intelligent

thinking always does. And
in doing so, it always takes

the risk of being wrong.

That is what scientific models
always do. They always leave some-
thing out. That is why the "Can
machines think?" controversy, which
has lasted for more than 2000 years,

will continue. Every machine model
that has been proposed for human
thinking has accounted for some
aspects of thinking and left others
out.

It may be worth, remembering that

today's general purpose digital com-
puter was dreamed up when people
asked what the, then current, theory
of computation left out. Models, (and
the theories they support, are fine as
far as they go. The computer is

certainly far and away the most
exciting model we have ever had for

human thinking.

But it was not the first such model
and it won't be the last. D
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Contents

3 Adventure Games
4 Apple II Software

29 programs on 7 tapes and 3 disks.

7 Sorcerer Software
18 programs on 7 tapes.

7 Superboard/Challenger Software
8 TRS-80 Level II Software

59 programs on 19 tapes and 7 disks.

12 TRS-80 Level Software
24 programs on 5 tapes.

13 PET Software
53 programs on 1 1 tapes.

16 SOL-20 Software
14 programs on 4 tapes.

17 CP/M 8" Disk Software
187 programs on 6 disks.

18 Creative Computing Books
6 books and a board game.

Each Creative Computing Software cas-

sette is packaged in a hard plastic box
with 2-color box liner and instruction

booklet.

Who Is Creative Computing?
Creative Computing consists of five

divisions serving you. Creative Comput-
ing magazine is the number 1 magazine of

software and applications. Creative Com-
puting Press publishes a wide variety of

books, art prints, posters and T-shirts for

the computer enthusiast. Creative Com-
puting Book Service handles many
popular as well as lesser-known books
not widely available in retail stores.

Creative Computing Consulting offers

systems design, marketing and general
consulting assistance to both manufac-
turers and users. And Creative Computing
Software produces and markets software
on cassette and floppy disk for a wide
variety of computers for home, school,
and small business.

If your dealer does not carry the full

line of Creative Computing products,
please send three first-class stamps for a
free catalog of products.

Creative Computing
P.O. Box789-M

Morristown, NJ 07960
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Look for this display of Sensational Soft-

ware at your local computer store.

Why Should You Select

Creative Computing
Software?

1. Highest quality programs — out-

standing applications for education,
recreation, business, and household
management.

2. Best value— up to eight different pro-

grams per tape at a modest price.

3. Reliability — programs thoroughly
tested and de-bugged.

4. Redundant recording—two copies of

every program on each tape.

5. Professional quality tape— high den-
sity oxide, 100% calendered, flat fre-

quency response, low noise, high
output.

6. Anti-jam cassette— teflon lubricated

six-rib gasket, hard welded windows,
double locking self lubricating hub,
double flanged rollers on stainless

steel pins, heavy metal shield.

7. Hard plastic box— best protection,

easy to file.

8. Widely available— carried by most
retail computer stores.

9. Made in U.S. A
10. Inexpensive— best value per dollar of

any software.
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Custom Software
In addition to the magazine, book

service and software cassettes and disks,

Creative Computing has also been in-

volved in producing custom software.

Many of you have seen the article in

Creative Computing telling about our
involvement in the Sesame Place Project.

We are now working on developing a
series of educational interactive games
for children to be used in these centers.

Creative Computing has taken a leading
role in this new approach to the use of

micro-computers in the educational field.

Our software department has also
performed consulting and software de-
velopment for such organizations as
Tandy Corporation, The Tuckahoe School
System, and The Franklin Institute

Museum, Philadelphia. This involvement
in a growing number of state-of-the-art

projects assures you of the absolute best
in software.

If you would like us to submit a bid on
custom software for your organization,

please contact Creative Computing Con-
sulting.

Warranty
We warrant to the user of Creative

Computing Software that it is free from
defective materials and workmanship. We
warrant that the programs will load and
run on the standard manufacturer con-
figuration of the computer listed. If the

product proves unsatisfactory, it will be
replaced if returned to the address below.
The product will not be replaced if it has
been damaged or erased by the user.

Manufacturer, distributor, and seller shall

not be liable for consequential commer-
cial damages.

We cannot guarantee that software
will run in non-standard configurations,
with "foreign" peripherals, or with more or

less memory than specified. For example:
• 8K PET programs may not run in

larger PETs.
• TRS-80 Adventure, Ultra Trek, and

other machine language programs
on cassette may not run under TRS
DOS.

• CP/M disks will not run on Ohio
Scientific CP/M.

Inquiries

Creative Computing educational pro-
grams are thoroughly tested by children
and teachers before being released.

Inquiries should be in writing and ac-
companied by a self-addressed stamped
envelope for your reply. They should be
addressed to:

Creative Computing
Software Development Center

P.O. Box789-M
Morristown, NJ 07960

We are not prepared to answer tele-

phone inquiries about our software. The
Software Development Department is in a
separate building and cannot be reached
over the listed Creative Computing tele-

phone numbers.
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A New Type of Game

Welcome to an astonishing new experience! ADVENTURE is

one of the most challenging and innovative games available for

your personal computer. This is not the average computer game in

which you shoot at, chase, or get chased by something, master the

game within an hour, and then lose interest. In fact, it may take you
more than an hour to score at all, and will probably take days or

weeks of playing to get a good score. (There is a provision for

saving a game in progress).

This game was inspired by the huge Adventure game which has

appeared on large mainframe computers the last several years. But

there are important differences. Not only will ADVENTURE fit into

a relatively small computer, but the 'interpreter' is designed so that

different Adventures can be created by changing the data base. So
look for more Adventures in the future. .

.

In playing the game you wander thru various 'rooms' (loca-

tions), manipulating the objects there to try to find 'treasures'. You
may have to defeat an exotic wild animal to get one treasure, or

figure out how to get another treasure out of a quicksand bog. You
communicate thru two-word commands such as 'go west', 'climb

tree", 'throw axe', 'look around'.

Six Different Adventures

ADVENTURELAND (by Scott Adams) - You wander through an en-

chanted world trying to recover the 13 lost treasures. You'll en-

counter WILD ANIMALS, MAGICAL BEINGS, and many other

perils and puzzles. Can you rescue the BLUE OX from the quick-

sand? Or find your way out of the maze of pits? Happy Adven-
turing
CS-3007TRS-8016K Level II (Machine language) $14.95
CS-3506 TRS-80 32K Disk (Includes Pirate Adventure) $24.95

CS-1009 PET 24K (Includes Pirate Adventure. In Basic) $1 4.95

CS-5003 SORCERER 1 6K (Machine language, available Nov.) $1 4.95

CS-9003 S" CP / M 48K Disk (Includes Pirate Adventure
In Microsoft Basic $24.95

PIRATE ADVENTURE (by Scott Adams) - "Yo Ho Ho and a bottle of

rum..." You'll meet up with the pirate and his daffy bird along with

many strange sights as you attempt to go from your London flat to

Treasure Island. Can you recover LONG JOHN SILVER'S lost trea-

sures? Happy sailing matey
CS-3008 TRS-80 1 6K Level II (Machine language)

CS-3506 TRS-80 32K Disk (Includes Adventureland)

CS-1009 PET 24K (Includes Adventureland. In Basic)

CS-5004 SORCERER 1 6K (Machine language, available Nov.)

CS-9003 8" CP/M48K Disk (Includes Adventureland.
. In Microsoft Basic.

ORIGINAL ADVENTURE (by Crowther, Woods, Manning and

Roichel) - Somewhere nearby is a collosal cave where others have

found fortunes in treasures and gold, but some who have entered

have never been seen again. You start at a small brick building

which is the wellhouse for a large spring. You must try to find your

way into the underground caverns where you'll meet a giant clam,

nasty little dwarves, and much more. This Adventure Is Bi-Lingual

—you may play in either English or French—a language learning

tool beyond comparison. Runs in 32K CP/M system (48K required

for SAVE GAME feature). Even includes SAM76 language in which

to run the game. The troll says "Good Luck."

CS-9004 8" CP f M 32K Disk $24 .95

MISSION IMPOSSIBLE ADVENTURE (by Scott Adams) - Good
Morning, Your mission is to... and so it starts. Will you be able to

complete your mission in time? Or is the world's first automated

nuclear reactor doomed? This one's well named, its hard, there is

no magic but plenty of suspense. Good luck

CS-3009 TRS-80 18K Level II (Machine language) $14.95

CS-3507 TRS-80 32K Disk (Includes Voodoo Castle) $24.95

CS-5005 SORCERER 16K (Machine language, available Nov.) $1 4.95

VOODOO CASTLE (by Scott Adams) - Count Cristo has had a

fiendish curse put on him by his enemies. There he lies, with you
his only hope. Will you be able to rescue him or is he forever

doomed? Beware the Voodoo Man
CS-3010 TRS-80 16K Level II (Machine language) $14.95

CS-3507 TRS-80 32K Disk (Includes Mission Impossible) $24.95

CS-5006 SORCERER 16K (Machine language, available Nov.) $14.95

THE COUNT (by Scott Adams) - You wake up in a large brass bed in

a castle somewhere in Transylvania. Who are you, what are you
doing here, and WHY did the postman deliver a bottle of blood?

You'll love this Adventure, in fact, you might say it's LOVE AT
FIRST BITE

CS-3011 TRS-80 16K Level II (Machine language, available Nov ) $14.95

To order, send payment plus $1 .00 shipping or bankcard number to Creative

Computing Software, P.O. Box 789-M, Morristown, NJ 07960. Or call toll-

free BOO / 63 1 -81 1 2 ( In N J 201 / 540-0445)

.

$14.95
$24.95
$14.95
$14.95

$24.95

sensational
software

creative
compatiRg
software

Apple II Adventures coming in early 1980!



Space Games-1, CS-4001 (16K)

Haunted
House,

CS-4005(16K)
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It is 6:00 and you have until

midnight to find the secret

passageway out of a haunted
house. During your search, you
may find skeleton keys to open
locked doors, good luck
charms, friendly ghosts, evil

spirits, and skeletons. The
sound effects (creaking doors
and stairs) add to the eeriness.

The house layout changes in

every game.

1. Saucer Invasion

We're being invaded by aliens

from another planet. Your
mission is to destroy as many
saucers as possible with 15

missiles. Use the game paddle to

move the launch tube back and
forth across the bottom of the

screen, then fire with the paddle
button. A two stage missile

boosts slowly, firing its warhead
midway toward the target. The
flying saucers fly at different

speeds and altitudes, so luck

and timing are crucial! High
resolution graphics, exploding
saucers and wild sound effects

make full use of the APPLE
capabilities.

2. Rocket Pilot

Rocket Pilot is an advanced
real time take off and landing
game. The object is to maneuver
your spaceship successfully

over a mountain to the landing
area on the other side. The game
paddles control your horizontal

and vertical thrusters. In

addition to the graphics display

of the rocket, the screen also

shows your current velocity,

time, and remaining fuel. Earn a
rating of "rocket pilot" if you
negotiate the trip without
running out of fuel or crashing
into the mountain.

3. Dynamic Bouncer

Watch a ball move through a
maze of colorful, changing

obstacles in this creative

graphics demonstration.

4. Star Wars

Use the game paddles to get
the enemy TIE fighters within

your crosshairs, then FIRE!! The
object is to destroy as many
enemy ships as possible in 90
seconds as they perform evasive
maneuvers to avoid your fire.

Lasers, exploding enemy
fighters, and action sounds put
you in the middle of the fierce

battle against the Imperial
Empire!

Sports Games-1 , CS-4002 (16K)

BATTER UP

creative
coiRpating
software

Take the field. Mix up your
pitches to keep the batter off
balance. If he hits It, move your
fielders to snag the ball before he
gets to first. Balls and strikes
double plays, force outs and
errors. It's the great American
computer game.

1. Baseball

Play in the APPLE World
Series! This two-player game is

played according to Major
League rules. Game paddles
control the infielders and
outfielders, as you pitch
changeups. fastballs, sliders,

curves or knuckleballs. When
you're at bat, good timing is the
key as you swing the bat with a

tap on the space bar. This
exciting graphics game even
includes stealing, double plays,

and sacrifices under computer
control.

2. Torpedo Alley

The object of Torpedo Alley is 4. Dalis
to sink as many ships as
possible with your forward
torpedo tubes. Move into
position and FIRE!! But don't
waste a shot— it takes time to

reload when the tubes are
empty. Targets include aircraft

carriers, patrol boats, destroy-
ers, and cargo ships. Depending
on your score, you earn the rank
of cook, seaman, or captain.

How many stripes for you?

3. Slalom

Have fun skiing without
getting cold! Slalom is a

downhill exercise in which you
weave in and out of the flags on a
championship slalom course.
Game paddles control the speed
and motion of the skier as you
go for Olympic gold. But don't
knock down any flags or go off

the mountain. Swiss hospitals

don't take Master Charge!

How's your aim? Play darts
and find out. You have six darts
to throw at a dartboard. The
game paddles control the
position of the darts. Can you
hit the Bullseye?

SENSATIONAL SOFTWARE



Strategy Games- 1 , CS-4003 (16K)

1. Checkers
(Requires Applesoft or

Applesoft II BASIC)

This is the APPLE version of

the popular board game, with

color graphics. Test your
strategy against the computer.
The computer does not look

ahead for future moves, hence it

is best suited for beginning

players.

2. Skunk

Skunk is a two player dice

game in which the object is to

accumulate 100 points before

your opponent. On each turn

you may roll the dice or "pass."

You roll the dice by turning a

game paddle, and the value of

the roll is added to your total

score. If you roll a 1 . you lose all

the points accumulated on that

turn. If you roll snake eyes (two

1's). your total score goes to 0.

3. UFO

You are the captain of a space
ship carrying the last remnants

of the human race, after a space
war with another planet in which

both worlds were destroyed.

The aliens have launched a

similar vessel and will attempt to

destroy your ship. On each
move you decide whether to

maneuver, halt for repairs, or fire

from your arsenal of heavy guns,

warheads and lasers.

4. Blockade

In this game, each player

controls a colored marker which
leaves a trailing path. The object

is to keep your marker in motion
longer than your opponent by
not running into a wall.theother

player's path, or crossing your
own path. Direction is

controlled on the keyboard, but

you can't stop moving. Game
options include one or two
player games, and accelerated

speeds which increase as the

game progresses.

5. Genius

In each round of this game,
you are given a potpouri of 5

Know Yourself, CS-4301 (16K)

The programs in this series

aren't games, but they are fun to

use. All of them are based on
statistically valid tests and data.

Using them from time to time

could help you see in what
direction your life is progress-

ing.

1. Life Expectancy

Do you ever wonder how long

you will live? Take the Life

Expectancy quiz and find out!

Will a different life style increase
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your life expectancy? Will

following all the advice in the

National Enquirer really help?

2. Psychotherapy

The APPLE analyst asks you
20 questions to help you
decide if you might benefit from
a psychotherapist. Psycho-
therapy asks you about your
feelings, actions, and phobias
and compares them against

population norms. Here's where
you can talk freely about those

special powers people are using

against you. With sound. For all

computer freaks.

3. Computer Literacy

Are you a computer whiz? Try

this quiz and find out how much

CREATIVE COMPUTING

trivia questions to answer as

quickly as possible. Any final

score above 400 will merit a

rating of genius, but watch out!

There's a 25 point penalty for

you know about computers and
computing. On each round,

answer 5 questions as quickly as

possible. Depending on your

score, you will be rated from

janitor to a systems analyst.

Questions range from history to

present technology and
applications. A large number of

questions ensures variety on
each round.

4. Alcohol

Are you a lush? Do you like to

hide your Ripple in a Grape Nehi
bottle? Alcohol allows you to

experiment with the relationship

between drinking, the alcohol

level in your blood, and its

effects on your behavior. Enter
parameters such as body
weight, time spent drinking.

type of beverage and number of

drinks. Sound and graphics

—

even a bubbling champagne
glass'—make Alcohol fun as
well as informative.

Sex Role

Are you androgynous? This

program helps you to examine
your nature, behavior and
attitudes in light of society's

changing concept of sex roles.



Brain Games-1 , CS-4004 (16K)

1. Nuclear Reaction

Nuclear Reaction is an
exciting strategy game for two
players. Each player, in turn,

places a particle of radioactive

material on a 6x6 board. When
the number of particles at a

location reaches its critical

mass, it explodes, sending a

particle to adjacent squares. As
the board fills up, a single

explosion can cause long chain

reactions. The object of the

game is to cause the right chain

reaction to wipe out all your
opponent's pieces. Nuclear
Reaction is a game of skill, fast

decisions, and quick reversals,

making it fun to play for many
hours. Action sound effects.

2. Dodgem

In Dodgem, two sets of pieces

move at right angles across a

checker style board. The object

is to move all your pieces across

the board and off the opposite

edge. One player moves from
the bottom to the top while the

other moves left to right. You
may play Dodgem against the

APPLE or a friend. Six board
sizes and action sound effects.

3. Dueling Digits

Do you have a good memory
for sequences of numbers? Play

Dueling Digits and find out. In

this game, the computer

presents a digit and tone, then
erases it. You then type in the

same digit. After each turn, the
computer repeats all the
previous digits and adds a new
one. and you try to type in the
entire sequence. The round is

over when you make four
mistakes. For up to four players.

Two skill levels.
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4. Parrot

Parrot is similar to Dueling
Digits, but you try to remember
sequences of letters and tones

instead. Two skill levels.

5. Midpoints and Lines

These two colorful graphics
demonstrations will run
continuously. Great for store

displays, parties, and showing
off your computer.

6. Tones

This program allows you to

make your own music and
sound effects with the game
paddles. One paddle controls

the pitch of the tone, the other

controls the duration. No
special hardware is required.

CAI Programs, CS-4201 (16K)

1. U.S. Map

Do you have problems
remembering which state is

which? Do you know the
capitals? After a few games of

U.S. Map, you should have no
trouble. This advanced
application of APPLE high
resolution graphics enhances

interest in the learning process.
Options allow you to choose
whether to identify only the state

or both the state and its capital.

As the run progresses, missed
states or capitals are repeated
several times.

2. Spelling
(Requires Applesoft or

Applesoft II BASIC)

Do you need practice
spelling? Let APPLE'S Spelling
program lend a hand. You are
shown a word and asked to spell

it when it disappears. Grades
from A+ to F are given
depending on how many you get
correct. The better you are, the

shorter the time you see the hint

word.

3. Math Drill

How are your math skills? Let

Math Drill help you improve
them. You can choose the type

of problem you wish to

S 1= 3
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practice—addition, subtraction,

multiplication, division or
mixed. You may also choose
large or small numbers, whether
or not to have a time limit, and
how long the limit is to be.

4. Add With Carry

Here is a program to help you
with harder addition. You are

presented with a series of

addition problems of increasing

difficulty. You add one column
at a time, filling in the column
sum and then the carry amount.
If you do well, the problems get

harder, if you don't, they get a
little easier.

Now, Creative Computing
offers its cassette software of

floppy disks. These are not just

the same programs stored on a
disk but enhanced, menu driven
libraries for the ultimate in ease
of use. The machine language
programs have been relocated
to run with your disk system,
and even Applesoft programs
are loaded and executed
automatically. Make the most of

your APPLE with Creative
Computing floppy disk
software.

Apple Software on Disks

SPACE AND SPORTS GAMES
CS-4S01

Rocket Pilot

Saucer Invasion

Star Wars
Dynamic Bouncer
Baseball

Torpedo Alley

Slalom
Darts

CAI PROGRAMS AND KNOW
YOURSELF CS-4503

U.S. Map
Spelling
Math Drill

Add-With-Carry
Life Expectancy
Psychotherapy
Computer Literacy

Alcohol
Sex Role

STRATEGY AND BRAIN
GAMES CS-4502

Checkers
Skunk
UFO
Blockade
Genius
Nuclear Reaction
Dodgem
Dueling Digits

Parrot

Midpoints
Lines

Tones

SENSATIONAL SOFTWARE



Smart Alec, CS-5002 (8K)
Smart Alec is fun as well as educational. Test your memory by

answering five multiple-choice questions on each round. Each
question has a time limit and you are penalized 25 points for a

wrong answer. Your score is based on how long it takes you to get

the correct answer. If you do well, the computer will certify you as a
genius.

There are seven areas in

which to test your expertise.

They are: 1. Science
2. Geography
3. History

4. Computers
5. TV. and Movies
6. English

7. Trivia

Over 200 questions in all!

Graphics Games-2, CS-5001 (8K)

1. LEM

In this graphic version of the popular real time lunar landing

game you must land on the moon's surface with the lowest possible

velocity. You can control the thrust of your retro-rockets with the

number keys but you have a limited amount of fuel. The automatic

pilot option can be activated and deactivated with the keyboard.

You take a walk on the moon and plant a flag if you land

successfully.

2. Pie Lob

This is a game in which two players lob pies at each other across

a computer-generated hill. You choose the angle and the strength

of the throw and then watch the trajectory of the lob across the

screen. The computer changes the terrain and the wind speed in

each game. Pie Lob makes good use of SORCERER'S graphics.

3. Nuclear Reaction

Nuclear Reaction is an exciting strategy games for two players.

Each player, in turn, places a particle of radioactive material on a

6x6 board. When the number of particles at a location reaches its

critical mass, it explodes, sending particles to adjacent squares. As
the board fills up, a single explosion can cause long chain

reactions. The object of the game is to cause the right chain

reactions to wipe out all your opponent's pieces. Nuclear Reaction

is a game of skill, fast decisions, and quick reversals, making it fun

to play for many hours.

4. Bounce

Bounce is an intriguing graphics demonstration which traces the

path of a ball as it bounces around the screen.

5. Checkers

The SORCERER matches its strategy against yours in this

popular game. The computer does not look more than one move

ahead, hence the game is best suited for beginning players

6. Dodgem

Dodgem is played on a checker-type board against the computer

or another player. The object of the game is to block your opponent

to slow him down. One player moves pieces from the bottom of the

board to the top, and the other player moves from left to right,

trying to get all the pieces off the board. This is a challenging game
of strategy.

Graphics Games-3,

CS-6001 (8K)

1. Tank Attack

Maneuver your tank around trees, houses and airplanes to

destroy enemy guns. The guns fire back, and sometimes you get

the distinct impression you have been lulled into a sense of security

before getting blown up. A challenging real time game written by

one of our most vicious programmers.

2. Dodgem

Dodgem is played on a checker-type board against the computer

or another player. The object of the game is to block your opponent

to slow him down. One player moves pieces from the bottom of the

board to the top, and the other player moves from left to right,

trying to get all the pieces off the board. A challenging strategy

game.

3. Free For All

This game started as a joke, but it's for real! Two people compete

against each other and the computer. A submarine, a destroyer,

and a plane, criss cross the screen. Each may fire at the others. Free

For All makes extensive uses of the Challenger's graphics.

4. Hidden Maze

In this game, two players (you, and the computer or a friend)

compete to be the first to reach the opposite side of the maze. The

maze is hidden at first and is only revealed as you run into parts of

it. Swinging gates add an additional challenge to this game of

memory and skill

CREATIVE COMPUTING



Air Traffic Controller,

CS-3006(16K)
This real time machine

language program puts you in

the chair of an air traffic

controller. There are 27
airplanes— jets and prop
planes — which must be
controlled as they land, take off

and fly over your air space. You
give the orders to change
altitude, turn, maintain a holding
pattern, clear for approach, and
land at your two airports. This
realistic simulation includes
navigational beacons, and
requires planes to take off and
land into the wind. Air Traffic

Controller was written by an air

traffic controller and is a favorite

of the Creative Computing staff!

Strategy Games, CS-3005 (16K)

1. Tunnel Vision

Tunnel Vision gives an
exciting visual twist to the
popular maze game. You are
'transported into a massive
labyrinth and must find the exit

or be lost forever. A mouse's eye
view is displayed as you wander
through the maze, seeing walls,

turn-offs, and dead ends as they
are encountered. This is an
excellent example of three
dimensional perspective using
TRS-80 graphics.

2. Evasion

In this real time game, you are
pursued around the game board
by an evil-looking snake. The
arrow keys control your small
drone as it tries to avoid being
bitten for as long as possible.

(Evil-looking snakes always
catch their drones.) Variations
of play include two different

speeds and hyper-jumps which
randomly relocate you on the
board. Looking for an escape?
Try Evasion.

3. Jigsaw

Jigsaw is a computer-age
puzzle game making extensive
use of TRS-80 graphics. The
computer generates a random
puzzle and puzzle board. Using

a combination of deductive
reasoning and luck you must fit

the graphically represented
puzzle piece into place. Jigsaw
has four different options
featuring concealed pieces and
helpful clues.

4. The Masters

Are you a wandering pro or
just a Sunday golfer who would
like to keep in practice? Each
hole is graphically depicted
from tee to green. You choose a

club for your next stroke-
wood, iron, or sand wedge.
Once you're on the green, a
worm's-eye view is displayed for

putting.

5. Motor Racing

Motor Racing combines real

time racing action with
advanced graphics functions.
You racing car may be driven on
two skill levels. The first allows
only for directional control on a
simple track, while the second
skill level offers a choice of

professional tracks, the
Indianapolis Speed Way or a
road race course. The graphics
and animation make Motor
Racing fun to watch as well as
play.

Board Games- 1 , CS-3001 (16K)

1. Mugwump
Mugwump is a board games

which uses a 10x10 grid on
which four friendly Mugwumps
are hiding. Your mission is to

locate these mysterious animals
and capture them. You input X
and Y coordinates for each
move and after each round the
distances from each mugwump
are displayed. What is a mug-
wump? No one really seems to

know, but if you find one,
maybe you'll let us in on the
secret.

2. Flip Disc

Are you an Othello freak? Do
you wish there were someone
who would provide you with a

challenging game at a mo-
ment's notice? Flip Disc is a
program which will turn your
computer into an excellent

opponent. Flip Disc provides
the game board, chips, and
handles all playing functions.

Three different skill levels,

(good, expert, and genius).

provide an introduction for the
novice and continuing interest

for the experienced player.

3. Wumpus
Chances are if you ever leave

your keyboard you have heard
of the mythological Wumpus. In

the game of Wumpus 1, you are

scouring a network of under-
ground caves in search of the
prized Wumpus. The dreaded
super bats and bottomless pits

make Wumpus hunting a risky

affair. On each turn, as you
wind your way through the
caves, you have a choice of

moving or shooting through the
cave. Bagging a Wumpus wins
the game, but if you accident-
ally stumble into his cave, the
Wumpus will enjoy a tasty

dinner of sauteed computer
freak.

4. Wumpus 2

If you master the dodeca-
hedron cave network in Wum-
pus 1, you may proceed to

Wumpus 2 which allows you to

choose from five different

caves, or you can design your
own. Super bats and the in-

famous bottomless pits are also

included in Wumpus 2, so be
prepared to jump into the frying

pan!

5. Qubic
Oubic is a three dimensional

Tic Tac Toe game. The game is

played in a 3 dimensional cube
(4x4x4). The object is to outwit

the computer and place four

pieces in any straight line. Be
warned, the computer plays a
very tough game and makes no
concessions for your ability, or
lack of it.

TTTTTT
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6. Backgammon
This is the TRS-80 adapt-

ation of the popular board
game. Backgammon uses graph-
ics and all the standard back-
gammon rules, not a strange com-
puter variation. The computer is

your opponent in this version,

written by Scott Adams of "Adven-
ture" fame.

5 Adventure Games for the TRS-80!
See page 3

SENSATIONAL SOFTWARE



Space Games-3,

CS-3002(16K)

1. Ultra-Trek

Ultra-Trek is a fast-paced
version of Star Trek, complete
with "real time" action graphics,

lasers, Nilon space mines, high

energy photon torpedoes, enemy
ships that move, and an experi-

mental ray which does something

different each time you use it. At

the beginning of your mission, you
are told the number of Klingon

base ships and battle cruisers you
must defeat. Klingons have sharp

eyes and quick torpedo launchers.

They don't wait for you to type in

your moves, so you must act

quickly to save yourself and the

Federation.

2. Romulan

Your mission is to destroy an

invading Romulan space craft, but

you'll have to find it first. The
Romulans have a new cloaking

device. By activating your sensors,

the Romulan's position will be

shown briefly, but the sensors use

a lot of energy. Maneuver through

space and around stars looking for

the deadly enemy, but be careful!

The nasty Romulans fire back.

3. Star Wars

If you hate Darth Vader, you'll

love Star Wars. Take an X-Wing
fighter into combat and save the

Rebels' base camp. Using the

keyboard to control the ship, you
must line up the TIE fighters into

your sights and zap them with your

lasers. This real time game is fun

for aliens of all ages. May the Force

be with you!

4. Star Lanes

Imagine yourself the president

of an intergalactic shipping com-
pany. In Star Lanes you control

sections of the galaxy and, on each

turn, are given chances to buy

stock in developing businesses.

You are free to roam about the

galaxy and engage in bartering,

business ventures, stock splits, and

company takeovers. If you're

successful, you may be named
Imperial Advisor on Economic
Affairs. Entrepreneurs: to your

ships.

Pursuit Games, CS-3004 (1 6K)

1. Stock Car Race

Stock Car Race is a real time

racing game on a road race

circuit. Your high speed racer is

controlled by the "arrow" keys,

as you shift up and down
through four gears. Take the

turns slowly, "floor it" on the

straights, but don't blow your
engine!

2. Maze

Maze for the Level II 16K
machine is a high speed pursuit

game. You are timed throughout

your run and rated on the basis

of elapsed time and the number
of moves required to escape. A
different maze every time. Nine

skill levels.

3. Indy Racer

Indy Racer is a real time

racing game for the TRS-80.

You're in the driver's seat of a

red-hot Indy car, changing
gears and weaving around the

track as you pass your
competitors. Indy Racer is

similar to the popular arcade-
style driving games.

4. Depth Charge

As commander of a destroyer,

your mission is to destroy as

many enemy subs as possible.

Move your ship back and forth

on the water, positioning
yourself over enemy subs as

they cruise into range. Depth
charges sink slowly, so timing

and position are important in

this re-creation of the Battle of

the Atlantic.

mm
5. Kaleidoscope

This graphics demonstration
program turns your TRS-80 into

a computer age kaleidoscope.

You enter the number of lines

and size of the display to

produce changing patterns on
the video monitor. Truly
hypnotizing. Kaleidoscope runs

continuously to brighten up
your home or office.

Text Processing, CS-3302(16K)

This program turns a 16K,

TRS-80 and lineprinter into a

line oriented text-processing

system.
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Developed exclusively for the

TRS-80, this program lets you
use the computer to enter

general text or business letters,

edit and modify your work, save

text on cassette tapes, and print

out a perfect report, document,
or letter every time.

Editing commands are similar

to those used in Level II BASIC,
so there are no complicated new
commands to learn. Lines may
be either inserted or deleted. A
special format is available to

speed entry of business letters.

Final printout can be done in

numbered pages and you may
print multiple copies.

TRS-80 Software
on Disks, (32K)

Now. Creative Computing
offers its cassette software on
floppy disks. These are not just

the same programs simply
stored on a disk, but enhanced,
menu driven libraries for the

ultimate in ease of use. Machine
language routines have been
relocated to be compatible with

disk basic, and the file handling,

such as is used in the Checking
Account program, can now be
handled using your TRS-80
mini-floppy system. Make the
most of your TRS-80 with
Creative Computing floppy disk

software.

CS-3501 ECOLOGY
SIMULATIONS-1

Pop Tag
Sterl Buffalo

CS-3502 ECOLOGY
SIMULATIONS-2

Pollute Malaria

Rats Diet

CS-3507 SOCIAL &
ECONOMIC
SIMULATIONS

Limits USPop
Market

CS-3503 GAMES PACK-1
Backgammon Stock Car Race
Qubic Maze
Flip Disc Indy Racer
Wumpus 1 Depth Charge
Wumpus 2 Kaleidoscope
Mugwump Tunnel Vision

Ultra Trek Evasion
Romulan Jigsaw
Star Wars The Masters
Star Lanes Motor Racing

CS-3504 TEXT PROCESSING
CHECKING
ACCOUNT

CS-3505 ADVANCED
STATISTICS

Data File Manager
Descriptive Statistics

Two Variable Statistics

Crosstabulation

Regression
Multiple Linear Regression
Correlation Analysis

Analysis of Variance
Advanced Multiple Regres-
sion

CS-3506 ADVENTURE 1 AND 2
Adventure
Pirate Adventure

CREATIVE COMPUTING



Investment Analysis,

CS-3305(4K)
This program was originally

developed for personal use by
an investment specialist. Crea-
tive Computing Software now
makes this package available

for you to analyze your invest-
ments and investment decisions.

Programs in this package include

regression analysis, stock market
simulations, market/stock values,

risk analysis, time related invest-

ments, and tax analysis. (Available

in October)

Checking Account,
CS-3304(16K)

This program does not re-

place the standard method of

checkbook balancing. Instead it

acts as an aid in keeping track
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of individual and monthly ex-
penses. You enter the amounts
and payees of individual checks,
and save the information on
cassette tape. The program then
allows you to analyze your checks
by payee or date of payment. Keep
track of where your money is

going and how effective your
budget is.

Graphic Package, CS-3301 (16K)

This package provides a
variety of interesting and useful

graphing routines. Graphing
Package combines text and
TRS-80 graphics to plot a variety

of functions and other graphs.

1. Bar Graph

Bar Graph plots graphs for up
to six different categories. An
optional display does con-
version to a line graph.

2. Cartesian Coordinate
Graphing

This program plots a standard
X, Y graph from a user entered
function. A special feature of

this program automatically
scales of the Y-axis.

3. Polar Coordinate
Graphing

Rarely found in computer
graphing packages, this polar

graphing program provides
plots of polar functions. The
program labels all axes, features
automatic scaling, and lets you
input the range and increment of

the plot. A unique and valuable
program.

4. Parametric Graphing

Parametric functions are
functions in which both x and y
are expressed in terms of an
independent variable t. The
resulting graph is X vs. Y. This
program allows the user to input
two parametric functions and
produces a graph.

5. Linear and Parabolic
Regression

These two programs are used
for data analysis which can later

be entered into the graphing
routines. Regression routines

analyze how well a series of

points fit on a linear or quadratic
function.

Tape Manager and
Advanced Statistics, CS-3303 (16K)

This package may be the

ultimate in statistical appli-

cations for the 16K TRS-80.
Attractively packaged in a vinyl

binder with a large instruction

booklet. Advanced Statistics

will provide you with the ability

to perform statistical tests never
before available on small com-
puters. Its cassette based data
file system allows you to store,

retrieve, and transform data
files for use in several different

tests.

1. Tape Manager

Tape Manager, the heart of

the statistical file management,
allows you to create, edit, and
transform data files. Unique to

this program are features that

allow the user to perform
transformations on variables,

extract and create subfiles, and
selectively copy records. Up to

twenty variables and an un-
limited number of cases can be
processed.

2. Descriptive Statistics

Descriptive Statistics com-
putes the mean, standard devi-

ation, standard error of esti-

mate, variance, skewness, kur-

tosis, range, median, and quar-
tiles for a variable and con-
structs a histogram for each
value. A test scoring option for

conversion of raw scores into

percentiles is included.

3. Two Variable
Statistics

This program calculates de-
scriptive statistics for each
variable. It performs a t-test for

the difference of means, com-
puting the product-moment
correlation coefficient and its

associated significance level. In

addition, it performs linear

regression and computes stand-

ard error of estimate for Y.

4. Crosstabulation

This program constructs con-
tingency tables for displaying
frequencies, column percentages
and table-wide percentages for

each cell. It computes the Chi-
square, the level of significance

and gamma statistics. Tables as
large as 10x10 may be evaluated.

5. Regression-Trend
Analysis

This program computes least-

squares regression coefficients

from time-series or paired data for

best-fit equations (linear, para-

bolic, hyperbolic, logarithmic,

power, exponential and cubic
types). Calculates standard error

of estimate for each equation and
more.
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6. Multiple Linear

Regression

Performs multiple linear regres-

sion using up to ten independent
variables. The program computes
both unstandardized and normal-
ized coefficients, covariance,
multiple correlation coefficient,

and the standard error of estimate.
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7. Correlation Analysis

Computes product-moment cor-

relation matrices, multiple cor-

relation coefficients and partial

correlation coefficients with their

associated significance levels.

8. Analysis of Variance

This program performs one-way
and two-way analysis of variance

for a maximum of ten groups in

each control variable. Statistics

include the mean and standard

deviation for each group, sum of the
squares, (degrees of freedom, mean
square. F-ratios, and significance

level.
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Economic and Ecology
Simulations

The Ecology Simulations
series are a unique educational

tool. They are based on
"simulation models" developed

by the Huntington Two
Computer Project at the State

University of New York at Stony
Brook under the direction of Dr.

Ludwig Braun. The programs
and accompanying document-
ation are written for self-

teaching or classroom use and
include background material,

sample exercises and study

guides. Graphic displays were
specially developed by Jo Ann
Comito at SUNY and Ann

Corrigan at Creative Com-
puting. The Ecology Simula-
tions packages are a remarkable
educational application of

micro-computers.

Ecology Simulations-1 , CS-3201 (16K)

1. Pop

The POP series of models
examines three different
methods of population
projection, including exponen-
tial, S-shaped or logistical, and
logistical with low density

effects. At the same time the

programs introduce the concept

of successive refinement of a

model, since each POP model
adds more details than the

previous one.

2. Sterl

STERL allows you to
investigate the effectiveness of

two different methods of pest

control—the use of pesticides

and the release of sterile males
into the fly population. The
concept of a more environ-

mentally sound approach
versus traditional chemical

methods is introduced. In

addition, STERL demonstrates
the effectiveness of an
integrated approach over either

alternative by itself.

3. Tag

TAG simulates the tagging

and recovery method that is

used by scientists to estimate

animal populations. You
attempt to estimate the bass
population in a warm-water,
bass-bluegill farm pond.
Tagged fish are released in the

pond and samples are recovered
at timed intervals. By presenting

a detailed simulation of real

sampling by "tagging and
recovery," TAG helps you to

understand this process.

4. Buffalo

BUFFALO simulates the
yearly cycle of buffalo
population growth and decline,

and allows you to investigate the

effects of different herd
management policies. Simula-

tions such as BUFFALO allow

you to explore "What if"

questions and experiment with

approaches that might be
disastrous in real life.

Ecology Simulations-2, CS-3202 (16K)

IQTest,CS-3203(16K)

IQ tests have been the subject

of a great deal of controversy in

the past few years. Yet, few of

us know our IQ score. Now you
can find out with our IQ test.

Taking advantage of the TRS-

80s graphic capabilities, this

test consists of 60 multiple

choice questions. A special

machine language routine does
the scoring of the test and
makes cheating almost impos-
sible.

1. Pollute

POLLUTE focuses on one
part of the water pollution

problem; the accumulation of

certain waste materials in

waterways and their effect on
dissolved oxygen levels in the

water. You can use the
computer to investigate the

effects of different variables

such as the body of water,

temperature, and the rate of

dumping waste material.
Various types of primary and
secondary waste treatment, as
well as the impact of scientific

and economic decisions can be
examined.

2. Rats

In RATS, you play the role of a

Health Department official

devising an effective, practical

plant to control rats. The plan

may combine the use of

sanitation and slow kill and
quick kill poisons to eliminate a

rat population. It is also possible

to change the initial population

size, growth rate, and wnether
the simulation will take place in

an apartment buildi

entire city.
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3. Malaria

With MALARIA, you are a

Health Official trying to control

a malaria epidemic while taking

into account financial con-
siderations in setting up a

program. The budgeted use of

field hospitals, drugs for the ill,

three types of pesticides, and
preventative medication, must
be properly combined for an
effective control program.

4. Diet

DIET is designed to explore

the effect of four basic
substances, protein, lipids,

calories and carbohydrates, on
your diet. You enter a list of the

types and amounts of food eaten
in a typical day, as well as your

age, weight, sex, health and a
physical activity factor. DIET is

particularly valuable in

indicating how a diet can be
changed to raise or lower body
weights and provide proper
nutrition.

Social and Economic Simulations
CS-3204(16K)

1. Limits

LIMITS Is a micro-com-
puter version of the well known
"Limits to Growth" project

done at MIT. It contains a
model of the world that is built

of five subsystems (popula-

tion, pollution, food supply,
industrial output, and resource
usage) linked together by six

variables: birth rate, death
rate, pollution generation, re-

source usage rate, industrial

output growth rate, and food
production rate.

2. Market

Market allows two or more
people to play the roles of

companies who are competing

for the market for a particular

product : in this case, bicycles.

Each player makes market-
ing decisions quarterly includ-

ing the production level, the
advertising budget, and the
unit price of the product for

his/her company.

3. USPop
USPOP allows the user to

study many aspects of the
United States' human demo-
graphy (population change)
including population growth,
age and sex distribution.

USPOP makes population pro-

jections and investigates the
consequences of many differ-

ent demographic changes.

(Available in November).
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Games-1

,

CS-2001 (4K)

r
1. Battling Deathstars

Battling Deathstars is an
action-packed, two player game
which operates in real time. You
control a powerful and deadly
Oeathstar travelling in hyper-
drive on a special mission to

destroy your opponent. Using
keyboaid controls, you rotate
and move your Oeathstar in all

directions, and fire from your
gunport. The closest thing yet
to a galactic dogfight!

2. Hangman

Hangman for the Level I TRS-
80 is an adaptation of the
classic word game. Use the

built-in word list or enter your
own stumpers. This game with
its entertaining graphics pro-
vides an amusing and educa-
tional passtime for children of

all ages.

3. Lunar Lander
Lunar Lander is a Level I

version of the classic moon
landing computer game with

full graphics. You control the
amount of thrust of the retro

rockets as the capsule de-
scends. Try to touch down

under 5 ft/sec, or you may
create a new lunar crater!

4. Math Race

Math Race uses graphics to
involve the user in arithmetic
problems. Players enter their

names, choice of board marker
and decision to play against the
computer or a friend. Players'
ages and skill levels determine
the difficulty of the problems. A
helpful tool for learning arith-

metic.

' u
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5. Checkers

Checkers for the TRS-80 is a
two-program package consist-

ing of an instruction program
and checkers program. Playing
on a beginner's level, the
computer uses straightforward

strategy to make its moves.
Checkers is ideal for intro-

ducing the game to children.

Games-2,CS-2002(4K)

1. Remember Where

Remember Where is a one or
two player game similar to the

card game (and television
game) of Concentration, in

which memory and daring are

the keys to success. This game
uses a graphic board and allows

you to match memory and skill

with the computer or another
person. Ready, set, Remember
Where!

for the TRS-80. You and a friend

compete for the highest score.

4. Maestro

Have you ever wanted to

compose music? This 4K Level I

program comes complete with a
pre-programmed tape of Yankee
Doodle Dandy and all the software

needed to compose your own
tunes. An excellent introduction to

computer synthesized music at a
fraction of the normal cost.

Maestro requires no hardware
modifications to your computer
and plays music through an
ordinary AM radio.

2. Biogram
Feeling lethargic and de-

pressed, or are you on a
dangerous "critical day"? Whether
or not you're a true believer in

biorythms you'll find it interesting

to watch Biogram generate graph-
ic representations of your physical,

emotional and mental states for

each day of the month. Biogram
also has extended forecast fea-

tures and special highlighting of
"critical days".

3. Yahtzee

Yahtzee is our version of the

popular dice and strategy game

5. Quick Maze

In Quick Maze, you guide an

automated robot through a com-
puter-designed maze. Depending
on your skill and coordination, it

can clear the maze or crash head

on into a wall. This real time game
offers a choice of eight different

speed for fast, frantic fun!

Geography,
CS-2201 (4K)

The Creative Computing Ge-
ography series covers all regions
of the United States, Europe,
Central and South America, and
Africa. Each drill contains several
multiple choice questions about
world geography (states, coun-
tries and bodies of water). All data
used in these programs have been
selected from a 1976 World Atlas

and all are current (including the
African nations). Unique program
design ensures different questions
throughout each run. Geography
is an excellent instructional tool

for personal and educational
applications.

Tape Manager/Graphics/Statistics, CS-2301 (4K)

1. Tape Manager

Tape manager is a cassette
tape data management system
for the 4K Level I TRS-80. This
program allows you to use long
cassette tapes (C-60s) to store
up to 8 programs. Each pro-
gram can be later located auto-
matically by the Tape Manager
program.

2. Function Qraph
Function Graph helps you

graph equations of the form

y=f(x). Functions of any type
(exponentials, parabolas, el-

lipses, etc.) may be represented
graphically using this program.
Function Graph allows you to

enter both x and y limits, or will

scale the y-axis automatically.

3. Statistics

The following five programs
provide the Level I owner with
statistical computations. All will

load and run in 4K of memory.

ELEMENTARY STATISTICS
computes the mean, variance,

and standard deviation for a
population or a sample.

LINEAR CORRELATION al-

lows you to determine the
strength of the linear relation-

ship between two variables. The
primary statistic provided is the
linear correlation coefficient. In

addition, the program com-
putes the means and variances
of the variables.

t-TEST determines whether
the differences between the

means of two groups are statis-

tically significant. You may
choose either matched pairs or

standard design.

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE
performs an analysis of var-

iance on 3 to 6 groups to

determine whether the var-

iances of the groups are signifi-

cantly different.

ANALYSIS OF COVARIANCE is

useful for same subject designs.

The primary statistic computed is

the F-value.

Investment Analysis,

CS-3305(4K)
Programs in this package in-

clude regression analysis,
stock market simulations,
market /stock values, risk an-
alysis, time related invest-
ments, and tax analysis.
(Available in October).
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Logic Games-1, CS-1 001 (8K)

How logical are you? Test
your strategy and logical abil-

ities against the computer or
another player in these fun and
challenging games.

1. Awari

Awari is an ancient African

game played with beans on a
board divided into pits: six per

player on the sides and two
home pits at each end of the

board. Test your strategy a-

gainst PET's by moving more
beans into your home pit. On
each move, you take the beans
from any pit on your side and
"sow" them, one in each pit

going counterclockwise. Addi-

tional rules make the game
more interesting. The program
has a learning mechanism
which makes it progressively

harder to beat. Uses graphics. 4. Flip-Flop

but don't bite the poisoned
corner! Two or more players
take turns chomping on a
cookie (actually a grid up to

9x9). The loser is the player

forced to chomp the poisoned
corner. A challenging game of

strategy.

2. Bagels

Bagels anyone? Try to guess
the computer's secret three-

digit number. The computer will

respond to your guess with the

clues pico. fermi, or bagels, to

indicate which digits are correct

and which are in the right place.

3. Chomp

Hungry? Well, have a cookie.

The object of Flip-Flop is

change a row of ten X's to a row
of 0's in a minimum number of

moves. On each move you may
flip any of the ten positions, but

the catch is that flipping one
letter may cause several others

to flip too.

5. Hexpawn

Hexpawn is played with chess
pawns on a 3x3 board. The
pawns are moved as in chess.

The object of the game is to get
one of your pawns to the
opposite side of the board or to

prevent your opponent from
moving. Hexpawn is a learning

game-the computer begins with
random moves and learns how
to play, gradually becoming an
excellent player.

In this version of the Old
European solitare game of logic

with jumping pegs. You try to

leave one peg in the center
hole. A tough challenge.

1. Splat

This game simulates a para-
chute jump. The object is to

open your chute at the last

possible moment without going
SPLAT! You can jump on any
planet, even the sun, or set your
own terminal velocity, accel-

eration, and freefall time. After

setting the timer, the PET
displays the descent of the
parachutist, "...they picked him
up and poured him from his

boots."

2. Car Race

Come to the PET 500! Drive a

car around the racetrack at your

Action Games, CS-1008 (8K)

4. Bowling

Welcome to the PET Bowling
Lanes! Up to 4 players can
compete for the highest score.

You can throw hooks as well as
straight balls in this game. But
stay out of the gutter!

own speed, and see if you
qualify for the Grand Prix!

3. Breakout

Here's a dynamic version of

Breakout for your PET. Try to

knock all the bricks off the wall

for a maximum number of

points. The position of the

paddle is controlled by the

keyboard.

5. Tank

A thrilling action game that

everyone will enjoy! Every game
has a new layout with walls,

trees, and lakes. Maneuver your
tank around the obstacles and
try to blow up your opponent's
tank. Tank has screen wrap
around and ricocheting projec-

tiles. This action game is one of

the staff's favorites.

6. Subs

You are in control of a ship

and drop depth charges to sink

the subs and score points, while

the subs launch missiles at you.

Subs carry different point
values depending on their

depth. Extensive game options

allow you to set many param-
eters—speed, frequency of

enemy missiles, etc. Subs is

another of the staff's favorites.

Sensational Simulations, CS-1 201 (8K)

1. Animal

In this game, you teach the

computer. You think of an
animal and the computer tries

to guess what it is. If the

computer guesses incorrectly it

will ask for a yes-no question

that differentiates the animal

you were thinking of from the

one it guessed. In this way the

computer 'learns' new animals.

And just what does distinguish

a leopard from an ocelot?

2. Fur Trader
You are the leader of a French

fur trading expedition in 1776
leaving the Ontario area to sell

furs and get supplies for the

next year. You can choose the

fort at which you wish to trade

and the type of furs you wish to

trade. To get the best prices for

your furs, you must take your
chances with the Iroquois
Indians, the Lachine Rapids,
and other hazards.

3. Hammurabi

Sumeria for a 10-year term in

office (if you last that long).

Each year you must make
decisions of how much to feed
your people, and what land to

cultivate and trade with neigh-
boring city-states. Hazards
include a bad harvest and rats

that eat the grain in storage.

4. Stock Market

Try your luck in the stock
market and make your fortune!

Test your administrative abil- You start with $10,000 and may
ities by governing ancient buy or sell stocks with a 1%

brokerage fee on each trans-

action. The computer controls

the mini-economy and the
stock exchange.

5. Word

How rich is your vocabulary?
Match your wits against the

computer by trying to guess the

computer's mystery word. After

each guess, clues are provided
which indicate how many of the

letters in your guess are in the

mystery word and if any are in

the correct position.
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Graphics Games-1 , CS-1004 (8K)

1. Chase
Chase is a fast-paced two-

player game. One player pur-
sues the other through a maze
of obstacles and "zap doors"
which instantly transport the

marker to another place on the
screen. The players alternate

between chasing and being
chased, and play for the best

time. Each player controls his

marker with a set of nine

directional keys.

2. Escape

shown graphically on a dart-

board. For one or two players.

intercept you.
Try to escape from a maxi-

mum-security prison patrolled

by robot guards who destroy
anyone they encounter. You 3. Dart
must time your forward and
backward movements precisely

to move through the doors
which open and close period-
ically, while at the same time
avoiding the guards. The robot
guards can tell when you're

nearby and take action to

Here's a game in which you
must estimate the answer to an
arithmetic problem as quickly

as possible. Choose the type of

problem and the skill level. The
accuracy of your estimates are

4. Snoopy

Curse you Red Baron! Try to

shoot down the Red Baron
before he gets you by correctly

computing positive and neg-
ative distances on a number
line. There are five timed skill

levels ranging from Cadet to

Ace. Which one are you?

5. Sweep

Hit nine targets in the correct

order by controlling the path of

a rollerball which increases in

speed. Be careful— if you go too

near a wrong target you will be
deflected away and lose points.

Graphics Games-2, CS-1005 (8K)
This exciting set of games

lets you wipe out your oppo-
nent with radioactive material

or a cannon, land on the moon,
or test your strategy against the

PET.

1. LEM

In this graphic real time lunar
landing game, you must land on
the moon's surface with the
lowest possible velocity. You
can control the thrust of your
retro-rockets with the number
keys but have only a limited

amount of fuel. The automatic
pilot option can be activated

and deactivated with the key-
board. You take a walk on the
moon and plant a flag if you
land successfully.

2. Nuclear
Nuclear is an exciting strat-

egy game for two players. Each
player, in turn, places a particle

of radioactive material on a 6x6
board. When the number of

particles at a location reaches
its critical mass, it explodes
sending particles to adjacent
squares. As the board fills up, a
single explosion can cause long
chain reactions. The object of

the game is to cause the right

chain reaction to wipe out all of

your opponent's pieces. Nu-
clear is a game of skill, fast

decisions, and quick reversals,

providing fun for many hours.

3. Artillery

In the game of Artillery, two
players shoot cannons at each
other over computer-generated
terrain. You choose the firing

angle and the number of bags
of powder to be used, and then
observe the trajectory of the

shot on the screen. Artillery

makes good use of PET's
graphics, changing the terrain

and wind speed for each game.

4. Bounce

Bounce is an intriguing graph-

ics demonstration which traces

the path of a ball as it bounces
around the screen.

5. Checkers

PET matches strategy against

you in this popular game. The
computer does not look ahead
more than one move ahead,

hence the game is best suited for

beginning players.

6. Dodgem

Dodgem is played on a checker
type board against the computer
or another player. The object of

the game is to block your
opponent to slow him down. One
player moves pieces from the

bottom of the board to the top,

and the other player moves from

left to right trying to get all the

pieces off the board. This is a

challenging strategy game.

Board Games, CS-1007 (8K)

* * * + D

1. Yahtzee

In this is PET version of the
popular dice game of Yahtzee,
the PET rolls the dice, gives you
your options and keeps score
for up to four players.

2. Blackjack

Come to the PET Casino! Up
to four players can try their
playing skill and luck against
the PET dealer in this game of

Blackjack.

3. Backgammon

Test your backgammon strat-

egy against the PET's. The
computer varies its strategy
both within and between games
and plays an excellent game! It

even doubles if it is winning.
This version of Backgammon
makes impressive use of PET
graphics.

4. Trek3
Trek3 is our PET version of

the popular Startrek game. You,
as captain of the Enterprise,
must destroy the Klingons who
threaten the Federation. This
real time version gives you
control over phasers, torpe-
does, warp drive, and a "com-
puter" function to help out in

tight situations. This is a real

classic that should be in every-
one's software library.

5. One Check
One Check is an intriguing

game of strategy. You start with
two rows of checkers on the
outside spaces of all four sides
of the board. The object of the
game is to remove as many
checkers as possible by diag-

onal jumps. Almost chess-like
in nature, moves must be
planned well ahead so you do
not leave isolated pieces. It is

very challenging (almost im-
possible!) to clean off the
board, but it can be done!
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Number Games-2, CS-1002 (8K)

The Number Games tape con-
tains an exciting family of

"guess the number" games. Pit

your skill against the PET in

these six games.

1. Guess

Guess is the simplest of the

number guessing games. The
computer selects a number
between 1 and any limit you set.

You then guess the number
using the clues "too high" or

"too low" provided by the

computer.

2. Letter

Letter is an alphabetic version

of the game of Guess. It's not as
simple as it sounds.

3. Number

This game is different in that

you only get one guess per

round. The computer-selected

number is between 1 and 5, and
you gain or lose points depend-
ing on how close your guess is.

If you guess the number exact-

ly, you hit the jackpot and
double your point count.

4. Trap

The computer selects a ran-

dom number between 1 and
100, and you must guess the

number by trapping it between
your two numbers. The com-
puter tells you if the mystery

number is higher, lower, or

between your trap numbers.

5. Stars

You try to guess a mystery

number between 1 and 100. But

this time the computer tells you
if you're getting closer or

farther away, but not the direc-

tion to go. It requires a different

playing strategy.
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6. 23-Matches

You start with 23 matches.

You and the computer alternate

taking matches away from the

pile. On each turn you may take

1, 2. or 3 matches. The player

forced to take the last match
loses. Uses graphics.

Conversational Games- 1 , CS-1006 (8K)

1. Eliza

Eliza is the PET version of the

famous conversational program
written by Dr. Joseph Weizenbaum
In it the computer plays the role of

a psychoanalyst, responding to

your statements. Eliza works by
analyzing your input, searching for

certain key words and phrases, and
preparing the appropriate reply.

Amaze your non-computer friends

with intelligent babbling!

2. Hurkle

In five moves or less, you try to

find the Hurkle who is hiding on a

10x10 grid. He gives you clues like

"Go Northwest" or "Go South". This

game is useful for teaching children

how to use Cartesian plane

coordinates, or just to play for fun.

3. Hangman
Hangman is the PET version of

the popular word game. The secret

word may be selected by a friend or

the computer. The graphics makes

the game fun as well as education-

al. Try these words with your

Scrabble champion: vizsla, snitch,

mnemonic, or frankly.

4. Hexletter

Hexletter is an intriguing strategy

game played on a hexagonally-

shaped board. The object is to

capture more letters than your

opponent, which can be the

computer or a friend.

5. Haiku

You and the PET compose
Haiku poetry. The computer has a

library of stored phrases and puts

them together in sometimes funny,

sometimes meaningful ways.

Logic Games-2, CS-1003 (8K)

Here are six fascinating and
challenging games of logic to

test your skill and strategy.

1. Rotate

A 4x4 board is filled with the

letters A through P in random
locations. Your task is to put
them in alphabetical order in as
few moves as possible by
rotating groups of four letters

counterclockwise. Sound easy?
Try it!

2. Strike-9

In Strike-9, you begin with a

list of numbers 1 through 9. On
each roll of the dice, you must
remove digits from the list

adding up to the roll. The game
ends if you can't do it. The
object is to remove all nine

numbers.

3. Nim

Nim is one of the oldest two-
person games known to man.
Here you play against the PET.

You can- specify the number of

piles of beans, the size of each
pile, and the win option of either

taking or not taking the last

bean. Uses graphics.

4. Even-Wins

Challenge the computer! A
random odd number of beans
are placed in a resource pile.

On each turn players take from
1 to 4 beans from the pile. When
there are no more beans in the

resource pile, the player with

the even number of beans wins.

The computer does not like to

lose.

5. Not One
The game of Not One is

played with two players (you
and a friend or the computer)
and a pair of dice. Players roll

the dice and get points for the

number rolled. You can con-
tinue rolling as long as you
wish, but if any roll is the same
as your first, your score for that

round is 0. Win by having the

highest score at the end of ten

rounds.

6. Batnum

Batnum (Battle of Numbers)
is a completely generalized

game involving taking beans
from a pile. You determine the

size of the resource pile, the

minimum and maximum beans
per turn, the win option, and
who goes first. Uses graphics.

Study Made Easy, CS-1 202 (8K)

Study Made Easy is a quick

and easy way to study. You
decide which subjects you wish

to study. You decided how fast

you want to work and when
you've done enough. The PET
becomes your assistant, aiding

in the entry of questions and
answers.

Study Made Easy will create

study drill tapes automatically.

You can use this program to

study chemical symbols, U.S.

presidents, or any other subject

which can be studied by drill

and practice. The computer
creates a tape that you can

place in the PET and use
immediately. You don't need to

know anything about com-
puters to use Study Made Easy.

Study Made Easy comes with

three prepared drills and the

program needed to make new
study drills packaged in an
attractive cassette binder. The
programs are interactive, self-

instructing and easy to use.

CREATIVE COMPUTING 15



Strategy Games, CS-8004 (32K)

1. Wumpusl

Chances are if you ever leave

your keyboard you have heard
of the mythological Wumpus. In

the game of Wumpus 1, you are
scouring a network of under-
ground caves in search of the
prized Wumpus. The dreaded
super bats and bottomless pits

make Wumpus hunting a risky

affair. On each turn, as you
wind your way through the
caves, you have a choice of

moving or shooting through the
cave. Bagging a Wumpus wins
the game, but if you accident-
ally stumble into his cave, the
Wumpus will enjoy a tasty
dinner of sauteed computer
freak.

2. Wumpus II

If you master the dodecahed-
ron cave network in Wumpus I,

you may proceed to Wumpus II

which allows you to choose
from five different caves, or you
can design your own. Super
bats and the infamous bottom-
less pits are also included in

Wumpus II, so be prepared to

jump into the frying pan!

3. Trap (Machine Language)

This two-player game chal-

lenges you to circle and trap

your opponent. Move your
marker around the board, leav-

ing a trailing path that cannot
be crossed. This real-time game
gets very frantic as the markers
move faster and faster.

4. Race
(Cassette Extended BASIC)

RACE is a car racing game
which gives you a choice of

three different tracks. Use the
number pad to control the
direction of your Formula 1

racer around the course to get

the best time while avoiding
crashes.

5. Kingdom
(Cassette Extended BASIC)
This is a particularly chal-

lenging version of the popular
Hammurabi game. You rule a
kingdom, -sowing and reaping
crops, buying and selling land

and trying to keep the peasants
happy. Hazards include bad
weather and rats in the grain

bin. Remember too, how pop-
ular impeachment was in the
old days, especially when the
natives got restless. (Available

in October)

Space Games-4, CS-8003(32K)

1. Asteroid
(Machine language)

How good an astrogator are
you? ASTEROID gives you a
chance to find out as you
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navigate through space, avoid-
ing asteroids, stars and the
hostile space meanies. You
have torpedoes with which to

defend yourself, but the enemy
shoots back with deadly ac-
curacy. This real-time program
will run in 16K.

2. Lunar
(Cassette Extended BASIC)

This traditional and popular
lunar landing game puts you in

the pilot's seat of an Apollo
space mission. Control the
speed of descent and horizontal
motion of the spacecraft. This
version also adds lunar moun-
tains for an extra challenge.

3. Star Wars
(Cassette Extended BASIC)

If you hate Darth Vader, you'll

love Star Wars. Take an X-Wing
fighter into combat and save the
Rebels' base camp. Using the
number pad to control the ship,

you must line up the TIE
fighters in your sights and zap
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them with lasers. This real time

game is fun for aliens of all

ages. May the Force by with

you!

4. Romulan
(Cassette Extended BASIC)

Your mission is to destroy an
invading Romulan space craft,

but you'll have to find it first.

The Romulans have a NEW
cloaking device. By activating

your sensors, the Romulan's
position will be shown briefly,

but the sensors use a lot

of energy. Maneuver through
space and around stars looking
for the deadly enemy, but be
careful! The nasty Romulans
fire back. (Available in October)

Air Traffic Controller, CS-8001 (16K)
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This real time machine lan-
guage program puts you in the
chair of an air traffic controller.
There are 27 airplanes - jets and
prop planes - which must be

controlled as they land, take off,

and fly over your air space. You
give the orders to change
altitude, turn, maintain a hold-
ing pattern, clear for approach,
and land at your two airports.
This realistic simulation in-

cludes navigational beacons,
collisions, and requires the
planes to take off and land into
the wind. Air Traffic Controller
was written by an air traffic

controller and is a popular
favorite of the Creative Com-
puting staff! (Available in Oc-
tober)

Reading Comprehension, CS-8201 (20K)
Reading comprehension is an

important skill for any student
to master. Unfortunately, most
traditional methods for devel-
oping this skill have been
tedious for both the student and
instructor. Reading Compre-
hension is a five cassette
package designed to help de-
velop these skills.

Teachers have complete con-
trol over the subject matter and
level of difficulty of the exer-
cises. The package uses cas-
sette based files to present a
short story and accompanying

multiple choice questions on
the screen. Two of the pro-
grams are used for creating,

copying, and editing these files.

Two other programs use these
files to present the story and the
quiz. The final program con-
tains a sample short story and
questions. A 32-page instruc-

tion manual is included in the
package.

The package requires a SOL-
20 with a minimum of 32K of

memory and Processor Tech-
nology's Extended Cassette
BASIC.
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8" DISKS

Basic Games-1 , CS-9001

Includes the Following:

Acey Ducey
Amazing
Animal
Awari
Bagels
Banner
Basketball

Batnum
Battle

Blackjack
Bombardment
Bombs Away
Bounce
Bowling
Boxing
Bug
Bullfight

Bullseye

Bunny
Buzzword
Calendar
Change
Checkers
Chemist
Chief
Chomp

Civilwar

Combat
Craps
Cube
Depth Charge
Diamond
Dice
Digits

Even Wins I

Even Wins II

Flip Flop
Football 1

Football II

Fur Trader
Golf

Gomoko
Guess
Gunner
Hammurabi
Hangman
Hello

Hexapawn
Hi-Lo
High l-Q
Hockey

Basic Games-2, CS-9002

Includes the Following:

Horserace
Hurkle
Kinema
King
Letter

Life

Life For Two
Literature Quiz
Love
Lunar LEM Rocket
Madlib
Mastermind
Math Dice
Mugwump
Name
Nicomachus
Nim
Number
One Check
Orbit

Pizza

Poetry
Poker
Qubic
Queen
Reverse

Rocket
Rock, Scissors. Paper
Roulette

Russian Roulette

Salvo
Sine Wave
Slalom
Slots

Splat

Stars

Stock Market
Super Star Trek
Synonym
Target
Trek Instructions

3-D Plot

3-D Tic Tac Toe
Tic Tac Toe
Towers
Train

Trap
23 Matches
War
Weekday
Word

ADVENTURE
Fcx Appl.. TRS-80. Soicni. PET. CP/M

Basic Games-3, CS-9005

Includes the Following:

Artillery-3 Dodgem
Baccarat Doors
Bible Quiz Drag Race
Big 6 Dr. Z
Binary Eliza

Blackbox Father
Bobstones Flip

Bocce Geowar
Boga II Grand Prix

Bombrun Guess-It
Bridge-it ICBM
Camel Ink Blot

Chase Joust
Chuck-A-Luck Jumping Balls

Close Encounters Keno
Column L Game
Concentration Life Expectancy
Condot Lissajous
Convoy Magic Square
Corral Man-Eating Rabbit
Countdown Maneuvers
Cup Maze
Dealer's Choice Millionaire

Deepspace Motorcycle Jump
Defuse Lewis

Basic Games-4, CS-9006

Includes the Following:

Mastermind
Masterbagels
Matpuzzle
Minotaur
Nomad
Not One
Obstacle
Octrix

Pasart I

Pas art II

Patterns

Pinball

Rabbit Chase
Roadrace
Rotate
Safe
Scales
Schmoo
Seabattle

Seawar
Shoot
Smash
Strike 9
Tennis
Tickertape
TV Plot

Twonky
Two-to-Ten
UFO
Under & Over
U.S. Population
Van Gam
Warfish
Word Search Puzzle
Wumpus I

Wumpus II

Yahtzee
4-ln-A-Row

Special Packages

Special package: BASIC
Computer Games Book and

Disk* 1 and 2
CS-9000

Special package: More BASIC
Computer Garnet Book and

Disks 3 and 4
CS-9007

CS-9008
BASIC Computer Game* Book,
More BASIC Games Book and

All four disk*

Wander through an enchanted
world trying to recover 13 lost

treasures. You'll encounter wild
animals, magical beings, and
many other perils and puzzles. Can
you rescue the Blue Ox from the
quicksand? Or find your way out of

the maze of pits? Happy Adven-
Vturingl

creative
computing
software

3 Fantastic CP/M
Adventure Games!

See page 3
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lave You Been
Bitten By The

Computer Bug?
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Basic Computer Games
Edited by David Ahl, this book con-

tains 101 imaginative and challenging
games for one, two, or more players —
Basketball, Craps, Gomoko, Blackjack,
Even Wins, Super Star Trek, Bombs
Away, Horserace. Simulate lunar land-
ings. Play the stock market. Write poetry.
Draw pictures.

All programs are complete with listing Tho Ract t\i
in Microsoft Basic, sample run and inBDBSIOl
description. Basic conversion table in- Creative CotTIDUtinQ
eluded. 125,OOOcopies in print. 192 pages ^ "
softbound. [6C]$7. 50. The first two years of Creative Com-

puting magazine have been edited into
two big blockbuster books. American
Vocational Journal said of Volume 1,

"This book is the 'Whole Earth Catalog' of
computers." [6A] Volume 2 continues in

the same tradition. "Non-technical in

approach, its pages are filled with infor-

mation, articles, games and activities.

Fun layout." —American Libraries. [6B]
Each volume $8.95.

More Basic
Computer Games

Contains 84 fascinating and enter-
taining games for solo and group play —
evade a man-eating rabbit, crack a safe,
tame a wild horse, become a millionaire,
race your Ferrari, joust with a knight, trek
across the desert on your camel, navigate
in deep space.

All games come complete with pro-
gram listing in Microsoft Basic, sample
run and description. 192 pages soft-
bound. [6C2)$7. 50.

Problems for

Computer

Solution

Problems for Computer Solution by
Stephen J. Rogowski is an excellent
source of exercises in research and
problem solving for students and self-
learners. Problems like the Faulty Speed-
ometer Spotter make learning fun and
easy. 104 pages, softbound, [9Z]$4.95.

Computer Coin Games
Computer Coin Qames by Joe Weis-

becker aids newcomers to the field of
computers by simplifying the concepts of

computer circuitry through games which
can be played with a few pennies and full

sized playing boards in the book.
Enhanced by outrageous cartoons,
teachers, students and self-learners of all

ages will enjoy this 96 page softbound
book. [1 OR) $3. 95.

Creative Computing
Magazine

Creative Computing has long been
Number 1 in applications and software for

micros, minis, and time-sharing systems
for homes, schools and small busi-

nesses. Loads of applications every

issue: text editing, graphics, communi-
cations, artificial intelligence, simula-
tions, data base and file systems, music
synthesis, analog control. Complete pro-
grams with sample runs. Programming
techniques: sort algorithms, file struc-

tures, shuffling, etc. Coverage of elec-

tronic and video games and other related

consumer electronics products, too.
Just getting started? Then turn to our

technology tutorials, learning activities,

short programs, and problem solving

pages. No-nonsense book reviews, too.

Even some fiction and foolishness.

Subscriptions: 1 year $15, 3 years $40.

Foreign, add $9/year surface postage,
$26/ year air. Order and payment to:

Creative Computing, Attn: Karen, P.O.
Box 789-M, Morristown, NJ 07960. Visa or
MasterCharge acceptable by mail or
phone; call 800-631-8112 9 am to 5 pm
EST (in NJ call 201-540-0445).

Computer Rage
This fun and educational new board

game is based on a large-scale multipro-
cessing computer system. The object is

to move your three programs from input to
output. Moves are determined by the roll

of three binary dice representing bits in a
computer. Hazards include priority inter-

rupts, program bugs, decision symbols,
power failures and restricted input and
output channels. Notes are included for
adapting game for school instruction. A
perfect introductory tool to binary math
and the seemingly-complex computer.
[6Z]$8.9S.

•.} • - •"'•»,>>*»: tX^XsXSK* )O#OO#O#OO#OO#099+0##O#######+#O+#0##+4

More Games, Challenging Problems
And Programs ThanYou Can

Shake A Joystick At!
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How To Order If Your
Dealer Is Out Of Stock
Creative Computing Software should

be stocked by your local retail computer
store. If your favorite outlet does not have
the software you need, have him call our
retail marketing dept. at 800-631-8112. (In

N J, 201-540-0445).

Or you can orderdirectly from Creative

Computing. Send your check for tapes

plus St.00 shipping and handling per

order to Creative Computing Software,

P.O. Box 789-M, Morristown, NJ 07960.

NJ residents add 5% sales tax. Visa,

MasterCharge or American Express are

also acceptable. For faster service, call in

your bank card order toll free to

800-631-8112
(In NJ. call 201-540-0445)

Software for:

Apple II

TRS-80
Sorcerer

PET
SOL-20
Challenger

CP/M

sensational
software

r.Kint.lvi;

r.mupatiufi
Koftwnptt

creative coittpafcing
SOFTWARE ORDER FORM

P.O. Box 789-M Morristown, NJ 07960

Please use this order form for fast, dependable

service. It gives us the information necessary to insure

prompt delivery.

To make payment: We gladly accept your personal

check, bank draft, money order, VISA, Master Charge or

AmericanExpress. _

—

Please do not
mastet chargesend currency.

Sorry, no C.O.D.
orders.

Be sure to include the complete number and expira-

tion date of your card. Your purchase will be included on

your regular monthly statement.

Name

Address

City State

Apt.fL

—Zip-

Area code Telephone

Qty. Cat. No. Price Total Qty.

Ship to: (if other than yourself)

Name

Address

City

Apt.JL

State Zip

Check or money order enclosed (U.S. funds only)

VISA MasterCharge American Express

Card number

Expiration Date Signature

W OrderOrder Toll Free in continental U.S.
800-631-8112

(In NJ call 201-540-0445

Payment for telephone orders must be made with Visa,

MasterCharge, or American Express.

PET
_ 1001

_ 1002
_ 1003
_ 1004

_ 1005

_ 1006

_ 1007

_ 1008
_ 1009

_ 1201

_ 1202

$7.95

$7.95
$7.95

$7.95
$7.95

$7.95

$7.95

$7.95
$14.95
$7.95

$14.95

Cat. No. Price

APPLE II

4001 $7.95

Total

4002
4003
4004
4005
4201
4301
4501
4502
4503

$7.95

$7.95
$7.95
$7.95

$7.95

$7.95
$14.95
$14.95

$14.95

TRS-80 Level I

_ 2001 $7.95

2002
2201

2301
3305

TRS-80
3001

3002
. 3004
_ 3005

3005
3006
3007
3008
3009
3010

_ 3011
3201

_ 3202
3203
3204

_ 3301
3302

_ 3303
_ 3304

3305

TRS-80
3501
3502
3503
3504
3505
3506
3507
3508

$7.95

$7.95 .

$7.95 _

$49.95 .

Level II

$7.95

$7.95

$795
$7.95

$7.95

$7.95

$M.95 _

$14.95

$14.95
$14.95
$14.95
$24 95
$24 95
$14.95
$24.95
$7.95

$14.95
$24.95 .

$7.95 .

$49.95

DISKS
$24.95
$24.95
$39.95
$24 95
$24 95
$24.95
$24.95
$24.95

SORCERER
_ 5001 $7.95

5002 $7.95
5003 $14.95
5004 $14.95
5005 $14.95
5006 $14.95
5007 $14.95

CHALLENGER 1P
_ 6001 $7.95

SOL-20
8001 $7.95

8003 $7.95

8004 $7.95
8201 $50.00

CP/M
9000
9001
9002
9003
9004
9005
9006
9007
9008

BOOKS
6A
6B
6C
6C2
6Z
9Z
10R

$50.00
$24.95
$2495
$24 95
$24.95
$24.95
$24.95
$50.00
$95.00

$8.95
$8.95
$7.50
$7.50
$8.95
$4.95
$3.95

Shipping and handling

NJ residents add 5% tax

TOTAL

$2.00



You'll Get A BANG Out Of Sensational Software
From Creative Computing

A Word About Tape Quality
Since Creative Computing entered the

software field in early 1978 we have
learned, frequently the hard way, just how
much is involved in the production of
cassette tape software for computers.
Three major factors are vital: recording,
duplication, and tape quality.

Normal, high quality audio duplica-
tion does not yield consistently satisfac-
tory results for computer cassettes. The
reason for this begins in the computer
itself. When a program is saved on tape, a
series of audio signals is generated in the
cassette interface and sent to the
recorder. Unfortunately, accompanying
the program signals are a variety of peri-
pheral electronic noises emanating pri-

marily from the CPU clock. The unwanted
noises often cause cassette tapes to load
improperly.

Tape quality for micro-computers is

measured differently than quality for

audio tape. The extremely sensitive tape
favored by audiophiles is actually less
satisfactory for computers than less sen-
sitive tape because the sensitive tape
tends to pick up more peripheral noise
and send this unwanted electronic signal
back to the computer when it is loaded.

Creative Computing cassette produc-
tion begins with the creation of a high
quality, half track, V*" tape master. The
tape master is then processed to filter out
all unwanted noise in the audio signal.

Volume level is adjusted at the time of

processing. Creative Computing software
tapes generally load at a lower than
normal volume. This is because the un-
necessary noise has been removed, and
also because the loading volume has inten-
tionally been reduced. Low cost cassette
recorders distort at higher volume levels,

hence our cassettes are made to load at

lower volume levels.

Once the master tape has been created
the actual cassettes are produced. High
speed in-cassette duplication can cause

the stretching of tapes. Hence, Creative
Computing cassettes are recorded first on
bulk tape, then loaded into the cassette
housing. In a further effort to control tape
quality, samples from each batch are
tested before any are shippedout.

Creative Computing works hard at
offering the highest quality product at the
lowest price. Our attention to details in

tape production, clear and concise docu-
mentation, state-of-the-art programs and
personal service are for your benefit. It is

our goal to be number 1 in software by
providing the best value per dollar. The
effort applied towards improving tape
production techniques is just one of the
ways in which we are working towards
this objective.

Creative Computing Software is available

from your local computer store.

sensational
software

creative

soft,WHIT.



Philadelphia Computer
Music Festival

Dick Moberg
What Is Computer Music?

Computer music can be defined as a type of electronic

music which is produced either directly by a computer or

indirectly by a computer-controlled synthesizer. Computers
can produce a sound directly by storing the waveform of that

sound as a series of varying numbers in its memory and then

converting these numbers to voltages to drive a speaker. The
string of numbers can be manipulated by the computer at very

fast speeds which accounts for the amazing flexibility of

computer synthesized music.
Although, theoretically, any sound could be produced in

this manner, the programming can get rather tedious. But

computers are also being used to sequence and to control the

parameters of conventional synthesizer circuits. This is much
easier, but perhaps a bit less flexible, than directly computing
each waveform. This latter technique is the most popular

today and accounts for most of the music on this album.

The Personal Computer Music Revolution

I often wonder what music will be like after the microelec-

tronics revolution puts a computer in every home. But why
should computers change things? Up until this time music
listening has been just that — passive listening to recordings

of music. But with computers we all become "sound
explorers" because we can now take an active part in changing

the music we hear or to compose our own. We can master any
instrument's sound without the years of tedious practice or we
can create our own "instruments"; combinations of conven-

tional ones or entirely new ones.
The technology to do all this is here today and the mass

production and availability of personal computers is being felt

by the public as never before. We are truly at the dawn of the

personal computer music revolution. Just as the radio brought

music listening to the masses, so will computers bring music
composition and exploration to them too.

About The Personal Computer Music Festival

Early in 1978, 1 received a call from John Dilks asking me if

there were anything that our Computer Society wanted to do
for his show. John was organizing the Personal Computing 78
Show which our Society was hosting in Philadelphia that year.

Several people in the area had been producing music with their

computers so I suggested we have a computer music concert.

John OK'd the idea and we went to work calling our friends and

urging them to perform.

By summer the local response was not as great as we had
anticipated. Many of the computer musicians were reluctant

or too shy to perform at a computer music concert, something
they had never heard of before. But word of the concert had
spread and a steady stream of calls from all over the country

began to come in. Hal Chamberlin, one of the early computer
music pioneers, agreed to come as did Carl Helmers (editor of

Byte Magazine), Dave Ahl (publisher of Creative Computing),

and Malcolm Wright (engineer at Solid State Music in

California). Dorothy Siegel called from New York to say she

was arranging a piece for computer and clarinet specially for

the concert! Rick Simpson from RCA had a number of pieces

to play on their new computer and some would be accom-
panied by an "engineer-flutist" they had at RCA.

Dick Moberg. Philadelphia Area Computer Society, Box 1954, Phila-

delphia, PA 19105.

Plans for the Festival quickly grew beyond what we had
originally anticipated. Fortunately, we acquired some very
talented volunteers from the Computer Society to meet the
new demands placed upon us. The dedication of this small
group made the Festival the success it was.

The concert was finally held in one of the larger ballrooms
of the Sheraton Hotel. Our borrowed sound system was set up
and sound checks made for the recording. We opened the
doors to the crowd outside to find several hundred more
people than the room could hold. Many sat on the floors of the
halls as the music filled the hotel.

Hal Chamberlin had set up an oscilloscope that would
project the waveform being played on a screen. The result was
a fantastic synchronized light show! Part of the concert was
filmed by TV Ontario's Fast Forward Office for use in a special

series on personal computing. This was perhaps the first

concert to be held which featured music synthesized using
personal computer systems. The concert lasted close to 3
hours and the room was still packed when the last piece was
played. This recording features highlights from the concert.

12" LP Record

A recording was made of the festival and is now available

on a 12" LP record. It features eight different computer music
synthesizers programmed to play the music of J.S. Bach, J.

Pachelbel, Rimsky-korsakov, Scott Joplin, Neil Diamond,
Lennon & McCartney and seven others. The music ranges from

baroque to rock, traditional to rag and even includes an

historic 1963 computerized singing demonstration by Bell

Labs.
The record is available for $6.00 postpaid ($7.00 foreign)

from Creative Computing, P.O. Box 789-M, Morristown, NJ
07960.
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Your Own Insulting Halloween Ghost

Joe Weisbecker

Let Horrible Harry add a new,
insulting twist to your Halloween
this year!

This wisecracking TV ghost can be
the hit of your home this Halloween.
He'll insult everyone, roll his eyes,
and make you the most popular house
on the block. The computer program
that causesold Horrible to materialize

on your TV screen was designed to

run on a Level II TRS-80 computer. A
similar program could be developed
for any home computer with video
graphics capability. The graphics and
wisecracks provided here can be used
as the basis for such programs.

This Horrible Harry program illus-

trates that you don't have to be a pro-
gramming expert to have fun with
your computer. You should even be
able to improve the program by
adding new features. Some of these
new features will be discussed later.

In the meantime you have a program
you can use this Halloween as well as
a starting point for developing your
own TV ghost program for next
Halloween.

Harry's Roots

One Halloween, when our children
were much younger, my wife and I set

up a two-way closed circuit TV
system between the basement and
living room. I sat in the basement
manipulating a plastic talking skull
which appeared on the TV set in the
living room. I could also observe the
children in the living room who were
watching and listening to the haunted

Joe Weisbecker, 1220 Wayne Ave., Cherry Hill,

NJ 08002.

TV set. The reactions of some of the
younger children were amazing. The
fact that the skull on the TV set was
kidding around with them was taken
for granted. Only one child out of a
hundred was mildly scared of the
skull. One young girl actually kissed
the screen goodbye. Another child

ran home and pulled his father away
from dinner to come back with him to

see the TV ghost. We were subse-
quently confronted by a six foot tall,

bearded, hungry father stating that

"This better be worth missing dinner
for." Fortunately, he thought it was.
Years later we were still being asked
about our TV ghost.

A two-way closed circuit TV
system together with rewiring the
house might be too much effort for

most readers. Instead, you can easily

let your home computer create a TV
ghost that will insult the neighbor-
hood kids this Halloween. You could
also take Horrible Harry to your
October computer club meeting or

make him the host of a Halloween
party.

How Harry Works

You need to understand how the
program works so that you can
modify or expand it later. At line 16
Horrible Harry is drawn on the screen
by calling the subroutine at line 60.

This subroutine uses the data in lines

100 to 122. The data is organized in

groups of three numbers. In each
group of three numbers, the first

number specifies the X-coordinate of

the left end of a horizontal line to be
drawn on the TV screen. The second
number in the group of three repre-

sents the right end of the line. The

third number in each group is the

Y-coordinate of the horizontal line

that is to be drawn. Horrible Harry

was first drawn on a TRS-80 Video
Display Worksheet and then coded as
a series of horizontal lines according
to the above system

.

After Horrible Harry is drawn on
the screen, the program repeats the

loop comprising lines 18 to 34. At line

18 any previous insult is erased by the
subroutine at line 220. The subroutine
at 230 causes Harry to move his eyes
back and forth several times before

coming up with his next wisecrack.

The fourteen snappy sayings are

selected in sequence by lines 20 to 26.

The first line of a wisecrack is shown
followed by a delay. The subroutine at

line 50 provides this delay and posi-

tions the cursor to print the punch
line. After showing the punch line,

control is returned to line 30 where the

subroutine at 260 is executed. This

subroutine causes Harry to roll his

eyes before returning to line 18 in

preparation for the next witticism.

Fourteen hilarious wisecracks are

provided in lines 501 to 528. Each is

two lines long. Look at lines 501 and
502 to see the format for each saying.

Make sure you follow this exact
format if you decide to change
Horrible Harry's repertoire of snappy
sayings. If you want Horrible Harry to
deliver his insults randomly instead

of in sequence, just change line 20 to

X = RND(14).

Twelve More Horrible Quips

Here are some more snappy
sayings for you to put in Harry's

mouth. They have been borrowed
from many sources and tested on
typical TV audiences. You should feel
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Horrible Harry, con't...

free to write your own material for

Horrible Harry.

1

.

I wish I'd known you before you
passed away!

2. I heard that mind readers only

charge you half price!

3. The maggots arguing in the

mortuary fought it out in dead Ernest

!

4. I'll get an electronic engineer to

do shocking things to you

!

5. If that's your real face you've

got more problems than me!
6. If I was building an idiot you'd

make a perfect model

!

7. Somebody told me you're so
tight that you squeak when you walk!

8. The last time I saw a face like

yours a jockey was bending over it!

9. You look like my dear departed

uncle two years after he departed

!

10. I hope you didn't look that bad
when you were alive!

11. Here's an example of mind over

matter: I don't mind and you don't

matter!
12. I'll just call you Webster since

words can't describe you!

Moving Right Along

Now we're getting to the gooo
part... where you have to do some
work. So far, Harry just sits there

insulting his victims. Why not let

Harry do imitations too? An imitation

of Vincent Price as the Invisible Man
is easy. Just erase Harry. Leave the

speech balloon visible and after Harry

disappears you can have him say

"Press key 1 to turn me on." After

someone presses key 1 Harry reap-

pears on the screen.

You could have Harry say "BOO"
in a loud voice. This would involve

using POKE statements with graphic

character codes to spell out "BOO" in

large letters.

With a little more effort you can

even make Harry interact with his vic-

tims. They can type in their name and
Harry can deliver personalized in-

sults. If you want to use Harry at a
club meeting or party some really

impressive possibilities exist since

you will know the people involved.

You can put in a list of names along

with insults tailored to each name.
When the victims type in their names,

Harry can recognize exactly which

insults will be appropriate. If you
follow through on this idea you
should be prepared to lose a few

friends.

Horrible Harry is one small at-

tempt to put some much needed fun

back into home computing. If God
meant computers to be taken seri-

ously she certainly wouldn't have

given them bouncy keyboards.

6 HORRIBLE HARRV - COPYRIGHT 1979 BV JOE WEISBECKER
8 CLS: RANDOM
10 PRINT0865. "HORRIBLE HflRRV- THE INSULTING"
12 PRINT9929. "TV GHOST MVSTERIOUSLV APPEARS

"

14 PRINTS993, "ON THIS SCREEN EACH HALLOWEEN. "

16 GOSUB60
17 LETX-0
13 GOSUB220 : G0SUB230
20 X-X+l: IFX=15THENX»1
21 PRINT©81, "";

26 ONXGOSUB501. 503- 505. 507, 509- 511- 513- 515- 517. 519- 521. 523. 525. 527
30 G0SUB260
32 FORN=1TO200 : NEXTN
34 GOT018
50 GOSUB210 : E=15322 : GOSUB200
52 FORN-1TO2000 : NEXTN
54 PRINTG145. ""; RETURN
60 RESTORE : P0KE1543S- 191 : POKE15502- 143
62 P0KE15484, 191 : P0KE15548- 143
64 F0RN-1T072 : GOSUB70 : NEXTN
66 E-15885 : GOSUB200 : RETURN
70 READA, B- V
72 FORX-ATOB : SET<X- V> : NEXTX
74 RETURN
100 DATA32. 117- 1. 30- 31- 2- 118. 119. 2. 30. 31. 8. 118. 119. 8- 32- 117. 9
102 DATA58- 65. 10. 57- 62- 11, 56- 59- 12- 54- 57- 13. 26. 45. 14. 52. 54. 14
104 DATA22, 49, 15, 20, 51, 16. 18. 53, 17, 16, 55, 18- 14, 57, 19, 13, 25. 20
106 DATA32. 39, 20, 46, 58, 20, 12, 23, 21, 34, 37. 21. 48. 59. 21. 12, 23. 22
108 DATA34. 37. 22, 43, 59, 22, 12, 23, 23, 34, 37, 23. 48. 59. 23, 12. 23. 24
110 DATA34. 37. 24. 48. 59. 24. 12. 23. 25. 34. 37. 25. 48. 59, 25, 12, 23, 26
112 DATA34, 37, 26. 48. 59. 26. 13, 23, 27, 34, 37, 27, 48, 58, 27, 14. 25. 28
114 DATA32, 39, 28. 46. 57. 28. 16. 55, 29, 18, 53, 30. 20. 34, 31, 37. 51. 31
116 DATA21. 33. 32- 38- 50- 32. 22. 32. 33. 39. 49. 33. 22. 49, 34, 22. 26. 35
118 DATA28, 43, 35, 45, 49, 35, 22. 26. 36, 30, 41. 36, 45, 49, 36, 22. 28. 37
120 DATA32. 39. 37. 43. 49, 37, 22, 29, 38, 34, 37, 38, 42. 49. 38. 22. 31. 39
122 DATA40, 49, 39, 23, 48, 40, 24, 47, 41, 26, 45, 42, 28, 43, 43, 30. 41. 44
200 POKE E, 188 : POKE E+l. 188
202 POKE E+7, 188 : POKE E+8, 188
204 FORN-1TO20 : NEXTN
206 RETURN
210 POKE E. 128 : POKE E+l. 128
212 POKE E+7. 128 : POKE E+8. 128 : RETURN
220 FORN-15440TO15482 : POKEN. 128 : NEXTN
222 F0RN-15504T015546 : POKEN. 128 : NEXTN
224 RETURN
230 FORK=1TO10
232 GOSUB210 : E-15885 : GOSUB200
234 F0RR=1T02
233 G0SUB210 : E-E+l : GOSUB200 : NEXTR
240 F0RR-1T03
244 G0SUB210 : E-E-l : GOSUB200 : NEXTR
248 GOSUB210 : E=E+1 : GOSUB200

ne.;:tk RETURN
FORK^ITGIO
G0SUB210 . E = 1S:5S5 GOSUB-

2e'-6 G0SUB210 E=15S21 GOSUB.
I G0SUB210 . E=15S22 . GOSU620G
I OOSUeaie E=15:iS6 . G0SUB2UU

276 NEXT! RETURN
501 PRINT" I RIN'T GOT NO BGDV BUT I CAN SEE". : GGSUB50

PRINT-THAT VOU'RE NOT ALL THERE EITHER ! ". :RETURN
503 PRINT"SKELETGNS ARE JUST BONES"; : GOSUB50
504 PRINT"WITH THE PEOPLE SCRriPED OFF ! ". RETURN

505 PRINT"DON'T FALL DOWN OR VOU LL", . GGSU650
586 PRINT"KNOCK VOURSELF CONSCIOUS ! "; : RETURN
507 PRINT"A COMPUTER DOES MV THINKING"; : GOSUB50
508 PRINT"I WONDER WHO DOES VOURS ! "j .RETURN
589 PRINT"WHATEVER MAKES VOU STUPID", : GOSUB50
510 PRINT"REALLV WORKS GOOD !"; RETURN
511 PRINT"VOUR LEFT EVE MUST BE FASCINATING", . G0SUB50
512 PRINT"VOUR RIGHT ONE KEEPS WATCHING IT ! "> RETURN
513 PRINT" I HEARD VOU'RE SO DUMB THAT VOU"; G0SUB50
514 PRINT"STUDIED FOR VOUR LAST BLOOD TEST '"; RETURN
515 PRINT"MV CAT EATS CHEESE AND SITS"; : GGSUB50
516 PRINT"BESIDE MOUSEHOLES WITH BAITED BREATH ! "; : RETURN
517 PRINT" I WAS GOING TO DO MV IDIOT IMITATION"; : GOSUB50
513 PRINT"BUT VOU BEAT ME TO IT ! ",

: RETURN
519 PR I NT "WATCHING TV IS TERRIBLE BUT". : GOSUB50
520 PR I NT "WATCHING VOU IS WORSE ! "; RETURN
521 PRINT"MAVBE NEXT VEAR I'LL COME OVER"; : G0SUB50
522 PRINT"AND HAUNT VOUR TV"; : RETURN
523 PR INT "WHEN I HEARD MV SISTER SCREAM, "; : GOSUB50
524 PRINT"I QUICKLV THREW HER IN THE STREAM ! "j RETURN
525 PRINT" I HEARD THAT WHEN SNAKES GET DRUNK"; : GOSUB50
526 PRINT"THEV SEE VOU ! ". RETURN
527 PRINT" I HEAR THAT BACKING INTO THE COMPUTER"; G0SUB50
528 PR I NT "PUT VOU A LITTLE BEHIND IN PROGRAMMING ! "; RETURN
529 END
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When your TRS-80 is "resting". .

.

Graphics Digital Clock

Delmer Hinrichs

Are you tired of looking at the

blank face of your TRS-80's monitor
when you're not computing? Do you
want to give it something useful that

it can do all by itself? Then try this

program! It's a 12 or 24 hour digital

clock, using TRS-80 graphics. It gives

a continuous display of the time as
Hours : Minutes : Seconds in large, 4

centimeter high numbers, as shown
in the photo.

Digital Clock Program

The program as listed requires

about 4500 bytes of memory to run,

but it does not need the real time

clock that is in the expansion inter-

face. To use the program, first load if

into your TRS-80, either from cassette

tape or from the keyboard, and enter

RUN. Then specify whether you want
it to run as a 12 hour clock or as a 24

hour clock. Then key in the time that

you will start the clock (hour, comma,
minute, comma, second), but do not

press ENTER yet. At the exact time

that you specified, press ENTER to

start the digital clock. Illegal entries

give an error message and a chance to

try again.

As listed, the program gives the

correct time to within a fraction of a
second per day on my TRS-80. If your
TRS-80 has a slightly different crystal

frequency, you may have to adjust the
program to run faster or slower. The
digital clock timing is controlled by
three delay loops:

1. The "seconds" delay loop in

line 280 is currently set to 199.

Each unit change causes about
15 seconds per hour timing

change. That is, a change to

198 would make the clock run

about 15 seconds per hour
faster, while a change to 200

make the clock run

about 15 seconds per hour
slower.

2. The "minutes" delay loop in

line 310 is currently set to 26.

Each unit change causes about
v* second per hour timing

change.
3. The "hours" delay loop in line

340 is currently set to 8. Each
unit change causes about 0.1

second per day timing change.
Note that any change in the program,

even leaving out a space or inserting a

space, may change the program's

timing, and require resetting of the

delay loops.

The digital clock actually runs

slightly fast while counting seconds,
then is corrected by the "minutes"
delay loop. It again runs slightly fast

while counting minutes, then is

corrected by the "hours" delay loop.

In adjusting the digital clock delay

loops, the count in the "minutes" or

"hours" delay loops should not

exceed 60; if it needs to be greater,

instead set It back to 1 , and increment
the preceding delay loop count by 1

.

If you are using the 24 hour digital

clock format, you may want to change
the subroutine call of 890 to 900 in

program line 170. This will give the
standard, leading zero 24 hour time
format.

TRS-80 Graphics

How do those strange-looking
graphics subroutines in the program
work? They are actually rather easy to

set up. You may want to use similar

graphics methods in your own pro-

grams. You recall that the regular

TRS-80 graphics, using SET and
RESET, can individually access any
graphics block on a 128 by 48 field.

Delmer Hinrichs, 2116SE 377th Ave.. Washougal. WA 98671

.

This system, while very flexible, is

too slow to write the numbers for the

digital clock. We can greatly speed up
the graphics writing by specifying a

whole graphics character (six graph-

ics blocks) at a time. But how can we
do this?

The TRS-80 graphics are printed

one character at a time rather than a
block at a time. Each character is

about three times as high as it is wide
and includes six graphics blocks as
shown in Figure 1 . When you specify

a change of one graphics block the

BASIC graphics routines must deter-

mine which position in which char-

acter is to be changed. The new
character is PRINTed after changing.
Sometimes you know ahead of time
what all of the graphics blocks should
be as you do with this fixed set of

numbers. Then you can specify each
character directly and bypass those
time-consuming routines for indivi-

dual graphics blocks. But how can we
specify the characters?

The 64 possible graphics charac-

ters are designated on the TRS-80 by
the ASCII (American Standard Code
for Information Interchange) numbers
from 128 to 191. The number 128 indi-

cates that no blocks are to be set on,

while the number 191 indicates that

all six blocks are to be set on. All

other possibilities are specified by
adding up all of the numbers in Figure
1 corresponding to blocks to be set

on, and adding that sum to 128. For
example, if the two top blocks of a
character are to be set on, then add 1

,

2 and 128 to get the ASCII number of

131. Then to display this character,

convert the ASCII number to the cor-

responding character by using CHR$,
and PRINT it. Now we can PRINT one
graphics character or six graphics
blocks at a time. What about a whole
digital clock number?
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Ffcm PEFGCM

One-Drive System:

$399. (40-track) & $875. (77-track)

Two-Drive System:

$795. (40-track drives) & $1358. (77-track drives)

Three-Orive System:

$1195. (40-track drives) & $2825. (77-track drives)

Requires Expansion Interlace. Level II BASIC & 16K RAM

Low Cost Add-On Storage for Your TRS-80 .

In the Size You Want.
When you're ready for add-on disk storage, we're ready for you.

Ready with six mini-disk storage systems — 102K bytes to 591 K bytes of

additional on-line storage for your TRS-80*.

• Choose either 40-track TFD-100™ drives

or 77-track TFD-200™ drives.

• One-, two- and three-drive systems im-

mediately available.

• Systems include Percom PATCH PAK
#1™, on disk, at no extra charge. PATCH
PAK ^ 1" de-glitches and upgrades
TRSDOS for 40- and 77-track operation.

• TFD-100™ drives accommodate "flippy

disks." Store 205K bytes per mini-disk.

• Low prices. A single-drive TFD-100"
costs just $399. Price includes PATCH
PAK #1™ disk.

• Enclosures are finished in system-
compatible "Tandy-silver" enamel.

Whether you need a single, 40-

track TFD-1 00™ add-on or a three-drive

add-on with 77-track TFD-200™s, you
get more data storage for less money
from Percom.

Our TFD-100™ drive, for example,
lets you store 102.4K bytes of data on
one side of a disk — compared to 80K
bytes on a TRS-80* mini-disk drive —
and 1 02.4K bytes on the other side, too.

Something you can't do with a TRS-80*
drive That's almost 205K bytes per
mini-disk.

And the TFD-200 ,M drives provide
1 97K bytes of on-line storage per drive

— 197K, 394K and 591 K bytes for one-,
two and three-drive systems.

PATCH PAK #1™, our upgrade
program for your TRSDOS*. not only
extends TRSDOS * to accommodate 40-

and 77-track drives, it enhances
TRSDOS* inotherwaysaswell. PATCH
PAK #1™ is supplied with each drive

system at no additional charge.
The reason you get more for less

from Percom is simple. Peripherals are
not a sideline at Percom. Selling disk
systems and other peripherals is our
main business — the reason you get
more engineering, more reliability and
more back up support for less money.

In the Product Development Queue . . . a printer interface lor using your TRS-80' with any

serial printer, and . . . the Electric Crayon"* to map your computer memory onto your color TV
screen — for games, animated shows, business displays, graphs, etc. Coming P0QI

™ TFD-100 TFD-200 PATCH PAK and Electric Crayon are trademarks of PERCOM 0ATA COMPANY
'TRS-80 and TRSDOS are trademarks of Tandy Corporation and Radio Shack »nich have no relationship to PERCOM DATA COMPANY

PEfiCGM
PERCOM DATA COMPANY. INC.

211 N. KIRBY • GARLAND, TX. • 75042

To order add-on mini-disk storage for your TRS-80*

,

or request additional literature, call Percom's toll-tree

number: 1-800-527-1592. For detailed Technical infor-

mation call (214) 272-3421.

Orders may be paid by check or money order, or

charged to Visa or Master Charge credit accounts. Texas
residents must add 5% sales tax.

Percom 'peripherals for personal computing'
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Clock, con't...

1 2

4 e

16 32

Figure 1 . The six graphics blocks in a single

character. The numbers in each
block are added to 128 to give the

ASCII number that will turn on that

block.

I chose to make my digital clock
numbers four characters high by
seven characters wide, as shown in

Figure 2. Using the number "2" as an
example I sketched out which blocks
in which characters should be turned
on then set up the subroutine starting

at program line 920 to do this. As with
all of the graphics number sub-
routines the second digit of the
program line number is the number
being PRINTed while the last digit

gives the vertical position of the
characters being PRINTed. The top
seven characters of the graphics

PRINT

number "2" are PRINTed by program
line number 921, the next seven

characters by program line number
922, and so on. Some program lines

are longer than 64 characters and
continue on the next displayed

program line.

The only things left to do are to

use PRINT for the cursor control to

specify where on the screen to print

each number, then write nested FOR
loops to control updating the num-
bers, and presto, a digital clock! Now
your TRS-80.can be working away for

you all of the "time." D

Figure 2. The 28 characters used for the
graphics number "2." The whole
graphics number is 7 characters
wide by 4 high.

10 CLS PRINT • • • • DIGITAL CLOCK . . . »
28 ' BV D D HINRICHS FOR TRS-88 LEVEL II BASIC

38 DCFINT fi-Z T=10 PRINT

48 INPUT "ENTER 12' FOR 12-HOUR. OR '24' FOR 24-HOUR CLOCK". 2

56 IF Z=12 THEN B=l B=13 c=l D=2 PRINT GOTO 80

68 IF Z=24 THEN A"=8 B=24 C=2 0=3 PRINT GOTO 88

78 PRINT-VOUR ENTRV OF ", Z, " IS ILLEGAL TRV AGAIN" GOTO 38

88 INPUT "ENTER TINE VOU HILL START <HR, MIN. SEC)" . H. tl, S

98 IF K>=A AND H<B AND H>=8 AND IK£8 AND S: =8 AND S<68 GOTO 128

188 PRINT "YOUR ENTRV OF". H , "MR. -, N , -MIN, ". S . "SEC ".

118 PRINT "IS ILLEGAL TRV AGAIN" PRINT GOTO 88

128 H1=H/T H2*H-m«T Ni=M/T M2=H-M1«T S1=S/T S2=S-S1»T«1
138 as PRINT* 199. "HOUR MINUTE

148 PRINT* 483. CHR»(148) PRINT* 427. CHR»<148> COLONS

158 PRINT* 467, CHR*(148> PRINT* 491. CHRK148)
168 FOR M"H1 TO C S-321 TENS OF HOURS
178 ON Dl«l GOSUB 898. 918. 928

188 FOR D2=H2 TO 9 S=329 HOURS

198 ON D2»l GOSUB 988. 918. 928. 938. 948. 958. 968. 978. 988. 998

288 FOR D3=m TO 5 S=344 TENS OF MINUTES

218 ON D3*l GOSUB 988. 918, 928. 938, 948. 958

228 FOR D4=M2 TO 9 S-353 ' MINUTES

238 ON 04*1 GOSUB 988, 918, 928, 938, 948, 958. 968. 978. 988. 998

248 FOR D5-S1 TO 5 S-367 ' TENS OF SECONDS

258 ON D5*l GOSUB 988, 918, 928, 938, 948, 958

268 FOR D6=S2 TO 9 S-376 ' SECONDS

278 ON D6»l GOSUB 988, 918, 928, 938, 948, 958. 968. 978. 988. 998

288 FOR 1=1 TO 199 NEXT I
' DELAY LOOP, SECONDS

298 NEXT D6 S2=8

388 NEXT D5 si=e

318 FOR 1-1 TO 26 NEXT I ' DELAY LOOP. MINUTES
328 NEXT D4 H2<6

338 NEXT D3 Ml=8
348 FOR 1*1 TO 8 NEXT I ' DELAY LOOP. HOURS

358 IF D1=C AND D2=0 GOTO 388

368 NEXT D2 H2=8

378 NEXT Dl

388 Hl=8 H2=A GOTO 168

398 END
488

418 ' ALL GRAPHICS NUMBER SUBROUTINES AFTER THIS

428 '

898 ' BLANK

891 PRINT* S. -. PRINT* S*64.

892 PRINT* S+128. ". PRINT* S*192.
"

893 RETURN

988 ' ZERO

981 PRINT* S, CHR«<184>, CHR*<142>. STRING*<3. CHR*<131>>.

982 PRINT* S+64. CHR«(191). " ". CHR*(191>.

983 PRINT* S*128, CHR»<191); ". CHR»(191>,
984 PRINT* S*192. CHR«<139), CHR«<172), STRING*<3,CHW<176>>;
985 RETURN

91* ' ONE

911 PRINT* S. " "; CHR*<184>; CMR»(191). " ">

912 PRINT* S+64, " ", CHR»<191), " ",

913 PRINT* S+128. " ", CHR»<191), ".

914 PRINT* S+192, " ". CHR«<176), CHR»<191), CHR*<176>.
915 RETURN

928 ' THO

921 PRINT* S. CHR*(184). CHR»(142), STRING*(3.CHR*<131»;
922 PRINT* S*64. " ". CHR*<176>; CHR»(159>,
923 PRINT* S*128, " ", CHR»<176>; CHR*<156>; CHR«<133>;
924 PRINT* S»192, CHR«<188>; CHR*<183>, CHR*<177>; STRING*(4,

925 RETURN

938 ' THREE

931 PRINT* S. CHR»<184>; CHR*<142>. STRING»<3. CMR*(131»;
932 PRINT* S*64, ". STRING*<3. CMR*<176>>. CHR»<156).

SECOND"

Listing of the TRS-80 digital clock

program which gives a graphics dis-

play of the time.

CHRK141). CHR*(188>,

CHR«(156), CHR«<135)i

CHR«<141>, CHR»(188).

CHR*<129>. •

CHR*<176>>,

CHR*<141>.
CHRK135).

r*|. IBS),
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Clock, con't...
933 PRINT* S»128. ". CHR*<131>. CHR«<189>.

934 PRINT* S+192. CHR«<139>, CHR«<172>. STRING*<3,CHR*<176>>.

935 RETURN

940 ' FOUR

941 PRINT* S. ' ". CHRIU68>, CHR«<184>. 0**<142>, CHR*<1?1 •

942 PRINT* S+64, CHR»<184), CHR«<142>. CHR«(131>. " ".

943 PRINT* S+128. STR1NG«<5.CHR*<131>>; CHR*a91>, CHR*'

1

944 PRINT* S*192. " 'i CHR*<191>. " "
945 RETURN

958 ' FIVE

951 PRINT* S, CHR»<191>, STRING«<6.CHR*>1

952 PRINT* S«64. CHM<14: >. STRING«<4. CHR«<148> >. CHRK1S8),

953 PRINT* S«128. "• CHRM91'.
954 PRINT* S«192. CHR«<139>. CHM<172), STRING!^. CHR*<1-

955 RETURN

966 SIX

961 PRINT* S, CHR*<184>, CHR»<142>, STRING*G.CHR*..l

962 PRINT* S*64, C*R*<191>. CHMUTOj CHR«a56>. CHRJU4U'.

963 PRINT* S»128. CHR»U91>. " 'i CHR»(191).

964 PRINT* SU92. CM»(139>i CHR»(ir2>. STR1NG*'.3. CHR*<1?6>>,

965 RETURN

978 ' SEVEN

971 PRINT* S, CHRK143-. STRING*' 4, CHR*..1?1 '
>• CHR*<163>-

972 PRINT* S*64 " ". CHRH168). CHR*(184>. CHR*<142>.

973 PRINT* S»128. " ". CHR*'1S4>. CHM<135>J "

974 PRINT* S*192. CHRM9P'- CHR*<129>.

975 RETURN

988 EIGHT

981 PRINT* S. CHR*a84>. CHR»(142». STR1NG*(3.CHR*<121.>>.

982 PRINT* S«64. CHR*<139,', CHR«<172>. STR1NG»<3.CHR*.1>

983 PRINT* S»128. CHR»'198>. CHR*(131>. " ". CHRM31
984 PRINT* S*192. 0**<139>> CHt*<172>i STRINGi<3.CHRM76>>.

985 RETURN

998 ' NINE

991 PRINT* S. CHR*<184>. CHR*<142>, STRlNGf(3.CHRS..l?l >
992 PRINT* S»64. CHR«<175>, CHR«(176), " •/ CHM<16e>.

993 PRINT* S*128. ". CHR*<138>. STRING**3.CHR«. 131m. 'i

994 PRINT* S»192. CHRf<139). CHR«'.172>. STRING*<3. CHR*<176)>i

995 RETURN

CHR«<156>. CHR*U35>.

CMRM91'.

CHRI'144.

CHR*(136>. C«R*<U5>i

chr*(14i>. CHRiasev
CHR»<148;. CHRI'188). CHW(144>.

CHR«'.156). CHR«<135>.

CHR*' 191 >;

CHR«'l

CHR*(141>. CHR* '188 >,

CHR* 156 >• CHR«'1?5'.

CHR«il89>.

CHR*<156>. CHR*<175).

CHR«<141). CHRiase^-

DHM(17C>j fHRI>191),

CHR*<191'.

CHR«(156>. CHR*<135).

SPACEWAR
for the
TRS-80

The Ultimate Game of Midnight
Mainframe Hackers, Adapted at Last

to a Microcomputer!

Dynamic real-time action game in-

cludes two spaceships (with forward
and side thrusters) plus torpedoes,
all moving in the strong gravitational

field of the sun. User-adjustable

game speed, thruster power, tor-

pedo speed, and initial orbital radius

and eccentricity. Excellent for

teaching Newton's Laws — all

motion is correctly simulated. Z-80

machine language program for Level

II. Requires only 4K memory. Unbe-
lievably fast 30+ frames per

second!

For Level II cassette tape send
$15.00to:

PODOSOFT
9 Smith Street

Wellesley, MA02181

Unique 30-day moneyback guarantee. Massachu-
setts residents add $0. 75 sales tax.

CIRCLE 170 ON READER SERVICE CARD

The new Pascal Computer System is driven by a unique 16-

bit Pascal MICROENGINE™ — the first microprocessor hard-
ware designed exclusively for direct high-level language
execution. The processor is incorporated into a single

board computer system, the WD/90, which directly executes
Pascal intermediate code generated by the University of

California at San Diego (UCSD) Pascal compiler. Release
III.O. Since P-code output by the Pascal compiler repres-

ents an ideal architecture for a computer executing Pascal

programs and since the WD/90 directly executes P-code (no

interpreter), these programs execute up to five or more
times faster than equivalent systems

WESTERN DIGITAL
3128 Redhill Avenue, Box 2180 • Newport Beach. CA 92663

(714) 557-3550, TWX 910-595-1139

The WD/90 Pascal MICROENGINE" Computer
includes: Pascal MICROENGINE'"
processor 64K bytes of RAM Memory a Two
RS-232 asynchronous/synchronous ports (1 10-19 2K
baud-full duplex) Two 8-bit parallel ports (500 kHz
maximum data rate) Floppy disk controller with direct memory access
(DMA), switch selectable for: single or double density (IBM format): mini or

standard floppy: 1 to 4 drives (same type) Floating point hardware
(proposed IEEE standard) Memory Mapped I/O Enclosed power
supply Complete UCSD Pascal Operating System (Release III.O)

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT
DISTRIBUTOR: CIT (714) 979-9920

RETAIL: Your LOCAL COMPUTER Store

OEM: Your WESTERN DIGITAL Sales Representative
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puzzles & problems
X

X
J

X
X

X
X

X

erlin's first puzzle this month is a tricky piece of Flatland
puzzlement. Without lifting your pencil from the paper,
you are to draw six straight lines which will pass through
all sixteen dots in the diagram.

•>•>•>•>•>•> •!• •!• •> •>•>v •>•>•> •> •>•>•>•>•> 'I*
•!••"• •>•> •!••> •!••>•> *'• •!••>* •> •*•

»iwrom Greg Hofmann, of Venice, California, we have the
following confusing question to answer. "When the day

after tomorrow is yesterday, then 'today' will be as far from
Sunday as that day was which was 'today' when the day before

yesterday was tomorrow. What day is it?" Thank you Mark, a
copy of "Merlin's Puzzler" is on the way.

X
X

X
I

X
I

ere is one of those puzzles that look deceptively
easy, but often prove to be the most difficult. You j

must figure out how many different squares are
contained in the drawing on the left, and, how many
different triangles are also hidden within its Con-
ines. You are allowed only one chance to arrive at

he correct totals.

,, elow is an interesting picture which

I
is really a nine word riddle that

^askes you to identify an ordinary
object that is found around the house. What is the
riddle, and, what is this elusive object?

x
X

x
x

x
i

x
X

X

LQ

hat common English word, in use today, will describe a person or a thing as being in no
place under the sun, neither here, nor there, nor anywhere. Yet, if you add only a space

between two of its letters, you will correctly describe the person or object as being right
here at this very moment. Can you tell me what this word is?

n the next page Merlin gives you one of the secrets behind the construction of mathematical
magic squares. You should have fun devising programs that can make use of this "secret"
formula. Don't forget to send in your favorite puzzles to Merlin. If he uses your puzzle he will
send you a free copy of one of his books.

MC 3<IC J
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,

In
"Merlin's Puzzler, Vol. 2" Merlin took the reader on

atrip to England's home of mystery during the Vic-

torian period, the famous "Egyptian Hall." The
following account records the marvelous computer

;
that they saw there.

"Look at this sign, 'Maskelyne and Cooke's Wonder
' Of The Age', an electronic computer that solves forever
' that mathematical mystery, the Magic Square. It goes
: on to say that the 'MAC computer, which is locked in

:
the basement vault of the Egyptian Hall, is connected by

;
wires to the typewriter on this table. This is all very hard

to believe, you know, even if it is 1890. Let's see now; it

says that Mr. Cooke, who is at the table, can communi-
cate with MAC by using that telegraph key in front of

him. He will relay any number that you give him, say
between 40 and 100, and the computer will immediately
calculate the square and print it out on the Columbia
Typewriter for you. This I have got to see! "Mr. Cooke, I

challenge that infernal machine of yours to construct a
square using my age, 47, as the magic number."

"I assure you, sir, that if your age were 147 or a

biblical 1047, MAC would not fail. Stand back and
witness the wonder of this or any other age, big MAC."

"Well, bless my soul, look at that. The typewriter has
come alive, and look, it is printing a Magic Square. Why,
I don't believe my eyes, it seems to total 47 in every

direction. Now how did they do it, man, how did they do
it?"

"Mr. Cooke has graciously consented to let the

readers of Merlin's Puzzler in on the secret of creating a
Magic Square. In figure 2 you will find the secret mathe-
matical formula needed to work this puzzle out. Follow

closely: Take the number 47 (remember that you can do
this with any number greater than 40); subtract 30 from
it; divide the difference (17) by 4. This will leave you with

a dividend of 4 and a remainder of 1. Next, look at Fig. 1.

In each one of the squares you will find a number in a
circle (except for square D). This is the initial value of the

square. You must add the dividend (4) to this value to get

the final value for the square. For square D you must
enter only the value of the dividend, (4). In the four

squares that have a plus sign ( + ) next to the circled

initial amount (squares C,E,J,P), you must also add the

remainder (1 ) from your calculation to get the final value

for the square. Our sample square would be: (A)

7 + 4 = 11,(B)10 + 4 = 14,(C)13 + 4 + 1=18,(D)0 + 4 = 4,

(E) 12 + 4 + 1=17, (F) 1+4 = 5, (G( 6 + 4 = 10, (H)

11+4 = 15,(1)2 + 4 = 6, (J) 15 + 4 + 1 =20, (K) 8 + 4 = 12,

(L)5 + 4 = 9,(M)9 + 4 = 13,(N)4 + 4 = 8, (0)3 + 4 = 7, (P)

14 + 4 + 1=19.
You can make up squares for very large numbers, say

the year you were born. With a little practice, and some
memorizing, you can actually learn to do this in your

head. Why, you might even bill yourself as "The Eighth

Wonder of the World, the Walking Computer."

Your editor,

• Answers on page 1 92

.

' •!••>•>•>•>•>•>•:••:••:••>•>•>•>•>
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Trigonometric Functions

and Tchebychev Approximations

(Or—Can a humble computer that only
knows how to do arithmetic calculate
transcendental functions?)

Problem 1 . Below you see three representations of
the "sine" function. Which is the right one?

1. (a)

] 2. (b)

D3. (c)

D 4. Allot the above.
5. None of the above.

(a) The SINE (b) The SINE (c) The SINE
function: function: function

:

Y Y/R X tyCR'-X'VR A , SIN(A)

0.0 0.000 1.0 0.000 0.0 0.000
0.1 0.100 0.9 0.4 36 0.1 0.099
0.2 0.200 0.8 0.600 0.2 0.198
0.3 0.300 0.7 0.714 0.3 0.295
0.4 0.400 0.6 0.800 0.4 0.389

This is a reprint of one of the original Project Solo curriculum modules
developed at the University of Pittsburgh. Project Solo was supported in

part by the National Science Foundation, and it was directed by Tom
Owyer and Margot Critchfleld. The modules were authored by various
persons, Including project staff, teachers, and students.

It should be Kept in mind that Project Solo began In 1969 (which is

probably before some of Creative's readers were born). Undoubtedly,
many of the modules would be done differently today. There are also
surely errors to be found, and neither Creative Computing, the authors, or
NSF can warrant the accuracy of the reprints. But as a starting point for
your own explorations, they should make a good (albeit slightly ancient)
set of shoulders to stand upon . We hope you enjoy the view.

i

Note: We are using the letters X, Y, A,

and R to represent the same quanti-

ties as in the module "Circular Func-
tions." ^r

Answer to Problem 1 : All of the representations are

correct.

Here are three programs which you can try to con-
vince yourself that you can get three different-looking

"graphs" of the sine function . The shape of these graphs
depends on which variable (X, Y, or A) you decide to

increment in equal steps.

After looking over these programs, you may get the
feeling that something has been 'put over' on you.
Question: Has a little mathematical "hanky-panky"
crept into these demonstration programs??? Which
one??? (For the answer, read on ! ! !)

Demonstration Program (a)

200 fOK fl Ti .n ITCP .1

-M0 Ptloi imiioi; -•-; l«l(lo«]0«t) "2"

220 Mil T

2M rot 1-1 TO .01 SICf -.1

2«o point itouoi; •-; i«t(io«io«n -2-

2J0 KIT I

2M rot t.o io -.»s sitr -.i

270 00101 TO0l!0t]0>T>; "2"; imimi; -•-

200 Mil T

200 rot !-! TO .OS lltf .1

2t5 Mill T»0(10<3O«T>; "2"; TMIJO); --
200 MIT T

2t» COO
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Lverything you always wanted to know about small computei

EVERYTHING.
At the

Midwest Consumer and Small Business Computer Expo, in Chicago, November 9-1 1

.

You'll find a supermarket of products, techniques, ideas,

and applications. A preview of the 1980's, when the

small computer will influence business and personal

lifestyles with more information, more jobs, more

efficiencies, more economies, and more creative time.

Among other things.

The Small Computer Expo will feature:

1 30 exhibit booths emphasizing the newest

products and techniques, plus software and

peripherals for existing equipment.

Seminar sessions covering everything from basic

technology and operating procedures to the most

sophisticated applications, criteria, and legal

aspects.

Expo is for everyone. It's for professionals and OEM
consumers. It's for business executives looking for

computers to handle their business needs more
efficiently and at lower cost. It's for educators seeking

new methods of instruction. And, it's for anyone who
enjoys the fun and challenge of using computer

technology.

Expo is the place to get small computer information

and equipment. It's the small computer show and tell,

designed for you!

1 979 Midwest
Consumer and Small Business

Computer Expo

O'HARE EXPOSITION CENTER / CHICAGO / FRI - SUN / NOVEMBER 9-11
EXHIBIT HOURS: FRIDAY & SATURDAY: 9:30am - 6pm; SUNDAY: 9:30am - 5pm

FOR A $3 DISCOUNT OFF
REGULAR $10 ADMISSION.
COMPLETE AND MAIL THIS
COUPON WITH $7 TO:

Expo Dynamic*, Inc.

2009 Grande Blvd. SE,

Suite 6B
Rio Rancho, NM 87124

$7 INCLUDES ADMISSION
AND ALL SEMINARS
(ADDITIONAL FEE
FOR WORKSHOPS)

1 979 Midwest
Consumer and
Small Business

Computer Expo
O'Hare Exposition Cenief
Chicago. Illinois

November 9-11 1979

10000
PRE-SHOW REGISTRATION $7, including

admission and all seminars (additional tee tor

workshops)
SAVE $3 OFF REGULAR $10 ADMISSION
Complete and mail this coupon with $7

before October 25. to Expo Dynamics. Inc

2009 Grande Blvd SE. Suite 6B.

Rio Rancho. New Mexico 87 1 24

Please PAINT as you want shown on badge

Name

I I I I L_
FIRST 0« INITIALS

Position

'''ill
Company/Ofganuation

I I I I I I I.

Address: Bus or Home

I I I I I I I

City. State. Zip Code

I I I I I I

J I I L

I I I I I I

I I I I I I

'''I'

OCTOBER 1979

I J I L J I L

Telephone .ophonau

I 1 *
—

I I I « — I I I I I

MCAO0M

I I I I 1 I I I I I I I I I

I I I I I
|

I I I I I I I I

I I I 1
'!''

CIHCU ONE LETTER IN EACH BLOCK

Company maf*agamant/adm»n

Company management /SaievMfctg

Company management/F»nanaai

Computer lyeremt/Operations

Engineering/Mlg Suparvttory/ Stall

Educator /Student

Computer education

Total buemesi packages 4 tyrtemt.

ConauHng Mrvtcaa

Computer mam4ananca

R*cfr»aKioal r_<jrripiji.ng

Computar rataamg

Computer language*

Records management

Compute* programming

Computer* tw home managamaK
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Trigonometric, con't...

Demonstration Program (b)

in rat x-i ii - .TS SUF -.1

ii« LEI S-Mtd- !•«!

in nui TttiMi; •; i«n30«3o»s>; -i-

1M KIT >

IM rot <-i n .tj IIIF .1

1J« itr i-ihii IM>
IM Film i«iuo«io»!>; -i"; im<j*>;-»-
IN tin i

IM m.

Demonstration Program (c)

300 FMI «-0 II 4..HS SlfF «.JI3/«0
310 III ••IH<«>
320 IF l>l IMF, 111
330 Mill ui(3o«3o«si;-3-; hkioi "
J<0 1010 3»0

3» Nlll MKJ0l;-«-; IKII30«30«> ]-
3H mil «

371 til

If you haven't spotted the hanky-panky by now,
check line 310 above. Assuming computers can only do
arithmetic (which is true), an expression like 30 + 30 * S
in line 330 makes sense, but it isn't clear that arithmetic
is being used in line 310. Where is the arithmetic being
done? Answer: SECRETLY! The computer actually
goes into a "library" sub-routine at line 310, which tells

it what arithmetic operation must be done on the angle A
(expressed in radians) in order to calculate SI N(A).

The Secret Unveiled

The library functions in digital computers used to
evaluate complicated functions almost always employ

in (J
x)

-.6432292, and C, -• .0727102.

expertly designed polynomials as approximations to

these functions. These approximations can be made
quite accurate, using techniques originated by the

Russian mathematician Tchebychev (also spelled

Chebyshev), and put into useful form by Hastings. 1

Here is one of the approximations given by
Hastings:

(Hastings Sheet 14)

Function

:

Range: -1 < x < i

Approximation: sin f \ xj

where c
x

- i.5706268,c
3

-

Before using this approximation, it will be useful to

make two changes. First, we will change the range of

the independent variable by the substitution

:

Y - (n/2) * X so that when: -1 < X < 1

we will have: -tt/2 < Y < it/2

Note: Both Y and X are angles, measured in

radians. Don't confuse these variables with
the Y and X coordinates used in Problem 1

.

The variable Y in the rest of this discussion is

identical to the variableAshown in Problem 1

.

cover.

After making this substitution, the Hastings Sheet
14 approximation becomes:

sin(Y) KjY + K
3
Y
3

+ K
5
Y
5

where Kj » (2/n)*c
i;

k
3
-;2 3

/*
3 )*c

3
! k

5
- u 5

/*
5

) *c
5

.

The second change we will make is to rearrange the

right side of the preceding formula into "nested multi-

plication" form:

•in(Y) » <((K * Y • Y K
3

) Y) Y + K
x

)

The advantage of this form is that it only takes five

multiplications, whereas the original polynomial takes

nine.

Here is a program which uses this form to calculate

sin(Y), and compares it with the library routine (which

uses a higher degree approximation—see problem 3).

run

Projran to conparo library SIH function with
Miitings 14.

Radian Library Hast 1091 14

-1 -.841471 -.841334
-. -.783327 -.783487
-.• -.717354 -.717433
-.7 -.444218 -.444278
-.4 -.344443 -.344677
-.5 -.47»423 -.47743?
-.4 -.38T418 -.387413
-.3 -.2»332 -.273503
-.2 -.1V844T -.178433
-.t -.0»T833S -.0778233

.1 .07*8334 .0778233

.2 .1*844? .178433

.3 .2*332 .273303

.4 .38*418 .387413

.5 .477424 .47743?

.6 .344443 .34447?

.7 .444218 .444278

.8 .717334 .717433

.• .783327 .783407
1 .841471 .841534

Ok
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Trigonometric, con't...

it«t
2»0 PtINI "Prognn to conpsri libriry SIN function with"

2T3 MINT "Hattinsi M."| PRINTt PRIKT

J00 LET P»3. Ml 572651

310 LCI P2«P»P
315 LEI P3-P»P2

320 LEI C1»(1.3706248»»2)/P
330 LET C3*<-.«4322?*l>/P3
340 LET CS»(.07271O2*32)/(P2»P3)
330 PRINT "Radiani";T*B<20);"Library ,';TAI(40);"Htitin3i 14"

3S5 piikt •

340 F0* T— 1 TO I STEP .1

345 T«I«T(10»T«. 51/10 'correct roundoff *rror*

370 S1=(((C3»T»T»C3)*T)»T»Ct>»T
380 priht " ";y;t»»(20);sin(T);tak40);si
3»0 NEXT T

400 ENO
Ok

Problem 2. Change the FOR loop in the above pro-

gram to cover the range for Y = 1 to 3 radians, and see

what happens. Also try the range for Y = -1 to -3. If

something "blows up," can you modify your program so
that any value of Y can be used in the Hastings' approxi-

mation? (Hint: recall sin(Y) = sin( -Y) = sin(2 +Y) =
sin(3 -Y) = etc.)

Problem 3. Here is the Hastings Sheet 15 approxi-

mation which ought to come a lot closer to the values

produced by the library function. Modify your program
to try it out, again comparing it with the library function.

sin<<*/2) X)

where c
x

- 1.570794852

C. - 0.079487663

X + Cj * X
3

+ c
5

* X
5

+ C
?

C
3

» -0.645920978

C, - -0.004362476

and -l < x < i

Problem 4. (Optional) If you find the idea of

super-precision interesting, ask your teacher for infor-

mation on your computer's double precision arithmetic

and library functions. One of the best handbooks to use
as a standard for "correct" values is "The Handbook of

Mathematical Functions, Applied Math Series No. 55"

available from the Superintendent of Documents, U.S.

Government Printing Office, Washington, D.C. 20402

($6.50). A paperback version published by Dover Co.

may be available at book stores for about $5.00.

Problem 5. (Easy) Use the library functions TAN and

SORT to find the lengths of the guy-wires X and Y shown
below. (Use of direct mode as a desk calculator is a good
way to solve this problem.)

:^--

1 A book your library ought to have is Hastings, Cecil, Approxi-

mations lor Digital Computers, Princeton University Press, 1955.
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North Star* and
PASCAL Users:

announces
Hard disk and 8" drive interfaces to North

Star DOS and BASIC and PASCAL

TIMESHARING
for the Horizon

—

Interrupt-driven, bank switching

timesharing software; supports

North Star DOS and BASIC and
PASCAL.

A complete selection of business applica-

tion software is available for North Star*

systems.

Write or call for descriptive literature.

Micro Mike's, Incorporated
90S South Buchanan • Amarillo, Texas 79101 * USA

(806) 372-3633
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An Elementary Simulation —
ODELL2

Marge Kosel

Mike FishThis simulation allows the user
to role play one of four animals: Red
Fox, Snowshoe Rabbit, Mouse, or Wolf, and make decisions regarding their

survival as they encounter animals such as the owl, hawk, snake, deer, bear,

and racoon, and vegetation such as clover, roots, grass, berries, and bark.

Introduction

Many computer simulations have
been developed in the State of Minne-
sota for use by the educational

About The Authors

Marge was a former classroom teacher who
has been an Instructional coordinator for

M.E.C.C. the last five years.

Mike will be a senior at Hibblng High
School. He has worked for M.E.C.C. develop-
ing computer programs and has also done work
for independent com pan ies

.

Minnesota Educational Computer Consortium,
Northeast Instructional Office, Hibbing Com-
munity College, Hibbing. MN 55746. (218)
262-3980.

community. The ODELL2 simulation
below was derived from a program
called ODELL1 created by Ken Witte,

a science teacher in Tracy, Minne-
sota. ODELL1 dealt with food chains
among fish in Odell Lake. ODELL1
was used by 10th grade biology stu-

dents and correlated with a unit from
the green version of Houghton-Mifflin
biology textbook.

Because of the popularity of the
ODELL1 program and because food
chains and animal community rela-

tionships were covered in lower grade
levels, a new simulation called
ODELL2 was created. This simulation
dealt with the animal relationships.

Instructional Objectives

After the students complete run-

ning the program, they should be able

to:

1. Describe the characters of each
of the four main animals.

2. Described the relationship of

each of four main animals to

the other animals in the woods.
3. List at least two items which

serve as food sources for each
animal.

4. If introducted to the concept of

herbivores or carnivores, clas-

sify the animals as herbivores

or carnivores.
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Program Description

The use of this program allows the

student to role play animals and
actively take part in their community
relationships. It provides the stu-

dents an opportunity to make deci-

sions as they would if they were the

animals and see the consequences of

those decisions. By providing feed-

back on each student response, the

program will teach the student what

the correct responses should be.

Minnesota animals were chosen for

this simulation, so the students could

expand their knowledge of the ani-

mals in areas around them.

Background Information

While all plants require sunlight,

soil, water, and minerals to grow,

different animals require different

kinds of food. Some animals live pri-

marily on plants and others eat meat.

Regardless of what an animal eats, all

food consumed by animals is ulti-

mately derived from plants.

When viewing the food chain there

are basically five groups.

SOIL AIR

<z>
Flowers

PLANTS Grass
(producers) Trees

Seed

c

<z>
Grasshoppers

PLANT Rabbits
FEEDERS Squirrels
(Herbivores) Bugs

Worms

<
o
UJ
Q
»-
<
UJo

ANIMAL Snakes
FEEDERS Hawks
(Carnivores) Owls
(Omnivores) Fox

<3>

At the bottom of the food chain or

cycle are soil, sunlight, and water.

Any food cycle is a system of trans-

ferring energy. Energy is passed from
the sun to the second level - plants.

ANIMAL
FEEDERS Wolf

(Carnivores) Bear

(Omnivores)

Small animals feed on and derive their

energy from the plants. These ani-

mals are called herbivores since they
feed on herbs and green plants. Car-

nivorous animals are animals that eat

meat instead of just plants, and
omnivores are animals that feed on
both animals and plants. An animal
like a bear is omnivorous. All animals
replenish the soil and minerals

through decay.
At the top of the food chain, but

not an integral part of it, is Man. Man
often interferes in the complex cycle

provided by nature. As wolves, foxes
and animals at the top of the cycle are

killed, other parts of the chain may
grow out of proportion. For example,
if man were to kill the hawks in a
certain area, the woods may become
overrun with rabbits or mice and this

might cause the grass to be com-
pletely eaten away and cause erosion

or leave little food for other herbi-

vores.

The food cycle has been described

as a pyramid of numbers. Animals at

the bottom of the pyramid are

typically small in size and larger in

number. As one moves toward the top

of the pyramid, the size of the animals
increase while their numbers de-

crease.

A typical pyramid of numbers for

the area is shown in the following

diagram:

. /]- owls, hawks,

tons\ wolves

A rabbits,

mice, insects

Looking at the pyramid, you will

notice that grass which is at the

bottom of the food cycle is most
abundant — 1,000,000 tons. About
1,000 tons of plant feeding animals

like rabbits, mice, and insects exist

while only 10 tons of animals like

owls, hawks, and wolves are present.

The large animals which occupy the

dominant position in the food chain

are least in number.
The animals chosen in the simu-

lation are animals common to Minne-

sota. Below are short abstracts about

each of the four main animals.

Timber Wolf

The timber wolf is found in the

wilder portions of the north woods.
Now fairly abundant in Northeastern

Minnesota, the wolf prefers to stay in

the woods except when the desire for

food brings it into open areas. The
wolves feed on a variety of animals
from mice to deer including rodents,
rabbits, and large birds. Wolves
usually travel in packs and their keen
sense of smell, vision, and hearing
make them excellent hunters.

The adult wolf is about 1 .5 meters
(5 feet) in length, 1.2 meters tall (4

feet) and weighs from 26-36 kilo-

grams (58-79 pounds). The adult male
wolf will occasionally reach weights
of 72 kilograms (150 pounds). Wolves
have very muscular bodies, long legs,

curved teeth and slanted eyes. Their
fur is gray in color except for the gray-
ish-white underside.

The wolf's cry is a long monotone
sound lacking the yapping of the
coyote. Living to be about 16 years
old, the wolves usually live in dens in

rocky areas. They have litters of 4-12

pups which are blind when they are
born and are weaned after about 2
months.

Red Fox

The red fox can be recognized by
its reddish gray color and bushy tail.

The feet and legs are black in color
with the tip of the tail being white. The
fox's body is approximately 1 meter (3

feet) long and he has a .6 meter (2

foot) tail and weighs about 7 kilo-

grams (5 pounds). Although the fox

usually sleeps in the open, a den,
often borrowed from a woodchuck,
serves as a nursery when the litter is

young. Four to ten pups are born to

each litter. When upset, the fox will

cry out with a harsh, penetrating bark.

The fox is omnivorous and eats
meat such as rabbits and mice as well

as berries, fruits, and nuts. On occa-
tion foxes will prey upon domestic
animals such as poultry.

Noted for being an intelligent,

alert, cunning animal, the fox mainly
huntsat night.

Snowshoe Rabbit

The snowshoe rabbit's coat
changes color seasonally; the sum-
mer coat is a dark brown fur and the
winter fur changes to snow white.

Weighing 1-2 kilograms (2-5 pounds),
rabbits are less than Vz meter (1V2

feet) long with 13 centimeter (5

inches) hind feet and 7 centimeter (3

inches) ears. Their large feet help
them move on the snow. The rabbits

have keen eyes to protect them from
predatory animals and birds and
spend theirentire life in a few acres of
land.

Rabbits have litters of 2 to 7 furry,

open-eyed bunnies and within 2

weeks the little rabbits are eating
grasses and summer vegetation.
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The snowshoe rabbit grooms
itself I ike a cat and takes dust baths to
keep clean. In wooded areas, where
the rabbits become numerous, they
form well established trails in the
snow.

In winter, the rabbits eat twigs,
buds, and bark, while in the summer
green vegetation is its main meal. The
rabbit's most common enemies are
fox, badger, man and predatory birds

such as hawk, eagle, owl and raven.
When being chased, the rabbit

usually circles the area and thumps
warnings of danger.

Field Mouse

An energetic little creature, the
field mouse eats his own weight every
24 hours. Chewing out a network of
paths, clipping grass, eating seed,
and tramping the surface with its

busy feet, the mouse is a builder of
one inch highways. On the move day
and night, the mouse will die of
exhaustion before it is one year old if

it has not been caught and eaten by a
predator before that time.

Snakes attack the mouse in its

burrow, while hawks, owls, crows,
herons, and gulls attack from the air.

Bullfrogs, trout, and turtles snap it up
when it takes a swim while skunks,
foxes, and bobcats feed on the mouse
in the open. One weasel can wipe out
an entire field of mice and even the
great brown bear will dig a mouse out
of its burrow for food.

Because mice are prey for so many
animals, as the pyramid of number
shows, mice are plentiful. A litter will

consist of 5-9 young with up to 17
litters being born in one year. The
young mice are born in a grass nest
inside a burrow or in a tuft of weeds.
In three weeks they are out on their

own and are full grown by three
months.

An adult mouse is 13 to 17 centi-

meters (5Vi-7 inches) long and
weighs 28-70 grams (1-2V2 ounces).
The male mouse digs a burrow which
has side tunnels leading to toilets and
escape routes. Some of the tunnels
made by mice have been measured to
be 150 meters (350 feet) long. The
females seldom venture further than
10 meters (20-30 feet) from their birth-

place. The mouse, like a squirrel,

stores berries, bulbs, roots and seed
along its tunnels for the winter.

Description of the ODELL2 Program
and Model

The ODELL2 program allows the
user to role play one of the following
animals:

Field Mouse
Snowshoe Rabbit
Red Fox
Timber Wolf

Each animal will randomly en-
counter one of ten situations. If the
students survive the ten situations it

is assumed that they understand the
role of that animal in the food chain.
The students can make one of four

MODEL FOR RABBIT

SITUATION
EN-

COUNTERED ACTION RESULT

Fox
Wolf

Run

Ignore

Attack
Chase

The rabbit has a 80% chance of being
successful when it runs. 10% of the time
it will be hurt and 10% of the time, even if

the rabbit made the right decision, it will

be caught. If the rabbit is injured the per-
centage of time that it will be hurt or
caught Increases with the severity of the
Injury.

90% of the time the rabbit will be caught
and 10% of the time the wolf or fox will

not see it.

100% of the time the rabbit will be killed.

1 00% of the time the rabbit will be killed.

Ignore

Attack
Chase

decisions for their animals when they

encounter a situation

:

1. Run from the situation.

2. Ignore the situation or problem
3. Attempt to eat the animal or

vegetation
4. Chase it out of their territory

The program also keeps track of

the animals injuries and the energy it

uses and acquires through food. If the
animal's energy level gets too low, it

will die of starvation. If its injury level

is high and it encounters an enemy,
its chances of being caught are higher

even though students have selected a
correct move, such as running from
the situation. The model, in order to
make the simulation more realistic, is

designed so that even if the animal
makes the right decision, the out-
come is not always what the animal
would like. For example, if the wolf
attacked the fox, there is a 20%
chance that the fox may escape the
wolf's attack. The sample chart
shows situations the rabbit will en-
counter and the consequences of the
different actions.

Program Listing

A listing of ODELL2 is available

for $1.00 postpaid from Creative
Computing, P.O. Box 789-M, Morris-

town, NJ 07960.

Information on MECC software is

contained in the booklet "MECC
Program Distribution Policy" avail-

able for $1.00 postpaid from MECC
Publications, 2520 Broadway Drive,

Lauderdale, MN 55113.

60% of the time It will be caught If it

ignores the owl and 40% of the time the
owl will not see It or will not attack.

100% of the time it will be killed.

100% of the time It will be killed.

Dog

Clover Run Energy will be lost running from these
Tree objects.
Grass Ignore A small amount of energy lost because it

passed a chance to eat.

Attack Energy will be gained from eating and
injuries will be healed through the gain of
strength and energy.

Chase Energy will be lost.

Owl Run The rabbit has a 80% chance to success-
fully run from the owl. 10% of the time it

will be hurt and 10% It will be caught. If

the rabbit is Injured, the percentage of
time It will be caught or hurt increases.

Run

Ignore

Attack
Chase

75% of the time it will be safe, 15% of the
time it will be hurt and 10% of the time
caught. The percentage of time it Is hurt or
caught increases with injuries.

50% of the time it will be caught and 50%
of the time safe.

100% of the time the rabbit will be killed.

100% of the time the rabbit will be killed.

Deer
Mouse

Run

Ignore

Energy will be lost.

Good response - no energy will be lost.

Attack
Chase

Energy will be lost.

Energy will be lost.

Raccoon Run The rabbit will escape 100% of the time
but lose energy In the run

.

Ignore 80% of the time the rabbit will get killed

and 20% of the time It will get away.

Attack
Chase

100% of the time the rabbit will get killed.

100% of the time the rabbit will get killed.
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Blunder Programming

Robert G. Hoffman

I have a TRS-80 Level II computer
and it is the most fantastic piece of

electronic machinery I have ever had.
With its use, I finally cracked the
heretofore impenetrable barrier of the
professional programmer's deepest
secret. The method for exposing this

secret is so important that I've given it

the honored name of Blunder Pro-
gramming.

The word "blunder" was not
chosen lightly. Its implication of

movement, and the fact that the word
"buss" may also be attached to it,

make it eminently suitable for de-
scribing many aspects of computers
and .the industry. So we now have
Blunder Programming, too.

Introduction to Programming

To actually start Blunder Pro-
gramming, all you need to know
about languages are a few BASIC
statements, so there should be no
problem there. Now, on to the selec-

tion of problems to illustrate the
method.

All textbooks on programming say
to be careful about first defining the
problem. Some suggest writing a
description of the problem using
pencil and paper. Maybe they have a
point for some problems, but for

present purposes such drudgery is

too much trouble, so don't bother.
Take any problem and just jump right

in and start programming. Put on your
hat that carries the label, "Director,

Computer Center," and start banging
away on your keyboard. Pencil and
paper aren't forbidden, use them
whenever you like. Consider the
problem I tackled when I began to
realize the importance of Blunder
Programming.

Example of a Problem

In school everyone learns that the
area of a circle is given by the expres-
sion:

Area = *r2or n= Area/r2

Robert G. Hoffman, 315 NW 109 Ave.. #203.
Miami, FL 33172.

We were also told that t = 3.14159—,
with the dashes indicating additional
digits that go on indefinitely. Some-
body also told me that n is called a
transcendental number, and such
numbers cannot be expressed as
rational fractions; a/b, where a and b
are whole numbers.

The above is what everybody says
is true, but what if they are wrong, and
there really are 2 numbers a and b
such that a/b = *?With possibilities

of a Noble Prize or at least an invita-

tion to the White House dancing
through my head, off I -rushed to the
keyboard. Banging on the keyboard at

first produced no results...! forgot to
turn the computer on. Eventually,
however, Program 1 was produced.

100 FOR I 1 TO 100

110 FOR J - 1 TO 100

120 A - J/I

130 PRINT A,

140 NEXT J

ISO NEXT I

Program 1.

Anyone who is foolish enough to

put this program on his computer will

quickly learn that: 1.) There are an
awful lot of fractions, and 2.) Most of

them have nothing to do with the
problem at hand. So what to do? I will

now reveal the first important prin-

ciple of Blunder Programming

:

(1

)

TRY TO MAKE ITWORK (Even
though it's useless)

This principle arises from taking the
path of least trouble and thought. In

terms of Program 1, all that is

required to use it is to replace state-

ment 110 by:

110 FOR J = I T0 100

This gets rid of a lot of unwanted junk,

but like many things in Blunder Pro-
gramming, the results are still use-
less. At this point, I could have
invoked the second principle in

Blunder Programming, which is:

(2) TO HELL WITH IT (I wasn't

really interested anyway).

If I had done so, then at least one of

my problems would have been solved.

I did not do so, and had to use the

third principle, which is:

(3) TRY TO FIGURE OUT WHAT
YOUWANT (If you can't, use 2).

Since I had exhausted all the possi-

bilities of Program 1 , 1 took pencil and
paper and wrote

:

t is close to 10/3 = 3.333—

.

Hah! Now maybe I am getting some-
where. All I have to do is increase the

numerator if the result is too small;

otherwise I increase the denominator.
Further banging on the keyboard
produced Program 2.

100 INPUT "NUMERATOR"; N

110 INPUT "DENOMINATOR"; D

120 R-N/D

130 IF R>3. 14159 AND R<3. 14160

PRINT N,D,R

140 IF R>3. 14159 THEN GOTO 170

150 N-N+l

160 GOTO 120

170 D-D+l

180 GOTO 120

Program 2.

Program 2 works well, but it pro-

duced a new crop of problems. After

watching the screen for awhile, it

seems like all rational functions are
estimates of t. Instead of having too
few estimates, now I have too many. It

is also rather slow. After all, there are
an infinite number of numerators and
denominators, which fortunately pro-
vide only an infinite number of

combinations, but that is still an
awful lot of combinations.

Let's see, if I take a more exact
estimate for n, such as

:

n = 3.1415926535,

and I change the limits and print
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criteria statements, as we
ing:

90DEFDBLN,D,R

so as to have double precision, I can

get better answers. I do so, but in

spite of all my efforts, the results are

still not satisfactory.

Part of the problem might be
speed. So I wonder if an assembly
language program will help. It should

be about 300 times faster than BASIC.

I don't know anything about assembly
language programming, but maybe I

could learn. In the meantime, there

are other transcendental numbers I

could try, such as:

e = 2,71828—.

In fact, somebody told me that there

are more transcendental numbers
than there are rational fractions.

Wow! What possibilities they pro-

vide! All of this leads to the third

principle of Blunder Programming:

(4) IF YOU DONT LIKE THE
PROBLEM, CHANGE IT.

This is actually a corollary of (1), but

it's best to bring it out in the open.

By this time, perhaps the secret

that professionals have been keeping

to themselves has been revealed. In

case anyone has missed it, it is stated

below:

(Programming Is fun, but Keep the fun secret).

Small type is used above to empha-
size the secrecy caution, which

should be noted carefully.

Have you ever noticed how so

many people resent simple pleasures

for anyone? "Do something practi-

cal," they say, like listening to and

emulating them. Or they may say, "If

you must have pleasure, take a vaca-

tion, buy a speedboat, or a bigger

computer." In other words, simple,

harmless pleasures (unless the critic

I ikes them too) are forbidden

.

So if you do master the secret of

Blunder Programming, keep it to

yourself. If anyone asks you what you
are doing, invent a plausible story to

assuage his suspicions. He probably

won't like your answer, but he won't

know what else to say; hence he is

likely to leave you alone.

In closing, there is one note of

caution about Blunder Programming
that should be borne in mind: No
matter what problems you tackle, and

no matter what you do with them, you

will not only have fun, but you will

learn more about computers, pro-

gramming and about the problems

themselves. All of this is inevitable.

So why not give it a try - all by

yourself. d
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Start Computing For Just $1 29.95 With i

8085-Based Professional Computer Kit—

Explorer/85
100% compatible with all 8080A and
8005 software A development tools!

No matter what your future computing plans may
be. Level "A"—at $129.95—is your starting point.

Starting at just St 29. 95 for a Level ,%A" operating system.

you can now build the exact computer you want. f-Jcplorer'85

can be your beginner's system. OEM controller, or IBM-
formatted 8" disk small business system. . .yet you're never

forced to spend a penny for a component or feature you don 't

want and you can expand in smalt, affordable steps!

Nov, tor fmt SI39.95, you CM 0*1 the first loci of a fully

expandable computer with professional capabilities—a com
puler which features ihe advanced Intel 8085 cpu. thereby

giving vou immediateMM to all software and development

tools that exist for both the 8085 and its 8O80A predecessor

fthey are 100% software compatible}—a computer which

features onboard S-100 bus expansion—plus instani conver-

sion to mass storage disk memory with either 5-1/4'* diskettes

or standard IBM-formatted 8" disks

lor
i
List $129.95 (plus the cost of a power supply, keyboard/

terminal and KT modulator, if you don't have them already I.

Exp.orer/85 lets you begin computing on a significant level.

.

applvinx the principles discussed in leading computer maga-

zines developing "stale of the an" computer solutions for

both the industrial and leisure environment.

Level "A" Specifications
E xplorer/85's Level "A" system features the advanced Intel

8085 cpu, an 8355 ROM with 2k deluxe monitor/operating

system, and an 8155 ROM I <t all on a single motherboard

with mom for RAM/ROM/PROM/LPROM and S-100 ex-

pansion, plus generous prototyping space.

(Level "A" makes perfect Ol M controller for industrial

applications and ts available in a special Ilex Version which

WjBBJBjIftijw/ f ean be programmed using
Ihr Netronics Hex keypad

f> *fj_- l**p.«> >

PC Board: glass eooxy, plated

m through holes with solder mask™ •!/(>: provisions for 25 pin
*" * (DB25) connector for terminal

Level "A" at SI29.95 is a serial I/O, which can also sup-

complete operating system, port a paper tape reader

perfect for beginners, hob- provision for 24-pin DIP

biests. or industrial con- socket for hex keyboard/dis-

trolleruse. P'a> cassette tape recorder in

put. cassette tape recorder output. .
.cassette tape control

output speaker output LED output indicator on SOD
(serial output) line printer interface (less drivers) total of

four Is bit plus one h bit I <> ports •( rvslal F requeues: 6.144

MM/ * Coaln' Switches: reset and user (RSI 7 5)

interrupt, additional provisions lor RSI 5.5. 6.5 and TRAP
interrupts onboard • Cornier/Timer: programmable. 14-bil

binary • System RAM: 256 bytes located at F880. ideal for

smaller systems and for use as an isolated stack area in

expanded systems RAM expandable to 64k via S-100 bus or

4k on motherboard.
System Monitor (Terminal Version): 2k bytes of deluxe

system monitor ROM located at MHW leaving 0000 free for user

RAM ROM. features include lane load with labeling tape

dump with labeling examine/change contents of memory
. insert data. . warm start, examine and change all

registers single step with register display at each break point,

a debugging training feature, go to execution address

move blocks of memory from one location to another. . .nil

blocks of memory with a constant display blocks of memory
. . automatic baud rate selection variable display line length

control (1-25$ characters/ line) channeli/cd I o monitor

routine with 8-bii parallel output for high speed printer

serial console in and console out channel so that monitor can

communicate with I/O pons
System Monitor (Ilex Version): Tape load with labeling

tape dump with labeling . examine/change contents of mem-
ory insert data warm siari examine and change all

I^fWr™c™ ~LuT, WpTEiTir}™™
—™ ™

333 Litchfield Road. New Mlllord, CT 06676
Please send the items checked below— p(Us S2 pJfc ; i

I

I

I

I

I

By Mat

Hex Key tl//>i\play

G Mpt-.rrr »5 Laval "A" Kit (ASCII
Version). $129.95 plus S3 pAh.

Q Kiphxrr/tS Level "A" KM (Hn
Version). $129.95 plus S3 pAh.

D tk M!cro*>lt BASIC on cassette

tape. $64.95 postpaid.

D la Microsoft BASK la ROM KM
(requires Levels "B." "D," and "E"),
$«9.»5 plus $2 pih
O Level "B" ts-iooi Kit. $49.95 plus

$2pAh.
D Level "C" (S-100 6-card expander)

Kit. $39.95 plus S: pAh
D Level "D" (4k RAM) KM. $69.95

plusS2 path.

D Level "t" (KPROM/ROM) KM.
$5.95 plus S0< pAh.
D Derate steel (aMael for Explorer/
85. $49.95 plus $3 pAh.

D ASCII Keyboard Computer Ter-
miaal KM (features a full 128 character

set, upper A lower case, full cursor con-

trol. 75 ohm video output convertible

to baudol output, selectable baud rate.

RS232-C or 20 ma. I/O. 32 or 64 char-

acter by 16 line formats, and can be
uved with either a CRT monitor or a TV

(if you have an RF modulator).

I

I

I

I

I

I

I Hexkeypad Ihsplay kit, UA.9S DOS, and ex tended BASK with per - State

registers single step with register display at each break point

...go to execution address, level "A" in the Hex Version

makes a perfect controller for industrial applications and can

be programmed using the Nelronics Hex Keypad 'Display.

Hex Keypad/Display
Specifications
l aleu lator type keypad with 24

system defined and 16 user

defined keys. 6 digil calculator

type display which displays full

address plus data as well as

register and status information.

B" Specifications
Level* 'B" provides the S-100 signals plus buffers/drivers to

support up to six S-100 bus boards and includes: address

decoding for onboard 4k RAM expansion select-able in

4k blocks address decoding for onboard 8k I PROM expan-

sion selectable in 8k blocks, address and dala bus drhftn for

onboard expansion. . wait state generator (jumper selectable),

to allow the use of slower memories two separate 5 volt

regulators

Level "C" Specifications
I csel "('" expands Explorer's

motherboard with a card cage,

allowing you to plug up to six

S-100 cards directly into the

motherboard. Both cage and
lxpiorer/85 with Level cards are neatly contained inside
"(" card cage. I xplorer's deluxe steel cabinet,

level "C" includes a sheet metal superstructure, a 5 card gold

plated S-100 extension PC board which plugs into Ihe mother-
board. Just add required number of S-100 connectors

Level "D" Specifications
Level "!)" provides 4k or RAM. power supply regulation.

filtering decoupling components and sockets to expand your

Explorer/85 memory to 4k (plus the original 256 bytes located

in ihe k|sv\) Ihe sialic RAM can be located anywhere from
MftKHo I 1 II in 4k blocks

Level "E" Specifications
I evel "I " adds sockets lor 8k of I PROM to use Ihe popular

Intel 2716 or the Tl 2516. It includes all sockets, power supply

regulator, heat sink, filtering and decoupling components.
Sockets may also be used for soon to be available RAM K "i

(allotting for up to 12k ol onboard RAM).

Order A Coordinated
Explorer/85 Applications Pak!

r xper.met.lers Pak (SAW. $12.50) Bin Level "A" and Hex
Keypad/Display Tor $199.40 and get FREF. Intel 8065 user's

manual plus FREE postage A handling!

student Pali (SAW. $24.45>- Buy Level "A." ASCII Key
board/Computer Terminal, and Power Supply for 13 19.15 and
get FREE RF Modulator plus FREF Intel 8005 user's manual
plus I KIT postage A handling.

fnginrrriag Pali (SAVE 141.001 Buy Levels "A," "B,"
"C," "D." and "E" with Power Supply. ASCII Keyboard/
Computer Terminal, and six S-100 Bus Connectors for $514.75
and get 10 FREE computer grade cassette tapes plus FREE
8065 user's manual plus FREE postage A handling!

Business Pak (SAVE $89.95) Buy Explorer/85 Levels "A."
"B," and "t " (with cabinet). Power Supply. ASCII Key-

board/Computer Terminal (with cabinet), 16k RAM, 12"

Video Monitor, North Star 5-1/4" Disk Drive (includes North
Star BASIC) with power supply and cabinet, all for just

$1599.40 and get 10 FREE 5-1/4" minidiskettes ($49.95 value)

plus ER£E 8083 user's manual plus FREE postage A handling!

Contintnux U S A Crtort Card Buytrs OulsxJe Cwrttchcut

CALL TOLL FREE 800-243-7428
To Order From Connecticut Or Fot Technical™™ Assistance. Etc Call (203) 354-9375 ^^

sonalt/.ed disk operating system— justa

plug it in and you're up and running!),!
$699.95 plus $5 pAh.

U Power Sappls Kit lor North Star I
Dial Oiivc. $39.95 pluv $2 pAh.

: : IMnt Case lor North Star Disk I
Drive. $39.95 plus $2 pAh.

D I sperimealer's Pak (tec above). |
$199.90 postpaid.

G Madcat Pak (sec above). $319.15

1

postpaid.

Engineering Pak (sec above). |
$514.75 postpaid.

U Basiactt Pak (see above). $1599.40

1

postpaid.

: : Delate Med (aMael for ASCII
Keyboard/Terminal. $19.95 plus $2.50
Baa.
D Power Sapaty kit I i 8V ® 5 amps)
in deluxe steel cabinet. $39.95 plus $2
pAh.

O GoM Plated s-100 B.v ( oancclorx.

$4.15 each, postpaid.

O RF Modulator kit (aUows you to

use your TV set as a monitor), $1.95
postpaid.

O 16k RAM KM (S- 100 Board opands
lo64k). $199.95 plus $2 path.

D 32k RAM KM. $329.95 plus $2 pAh.

D 4»K RAM KM, $459.95 plus $2 pAh.

O »4kRAMKM,*5a9.95plus$2pAh.
O la* RAM Ksaaailoa KM (to expand
any of the above up to MM. $139.95
plus $2 path each.

: ! latel MBS eaa User's Maaaal. $7.50
postpaid.

D Special < nmpalcr Grade Cassette
Tapes, $1 .99 each or 3 for $5, postpaid.

D 12" Video Monitor (III MH; band-
width). $139.9$ plus $3 pAh.
Q Nortk Star Doable Details lloppt
Disk KM (One Drive) for Explorer/

83 (includes 3 drive S-100 controller,

Total Enclosed $

Sonn. res. add sales tax) By-
Personal Check D M.O./Cashier's I

Check D Visa D Master Charge
|

Acct.e

(Bankf )l

Kxp. Date

Print

(Try

Slate Zip

aa> d Send Me laformalioa aaa I
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Two In One:
RCA VIP and COSMAC ELF

or
Teaching Your VIP to

Speak Elvish
Jeff Duntemann

Extremely low power consump-
tion, high noise immunity, very
good graphics and ease of use are
just some of the features which
make the RCA VIP one of the more
popular single-board computers.
By adding the I/O capabilities of
the COSMAC Elf the system
becomes a useful learning tool for

the hobbyist or student.

Quite a few people have cut their
teeth on a minimal, hand-wired,
COSMAC Elf system. I can't think of
any other widely-known computer
design which can be duplicated by a
novice in a couple of weekends and
still be expected to work. And there is

no better lesson in computer hard-
ware than to chase down all the bugs
and bad wraps in such a system until

it sits up and performs as expected.
For that alone, the Elf is worth its

weight in 271 6's.

Another COSMAC-based com-
puter is the RCA VIP (Video Interface

Processor) and when RCA announced
it, I bought one. Because of the 4K
RAM on board and the CHIP-8 inter-

preter, it was hard to resist. A year's
VIP experience has proven to me that
there is just no better single-board
computer for the beginning computer
hobbyist. RCA has aimed their docu-
mentation at people who are only
marginally familiar with computers,
and has done what is still considered
heresy elsewhere: to launch the
beginner into programming using a
minimal interpreter and raw opcodes.

Jeff Duntemann, 1907 Crittenden Rd., #2
Rochester, NY 14623.

Elf Adapter Board Installed In VIP.

126

Complete VIP System.

Impossible? No. Simple? Just ask
someone who owns a VIP.

Though both the Elf and the VIP
use the CDP1802 CPU, they have
practically no I/O in common. The Elf

uses toggle switches and a pair of
hexadecimal LEO indicators, while
everything output from the VIP is

thrown onto a TV screen, and all input
enters through an elastomer keypad

.

This means that Elf programs will

not run on a VIP, and vice versa. I had
written a good number of programs
for my Elf, and wanted to run them on

CREATIVE COMPUTING



Two In One, con't...

the VIP without major tinkering. Be-
sides, toggle switches are terrific as
initial-condition registers. This
means you can set them before
beginning a program, say, to provide
a speed control in a Morse Code
translator. The program can refer to
the switches at any time without
storing the value in memory, and you
can change the value at any time
without program assistance.

I also missed the convenience of

the INPUT switch. The four flag lines

of the VIP cannot be accessed without

adding extra hardware. With all that in

mind, I designed a single-board

adapter which plugs into the VIP
expansion interface slot. Initially it

had the eight Elf toggle switches, the
two-digit hex readout and the input

switch. Since that left about half the
area of the circuit board empty, I later

added a full memory address display.

More on that later.

Figure 1 details the circuitry for

the Elf I/O portion of the board. The
only real change is the addition of a

CD4028 3-to-8 line decoder. The Elf

used each of the three 1802 N lines as
independent data strobe lines. This
limits the Elf to only six possible I/O
devices. (One input device and one
output device for each N line). The N
lines actually present a three-bit

binary code which can be decoded to
provide fourteen separate I/O devices
with a strobe signal. (The "000" state
of the N lines indicates no I/O opera-
tion.) The VIP decodes the three N
lines, so the adapter board must do so
as well, to avoid the difficult situation

of trying to switch two I/O devices to

the data bus at the same time. That
just doesn't work; hence, the 4028.

The debounce circuit for the
INPUT switch is the U3 driver seg-
ment which seems to have a dead
short between input and output. Yes,
and no. The driver input is normally
held at + 5v by S9. However, when the
switch is pressed, the driver output
"reaches around" and holds the input

at ground, even though the switch
contacts may bounce in and out of

contact for the next few milliseconds.
This prevents the computer (which is

4066

13 13

mi
'. f'CCI'l )W

|QND _L.

^—K3

—

z.

<JH& MRD
—<W

U3 S9

INPUT
SW

U1.U2 TIL 311

U3.U4 co4oso

U7 CO4028

U5.U6 CO 4066

U8 CO 4023

IN CD 4011

SI SB SPOT TOGGLE

SB SPOT MOMENTARY

Figure 1. ELF I/O.

very fast and very literal-minded) from
thinking that each of those bounces is

a separate push on the INPUT switch.
A minor gripe of mine against the

VIP is the lack of any means of

monitoring memory addresses while
a program is running. The operating
system displays addresses during
program entry or memory examina-
tion only. There are times when you
flip the RUN switch up and nothing
seems to happen. Has the computer
stopped completely? Or is it chasing
its tail in an endless loop somewhere?
Watching memory addresses will

usually tell you where the computer is

executing instructions, or if it is exe-
cuting any instructions at all. Having
added one to my Elf, I found I couldn't

do without it on the VIP. The circuit in

Figure 2 will allow you to add one to

the Elf-VIP adapter board.
All four hex displays are con-

nected to the memory address bus all

the time. They are ganged together as
two pairs. The gates in U9 trigger the
latch pins of the separate pairs at just

the right times to "catch" the correct

half of the 1802's memory address.
The high-order byte is latched during
the TPA pulse and the low-order byte
is latched during TPB. Thus you get

two different hex bytes from the same
eight address pins on the 1802. It's a
trick they call memory address multi-

plexing, and the 1802 is about the
only microprocessor that uses it. It

was done to free up eight additional

pins for the control signals which
make the 1 802 so easy to use.

FourTIL311 hexadecimal displays
may cost a few dollars. I bought mine
at a hamfest for $2.50 apiece but you
can't always count on such bargains.

You can do very well with only U11,
U12 and U13 if you never plan on
expanding your VIP RAM beyond 4K.
U12 and U13 alone can be a big help,

especially for short programs which
don't go beyond the first 256 bytes of

memory. I'd suggest wiring the

sockets for all four, since it doesn't

hurt to leave a socket empty, and
adding a display later is as easy as
plugging it in.

The whole works fit very nicely on
a Vector 3662-5 wire-wrap card. Mark
and drill the holes for the toggle

switches before you mount any of the
sockets. Tack the wire-wrap sockets
to the board with a small drop of air-

plane glue (you might want to

remove them later). Then mount the
toggle switches, and finally mount
S9. Wrap the logic any way that suits

you. CMOS logic, unlike TTL, is very

tolerant of ratsnesty wire-wrapping.
The TIL311's draw quite a bit of

power, and if you build the full circuit

with all six readouts, you may find

that they draw enough from the little
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Two In One, con't...

Q+5*

>- "O^ca

vscsrj

U10

LATCH

TIL311

p c e «
~Tf

11> =L>^
U12

LATCH

8 t 8

I

U11

TIL311

C B A

TIL 311 e~T~S TIL 311

D C B A PUr 7
D C B A

112 113 12 13 |12 Il3 |2 I:

HIGH-ORDER
ADDRESS
BYTE

LOW-ORDER
ADDRESS
BYTE

MA6 MA4
MAT MA5
A A A A
L K J H

U10-U13 TIL 311

U14.UIS CO4090

U» CD4011

Figure 2. Memory Address Display.
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U7 CD 4028
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U10
U11 TIL 311
U12
U13

U14 I CD4050
U15 '
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) CD4066

U9 CD4011

offboard VIP power supply to shut it

down from thermal overload. The
solution is to install the onboard
voltage regulator as described in the

VIP manual. The draw is less than an

amp and the regulator should supply

it with no trouble.

The Elf I/O features are used
exactly as they would be on the Elf,

except the INPUT switch is no longer

used to strobe program bytes from
the toggles into memory. (Nobody's
going to miss that process, I'll bet!) In

addition to running Elf software on
the VIP, it is possible to write

machine-language subroutines which
use the Elf I/O features in CHlP-8
programs. For example, my VIP

Morse Code package uses the toggles

to set code speed, as mentioned
earlier. The hexadecimal data dis-

plays are useful for showing essential

numbers while the VIP video display

is busy doing something else. I use
mine to count the generations of a
Game of Life program. Your imagina-

tion will suggest lots of others.

Conclusion

Several people have written to me
asking where to find a momentary
pushbutton SPOT switch for use as

Elf INPUT switch or S9 on the adapter

board. Radio Shack's #275-1549
switch will do nicely. CD4016 IC's will

work in place of the CD4066's ; in this

circuit the two types are interchange-

able. All parts of the adapter board
except for the hexadecimal displays

may be found at Radio Shack as well.

For new VIP owners I would
suggest subscribing to VIPER, the

exclusively-VIP users' group. It is

published by ARESCO, P.O. Box 43,

Audubon PA 19407 for $15 annually,

and is worth every penny.
A special wire-wrap card with all

power runs to the IC sockets is avail-

able from O.C. Stafford Electronics,

427 South Benbow Road, Greens-
boro, NC 27401. Write for their full list

of 1802 and amateur radio boards.

Good Luck!

HATEMJlTT- waap
|

Figure 3. "The obstetrician wants to talk to you,

Mr. Wilcox!" ©Creitivr Computing
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Graphic

Drawing

Done
On
The

TRS80
Using

"The

Electric

Artist"

Program!

GRAPHIC-TREK Tim full graph.es. *ea' time game is full of fast.

"•>rtn/i" exciting action' Exploding photon torpedoes and^vUU phasers tin the screen' You must actually
navigate the enterprise to dock with the giant space stations as well as to
avoid khngon torpedoes' Has shields, galactic memory readout, damage
reports, lonq range sensors, etc' Has 3 levels tor beginning, average, or
expert players'

INVASION WORG T.met 2099 Place: Earth's Solar
System Mission: As general of eaiths forces, your job is to stop the Worg
invasion and destroy their outposts oh mars, venus. sat urn, neptune,
etc' Earth's F oices: Andioids Space Fighters Laser Cannon
Nuetnno Blasters' Worg Forces: Robots - Saucers — Disintegrates
Proton Destroyers' Muiti level game lets you advance to more complicated
game as you get better*

STAR WARS Manuever your space fighter deep into the
nucleus of the Death Star' Drop your bomb then escape via the only
escape route. This graphics game is really fun' May the force be with you'

SPACE TARGET Shoot at enemy ships with your la/er gun. if they
eject m a lifeboat vehicle, capture them, or if your cruel, destroy them'
Full graphics, real time game'

SAUCERS This fast action graphics game, has a time limit*

Can you be the commander to win the distinguished cross' Requires split

second timmq to win' Watch out' The saucers fight back'
Package One — $12.95

LIFE This 2-80 machine language program uses full

graphics' Over 100 generations per minute make it truly animated! You
make your starting pattern, computer does the rest! Program can be
stopped and changes made' Watch it grow*

REAL TIME This full grapnics simuiater lets you pick what
1 AMnCR planet, asteroid oi moon you wish to land on'
LMiNiucrt the "Live" keyboard gives super response that
gives you the feeling of being m command* Has 3 skill levels that make it

fun for everyone.

GREED II Multi-ievel game is fun and challenging* Beat the
computer at this dice game using your knowledge of odds and tuck*
Computet keeps track of his winnings and yours. Quick fast action. This
game is not easy!

THE PHARAOH Rule the ancient city of Alexandra! Buy or sell

land Keep your people from revolting' Stop the rampaging rats and
locusts'. Requires a true political personality to become good*

ROBOT HUNTER A group ot renegade robots have escaped and are
spotted in an old ghosttown on mars* Your job as "Robot Hunter" is to
destroy (he pirate machines befoie they kill any more settlers' Exciting!
Challenging* Full graphics!

Package Four — $12.95

CHECKERS 2.1 f inally! A checkers program that will challenge
everyone 1 fcxpeit as well as amateur' Uses 3-ply tree search to find best
possible move. Picks randomly between equal moves to assure you of never
having identical games. Computer also makes sly remarks about the game*

POKER FACE The computer uses psychology as wen as logic to
try and beat you at poker. Cards are displayed using TRS-80's full graphics.
Computer raises, calls, and sometimes even folds' Great practice for your
Saturday night poker match'

PSYCHIC Tell the computer a little about yourself and he'll

predict things about you, you won't behave 1 A real mmd bender* Great
amusement for party's.

TANGLE MANIA Try and lorce your opponent into an immobile
position. But watch out, their doing the same to you' This graphics game is

for 2 people and has been used to end stupid arguments. (And occasionally
starts them')

WORD SCRAMBLE This game is tor two or more people. One person
inputs a word to the computer while the others look away. The computer
scrambles word then keeps track of wrong guesses. Can you make less

mistakes then your adversary'
Package Two — $12.95

SUPER Make your bets just like at the ieai racetrack! 8
unoccoArci noises race m this spectacular graphic display* upnunacriMLc! to g people can play* Use's real odds but has that
element of chance you see m real life' Keep's track of everyone's winnings
and losings. This is one of the few computer simulations that can actually
get a room ot people cheering'

MAZE MOUSE The mouse with a mmd* Computer generates
random mazes of whatever size you specify then searches for way out! The
second time thru he'll always go fastest route! A true display ot artificial

intelligence' Full graphics, mazes & mouse!

AMOEBA KILLER You command a one man submarine that has
been shrunken to the size of bacteria in this exciting graphic adventure!
iVijected into the presidents bloodstream, your mission is to destroy the
deadly amoeba infection rampaging his body'

LOGIC This popular game is based on mastermind but
utilizes tactics that make it more exciting and challenging* Has 2 levels of
play to make it fun for everyone.

SUBMARINER Shoot torpedoes at the enemy ships to get points.
1 ast action graphics, arcade type game is exciting and fun for everybody!

Package Five— $12.95

POETRY This exciting and sometimes funny program lets
you choose the subject as well as the mood of the poem you want. You
give TRS-80 certain nouns or names, then mood, and he does the rest'
TRS-80 wilt write different poetry about one subject forever if you let
him. Has a 1000 word • vocabuiaiy of nouns, verbs, adjectives, adverbs?

ELECTRIC ARTIST Written by a working artist and a computer
engineer to make drawing on the video screen easier then picking up a
pencil' (Less messy too') Manual: Draw, erase, move as well as. Auto:
Draw, erase, move. Uses graphics bit's not bytes. Graphic face in ad done
using this mgenius program'

GALACTIC The Swmeus enemy have lung range phasers but
datti c cannot travel at wa>p speed' You can, but onlyo« i i i_c have short range phasers' Can you blitzkrieg the
enemy without getting destroyed* F uii graphics real time'

WORD MANIA Can you guess the computers words using your
human intuitive and logical abilities' You'll need to, to beat the computer'
He keeps score and gets mad if he loses'

AIR COMMAND Real time, giaphics F light Simulator* Land,
takeoff, get out of a spin' Be caiefui not to stall' Watch your fuel gauge'
Requires a clear headed pilot.

Package Three — $1295

20 HOME Did you ever get a loan and wonder it they

ciMAMPlAl figured interest or payments correctly? Or did
rllMAra<ulML. yOU ever want to see what your payments would
PROGRAMS D* ' V°u borrowed x amount at x% interest over
r "w^

x years' Figures amortization. anuitys,
depreciation rates, interest tables, earned interest on savings and much,
much mote. This program wilt get used again and again. A must for the
conscientious, inflation minded person.

Package Six — $12.95

Home Computer
Software For
Everyday

Applications

SKUTEti
Exceptional Software thru Research & Imagination

Send Check, Money Order or Bank Card No. to:

SIMUTEK ENT.
P.O. Box 35298 Please Add 1.75

gt* 24 HOUR HOTLINE^^ (602) 882-3948

Same Day Shipment on Bank Cards & Money Orders

All Programs Require a Minimum of 16K Level 2

Packages Available on Diskette (32K System) $5.00 Extra

TRS-80 IS A REGISTERED TRADEMARK OF TANDY CORP.

2 or More Packages Get 10% Discount

Tucson, AZ 85740 Postage & Handling 129 CIRCLE 111 ON READER SERVICE CARD



CAI: Two Strategies

George R. Brubaker

Computer assisted instruction is

frequently compared with traditional

media - the printed page, audio-
visual technology, etc. - in terms of
cost effectiveness and value. Many of
us in academic institutions believe
that cost effectiveness of hardware
has already been realized. Full utili-

zation of microcomputer based CAI
waits only for the development of
good programs or program packages.

We have established a CAI re-

source at Illinois Institute of Tech-
nology, drawing on programs written
by colleagues in secondary schools
and colleges throughout the country.
We have actively sought drill-and-

practice, quiz generating and simula-
tion programs for chemistry; we have
added a few laboratory data reduction
programs to our library of about 80,
written in BASIC and edited to run on
the IIT PRIME 400 computer.

It is my purpose to describe
features of the IIT program package
for chemistry which reflect our ap-
proach to striving for optimal instruc-

tional value. This article discusses
some strategies for returning an ap-
propriate message to correct erron-
eous student input, in the belief that
the principal advantage of CAI, when
compared with printed media, for
example, is the "instantaneous"
return of these corrections.

Strategy #1

The first strategy was developed
to control computer responses to
multiple choice questions in which
one or more choices might be correct,
and each wrong answer can be keyed
to a specific message (an error

message may serve for one or more
wrong answers). In this strategy, the
answers contain the keys which
control the error messages. In the
next example, the questions control
the error messages.

George R. Brubaker, Dept. of Chemistry, Illi-

nois Institute of Technology, Chicago, IL

60616.

One version of this program is

called POLYMER (See Listing A). Its

purpose is to drill college freshmen
on relationships between the proper-

ties and molecular structures of poly-

mers. It asks five different questions
(currently in a linear sequence,
though it could easily randomize the

order) based on seven molecular
structures (labeled A through G on the

output). The program was designed
for a video display operating at 1200

baud but without cursor control. Each
question begins, therefore, by repro-

ducing the structures on the screen,

then posing the question. Student

POLYMER A 01)17 ON POLYMER PROPERTIES

BASED ON IIT N0TFS ON MATFRJAl S FY K. SCHUC AND A. I . COMPANION.

PLEASE TYPE YOUR NAMF ( LASTtFIRST > MCSTtlOM

PLEASE TYPE TODAYS DATE ( D/M/Y ) ' ?/7/7?

THERE MAY BE MORE THAN ONE C0RRFCT ANSWER FOR EACH QUESTION.

0. 1 UHICH OF THESF P01 YMFRS SHOIIl D PI" Fl FXIHI F OR RUBBERY?

A)

D)

H H B) H C) H F

( C=C- )N -( CH?-C- )N

CH2-CH2
CH3

-< C-C )N

F F

-< CH2-CH2-S-S-S-S- )N E> H H
-< 0-CH2-CH2-0-C-C-C-C- >N

F) H H H H G)
C-C C-C -<C-N-CH2-CH2-N-C-0-CH?-CH?-0- )N

// \\ // \\ H H
-<C C-C C- )N

\ - / \ - /
C-C C-C
H H H H

TYPE THE LETTER OF THE POLYMER UHICH IS MOST NEARl Y CORRFCT !A
SORRY t TOM !l

THE DOUBLE BONDS WOULD BE EXPECTED TO STIFFEN THIS POLYMER. TRY AGAIN

Q. 2 WHICH OF THESE POLYMERS SHOULD BF FLEXIBI F OR R1IBBFRY?

A) H H
-< C=C- )N

B> H
-(CH2-C- )N

CH2-CH?
CH3

C) H F
-< C-C )N

F F

D)

F)

-< CH2-CH2-S-S-S-S- )N F > H H O
-< 0-CH2-CH2-0-C-C=C-C- >N

G)
-( C-N-CH2-CH2-N-C-0-CH2-CH2-0- )N

H H

H H H H
C-C C-C
// \\ // \\

-<C C-C C-)N
\ - / \ - /
C-C C-C
H H H H

TYPE THE LETTER OF THE POLYMER WHICH IS MOST NEARLY CORRECT ID
OF COURSE > TOM ! II

Figure 1.
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Strategies, con't...

input is a letter, A through G. The
program sets up an answer array in

statements 720 thru 770. The program
then compares user input with the
answer array in statements 780 thru
910. The index, I, is retained to
control the error messages (see
statements 920 to 1080).

The key B(l) sends all correct

answers to statement 930. Thus, if

answers "A" and "E" are correct, B(1)

= 1, B(5) = 1 ; if answer "C" implies
double bonds, for example, B(3) will

direct the program to line 950, and if

answer "D" implies hydrogen bond-
ing, B(4) directs the program to line

1040, etc. A sample dialogue is

shown in Figure 1 . You should be able
to think of examples from other dis-

ciplines and/or at other achievement
levels, which can be handled effec-

tively, using a variation of this

strategy.

Strategy #2

The second example is a very

compact program to provide drill and
practice on ionization energies of

atoms and ions as a function of three
parameters. The program (shown in

Listing B) selects a pair of atoms or

ions for comparison, and brings in

three keys which control error mes-
sages. The data and keys are READ in

(at statement 480) from DATA state-
ments 11 10 thru 1140. The first ques-
tion, statements 520 to 590, is typical
of the form in which all questions are
posed.

The sum of the keys establishes
whether A$ or B$ is the correct
answer. Line 630 directs the program
to the "backpatting" subroutine and
line 600 begins the error treatment. It

reflects my personal tendency to use
each line as much as possible.

A sample run is shown in Figure 2
and, again, you should be able to
think of examples from other discip-
lines or at other levels where two con-
cepts or objects are to be compared
and the differences or similarities can
be presented to reinforce the experi-

ence posed by the computer. This one
has been thoroughly classroom
tested at IIT, and it really works!

!

Conclusion

While it's true that there are more
convenient languages for CAI than
BASIC, it is also true that BASIC is

the lingua franca of the micro-
computer industry, and I hope that

those of you who plan to implement
CAI on a microcomputer system can
use some of these hints. D

THIS PROGRAM COMPARTS IONIZATION ENERGIES OP S0MP ATOMS ANTi IONS.

YOU HILL NEED A PERIODIC TABLE AND YOU WILL NFFH TO BE ABLE TO
WRITE ELECTRONIC CONFIGURATIONS. YOU NIGHT WANT TO TRY PROGRAM
"SPPF" BEFORF BEGINNING.

PLEASE TYPE YOUR NAME (LASTr FIRST) !TEST.TIM

PLEASE TYPE TODAYS DATE ( D/M/Y ) <? Z7/79

UHEN TYPING ANSUERSt BE SURE TO TYPE THE FORMULA EXACTLY
AS IT HAS TYPED IN THE QUESTION.

UP, UP. AND A U A Y

WHICH OF THESE DO YOU EXPECT TO HAVE A HIGHER IONIZATION FNFRPY
NA OR RB T !NA

RIGHT YOU ARE! ! TIM

WHICH OF THESE DO YOU EXPECT TO HAVE A HIGHER IONIZATION ENERGY
BE OR SR T !SR

NO. TIM LETS TRY TO FIGURE OUT WHY.

IS THE CHARGE ON BE
1 )GREATER THAN 2> EQUAL TO 3) LESS THAN
THAT OF SR ? (ANSWER 1. 2t OR 3) II

NO. TIM THE CHARGE ON BE IS
EQUAL TO THAT OF SR

IS THE LARGEST QUANTUM NUMBER FOR THE OUTERMOST ELECTRON OF BE
1 (GREATER THAN 2 > EQUAL TO 3 ) LESS THAN
THAT OF SR T (ANSWER It 2i OR 3) 12

NO. TIM THE LARGEST QUANTUM NUMBER FOR THE OUTERMOST ELECTRON OF BE IS
GREATER THAN THAT OF SR

IS THE ELECTRONEGATIVITY OF BE
1 (GREATER THAN 2) EQUAL TO 3) LESS THAN
THAT OF SR T (ANSWER 1. 2. OR 3 ) II

RICHT YOU ARE! ! TIM
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By Natronlcs

ASCII/BAUDOT,
STAND ALONE

Computer ™ss
Tormina! IrrV"Terminal
The Netronics ASCII/'BAUDOT Computer Terminal Kit it a

microprocessor-controlled, stand alone keyboard/terminal
requring no computer memory or software. It allows (he use of
either a 64 or 32 character by 16 tine professional display for-

mal with selectable baud rate, RS232-4 or 2D ma. output, full

cursor control and 75 ohm composite video output.
The keyboard follows the standard typewriter configuration

and generates the entire 128 character AS( II upper lower case
set wuh *#6 printable characters. Features include onboard
regulators, selectable parity, shilt lock key, alpha lock jumper,
a drive capahiluy ol one I IV load, and the ability to male
directly with almost any computer, including the new Is
ploret m and 111 products by Net runits

The Computer Terminal requires no I O mapping and
includo Ik of memory, character generator, 2 key rollover,
priKessor controlled cursor control, parallel ASCII/BAUDOT
to serial conversion and serial to video processing— fully
crystal controlled for superb accuracy. PC' boards are the
highest quality glass epoxy for the ultimate in reliability and
long life.

VIDEO DISPLAY SPECIFICATIONS
The heart of the Netronics Computer I erminal is the micro-

processor-controlled Netronics Video Display Board (VID)
which allows the terminal to utili/e either a parallel ASCII or
BAUDOT signal source. The VID converts the parallel data to
serial data which is then formatted to either RS232-C or 20 ma.
current loop output, which can be connected to the serial I/O
on your computer or other interface, i.e.. Modem.
When connected to a computer, the computer must echo the

character received. I his data is received by the VID which
processes the information, convening to data to video suitable
to be displayed on a I V se't \ using an Rl modulator) or on a
video monitor The VID generates the cursor, horizontal and
vertical sync pulses and performs the housekeeping relative to
which character and where it is to be displayed on the screen.

Video Output: ISP/Pinto 75 ohm (E/A ftS-170) • Baud Rale:
110 and JOtt AU It • Outputs: FS232-1 or 20 ma current loop
• AM II Character Sel: 12H printable characters—

!'m* , ()*+,-./0123456789:;<=>''

WCO€FGnIJWJieP«STUUWXVZ[\r.
v
abcdtf9kijklflnopqrstUv«xyz{:HI

t Intra, Irr Set: A B ( I) F I (, II I J A / MNOPt
RSTU \ H\ > / - ?: •J$9f). .901 4 !S7;2/68»
Carvor Modes: Home. Backspace, Horizontal Tab, Lme teed.
Ifmeat Tab, Carnage Return. Twti special cursor sequences
are providedfor absolute and relative X- Y cursor addressing •

Cursor Control: I rase. End of Line. Erase of Screen. I orm
Peed, Delete • Monitor Operation: 50 or MHz {jumper
selectable.

Contintntal USA CrwJrt Card Buytrt Outsidt Conntcbcut

CALL TOLL FREE 800-243-7428
To Order From Connecticut Or For Technical _—. ._™ Assistance. Etc Call (203) 354-9375 I

I
Netronics R&D Ltd., Dtp). PK-9
33J Litchfield Road, New MUford, CT 06776

| Please send the items checked below—
O Netronics Stand Alone ASCII keyboard ( ompulrr .

Terminal Kit. $149.95 plus $3.00 postage & handling |
IWmr Slrel Cabinet tor Netronics keyboard Termi B
nal In Blue. Black Finish. $19.95 plus $2.50 postage I
and handling.

Vtako IHsplas Board Kit alone (less keyboard). Mt.tS I
plus $3 postage & handling.

12" Video Monitor (III Mil/ bandwidth) lull* assem
bled and tested, $139.95 plus $3 postage and handling.

R> Modulator Ml (to use your TV set for a monitor),

I

$9.95 postpaid.

O 5 amp Power Supply Kit In Deluxe Steel Cabinet

I

I

In
I

In

( i 8VDC 5 amps, plus 6-8 VAC). $39.95 plus $2
postage A handling.

Total Enclosed (Conn. res. add sales tax) $

City

Figure 2.
J
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postage St handling

I

To
By

IO Personal Check
O Vlu D

I Acct.l

I

Signature

Print

Name

Cashiers Check/Money Order

Mailer Charge! Bank • )

JExp. Date

Zip
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Creative s own out-
rageous Bionic Toad in

dark blue on a light blue

shirt for kids and adults

Computer Bum — black

design by cartoonist
Monte Wolverton on gray

denim-look skirt with
black neckband and
cuffs.

I'd rather be playing
spacewars — black
with white spaceships
and lettering.

Plotter display of Pi to

625 Placet in dark brown
on a tan shirt.

Creative Computing —
Albert Einstein in black on
a red denim-look shirt

with red neckband and
cuffs.

T-shirts available in adult sizes S, M, L, XL; and in chil-

dren's sizes (Bionic Toad and Spacewar) S, M, L. When
ordering, specify design and size. Made in USA. $5.00
postpaid in USA ; $6.00 postpaid, foreign.

In a Hurry? Creative Computing T-Shirts
Call your Visa or Master/Charge order in to: pQ Box789-M
800-631-81 12 (In NJ. call 201-540-0445) Morristown, NJ 07960

creative corapafctRg



NOW FROM CARTA ASSOCIATES,
creators of computer management systems for business and industry,

the

CARTA LESSON LIBRARY of

EDUCATIONAL SOFTWARE WSHMW
• •» Make learning easy, at home or in the classroom, with educational software

from the Carta Lesson Library. Carta Lesson Library cassettes turn a
TRS-80 Level II 16K computer into a simple, effective learning aid that

puts new worlds of knowledge at your fingertips.

• The Master Lesson Program gives access to all Carta
Lesson Tapes.

• The Lesson Tapes cover subjects in Math, Social Studies,
Language Arts and Science, for any level of ability.

• The Lesson Builder lets you create your own Lesson Tapes on any subject.

Use the Carta Lesson Library:

At Home. You or your children learn at your own pace, and get real study saturation.

In the Classroom. The Library drills; administers, times and scores tests; and retains scores in memory. You choose
your own answer format (true-false, multiple choice, fill in the blanks).

Carta Lesson Library tapes are available at your computer dealer. Stop by and
ask for our brochure and latest list of Lesson Tapes, or write for our free brochure
today.

"TRS 80 is a registered trademark of Tandy Corp , Ft Worth. Texas

CARTA ASSOCIATES INC
640 Lancaster Avenue. Frazer. PA 19355

CIRCLE 117 ON READER SERVICE CARD

& Tape Storage
S 100 BUS OWNERS

DOUBLE DENSITY DISK SYSTEM

Over 200K bytes on one

drive for under $700,

assembled only.

Triple Drive

available for

600K bytes.

Optional

Software: CP/M", FORTRAN, Microsoft Disk BASIC, BASIC E

Ask for details on our Double Density DELTA 1

.

HIGHSPEED, DIRECT
ACCESS TAPE
SYSTEM

Over 1 54 Meg
Bytes on double

Drive Tape Sys-

stem for under

S850. Get 3 Meg Bytes

on our Quad Drive System.

Optional Software: Microsoft 8K and Ex-

tended BASIC, Electric Pencil, and Pro-Type.

. Ask for details on ALPHA-1.

UNIVERSAL TAPE SYSTEM

THE NEW BETA-1
For TRS-80*, Apple*, Sorcerer*, and more.

Priced at under $400,
assembled and tested.

High Speed — Direct

Access, 720K Bytes
on standard unit.

(1.4 Meg Bytes per
drive as an option.)

Quad Drive Units
available.

BETA-1 plugs directly to a stan

dard 8-bit parallel or an RS232
serial port. Contains its own

8035 microprocessor and on-board EPROM.

OCTOBER 1979

CIRCLE 149 ON READER SERVICE CARD
135



Press Ups is a simulation of a
game by Invicta (who also originated

the addictive Mastermind game). It's a

two-player game played on a board
with pegs (10 red, 10 blue, 29 yellow).

One player has red pegs, the other

blue. The yellow pegs are neutral and
count for neither player.

The game begins with the pegs in

up position. One player pushes down
a peg of his choice. The other player

then pushes down an adjacent peg (of

any color) in up position, and play

continues in alternating turns. The
game ends when all of one player's

color pegs have been pushed down,
or if there are no legal moves because
all the adjacent pegs have already

been pushed down. In this case, the

player with the most of his own color

pegs pressed down is the winner.
The strategy of the game is to

guide the direction of play towards
pegs of your own color. The player

with the advantage can use the corner
yellow peg as a trap to halt the game
when all the adjacent pegs have been
pressed down.

The BASIC simulation of Press
Ups is written in SWTPC 8K BASIC
Version 2.0 and runs in about 8K of

user memory. It can be played by two
people (with the computer acting as
referee) or by one person with the
computer as an opponent. Moves are

entered with a simple coordinate
system, colors are abbreviated to
letters, and pushed-down pegs are

printed as asterisks. If you want some
human interaction, check out In-

victa's original version of Press Ups.
D

Press Ups

Ron Behrns

COMMENTS

SET UP THE BOARD. ASSIGNMENT STATEMENTS
HAVE BEEN USED TO AVOID AN EXCESS OF
LOOPS.

540-740 DETERMINE THE FIRST MOVE.
750-900 DEFINE SUBSEQUENT MOVES.
1000-1070 PRINTS THE BOARD AFTER THE FIRST

MOVE AND AFTER EACH TURN.
1090-1180 CHECKS TO SEE IF PLAYER'S MOVE IS

ADJACENT TO PREVIOUS PLAY.
1190-1310 SCORES THE GAME AND PRINTS THE WINNER.
1360-1450 CHECKS FOR THE END OF THE GAMEC.N0

PEGS ADJACENT TO THE LAST ONE PRESSED.)
1500-2160 DETERMINES THE COMPUTER'S MOVE. A

GOOD MOVE IS CHOSEN BASED ON THE
POSITION OF THE ACTION ON THE BOARD.
IF THE OPTIMUM PEG HAS ALREADY BEEN
PRESSED, THEN AN ADJACENT MOVE IS
SELECTED BY THE COMPUTER AT RANDOM.
THUS IT IS POSSIBLE FOR THE COMPUTER
TO MAKE A MISTAKE AND THEREBY TO BE
BEATEN.

2170-2290 PRESSES THE YELLOW CORNER PEG TO
ESCAPE A TRAP.

THE FOLLOWING GRID IS PROVIDED TO HELP IDENTIFY
THE CO-ORDINATES.

1 1-1 ! 1-2 ! 1-3 ! 1-4 ! 1-5 ! 1-6 ! 1-7 !

! 2-1 ! 2-2 ! 2-3 ! 2-4 ! 2-5 ! 2-6 ! 2-7 1

! 3-1 ! 3-2 ! 3-3 ! 3-4 ! 3-5 ! 3-6 ! 3-7 !

i 4-1 I 4-2 ! 4-3 ! 4-4 i 4-5 1 4-6 1 4-7 1

1 5-1 ! 5-2 ! 5-3 1 5-4 ! 5-5 ! 5-6 ! 5-7 1

! 6-1 ! 6-2 ! 6-3 ! 6-4 ! 6-5 ! 6-6 ! 6-7 !

1 7-1 ! 7-2 1 7-3 ! 7-4 ! 7-5 ! 7-6 ! 7-7 !

Ron Behrns, 2607 N. Calvert St.

MD. 21218.
Baltimore,

HAVE FUN!

136 CREATIVE COMPUTING



DATA TERMINAL EQUIPMENT — FROM MICROMAIL

SOROC IQ 120 *795.o°

• RS 232C, upper/lower case, full

ASCII

• Numeric keypad, protected fields

• Cursor keys plus addressable cur-

sor

• Auxiliary extension port

LA34 DECwriter IV

n.i99.»°
Upper/lower case, 9x7 dot matrix

10, 12, 13.2, 16.5 characters/inch

2, 3, 4, 6, 8 or 12 lines/inch

22"W x 7"H x 15Vi"D, 25 lbs.

1 10 or 300 baud, RS 232C serial

ASCII

Friction teed, paper width to 15"

SOROC IQ 140 $1,250.°°

• RS 232C and 20mA current loop

• Extensive editing features

• 25th line terminal status display

• 16 function keys »32 with shift)

New
from DIABLO

DIABL0 1640 $2,690.°°

Receive-only $2,331.°°
High-quality daisywheel printing at

45 cps.

DIABLO 1650 J 2.779.°°

Receive-only $2,419.°°

Metal daisywheel printing at 40 cps.

T.I. 810 printer $1,695.°°
• Includes upper/lower case

• 150 characters per second
• RS 232C serial interface

• Adjustable forms tractor

NEC Spinwriter

Call or write for prices

To Order Send certified check (personal or company checks require

two weeks to clear) including handling* and 6% sales tax if delivered

within California.

'Handling: Less than $2,000, add 2%; over $2,000. add 1%. Everything

shipped freight collect in factory cartons with manufacturer's warranty

i-IYIJCRQIYIflJL..
MICROMAIL • BOX 3297 • SANTA ANA. CA 92703

(714) 731-4338

CIRCLE 1S4 ON READER 8ERVICE CARD

TRS-80LEVEL II
COMPLETE
SYSTEM

Now the world's most popular micro-
computer, with 16K of memory and
Level II basic for only $750, complete.
We accept check, money order or phone
orders with Visa or Master Charge.
(Shipping costs added to charge orders).

Disk drives, printers, peripherals, soft-

ware and games...you name it, we've got
it (Both Radio Shack and other brands).

Write or call for our complete price list

Shown is Level I.

Level II includes
Alphanumeric keypad.

Full 90 day
Radio Shack
Warranty.

C&S ELECTRONICS MART,
Radio /hackAUTHORIZED

DEALERSHIP

32 E. Main Street • Milan Michigan 48160 • (313) 439-1400

OCTOBER 1979 137 CIRCLE 196 ON READER SERVICE CARD



0001
0003
0003
0010
0020
0030
0035
0040
0050
0060
0070
00C0
0090
0100
0110
0130
0130
0140
0150
0155
0157
0160
0170
0175
0180
0190
0200
0810
0220
0230
0240
0250
0260
0270
0280
0290
0300
071C
0320
0330
0340
0350
0360
0370
0380
0390
040
0410
0420
0430
0440
0450
0469
0470
0480
0490
0500
0510
0520
0530
0*40
0550
0560
0570
0580
0590
0600
0610
0620
0630
0640
0650
066C
0670

0690
0700
0710
0720

0740
0750

0770
0780
0790
0899
0810
0820
0830
0849
OITEO

0770
0??9

0901
1000
l?10
1020
1030
1040

"EM •••RON 9EHPNS«"
OEM •••I979»"
IET B-0
LFT R-0
P<MNT "THIS If THE GAME OF PRESS UPS"
P"INT "INSTPUCTIONSCY OR N>-)
INPVT IS
IF I*o-Y- THEM 210
PRINT "TVO MAY PLAY--THE COMPUTER IS YOUR REFEREE"
PRINT "OP YOU KAY PLAY AGAINST THE COKPUTER-
PRIN'
PRINT -ONE PLAYER HAS RED PEGS. THE OTHER BLUElYELLOV IS NEUTSAL"
P»IK'T "A PEG I? PRESSED DOVN UY INPUTTING CO-ORDINATES OF A GRID"
PRIN» -THE PLAYER WHO PRESSES DOVN ALL HIS PEGS FIRST V1NS-
PRINT -YOU CAN PRESS DOVN YOUR OPPONENT'S PEGS"

T "IF IT 15 IMPOSSIBLE TO PRESS DOVN A PEG NEXT TO THE LAST";
ONE PRESSED. THE GAME IS OVEP"

THE PLAYER VI TH THE MOST PEGS PRESSED OF HIS COLOR VINS"
END THE GAME AT ANY TIME BY INPUTTING ZERO<U>";
FOR THE X CO-ORDINATE-

"DECIDE VHO STARTS<PLAYER. A>; A YELLOV PEG MUST bE ";

"PPESSED FIRST"
"THEN EACH PLAYER IN TURN PRESSES DOVN A PEGtOF ANY COLOR)"
" NEXT TO THE PREVIOUS ONE PRESSED* IN " •

-ANY DIRECTION— INCLUDING DIAGONALLY)"

PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
P INT
POINT
PRINT

PRINT
POINT
PRINT

P°INT -PLAY VITH PARTNER(P) OR COMPUTERCC)

-

1

INPUT RS
IF R$«-C- THEN 260
GOTO 290

T -COMPUTER HA? 13LUE PEGS--OPPONENT IS PLAYER B"
PRINT -COMPUTER FIRSTCY OR N)";
INPUT Rf( 1

)

POINT
PRINT -READV...HE-E IS THE BOARC"
ORINT IPRINT
FOR X«2 TO 6
FO" Y»2 TO 6
LET PJ(X,Y).-Y-
NEXT Y
NEXT v

EOO x-l TO 8
LET PS<X,S>.-»-
NEXT X
LET P»(l,2)«-B-!PI(l,3)"-B-lP$(l/4)--Ij-
KET PS(I*S>--B-:P!(1*6>--B-
LET °r-C.2)--3-:?«(7.3>»-B-:P$<7>4)"-B-
LET t, J<7,5J = -B-|PS(7,t)
FOR Y=l TO 8

LET PS<8«Y>»"<»"
NEXT Y
LET PS<2, I )"-R-lPS<3, 1 )>-P.-|PSC4, 1 >»-R-
LET P«C5, 1

)«-o- I ps(6, |

)

LF- r«< 2, 7 ) = -•>-! PS (3, 7)»"R-,H$<4,7>-"R"
LET P«f5»7>»-R-|PS(6.7)»-R-
L CT PS < 1,1 )--V-.p« (1 ,7),-Y- I pj(7.

1

J--V- lP5<7, 7)--V-
1090

PRINT
IF PS""C" THEN 660
P"INT "MOVElPLAYER A-

X.Y
IE X>7 THFN 560
IF Y>7 THFN 560
IE P*(Y,Y>«-Y- THEN 610

" -ILLTAL MOVE. ..PRESS A YELLOV PFOII-lGCTO 560
(X.Y>»-»-
1000

no piT

IE °«»-C- THE!) 1500
750

IF •"(
I )<>-Y- ThFM 740

»INT(3«PND(0>»3)
LET v.«
PP IV* - :x;y

CX.Y>«»»"
1000

POINT
750

do |NT -MO' 3-:GO _ 560
PPINT -MO' -t-i PLAYER B-

1090
I 190

LE' oj<y,Y>»-«-

IE "••-C- THEN 1500
1000

Tin I>;-

A-
1
?R0

I 193

1360
1090

P»IMT
750

•EN PR INT BOAPE
FO' I - 1 to 7

FO" d»l *0 7
""!••- -"(I,j>;
PPINT - -;

138

1059 7"IW CH->J(14)
1060 NEXT I

1970 **"
IC90 IMP"- :'(1 ),Y( I >

1091 orw CHECK ADJACENCY
1100 IF v

( 1 )»0 THEN 1240
1110 IF X< 1 )>7 THEM 1090
1120 IF Y{ 1

)

| ^90
1130 IE AB5(X-r< 1 ))>! THEN 1180
11«0 IF ABS<Y-"'(I )>»! -he:; 1180
1150 IE P$<X<I ), Yd ))--•- THEN 1999
1 1

6" LET !>X< 1 >|Y»Y< 1

)

1 170
1180 - ACJACFN T !-lGOTO 1090
1199 IF P*<X,Y)»-B" THEN B"B*I
1200 IF P5(X, v )--~- THEN R«R*1
1210 IF P-10 THEN 1270

IF o.io THEN 1290
12?"
1240 IF •

1850 IF P»B THEN 1290
1260 IF 1 ! 3 I

l"
w
' r HE VINNER! "IB;- TO ";R

1280 8OT0 I3 r

1290 PPINT "PSD I NERI "JRJ* TO -;B
1300 80T0 1350
l3 |g PPINT "IT'S A 'ME!! EACH PLAYER HAS m IB
I3S0
1360 EO" P'Y-l TO X*l
1370 El" H»Y-I ~r> Y*l
1380 IE G"0 THE" NEXT G

IF H»0 THI
1499 IE P5<C,H><>-«- THEN 1450
1410 NEX1
1420 NEXT
1430 PPINT "8/
1440 CO-0 1240
14«0

Cnvpt'Tjo -f MOVE
1500 IE X-l THFN 1520
1519 IE v <>7 THEM 1639

IE Y>*4 •K7,, 1560
1530 LET !'= V :L-Y*I
I53S lr PS<K«L>»*«* THFN L-Y-

I

1540 rrf") 1999
1560 IE v<>4 -HEM 1600
IS70 LET K-XlL»"-l
I"*' IF PS(X.L)«*»" THEM L"Y*I
1589 TO"? 1900

LET l:«XlL"Y-l
1605 -1 L«Yfl

1630 IF *»!
1640 IE Y>»4 -

2170
LET K«X-1 |L«Y*1

1660 BOTO 1900
IF Y*»« THEN I 720

l«
r n LF* K-X-l lL=Y

1700 GOTO 1900
1720 POF"B 2170
ITSS LF' K=»! sL"Y-l
1730 CO'O 1900
1750 IF Y>-« THEN 1790

BOSUB 2179
,-< - LET •! iL>Y*|
1770 GO T 1900
1790 IF v<>4 -HTM 1830
1800 LFT !C'y«l :L= V
1810 BOTO 1900

1840 LF- ••*•'! :L»Y-I
i°oo if ps<I',l><»"»" t

::f:: eioo
-l(('»l)-r-l)»l >*RND(0)*<X-l ) )

l
c49 IE K»0 T::^" 1930

LET L>INTCC<Y*l>-(Y-l)*l>*RND(0>*<Y-l>)
1<=60 IE L 950
1970 IE PS(K»L)»-«" THEN 1930
2190 LF- X-KiY.L
21 I 1 BOS'TB I 190

.")-•-
PP INT - ! ' " :

8on<8 i:oo
PINT

1360
2160
2161 —"M —A" r

LET v (")=":"<?)«v
I>I7S ' ).l
PI80 ! )]
ri 90 if ii'i

220 :

IE

2130
-i/ g



THIS IS THE GAME OF PRESS UPS
IN?-"ftJCTIONS(Y OR N>7 Y

TWO MAY PLAY--THE COMPUTER IS YOUR REFEREE
OR YOU MAY PLAY AGAINST THE COMPUTER

ONE P«AYER HAS RED PEGS. THE OTHER BLUE: YELLOW IS

A PEG IS PRESSED DOVN BY INPUTTING CO-ORDINATES
OF A GPID
THE PLAYER VHO PRESSES DOWN ALL HIS PEGS FIRST WINS
YOU CAN PRESS DOVN YOUR OPPONENT'S PEGS
IF IT IS IMPOSSIBLE TO PRESS DOWN A PEG NEXT TO
THE LAST OWE PRESSED, THE GAME IS OVER
THE PLAYEP VITH THE MOST PEGS PRESSED OF HIS COLOR
VMS
END THE GAME AT ANY TIME BY INPUTTING ZERO(O) FOR
THE X CO-ORDINATE

DECIDE VHO STARTS {PLAYER A)J A YELLOW PEG MUST BE
PRESSED FIRST
THEN EACH PLAYER IN TURN PRESSES DOWN A PEG<OF ANY
COLOR) NEXT TO THE PREVIOUS ONE PRESSEDUN
AKY DIRECTION— INCLUDING DIAGONALLY)

PLAY VITH PARTNER(P) OR COMPUTERr. C >? C

COMPUTER HAS BLUE PEGS—OPPONENT IS PLAYER B
COMPUTER FIRST<Y OR N>7 Y

.HERE IS THE BOARD

Y B B B B B Y
R Y Y Y Y Y R
R Y Y Y Y Y R
R Y Y Y Y Y R
R Y Y Y Y Y R
o Y V Y Y Y R
Y B 3 B B B Y

I MOVE 3 4

Y B B B B B Y
R Y Y Y Y Y R
R Y Y • Y Y R
R Y Y Y Y Y R

R Y Y Y Y Y P

P Y Y Y Y Y R
Y B P B B B Y

MOVE iPLAYER B
» 4.33

» 4.2

NOT ADJACENT!
7 4,3

I MOVE 5 3

Y B B B B B Y
P Y Y Y Y Y R

R Y Y • Y Y P.

R Y * Y Y Y R

R Y . Y Y Y P

P Y Y Y Y Y R
Y B I I B I Y

MOVE!PLAYER V.

7 4,2

I MOVE 3 3

Y B B B B B Y
P Y Y Y Y Y R

o Y • « Y Y R
o . 1 V Y Y R
P Y • Y v Y R
" Y Y v Y Y R

Y B B B B 3 Y

MOVElPLAYER P
7 4,4

I MOVE 5 5

Y B 3 B B 3 Y
o Y Y Y Y Y P.

». Y • • Y Y R
P • • • Y Y R
P Y * Y • Y R
R Y Y Y Y Y R

Y B B B 3 B Y

MOVElPLAYER B

7 4,6

I HOVE 3 5
Y B B B r. B Y

R Y Y V Y Y R

7 Y • • Y

R • « • Y • R

R Y • Y • Y
P Y Y Y Y Y r-'

Y B B B B B Y

MOVElPLAYER B
7 4.5

I MOVE 3 6
Y B B B
P Y Y Y
o v • •

I HOVE 5 7

Y B B B
R Y Y Y
R Y • •

Y •

Y Y
B B

Y •

Y Y
B B

MOVElPLAYER B
7 6,7

I MOVE 7 7

Y B B B
Y Y Y
Y • •

• Y •

Y Y Y
B B B

MOVElPLAYER B
7 6,6

I MOVE 7 S
Y B B B B
P Y Y Y Y
t» y • • •

Y • Y
Y Y Y
3 3 B

MO''E IPLAYER B
7 6,4

I NO"E 7 4

Y B B B B
> Y Y Y Y
ft Y • • •

p y • Y •
n v Y • Y
Y B B • •

MOVEl°LAYER B
7 6,3

I MOVr « ?

Y 3 B B 8
P Y Y Y Y
P Y • • •

R Y • Y •

R Y Y Y Y
Y B B B B

MOVElPLAYER B
7 4,7

B Y
Y R
• R
• R
Y R
Y R
B Y

B Y
Y R
• P

B Y
Y R
• R

B Y
Y R
• R

MOVE:°LAYER B
7 4,1

I MOVE 3 2
Y B B B B
P Y Y Y Y
R • • • •

B Y
Y R
• R

P • • Y •

- Y • • Y
Y B B • •

MOVElPLAYER B
7 3,1

I MOVE 2 2
Y B B B B
R • Y Y Y

B Y
Y R
• R

R • • Y •

P Y • • Y
Y B B • •

MOVElPLAYER B
> 2, I

I MOVE I 1

• B B B B
• • Y Y Y

Y •
• •

B •

B Y
Y R
• R

R • • Y •

Y • • Y
Y B B • •

MOVE IPIAYEP B
7 1,2

1 MOVE I 3
• • • B B
• • Y Y Y

B Y
Y R
• R

R • •

R Y *

Y B B

MOVElPLAYER B

7 2,4

I MOVE I 4
• * • • B B Y
• • Y • Y Y R
• ••••• R

R • • Y • Y •

R Y . • Y • •

Y B B • * B •

MOVElPLAYER B
7 2»S

I MOVF 1 5
• ••••BY
• • Y • • Y R
• «•••• R

p • • Y • Y •

R Y • • Y • •

Y B B • • B •

MCE l PLAYER B
» 2^6

I MOVE 1 7
• • • • • B •

• • Y • * • R...... p

p • • Y • Y •

R Y • • Y • •

Y B B • • B •

MOVElPLAYER B
7 24,7

I MOVE I 6

• • Y • • • •

• ••••• R

H • • y • Y •

R Y • • Y • •

Y B B • • B •

GAME OVER
IT'S A TIE!! EACH PLAYER HAS 7

nraHinol

onniio
UfjpUOMUWIIU

MEMOREX
MARKETTES

8" floppies only *3!tooea.
HUNOREOLOTS

10 for '3.50 ea. / 50 for '3.25 ea.

5 1/4" minis only $2ISO
ea.

HUNDRED LOTS

10 for '3.00 ea. / 50 for '2.75 ea.

QUALITY MEMOREX MARKETTES FOR
ANY COMPUTER SYSTEM
SPECIFY SIZE, TYPE AND COMPUTER...
5'

.
" Soft Sector. 10 Sector. 16 Sector. 8" IBM Compatible or Soft Sector

CALL TOLL-FREE 24 HRS. TO ORDER

800-824-7888

OPERATOR 544
BANK CARDS CALIFORNIA 800-852-7777
ORC.O.D.

OR SAVE C. 0.0

AND SHIPPING

BY ENCLOSING
CHECK WITH
YOUR ORDER.

FOR MORE INFO 415-592-6633

PRACTICAL APPLICATIONS
1313 LAUREL ST., SUITE 15

SAN CARLOS, CALIF. 94070
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Another new game from Creative Computing .

USWAR
Garth Dollahite

USWAR is a civil war game which
uses a map of the United States as a
playing board. The player controls the
side of his choice; the computer
controls the opposing side. The game
instructions give background infor-

mation and describe play.

The player makes the initial set up
according to his strategy. To play
conservatively, one can locate the
base and guns far from the front lines.

This provides more protection from
advancing armies, but leaves that

person's front line armies weak, as
strength decreases as distance from
the base increases. It is not advisable
to locate all armies far from the front

line, as it would enable the opposing
armies to advance freely, capturing
land and gaining strength in the
process.

Another tactic would be to place
everything very close to the front

lines. This would increase the field of

enemy territory within the guns'
ranges and strengthen the front line

armies with the base nearby.
Remember, however, that they will be
vulnerable to advancing armies.

Play continues until a base is

either captured or destroyed. In the
process, the United States may be
disfigured beyond recognition by
guns and mines.

Garth Dollahite, 1723 S. Adalbert, Stockton,
CA.

RUN

ARE YOU AN EASTERNER OR UESTERNER' EAST
00 TOU NEED INSTRUCT IONS'' YES
A LOBBY, HEADED BY THE DESTROY INTRANATIONAL STUPID
COMPUTERS MOVEMENT OF THE VEST COAST MAS CONVINCED
THE GOVERNMENT TO OUTLAU COMPUTERS. UE CANNOT ALLOU THIS.
THE EASTERN STATES HAVE BECKED TO SECEDE FROM
THE UNION. A BATTLE FRONT HAS DEVELOPED IN THE CENTRAL
STATES.

YOU HAVE BEEN APPOINTED SECRETARY OF UAR. YOU ARE TO UIN
INDEPENDENCE FOR THE EAST, EVEN IF YOU HAVE TO
0ESTR0Y THE ENTIRE CONTINENT. UE MUST HAKE THE UORLD SAFE
FOR COMPUTERS BY ST0PPIN6 THE B.I.S.C. MOVEMENT.

YOU UILL BE LOCATES AT A BASE. FROM THERE, YOU ARE TO

CO-ORDINATE ALL ACTIVITIES. IF TOU CAN DESTROY THE
UEST'S BASE, THEIR EFFORTS UILL BE HALTED AND
COMPUTERS UILL BE SAFE.

HIT RETURN UHEN TOU HAVE READ THIS FAR

THE COUNTRY UILL BE REPRESENTED ON A 42 X 19 HAP:

1
1 ' 2 ' 3 i 4 i

uuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuu: :

UUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUU :

:

- UUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUU:::
UUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUU :

:

UUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUU:

:

UUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUU: :

:

UUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUU:

:

- UUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUU:::::
UUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUU:::::
UUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUU: :

:

UUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUU:

:

UUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUU: :

:

uuuuuuuuuuuuuuuu
uu UUUUUUUUU:::::

UU UU:::::

II

1

::::

:: ::

::::::::::::::::
::::::::::::::::

: ::

::

2 " 3 ' I '

THE DOTS SHOU YOUR TERRITORY. YOU UILL NOT BE SHOUN
UHERE ANYTHIN6 IS LOCATED IN THE UEST, BUT ONLY

UHICH LAND IU OCCUPIED.

BOTH SIDES UILL HAVE THE FOLL0UIN6:

BASE LOSE IT ANB THE UAR IS OVER. THE CLOSER IT IS TO

YOUR ARMIES, THE STR0N6ER THE ARMY.

GUNS THESE ARE MISSILE SITES UHICH CAN LAUNCH NISSLES
TO DESTROY AHYTHIH6. THEY UILL HIT UITHIN ONE UNIT
PROVIDES IT IS NOT SHOT OUT OF RANGE. THE MAXIMUM
RANGE IS BETUEEN IS ANB 25 UNITS. IF OUT OF RANGE,
IT NAY LANB ANYUHERE IN THE PATH. YOU MAY NOT USE
THE SANE GUN SIGHT TUICE IN A ROU. ALSO, A GUN SIGHT
UILL BE INOPERATIVE FOR ONE TURN IF A NISSLE LANBS
IN AN ADJACENT SPACE. YOU UILL BE ALLOUED TUO SHOTS
PER TURN.

ARMIES UILL BE REPRESENTEB AS INTEGERS LESS THAN TEN, THE

HIGHER THE NUMBER, THE STR0N6ER THE ARHY. ARMIES SAN

BE USEB AS BEFENSE OR OFFENSE. THEY CAN PROTECT YOUR

BASE OR GUNS A6AINST ENEMY ARMIES OR ADVANCE INTO THE

UESTERN TERRITORY. ARMIES ARE THE ONLY
OBJECTS UHICH MAY ABVANCE INTO AND CAPTURE ENEMY
TERRITORY. ARMIES UILL ALSO BE REFEREB TO AS FORCES.
YOU UILL BE 6IVEN REIFORCEMENTS AFTER UINNING A BATTLE.
THE MORE LANB TOU CONTROL, THE HIGHER REINFORCEMENT
STRENGTH.

MINES ARE USEB AS BEFENSE A6AINST ENEMY ARNY ATTACKS.
THEY UILL BESTROY ANY ATTACKING ARNY.

IBENTIFICATION OF OBJECTS UILL BE BY CO-ORDINATES, COLUMN,
ROU, START IN6 FROM THE LOUER LEFT OF THE HAP.
INVALID CO-ORBINATES, SUCH AS 0,0 UILL GIVE AN 12 3

UPBATEB NAP. MOVEMENTS CAN BE NABE ONE UNIT IN 8*4
ANY DIRECTION. DIRECTIONS ARE LABLEB AT THE 7 4 5

RIGHT.
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f HE F0LL0UIN6 IS TO SET UP THE

YOU WISH EACH TO BE PLACED.

LOCATION FOR »ASE' 41,14
MIKE 1 ? 40,14
HIKE 2 ' 40,1.1

HIKE 3 * 29,13
MINE 4 » 28,.'

GUN ' ' 30,8
GUM 2 > 30,1!
GUN 3 • JO, IS

GUH 4 * 28,10
GUN 5 » 34,4
DISTRIBUTE TOUR FORCES
OF S3. 3 FORCE OF ?

AT' 24,10

AT' ?4,13

AT* 24,8

AT' 24,5

AT'' 25,10

AT' 24,"

OF 44.3 FORCE OF 8

OF 38.3 FORCE OF 8

OF 30.3 FORCE OF 8

OF 22.3 FORCE OF 8

OF 14.3 FORCE OF .'

OF 7.3 FORCE 0'

AT' 24,10
MAX. OF .79999? ENTERED
OF 4.5 FORCE OF 4.5

AT' 24,12
REINFORCEMENTS
OF 0.3 FORCE OF .3

AT' 24,?
OIJECT TO HOVE' 0,0

' 1 ' 2 ' 3

UUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUU: :

:

UUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUU:

:

- UUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUU:::
UUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUU: :

:

UUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUU3:

:

UUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUU4 ::::::

UUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUU: : :

:

- UUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUU93::G::
UUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUU.': :

:

UUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUU8: : III!

UUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUV: : :;h

UUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUU: : :

UUUUUUUUUUUUUUUU8::::
UU UUUUUUUUU:::::

UU UU:::::

llll

til

:H:G

i 1 i 2 ' 3 '

CO-ORDINATES' 24,10
OIRECIION' 8

YOU UIN THE BATTLE. ENEHT RETREATS

OF 8.44384 MOU MANY 10 HOVE' 9

GUN TO FIRF. CO-ORDINATES' 30,8
TARGET CO-ORD!NA'ES' 20,10

HIT AT (20. •>

GUN TO FIRE CO-ORDINATES' JO, 13

TAR8ET CO-ORDINATES' '

HIT AT '10,14'

I 'AKE (21.

I ATTACK (24. 5) SUCCESSFULLY
RETREAT DIRECTW !

lESTROY • 15.10 > AND '35, 7>

REINFORCEMENTS
OF 2. ' '! l

•

OF 0.7 FORCE UF

AT'

24, SOBJECT TO HOVE'
UIRECIION' 8

BATTLE LOST
GUN 10 FIRE CO-ORBINATES' 30,15

TARGE' CO-ORDINATES' 24.M
HIT AT '25,151 THAI 'JA? YOUR LAND

BON "1 C !RE CO-OVt'iito

TARGET CO-ORPINA'ES' 24,14
H!' AT (24.1 1' "BJECt DES'ROYED

I TAKE (24.

I TAKE '24, I)

ENEMY BUNS DESTROY 135,13) R*l

OIJECT TO MOVE

•

UUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUU :

:

UUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUU :

- UUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUU:
UUUUUUUU UUUUUUUUUUUUU::
UUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUU7

:

UUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUU6

:

UUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUU:

:

- UUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUU?:?
UUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUU UUU7:

UUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUU1

:

UUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUU:

:

UUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUU:

2

UUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUU:
UU UUUUUUUUUU:

UU UU::

UU:

1
1 ' 2 ' 3 '

CO-ORDINATES' 23,10
DIRECTION' 8

YOU UIN 'HE BATTLE, ENEMY RETREATS
OF 8.84413 HOU MANY TO HOVE? ?

BUN TO FIRE CO-ORDINATES' 30,15
THAT 6UN IS TEMPORARILY UU I OF ORDER
GUN TO FIRE CO-ORDINATES' 28,10
TAR6ET CO-ORDINATES' 21,11
HIT AI CM, 10) OBJECT DESTROYED
GUN TO FIRE CO-ORBINATES' 28,10
TARGET CO-ORBINATES' 21,?

HIT AT (20,10)
I TAKE (24, 3)

I TAKE (25. 4)

ENEMY 6UNS DESTROY (28, 4) AND (28, 5)

REINFORCEMENTS

OF 2.4 FORCE OF 2.4
AT' 22,10

MAX. OF 1.15387 ENTERED
OF 1.4 FORCE OF 1.4

A" 24,11

OIJECT TO MOVE' 0,0

LIST

100 REM « UNIIED STATES UAR GAME, EAS1 VERSUS UEST ««»

200 REM »» URITTEN BY GARTH DOLLAHITE «**

300 REH t»« f p Bf,v L! .) mgii SCHOOL •»>

40? REH ' STOCKTON CALIFORNIA •»»

500 REM •»' HP2000 BASIC MAY 1«78 •««

400 REM »•« rICROSOFT VERSION <SN; APRIL I .'"

DIM H(47,1?>,6(33)
1020 FOR 1=1 TO 33: 6<I>-t 1 NEXT I

1030 S1="LANDBASE6UN HINEARNY"
1040 C«="VEEA"
"050 PRINT "ARE YOU AN EASTERNER OR UESTERNER";
1040 INPUT PI

1070 IF LEFTI(PI,2)="UE" THEN P=-1 ELSE P = 1

1080 If P'-1 THEN 1050
10?0 FOR M TO 47: FOR J«1 TO 1?: H(I,J)=0: HEX1 J: NEXI I

iioo co
•MO RESTORE '220

1120 C0R Y=1? TO 1 STEP -1

1130 IF T<l» THEN "SO
"40 READ A,B
1150 IF A '- C THEN 1210
1140 FOR X«A 10 B

1170 H(X,Y!=SHN(Y-2.!.5>»P

1180 NEXT X

11?0 C=B
1200 GOTO 1140

1310 NExr y

1220 DA'A 4b, 45. 45. 47, i, i!0. !4. (',44,44, 2, 14.42, 44
1230 DATA 2, 37, 40, 44. 2, 34, 3?, 44, 1,43, I,43, 1,43,2,43
1240 DATA 2,43,3,42,4,41,5,41.8, "0,42

J2SI DA'A 1?, 20, 22. 28, 41, 43, 23, 25, '2. 43, 24, 25, 0,9
1260 PRINT -BO YOU NEEP INSTRUCTIONS":
1270 INf." XI

'2°0 If LEFM'X1,1>="Y" THEN 5?80
12?0 PRI"' "LOCO'!"" FOR BASE";

»310
H20 B(3!=A
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1339

1340

1330

1340

1370

1380

1390

MOO
mo
k:o
1430

1440

1430

1460
14.'0

1480

14?0

1300

1510

1520

1330

1540
•550

1560

1570

1580

1590

1600

1610

1620

1630

1640

1650

1660
1670

1680
1490

1700

1710
1720

1730

1740
1750

1740

1770

1780

17*0

1800

1810
1?20
1830

1840

1850

1860

1870

1880
1890

1900

1910

1920

ItJC

1940

1*50
1»60

1*70

1980

IttO

2000

2010

2020
2030

2)40

2030

2060

2090

2W0

2'10

2120

21 * rt

21 10
.•"0

2180

21t0

2200

221

C

7220

2240

2230

05:

B(4)»B
for X"i ro 4

PRINT "hine-'x;

60SUB 5300
IF A' 22 UR A>25 THEN 1400
PRINT "TOO CLOSE TO THE FRONT LINES
60T0 1350

H(A,B>»4
NEXT X

FOR X*3 TO 15 STEP 3

PRINT "6UK-X/3;

GOSl'B 5300
«(A,B)=3
6U-11-A
G'X!=B
KEXT X

f = 40*PNP<1 )«25: T»F

GOSUB 1520

60T0 1840
PRINT "DISTRIBUTE YOUR FORCES"
U '. .1 THE" 5090
PRINT USING "OFNtH.I FORCE OF ";T

REfl

LIK IBM)! It: S'VAUXtl
IF S THEN 1400
PRINT

60T0 ".

!< ! THEN 1430

GOSUB 4800

GOTO IbJO

IF S < I THEN 1460
PRINT: PRINT "ONLTT'LEFT"
GOTO 1540
IF S<10 THEN 1490
PRINT: PRINT "LESS THAN TEN"
GOTO 1530
PRINT TABI22VAT";
60S0B 5300
s=s."o
!
c !N"H'.A.BM=5 THEN 1760

r«T-s«u
S*S«4
6010 1810

IF fl<A,B."*S\4 THEN 17*0
S*5.99-H(A,B!
PRINT "MX. 5F"S«10"ENTERE0"
T=T-S«10
IF N'A,.1"S^5. t THEN 1820

J«S».01
N'A,B!=H<A,B>»S
60T0 1530
REN CM (OSES POSITIONS
GOSUB 5410
H<A,B."-2
BM»«A
l(2)«l
FOR X'17 TO 32 STEP 3
60SUB 5410

N(»,B)«-3
6 (X i

-ft

S(X+1'*B
60SUB 5440
IF X>23 THEN 1*70

A«23».5-P/2-INT<RNTM >«7>«P
IF RM t|K>-1 T»EN 1940
H(A,B)»-4
»!'' i

FOP X«1 TO F+5

BMNTIRND'" •'•>•.

C*23».5-P/2
IF tl<C,BV'-4 THEN 2040
if mc.ih •- rw •

H(C,»>»-S
IF H'C.P' -*•.* 'HEN 2010

«'C ?'="";. *'-.'

FOP 1-1 TO 10: TU.'-O: «X7 !

»H ••• ?TAPT GAf"

ON N«(l(1))*8e«(l(3>>*2«1 'i'.'TO 6520,6'.
FOR |»1 11) 10: L<

'

47
-I tg „

'HEN .-»230

N»(88N(NI -.

IF Nl.<,« | -4 T4E"

-9.«»V9E-0J
if ABS'N'X.T] ' ).)' ""•*

N < X , T >!

K

NEXT

2260
2270

2280
2290

2300

2J10
2320

2330
2340
2350

2360
2370

2380
2390
2400
2410

2420
2430
2440

2450

2460

2470

2480

2499

2500
2510

2520

2530

2340

2550
2560

2580
2590
2600
2610

2620

2630
2440

!650

2460

2680
26°0

2700

2720

2770

2800

2810

2820

2830

2840

2850

2880

MM
2900
101 t\

2940

2*30
2960
2970

2980

29Q 9

IMO

3020

!»39

!««
iO',0

!10fl

Ii 4rt

IF RNBd; .1 THEN 2!

T'PNT'

60T0 2300
T=L'2)/100
PRINT "REINFORCEHENT<-;"

GOSUB 1530

T(5!=0

PRINT "OBJECI TO HOWE":

SOSUB 3260
AI'A

II >l

N=I1<A,B>

If H>1 1HEN 2430
PRINT 'YOU HAVE NOTHINIj THERE"
GOTO 2330
MAI

GOSUB 5110
IF C-.Q THEN 3200
IF A=0 THEN 2410

n=N(A,B)

IF INT'N)=5 THEN 2620
!F »<>1 THEN 24'0

N'.Al.EI M
H(A,B>=N
IF N-! THEN 2540
IF N=4 'HEN

B'3»=A

B(4)=B

GU10 3

FOP K-2 TO 14 STEP J

A1 AND 6(K*1 )=B1 THEN 2590
NEXT K

S'K!=A

8<K+I>»I
GOTO 3200

REN HOVE ARHY

1<3)M

IF IHT(I1»+J>0 THEN ON INT'N)»3 GOTO JT"0. 3000.3000, i'>:«. 2410. 3020,
2410, 2410. 3023

PEN ARH' MTTlf
p*S0R""3!-A"'2*"' ' 11 '00

IF RNB' '
)••««"" - "'i >>")

nit)} "TOU UIN THE BAT1LE.

N*<M-3>*<.73'HRR><1>*24>/10*>*9| N(A1,I1)»K
«1l ''5!=0

>»-1 '0 A»1
' OR K>«7 THEN 27*0
i,.i in p..

"- 'A»X AND ?"•
I rHtM 2.'?')

"'.« :.'po

0»0

NEXT r

NEXT X

IF 1HEN 2»4fl

A2««
12*1

PRINT "RKTREA'S"
A=A2

B = B2

C«INT(R»B<1 ^e 1 *'

SOSUB '

!F A«0 'HEN 2840
IF N'A.B' >-1 'HEN 2140
H'A,B)'(N»5)»PNr"
A=A2

50'0 2°50

PRINT "!S UESrPOTED"

GOTO 302'.'

PRIN1 "BATTLE LOST'
•ft- .?1 »»(N-5)*R*1

GOTO 3200

PRINT "TOU Vt: CflPT'2RED A "tHIMISf ,(.BS(H!»4

GOSUB 5490
P^INT "0F"(N-5!ti?-H0U •«» TO •""."":

'HEN 3020

[F ii — P f»«L<4 IHfU ".'""

po;«t - Trin «,,r H -

50";
"<U.N il.!0

»'«',' '

1'AI.P'

'HEN 31.'"
-

'200

"'ft.? !
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3180 60T0 3200 4110 GOSUB 5440

3190 60SUB 5920 4120 n*ft<«,B>

3200 REF1 SHOOT GUNS 4130 IF [HI («)<>-« THEN 4110
3210 FOR X = 1 10 31 STEP 3 4140 A1=A
3220 6<X)«6<X)M 4150 BI'B

3230 NEXT X 4140 C = IRT(RNDU>«8H1
32*0

3250

r=i

FOR F2 = 1 TU 2

4170

4180 B'BI /"\ " ^^^^
3240 SOSUB 5430 4190 60SUH S140

•54l)JJJfci ^^fc_
3270 IF G THEN 3310 4200 IF A'O THEN 4160 ^» ' ^W I >_ ' * .

32e0
3290

!F F2=2 THEN 3490
PRINT -YOU HOVE NO BUNS TO FIRE"

4210
4220

N=H(A,8> ^^^^'^^
IF N'l THEN 4110 r—/</ ^^^iBrT^/

3300 60T0 3690 4230 If R<>« THEN 4240 rr^ 7!7Ti Zf*~^
1310

3320
PRINT "60H TO FIKE "J
GOSUB 5250

4240
4250

60SUB 5920 J l -y
~*N—

GOTO 4420

•>
r
_J—

,

>F
3330 IF n(A,B>«3 IHEN 3340 4260 A2»A

3340 PRINT "THERE IS NO OUN THERE" 4270 B2=B

3350 60TO 3310 4280 IF N 4 THEN 4340

3360 FOR Z»l 10 13 STEP 3 4290 PRINT "I TAKE";

3370 IF 6<Z+1>=A AND G<Z*2>"B THEN 3390 4300 SOSUB 5480

3360 NEXT Z 4310 GOSUB 5690

3390 IF G(Z» IHEN 3420 4320 PRINT

3400 PRINT "1HA1 SON IS 1EHP0RARILY OUT OF ORDER' 4330 60T0 4560

3410 GOTO 3310 4340 PRINT "I ATTACK-;

3420 PRINT "TARGET •', 4350 GOSUB 5480

3430 GOSUB 5250 4360 IF RND(1)«(N'tABS(HI-10)>N-5 THEN 4400

J440 IF S0R1(A-G(Z-H))-2+(B-«(Z«2M _>KKNO< 1 >«1 H14 THEN 3490 4370 PRIRT "SUCCESSFULLY-
3450 PRINT -OUT OF RANGE" 4380 FOR X*A-1 10 A»l

3440 (•Midi 4390 • OP X>4? THEN 4440

3470 »«IiT(»«(6(Z»1 -A-M )*R9.3) 4400 FOR Y=B-1 TO B»l

3480 B=!NT!BM6<Z*2>-B*1>»R*.3> 4410 IF r<1 OR Y>19 IHEN 4430

!490 L - INT 1 RWDI 1 't!0> 4420 IF H(X,Y>=1 THEN 4470

3500 GOSUB 5130 4430 NEXT Y

3510 IF A THEN 3540 -a 4440 NEXT X

3520 PRIN1 "OFF HAP" d& * 4450 PRINT "TOUR HEN ARE TRAPPED AND DEAD"

3530 GOTO 3650 V m~H 4460 60T0 4560

3540 PR I III -HIT AT"; £ 4470 PRINT "RETREAT ";

3550 GOSUB 5480 Sf^Aw/jgss*-' 4480 A=A2

3560 N=IRT(H'A,B> )
4490 B=B2

IF N THEN 3590 4500 60SUB 3110

3580 PRINT "SPLASH"; 4510 IF A»0 THEN 4470

3590 IF ABS(N) 2 THEN 3620 4520 If fl!A,B.'< -1 THEN 4170

PRINT -OBJECT DESTROYED "J R(A,B>«<R-5>»RNB(1 >*5

3610 GOSUB 5690 1540 -A2

3620 !F N<1 IHEN 3440 4550 I12MI2
3630 PRINT "THAT UAS YUIJR ";HID4<S1 ,N*4- 4560

3440 ntA,B)=0 «5'0 >l(A2,B2."N-5

GIZ)=-1 4580 n'AI.BI ) = H-N

3660 60SUB 5510 4590 GOTO 4620

PRINT 4600 PRII1 "IN MAIN"

3680 F2 4610 HIA1,B1!*<H'»5!«RND< l)-3

3690 REN •»• COtlPUTER'S NOVE ^^* 4620 NEXI

3700 !f ni)«0 THEN 3880 4630 RtH COHPUTEN SHOOTS
4640 Y*16

3720 RER DISTRIBUTE REN 4650 GOSUB 5630

3730 GOSUB 5810 4660 FOR X'l TO U

3740 IF THE* !SSO 4670 GOSUB 5440

fOR X = 3 ID 4 4680 IF H<A,BX1 THEN 4470

AIX.'MIX "UNKKNUd )' 4690 IF X = 2 THEN 4
1 !')

[( A") 1 OP Al.< >.-47 THEN 3740 4700 PRIRT "ENERY GUNS DESTROY";

3780 NEXT X 4710 GOSUB 5480

3790 V = Nlfl 4720 IF X*G THEN 4740

3800 1 ,1ND I INI !'.'.' -6 BR i THEN 3750 4730 PRINT "AND";

- 3840 4740 GOSUB 5490

R(A(3),A(4))«V-.1 4750 R(A,B.>=0 -fa ^£si&f?tit3H^fe^LGOTO 3850 4 760 GOSUB 1510 <s5%$liPff£l$^"\!
3840 - 4 770 next x

'^^ :̂^^^^mhM
3850 T*T-1 4'eo print «-j ^jtlPm
3840 THEN 3730 4790 6010 2100

'^'^

3870 6UI0 3880 4800 REN PRINT SUBROUTINE

IMPUTER m." Pftlttl

38»0 mi>=o 1820 GOSUB 5080

3900 fUP !2»1 !0 2 4830 fOP '.'-19 TU 1 S!J

3910 FOR A=l 10 47 4840 j'«5 THEN 1S70

FOR 8=1 TO It IS'.'.' print " -;

•30 IF R1A.IX-4 IHEH 4860 GOTO 4580

4870 ppini "--;

4880 FOR U=M TO 47

THEN 1430

fflfoi

4890 U^n:'].'.'!

I UON T nUVE" 4900 IF U THEN 4Vi'.'

-• = 30 • #s\\

!u 8
i ihBA

™f 1910 PRINT " ••:

Aa» 6UI0 10 !0

1*^^,. I*)

1$
1940

THEN 5020
[HEN 4970

402'.' A'At \Wl 1 vv 4950 PRIRT CHR»(4»*IBT<10*IU-3>>>;

4030 *-' ri/OTw 4960 60T0 5030

4041.' 3140 i l(lV \
i"'f'J

IF ntA,B):o THEN < ' | -^
Xv 1970 IF U=1 THEf

1050 m 4980 PP'NT HIH(S4,U«4-3,1);

'

4990

^000

)030
....

a=ai 1
' UBB|&h •V

50IO GOTO 5030

4090 '.' !w&.<
-.- -.020 prini .::;

•m v
1

5030 NEXT U
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5040

5050
5060

3070
5080
5090
5100

5110

5120

5130

3140
5150
5140

5170
5180

5190
5200
5210

3220
5230
5240
5230

5240
5270

5280
5290

5300

3310

3320

5330
5340

5350
3340
5370

5380
5390

3400

3410
3420

5430

5440
5450

5440
5470

5480

5490

5300
5510
5520
5530

5540
5550
5540

3570
5580

3590

5400
5410

5420

5430

5640

5450

5440
3470

5480
5490
5700
3710
5720

5730
5740

575?
5740

5770

5780
3790
5800
3810
5820

5830
5840
3850
3840
5870
5880
3890
5900
3910
3920
5930
5940

5*30
3940

IF V<M»T(V.'5)*5 THEN Si

POINT -•;
PRINT

NEXT V

PRINT " ' 1 !

RETURN

GOSUB 4800

PRINT "DIRECTION";
INPUT C

If C<1 OR C>8 THEN 5210

IF C=8 THEN 5140
B=B»SGN(4-C>
IF C«2 THEN 5210

IF COI THEN 3200
A=A-1

GOTO 5210
A=A»S6N(4-C)
IF A>0 AND A<48 AND B>0 AND KM THEN 5230
A<0
RETURN
GOSUB 4800
PRINT "CO-ORDINATES -

;

INPUT A,B
IF A<1 OR B<1 UR A>47 OR B.M9 THEN 5240
RETURN
PRINT ", CO-ORDINATES";
GOSUB 5240
N=R<A,B>

IF « THEN 5350
PRINT "THERE IS NOTHING THERE";
GOTO 5290
IF N.-O THEN 5380
PRINT "THAT IS EHEHT TERRITORY";
GOTO 5290
IF N=l OR N>4 THEN 5280
PRINT "THERE IS ALREADY SOHETHING THERE";
GOTO 5290

GOSUB 5440
!F HIA,BR>-1 OR <A-21 AND A-24! THEN 5410
RETURN
A=INT(RND<1 )«47)«1

B=INT(RND(1)«19H!
IF N(A,B) THEN 5430
6OT0 5440
PRINT USINU " on'NN) ";a,",-,b;

REH

RETURN
FOR E=A-1 TO A«1

IF EM OR E>47 THEN 5410
FOR f = B-l TO 8*1

IF 1-1 OP Fl! THEN 5400
IF ABS(H(E,f!>< >3 THEN 5400
FOR K«2 TO 32 STEP 3

IF 6(K)»E AND 6<KM>=F THEN 5590
NEXT K

6(K-1)«-1
NEXT F

NEXT E

RETURN

0=0

FOR X-T TO (•

IF 61XX1 OR

6«8*1

NEXT X

RETURN
IF ABS<H<A,8! K>3 THEN 375'.'

FOR K = 1 TO 3 STEP 2

IF B(K>=A AND ti!K»l> = 6 'HEN 37 TO

NEXT K

B(K)<0
RETURN
IF ABS'H'A.B!) '! THEN 5800
FOR K = 2 TO 32 STEP 3

IF 6(K)«A AND 0(t;*!! = B !«EN 57=0

NEXT K

G<K)=0: G(K-1>=0
RETURN
REH ANYUHERE TO UIS1RIBUTE HEN''

0=1

FOR A=T(3)-I TO MJMT
IF A 1 OR A>47 THEN SI

FOR B=TM!-1 TO 1

IF B-. 1 OR B-47 THEN 58°0
IF H<A, 8)^-1 AND (III
0=0

NEXT B

NEXT A

RETURN
PRINT "B"CHRI(7)"0"CHR«;7>"0' ,

i;hK1' '•"-

GOSUB 5480
PRINT

H(A!,B1)=SSN(H'S'

,

H(A,B.'=0

<Y=14.' >•!«' J STEP 3

6(X*1!=0 OR 8«2 THE*

4 OH H'.A.B) 3.89) THEN 5e90

IINE AT"

5*70

5980
5990
INCED'

4000
4010

fl"

4020

4030

4040

4030
()

4040
4070
4080
4090
4100
4110
4120
4130
4140
4150

4140
4170

LT"

4180

4190

4200

4210
4220

4730
4240
4250
4240
4270

4280
4290
4 300

4310

4220

RETURN

PRINT "A LOBBY, HEADED BY

PRINT "COHPUTERS HOl'EHENT OF IHE "flID»(C»,2-P,2)"ST i:OASl HAS CONV

4380

E."
43»0

4400
'.410

4420

4430

4440
4450

4440
4470
4480

4«?e
p-

4500
4310
4520
4530
4549

4550

4540

6J70

4380
4590

4400

4110

4420
4430
4440
4650

4640

4490

4730

UF

PRINT "THE 60VERNHENT 10 OUTLAW COHPUTERS. UE CANNOT ALLOW THIS."

PRINT "THE "HID»(C»,2»P,2I"STERN STATES HAVE DECIDED TO SECEDE FRO

PRINT "THE UNION. A BATTLE FRONT HAS DEVELOPED IN THI CENTRAL"

PRINT "STATES.": PRINT

PRINT "YOU HAVE BEEN APPOINTED SECRETARY OF UAR. YOU ARE TO UIN"

PRINT "INDEPENDENCE FOR THE -fl!B»(CI,2»P,2.'"SI, EVEN IF YOU HAVE T

PRINT "DES1R0Y THE ENTIRE CONTINENT UE HUS1 HAKE THE UOKLD SAFE-

PRINT "FOR COHPUTERS BY STOPPING THE D.I.S.C. HOVEHENT .":

PRINT "YUU WILL BE LOCATED AT A BASE. FSOH THERE, YOU ARE TO"

PRINT "CO-ORDINATE ALL ACTIVITIES. IF YOU CAN DESTHUT THE"

PRINT H!DKC»,2-P,2>"ST'S BASE, THEIR EFFORTS UILL BE HALTED AND"
PRINT "COHPUTERS UILL BE SAFE.": PSIN1

PRINT "HIT RETURN UHEN YOU HAVE READ THIS FAR": PRINT

LINE INPUT XJ

PRINT "THE COUNTRY UILL BE REPRESENTED ON A 47 X 19 MAP:"

GOSUB 4800

PRINT "THE DOTS SHOU YOUR TERRITORY. YOU UILL NUT BE SHOUN"

PRINT "UHERE ANYTHIN6 IS LOCATED IN THE 'ltH»(CI,2-f,2)"S3, BUT ON

PRINT "UHICH LAND IU OCCUPIED.": PRINT

PRINT "BOTH SIDES UILL HAVE THE FOLLOWNO I
"I PRINT

PRINT "BASE LOSE IT AND THE UAR IS OVER. THE CLOSER IT IS TO"

PRINT l»B(7)"Y0UR ARHIES, IHE S1R0NGER THE ARNY.": PRINT
PRINT "6UNS THESE ARE HISSILE SITES UHICH CAN LAUNCH NISSLES"
PRINT TAB(7)"T0 DESTROY ANTTHIN6. H!< U!!HV
PRINT TAB(.')"PROVIDED II IS NOT SHOT OUT OF RANGE. THE NAXINUN"
PRINT TAB(7)"RANGE IS BETUEEN 15 AND 25 UNI IS. !F 0U1 OF RANGE,"
PRINT TAB(7!"II HAY LAND ANYUHERE IN THE PATH. YOU HAY NOT USE"
PRINT TAB(7I"THE SANE GUN SI6HT TUICE IN A ROU. ALSO, A GUN SIGHT

PRINT TAB(7!"U!LL BE IN0PERA1IVE FOR ONE TURN IF A fllSSL^ LANDi"
PRINT !AB'7>"IN AN ADJACENT SPACE. YOU UILL St ALLUUSD TOO SHOTS"
PRII1 TAB(7)"P£R TURN.": PRINT
PRIN' -APNIt-; U!!L BE REPRESENTED AS 1HIEGERS LESS THAN !EN, IHE"
PPIN! TAP' .""HIGHER IHF NUHBtR, IHE STRONGER THE IIES SAN

4330 PRINT TAB(7.'"BE USED AS DEFENSE OR OFFENSE. THEY CAN PRC

4340 PRINT TA6(7!-BASE OR GUNS A6AINST ENENY ARfllES OR ADVA1CE !N!0 THE

4350 PRINT TAB(7);nID«(C»,2-P,2!-STERN TERRITORY. I I :NLT"

4340 PRINT TAB(7)"0BJECTS UHICH NAY ADVANCE INTO AND 'iAPI'.'PE ENENY"
4370 PRINT TAS UILL ALSO SE REFEREU "JES.

PRINT TAB(7>"rOI) UILL BE GIVEN REIFORCEHENTS AF IER U1NNING A BA1IL

PK!N! !AB".>"!HE NL'Kt LAND YOU CONTROL, IHE HIGHER REINFORCE*
PRINT !A8l7>"STREN6TH.": PRINT
PRINT "nlNES ARE 'JSED AS DEFENSE AGAINST KNEHY ARHY AIIACKS."

PRINT TAP! 1 '"!-'.: '.'ILL OES'HOY ANT ATTACKING AMY.": PHiNf

PRINT "IDENTIFICATION OF OBJECTS UILL BE BY CO-UMOINATES, COLON*,"
POU. STAPTIN6 FPOH THE LOUEP LEF 1 OF THE NAP."

H AS 0,0 UILL GIVE AN

PPIn! "UPDATED •(. -kUl ONE UN!! IN 8 « 4"

"ANT DIRECTION. D!REC!10NS ARE LABLED AT tHS

PR!N' "RIGHT. "I PRINT

PPINT "IHE FOLLOWING IS IB SE1 UP THE UAHE. ENTER UHEHS ON IHE .1A

PRINT "YOU WISH J PLACED."! PRIN1
GOTO 1290
PP'.n! "BOTH OF OUR BASES HA .£RS"

PKIN! "'.•ILL HOVE IN AND TIV

GOTO 4540
rti»i "tou and n
PRIN! "FOP !£!.• I£l"

PRINT "Of !Pl REVOLUTION. :<}•,

60T0 4610

PRIM1 "rr HEADQUARTERS HAS sttN '

PRINT "YOU APE NOU THE LEADER OF YOUR NEU COOItf!

D-d
FOR X=l TO 47

FOR Y=l TO 19

• - •
.

L(88»(N(X,YMt2)'L(S8N(Ni I .

!F PI

PF.RCENTA6E8 Of LMI
PRINT
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HUNGRY?!

Feel The Need For Some Delicious, Nutritious. Organic Software For
Your Apple Computer?

THE HARVEST IS IN!!
The Apple Orciui-d Has Taken Root. Blossomed. And Is Now Har-
vesting A Choice Crop Of Softwares

• VOLUME I IS NOW AVAILABLE *

( At least 17 programs in each volume.

)

GAMES
SOUND

GRAPHICS
UTILITIES

EDUCATION
OPERATION HINTS

Fully documented with YOU in mind.

APPLE COOKBOOK How to get the most from your computer.

APPLESAUCE Tasty tidbits of software fully documented for
your pleasure.

SPICED CIDER Information on future releases of software.

Magazine also comes in cassette. (Please specify if you want cas-
sette.) Price: $15.00.

APPLE ORCHARD
131 HIGHLAND. VACAVILLE. CALIF. 95688

707-448-9055

——— CIRCLE 10* ON READER SERVICE CARD——

—

NEW!
APPLE II PLUS"~ONLY$1

Fealurei Include

-& SPECIAL SPECIAL

Owr 1000 tottnr* /
tmpmt, book*, d,tk, . - A tZZTtl— '^Z 'C
On dttplwy "J > Piii*'n \d

_ <—?;:**•_'*-* «.«-.

~ Tie In mnd brout: ^m,B_ ~TT!.

NEW!
TRONICS7MCENTRONICS 704

CENTRONICS 753

Cmlitoi SpecM pricea

3

SUPRBRAIN
NTEJTIC

OWy UTt
SPICIAl

12 Video

I for S0RCERE
I $299 value)

ONLY
.125 with BK unit

95 with 16K unit

RADIO SHACK • PET • SORCERER •

APPLE » COMPUCOLOR • ETC
IJ-ll'UJ.f MJ.IIJLJI.1 — J.II'LJ JT^

| ANOiHSON JAC08S0U

STOCK

Features Include:

FREE

Optn
Mori fit

Sat 10

TO ORDER CALL TOLL FREE 800-223-7318

The COMPUTER FACTORY „„?,.;„.;"«SSt3

#»#>•! i:itson. inc.
! <> |U>\ m
PITMAN, M-m JOnm OHOTI
imwi wtttsm

APPLESOFT II UTILITY

product! for the

APPLE II

lOnkcttFOr.lv i $12 45

* SKOwMtltMNK v •• H mimw » •«« *

REAL ESTATE ANALYSIS PROGRAM

w l}«<»-<wi*>vMa.OOSiO-M.iii

ADORES* FILE GENERATOR

IIOUIXIMfNtS I

CIRCLE 171 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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Conpleat
Computer
Catalog

We welcome entries from readers for the

"Compleat Computer Catalogue" on any
item related, even distantly, to computers.
Please include the name of the item, a brief

evaluative description, price, and complete
source data. If it is an item you obtained
over one year ago, please check with the

source to make sure it is still available at the

quoted price.

Send contributions to "The Compleat
Computer Catalogue," Creative Com-
puting, P.O. Box 789-M, Morristown. NJ
07960.

COMPUTERS

ENHANCED APPLE II

Apple Computer, Inc., has announced
the Apple II Plus, an enhanced version of

the Apple II computer offering resident

Applesoft extended BASIC language and
a new Auto-Start control ROM for

simplified start up and screen editing.

The systems are priced as follows: 16K,

$1,195; 32K, $1,345; and the 48K, $1,495.

Apple Computer, Inc., 10260 Bandley
Dr., Cupertino, CA 95014, (408) 996-1010.

CIRCLE 225 ON READER SERVICE CARD

5 MHz CPU CARD

A single-board microcomputer that
uses Intel s new 8085A-2 microprocessor
to permit operation at 5 MHz has been
introduced by Artec Electronics, Inc. The
S-100 CPU card is suitable for industrial

and process control applications, busi-

ness processing, andpersonal computing.
The new CPU card features a hardware
floating point that uses AMD's AM9511
math chip to perform additional opera-
tions in 175 milliseconds (ms) and
multiplication typically in 168 ms. $850.

Artec, 605 Old County Road, San
Carlos. CA 94070. (415) 592-2740.

SYSTEM-Z
The System-Z does accounting, sec-

retarial, and personal jobs. The hardware
features ofour standard system are: Z-80

processor, S-100 bus, 32K RAM, full-

sized floppy disk drive, video monitor,

keyboard and CP/M operating system.

The System-Z runs a dozen languages,

and the software library offers over 500
application programs. $2899.

MicroDaSys, P.O. Box 36051, Los
Angeles, CA 90036, (213) 935-4555.

CIRCLE 226 ON READER SERVICE CARD

BOOKLET ON COSMAC
MICROBOARD COMPUTER
SYSTEMS

SINGLE CARD COMPUTER

•gg&Z^

A 12-page booklet "COSMAC Micro-
board Computer Systems," CMB-250,
describing a new line of milliwatt-oper-

ated, easy-to-use computer, memory,
I/O, and control units is available from
RCA Solid State. The booklet describes
the basic features of the three Micro-
board Computer systems, CDP18S601.
CDP18S602, and CDP18S603. 1 copy

RCA Solid State Division, Box 3200,
Somerville, NJ 08876.
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Pragmatic Designs has introduced

CPU-1, an 8085 based microcomputer
designed specifically for dedicated con-

trol applications. CPU-1 contains a 3 MHz
8085 microprocessor. The basic system
contains 256 bytes of RAM, 22 I/O lines,

one serial I/O port, and one program-
mable counter/timer. The system comes
with an RC clock, and an optional crystal

is available for users witn applications

requiring precise timing. The system has

both power on reset and a manual reset

button, and the 8085's vectored interrupt

structure is supported. $125 kit, $175
assembled. CPU-1A (512 byts RAM, 44

I/O lines, two timers) $160 kit, $210
assembled.

Pragmatic Designs Inc., 711 Stierlin

Road, Mountain View, CA 94043, (415)

961-3800.
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INFORMER 3

Informer 3's hardware consists of a

Z-80 microprocessor, 48K of RAM, two
RS 232 serial interface ports, one parallel

interface port, 2K prom monitor, 8 inch

floppy disk, and a 24 x 80 character CRT
terminal. Software includes Floppy Basic

(an extended disk basic), diagnostics, and
basic utilities, which includes file copy
and disk copy for either single or multiple
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drive systems. Present business soft-
ware includes Inventory Management,
Payroll, Accounts Payable and Receiv-
able, Word Processing, Customer Mail-
ing List, General Ledger, Program
Development, and others. $4000.

DDS, Division of Rohner Machine
Works, 7th and Elm, West Liberty, IA
52776.
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MULTI-STATION WORD
PROCESSOR

A low cost, multi-station word pro-

cessor that simplifies office document
preparation and can also run an account-
ing package has been introduced by
Computer Management Group, Inc.. The
CMG Omicron Word Processor incorpo-
rates a Zilog microprocessor, printer, 12"

diagonal CRT with keyboard, and 2
floppy drives with 600,000 character
storage. $12990.

Computer Management Group, Inc.,

P.O. Box 4721, Elm St., Merrimack, NH
03054,(603)424-9947.
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APPLE BUSINESS SYSTEM

Apple Computer has introduced the
Apple II Business System. This configu-

ration includes the Apple LT Plus Com-
puter, with 48K bytes of RAM memory,
two disk drives, a video monitor, a printer,

and CONTROLLER software package.
The CONTROLLER business system
consists of three program modules: the
General Ledger module, the Accounts
Receivable module, and the Accounts
Payable module. $4995.

Apple Computer, Inc., 10260 Bandley
Dr., Cupertino, CA 95051. (408)996-1010.
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TRS-80
PERIPHERALS 6 SUPPLIES

ISMH

m&

VES

SETS

ea.
10 for $30.00

ENT

wmPRINTER

Fully compatible with Radio Shack

drives Includes: Power supply

case (specify silver or blue) B4 drive

connector cable verbatim diskette

with test program and user op system

60 day warranty complete user

instructions

200NS IbK Dynamic RAM Memory Kit

M( chips Includes lumpers and in

structions for installing in TRS80 ke\

board unit or expansion interface

(Specify keyboard or interface )

These are the top of the line in disk

ettes and worth every cent ot the tb'(K)

each that you pay elsewhere

With forms tractor. This is the same
printer that Radio Shack supplies \

i99 00 savings if you buy from us

All set to run on your TRS-80 at twice

the speed of the 779

SendloP.P.S.

P.O Box 2051. Seal Beach, ( alifornia9!

For fast service or information call (714) 894- ^7 $6
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Stop Wrestling With
TRS-80 Cassette!

No more lost programs or damaged
connectors. Regain full control for fast

forward, rewind, or positioning tapes.

Just plug in our exclusive BYPASS. For
Level I or II. Introductory price $14.95

plus $1 .50 postage and handling.

Send check or money order to

:

BYTE-SIZE SYSTEMS. INC.
Box 1370.

Manchester Center, VT 05255

SORCERER
Software on quality cassette tapes.

SLOT MACHINE
A realistic Las Vegas type slot machine with

good graphics and Instructions on how to

reset the odds. $ 9.9S

SUPER STAR TREK
Modified from '101 Games' to run in the
Sorcerer. Uses 19K of memory. Save a lot of

typing and debugging. $14.95

CHB SOFTWARE
1 026W 26th Street

San Pedro, CA 90731
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MEMORY
32K RAM MEMORY BOARD

Tarbell Electronics has announced a
32K StaticRAM board. The new memory
board is S-100 bus compatible and runs at

300ns. It features extended addressing,

or bank switching, and contains nine

regulators which enhance its heat distri-

bution. The same board is available with

only 16K, leaving half of the board open
for future addition of chips. The 16K
version is also assembled and tested. The
32K RAM Board is priced at $625; the
16K version is priced at $390.

Tarbell Electronics, 950 Dovlen Place,

Suite B., Carson, CA 90746, (213)

5384251 or 538-2254.
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NEW POWER TO APPLES WITH
ROMPLUS + BOARD
Mountain Hardware, Inc., a major

supplier of microcomputer peripherals,

has introduced its ROMPLUS+ board
for Apple Computers.
The new board offers six individually

addressable sockets for 2K ROM's or

EPROM's plus scratchpad RAM. Soph-

isticated on-board firmware allowstwo or

more 2K ROM's to be utilized simultane-

ously for programs longer than 2K.
Also included is a 2K ROM program,

"Keyboard Filter TM" which offers

upper/lower case for the Apple, multiple

user-defined character sets, colored or

inverse-colored letters, keyboard macros,

improved cursor control and other

improved control functions. The program
works with Integer BASIC, RAM or

ROM Applesoft and DOS.
Software support, provided on disk,

includes demonstration programs and
two Editors that allow users to define

their own characters and keyboard
macros, including BASIC and DOS
commands. Price: $169.00.

Avery Dee, Mountain Hardware, Inc.,

300 Harvey West Blvd., Santa Cruz, CA
95060.
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16K PROM CARD

Artec Electronics, Inc. has introduced

a full-feature memory card using 16K bits

of 2708-type EPROM memory to permit

expansion of S-100 microcomputer sys-

tems. The new card's 16K of memory are

addressable in four 4K groups. A bank
select feature, which controls up to eight

banks of memory, allows any 4K group to

be addressed to any 4K boundary.

Features of the card include fully

buffered data and address lines; onboard

regulators and heat sinks that allow cool,

problem-free operation; and switch-

selectable wait states (04). $300.

Artec, 605 Old County Road. San
Carlos. CA 94070, (415) 592-2740.
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/

For A Demonstration Or Further Information Contact Your Local Computer Store.

#
inc.
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TERMINALS & I/O

DE/432 NEW PRODUCT
ANNOUNCEMENT

Digital Electronics Corporation has
announced the DE/432 Intelligent Ran-
dom Access Display Module including

on-board microprocessor. The DE/432
features vacuum fluorescent display

technology of 32 characters/columns,
0.02 inch (5mm) character height, 5x7 dot
matrix with character generation of the
full ASCII 96-character set. Standard
with the unit are a self test mode of all

characters, automatic flashing of any or
all characters, programmable cursor-
blinking or invisible. $265 per 100.

Digital Electronics Corporation, 197
Airport Blvd.. Burlingame, CA 94010.
(415)342-8333.
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COLOR MONITORS
Videcom color monitors have been

designed for CCTV, studio and computer
display applications. Picture tube sizes

measure 13" and 19" diagonally. The
chassis is 100% solid state design. Input
and output signals are electrically iso-

lated from the chassis and AC line for

protection of personnel and other equip-

ment connected. TC 900, $675; TC 700,

$550.
Videcom, Division of General Tech-

nical Products, Inc., Box 339, Warrington,
PA 18976. (215) 343-3000.
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OPTICALLY ISOLATED
I/O BOARD

A programmable I/O board which
optically isolates the central computer
system from high voltage devices is

available from National Semiconductor's
Microcomputer Group. The BLC-556
eliminates the effects of ground loops and
protects the CPU from voltages up to 500
VDC by using optical interface coupling.
Typically the BLC-556 is used to control
SCRs, TRIACs, relays, motors, and
solenoids. The board has 48 data lines.

$355 for 1-9.

National Semiconductor, 2900 Semi-
conductor Dr., Santa Clara, CA 95051,
(408)737-5000.
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ACOUSTIC COUPLER/MODEM

Tek-Com, Inc. has announced the
TC3001, a Bell compatible 103/113 unit.

The TC3001 provides all of the portability

of an acoustic coupler and the reliability

of a state-of-the-art modem. TC3001 has
been designed to optimize the transfer of
low-speed data over normal voice grade
telephone lines using an ordinary tele-

phone handset. Features include: 300
baud asynchronous data rate, acoustic
and DAA/private line interfaces, half/
full duplex, simultaneous EIA RS-232 and
20 mA interfaces and power and carrier
indicators. $265.

Tek-Com, 1147 Sonora Ct., Sunny-
vale, CA 94086, (408) 736-3282.
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TEXAS

EXIDY INSTRUMENTS ATARI APPLE COMPUCOLOR COMMODORE TANDY
FEATURES SORCERER 99/4 800 II MOD III PET TRS-80

rice of Minimum $995 $1150 $999.99 $1150 $1495 $795 $599
Configuration

Computer Type zao 9900 6502 6502 8080 6502 zso

Maximum RAM 4BK 16K 49.1K 48K 32K 8K 16K
i Unit

OM Supplied 12K 26K 16K 8K 17K 14K 4K

)isplay BAV Color Color Color Color BAV BAV

XAR/line 64 32 40 40 64 40 64/32

jne/Screen 30 24 24 24 16/32 25 16

Graphic Resolution 512/240 192/256 180 192 280/192 128/128 320/200 128/48

eyboard 79 Key 40 Key 57 Key 52 Key 77 Key 73 Key 53 Key
Typewriter Calculator Typewriter Typewriter Typewriter Calculator Typewriter

ower Case Standard Yes No No No No No No
lumeric Keypad Yes No No No Yes Yes No
tandard

'rogrammable 128 No No No No No No
Characters Standard

O Electronics Dual Cassette Joystick loystick Single Cassette Single Disk Single Cassette Single Cassette

ncluded RS232
Communications

8 Bit Parallel

Sound Serial

Single Cassette

loystick RS232
Communication

IEEE 488

xpansion Bus S-100 No No Yes Yes IEEE 488
Daisy Chain

Yes

Nsk Available bJOKByle No 92KByte 116K Byte 51.2KByte 125K Byte 45K Byte

rstem Software ROM Basic ROM Basic ROM Basic ROM Basic Disk Basic ROM Basic ROM Basic

vailable ROM Assembler
ROM Word
Processor

CPM EXT. Basic

CPM Fortran

CPM Cobol
CPM APL
CPM Pascal

ROM Assembler Disk Basic

Pascal

Disk Basic Disk Basic

Cassette Assembler

:es and specifications available June 1979. 390 lava Ave. Sunnyvale CA. 94086 (408) 734-9410
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TERMINALS & I/O

DOT MATRIX PLOTTER

S-100 PLUG-IN UNIT
A complete video imaging and graph-

ics system with real-time TV frame
grabber which plugs into the S-100 bus
has been introduced by Digital Video
Systems of Palo Alto. CA. The CAT-100 is

a compact two-board color video imaging
system with the resolution and many of
the capabilities of higher priced systems
as well as unique features of its own. It

offers three fundamental functions: a
video frame digitizer, an image memory,
and an output video generator. The
digitizer can capture a video frame in

l/60th of a second and store it in the
onboard 32K-byte image memory. The
video generator displays the digitized
image in 16 shades ofgray or 16 colors on
standard low-cost black and white or
color TVmonitors. It can also directly

drive a high-resolution RGB monitor.
$893 $1992.80.

PARALLEL I/O MODULE

Trilog, Inc. has introduced the T-100
impact dot matrix plotter. It has been
engineered to interlace with Printronix
plot software and has plug compatibility

with Printronix, Centronics and Data
Products printers. The T-100 utilizes

raster matrix technology to plot at 15
inches per minute with a dot density of
100 dots per inch. $7230.

Trilog, Inc., 16705 Hale Ave., Irvine,

CA 92714. (714) 549-4079.
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Digital Video Systems, 595 Matadero
Avenue, Palo Alto, CA 94306. (415)

494-6088. J. Robert Flexer.
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Wintek's parallel 1/0 module allows

up to 64 input/output lines organized as

eight 8-bit ports on a 4Vi" x 6Vi" module.
Each 8-bit port is programmable as input
or output. For each port there are 2
programmable control lines for automatic
handshake protocols including maskable
or unmaskable interrupts. Each output
line is fully buffered for 15TTL loads. The
module can be supplied with 2, 4, 6, or 8

ports at quantity 100 prices $59, $89,

$119, $149 respectively.

Wintek Corporation, 902 N. 9th
Street,Lafayette,IN47904.(317)742-6802.
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~"TR8M DISK BASED BUSINESS SOFTWARE""

ALL PACKAGES UTILIZE RANDOM ACCESS. EXTEN
SIVE ERROR TRAPPING. EFFICIENT CODE. FOLLOW-
UP ASSISTANCE. USER DESIGNED SCREENS. AND
MUCH MORE. WE'RE NOT "CHEAP" BUT WE'RE
DEBUGGED.

INVENTORY REPORTING INCLUDES SLS. RE-
ORDER. Oik. VEN. COST. REC.
RANDOM ACCESS BY ITEM f OR
BY STOCK ». 100 VENDORS 1400

ITEM8.

GENERAL LEDGER 200 ACCTS + CONTRA (USER DE-
FINED). TRAIL BAL. PAL. BAL
SHEET. JOURNAL LISTING.
CHART OF ACCTS. DOESN'T At
CEPT 0/BJOURNALS.

PAYROLL

ACCTS REC

MAIL/LIST

GAMES PACK

SAL/HRLY INS DED + 2 MISC.
FULL REPORTING FICA. STATE.
FED. F.U.T.A. 80+ EMPLOYEES.

BAL FWD. AGING AND BILLING
RPTS. RECORDED BY INV « OR
CHECK #.200 ACCTS.

SORT BY ZIP. NAME. USER
CODES. FULL OR PARTIAL
PRINTING. 4 LINES N/A SUP-
PORTS 900.

4 GAMES INCLUDING 80-OUT
(BREAKOUT). DISK OR TAPE.
TAPE (14K LEVEL 2) DISK I32K

RAM)

WHOOPSmRUNNINGOUTOFROOM
PRICES: INVEN.G.L.. PAYROLL. A/R 9266.00

MAIL/LIST 79.95 GAMES PACK I 39.96

ALSO AVAILABLE JOB COSTING* PAYABLES, AND
CUSTOM APPLICATIONS AND FREE UP TO DATE IN
FORMATION ABOUT NEW AND FUTURE TRS-80
PRODUCTS.

AFFORDABLE BUSINESS SYSTEMS INC.
2101 E BROADWAY RD., SLTTE NO. 11

TEMPE.AI 96282 TEL. : 992-9BM2W

SPEND A DIME ANDCALLFOR MORE INFORMATION

ASCII encoded keyboards
as low as $65*

The RCA VP-601 keyboard has a 58 key typewriter format for

alphanumeric entry. The VP-61 1 ($1 5 additional*) offers the same type-

writer format plus an additional 1 6 key calculator type keypad.

Both keyboards feature modern flexible membrane key switches with

contact life rated at greater than 5 million operations, plus two key

rollover circuitry.

A finger positioning overlay combined with light positive activation key
pressure gives good operator "feel", and an on-board tone generator

gives aural key press feedback.

The unitized keyboard surface is spillproof and dustproof. This plus

the high noise immunity of CMOS circuitry makes the VP-601 and VP-61

1

particularly suited for use in hostile environments.

The keyboards operate from a single 5 volt, DC power supply, and
the buffered output is TTL compatible. For more information contact

RCA VIP Marketing, New Holland Avenue,

Lancaster, PA. Telephone (71 7) 291 -5848.

•Optional user price. Dealer and OEM prices available
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AN INTELLIGENT PRINTER
FOR UNDER $400

I

TheTrendcom 100 Intelligent Printer
provides the microcomputer user with
40-column hard copy on 4V»" wide paper.

Interfaces are available for TRS-80,
Apple II. PET and Sorcerer.

Features include bidirectional 40
character-per-second printing with a full

96-character ASCII set, upper and lower
case letters, numerals and punctuation
marks. 5 by 7 dot-matrix characters are

printed with either black or blue images,
depending upon the paper used. The unit

is quiet since it uses no print hammers,
gears or drive belts. It uses a thick film

thermal print head to eliminate the wear
and reliability problems. Available in

both 115 VAC and 230 VAC. Price: $375.

Quantity OEM discounts available.

Trendcom, 484 Oakmead Parkway,
Sunnyvale, CA 94086. (408) 737-0747.
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HIGH RESOLUTION TERMINAL

Intelligent Systems Corporation has
announced high resolution capabilities for

their Intecolor 8001G color graphic CRT
terminals. Each character is comprised of

6 X 8 dot matrix, with all 48 dots
addressable by software. Intecolor high
resolution graphics hardware consists of
512 software programmable characters.

Random vectoring and symboling resolut-

ion is equal to 480 X 384. A pioneer in

low-cost color graphics, the company
already produces 80% of the color units

used in the process control industry. They
are now producing high resolution color at

black and white prices. Hie 8001

H

operates in three main modes, eight
foreground and background colors, with
an 8080A microprocessor and a color and
numeric keyboard. RS-232C interfacing

capabilities plus2K ofROM are standard.

$3650.
Intelligent Systems Corporation, 5965

Peachtree Corners E, Norcross, GA
30071,(404)449-5961.
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LOW-COST PRINTER
FROM JAPAN

Super Brain, Inc. has introduced their
80-columnprinter in the U.S. Super Brain
Model LP-80 is a bi-directional, dot
matrix impact printer with a print head
designed for 100% duty operation, as-
suring a print life that exceeds 100 million
characters. A precision sprocket feed
mechanism permits printing forms from
4Vi" to 9Vt wide. A 96-ASCII character
set prints in upper and lower case with
the added capability of producing double-
width fonts in bold face.

The Vertical Format Unit provides
preprogrammed/programmable tab pos-
itions, Top of Form, and Bottom of Form
for complete formatting capabilities. It

provides quiet operation

.

There is a 90-day warranty on parts
and labor. Price: $985 individually; avail-

able to quantity OEM buyers at dis-

counts.

Super Brain, Inc., P.O. Box 403. Los
Angeles, CA 90073, (213) 477-5992.
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Introducing . . .

Graphic Golf
TRS-80* Level II 16K

Welcome to "Small Woods Country Club,"
where you can play on our scenic 18 hole,

par 72, 6,840 yard course. Will you make it

over the lake, or take the long way? You
choose the club and angle, 80% skill, 20%
chance. A challenge to all. Plays like a real

course. Instruction tape included. Easy to
order . . . 159s

Send check or money order to Ken Smallwood

(Calil 6%) 389 Coral St.

Visa or Mastercharge accepted Santa Cruz. Ca. 95060
Bank Card ordei tor / day delivery (408) 688-4187

Dealer inquiries invited

MICRO-BACKGAMMON

FOR YOUR TRS-80
MICRO-BACKGAMMON 1.5 offers 3 levels of play to

please everyone from beginner to expert! All moves are

checked for legality and displayed both graphically and

literally. You can set up, adjust, and play from any

position and dice roll or even watch the computer play

against itself! The graphics alone will fascinate you.

Included is a complete instruction booklet and easy to

load cassette.

For Level I and Level II 4K TRS-80s $19.95

Check, money order. VISA, or Mastercharge accepted. (Price

includes shipping).

Q
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uestar Software
P.O. Box 723-C8, Wichita, Kansas 67201
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FLOPPY DISCS
DOUBLE-SIDED MINIFLOPPY

Qume Corporation has announced a
5V« inch double- sided, double-density
floppy disk drive, the DataTrak 5. The
double-sided minifloppy has an unfor-

matted data storage capacity of 437.5
kilobytes and a formatted capacity of

286.7K bytes. $465.

Qume Corp., P.O. Box 50039, San
Jose, CA95150, (408)942-4000.
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PET ONE MEGABYTE
DISK SYSTEM

The PEDISK System 4 from CGRS
Microtech is a full size 8" floppy

disk/memory expansion system for the

Commodore PET Computer. Each eight

inch standard disk drive provides 250K-

bytes totaling 1 megabyte of on-line mass
storage when the system is expanded to a
maximum of four drives. The PEDISK
System 4 includes a built-in memory
expansion in the form of a S100 bus
adaptor and a 5 slot S100 motherboard.
The PEDISK System 4 with 5 slot S100
motherboard and expansion chassis and a
single 8" disk drive sells for $1495.
Additional disk drives are available for

$995.

CGRS Microtech, P.O. Box 368,

Southampton, PA 18966, (215) 757-0284.
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MS-80 MINI DISK

Matchless Systems has introduced the

new MS-80 Mini Disk System, for TRS-80
owners. The system includes a minifloppy
disk drive, power supply, cable, regulator

board and a compact case. It increases

usable storage from 55,000 to 67,800 bytes

on the first drive. It is compatible with the

TRS-80 DOS.
Matchless Systems, Dept PI, 18444

South Broadway, Gardena. CA 90248,

(213)327-1010.
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MASS STORAGE SYSTEM

Exatron Corporation has announced
the TRS-80 Model and the SWTPC Model
of the Exatron Stringy Floppy, mass
storage subsystem for microcomputer

software c;software catalog
WE'RE SAVING ONE FOR YOU!

Here are a few highlights from our new catalog:

FILEMASTER 2 Programs: FORMAT & RETRIEVAL comprise a

powerful Data File Manager. Great for everything from phone lists to

legal abstracts. Design your own data structure. Up to 500 Char, per sec.

Up to IS searchable fields in any combo. Needs 32 K Disk. . . S34.95

SPACE Mul ti faceted simulation of life in interstellar society. You and

opponents must make life & death decisions. Keeps track of your pro-

gress from one game to next. Six games in all. Needs 48K and Apple-

soft ROM On Disk S29.95

POT 0' GOLD Our all new collection of 49 programs for 16K apple.

Everything from logic to action games. Only a buck a game.

On Tape S49 On Disk S54

ADVENTURE Fight off pirates and vicious Iwarfs 700 travel options,

140 locations. 64 obiects. Needs Applesoft & 48K Disk S29.95

APPLE MONITOR PEELED Everything you wanted to know about the

Apple Monitor hut couldn't figure out. User-written manual in plain

English clears your confusion S9.95

To order software, add S2 shipping. Calif, residents add 6% sales tax. Or

write today for your free catalog. VISA/Mastercharge welcome!

Garden Pla/a Shopping Center, Dept. 10CC
9719 Reseda Blvd., Northndge, Ca 91324 »(213) 349 5560

STOCK MARKET SYSTEM
For The Apple 1 1 With Disk 1

1

152

Individual Chart/ 12 Week Running Average

• INDIVIDUAL CHARTS
> COMPARISON CHARTS IN COLOR
> RUNNING AVERAGES PLOTTED AND ERASED
• RESISTANCE/SUPPORT LINES PLOTTED
• MAINTENANCE PROGRAM MAKES IT EASY TO
UPDATE DATA. HANDLE STOCK SPLITS. ETC. . .

• ONE YEAR'S WORTH OF WEEKLY STOCK DATA
(HIGH. LOW. CLOSE 6 VOLUME) ON YOUR CHOICE
OF ANY STOCKS ON THE NYSE OR AMEX

> PROGRAMS & MANUAL $79.95

STOCK DATA *9.9S per stock

MANUAL ONLY $4 95

• FOR MORE INFORMATION VISIT YOUR LOCAL
COMPUTER STORE OR WRITE DIRECTLY TO:

RTR SOFTWARE INC.

DEPT. CC 10

P.O. BOX 12351

EL PASO. TX. 7991

2
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systems. The TRS-80 Model of the

Stringy Floppy consists of one small

freestanding module enclosing the drive

unit, control electronics, and firmware; a
sealed-unit power supply for the AC
outlet; and a ribbon connector to the

TRS-80. The SWTPC Model consists of a
freestanding drive module, a controller

board mounted in the computer mother-
board, and a connecting cable. $199.50.

Exatron. 3555 Ryder St., Santa Clara,

CA 94086, (408) 737-7111.
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MINI-FLOPPY DISK DRIVE

A microprocessor-based mini-floppy

disk drive that emulates paper tape and
magnetic tape has been introduced by

Digicom Data Products, Inc. The Dip-
disk system allows the operator to
prepare and edit messages and data
off-line for future retrieval or on-line

transmission. The unit will operate with
any data communication printer or CRT
terminal through the standard RS-232
interface. With standard RS-232 inter-

face (1495, and $1595 with built-in

300-baud originate-only coupler.

Digicom Data Products, Inc., 1440
Koll Circle, Suite 108, San Jose, CA
95112,(408)279-8711.
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MEMORY FOR PET AND TRS-80
Compu/Think announced a 800K Dual

Head, Double Density mini-floppy Disk
Drive for the 16K and 32K Commodore
CBM micro-computer. It will also be
available for the 8K PET with a minimum
of 16K memory expansion.

The dual disk system features speed
and 24 hour usability. On every disk read

or write, a secondary verify read is auto-

matically performed. The disk motors are

automatically turned off between opera-

tions to reduce wear. Data is read or

written a full track at a time to increase

data access times: a 20K program can be

THANKS FOR
THE MEMORIES.

loaded (including automatic verify and
motor start up) in 3 seconds. It comes
with its own controller and operating
system in 4K additional ROM which plugs

into the internal memory expansion
board. Seventeen new commands are
added to the normal Microsoft BASIC
resident in the PET, and a set of machine
language routines which can be combined
to provide: random access; indexed
sequential access; and more. Price:

$1295.00 Installation time: 5 minutes.
Compu/Think, 3260 Alpine Road,

Menlo Park. California 94025, (415)

854-2577.
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PERTEC • SHUGART • MPI
TRS-80 DISK DRIVES AT AN AFFORDABLE PRICE

INTRODUCTORY OFFER
MPI DISK DRIVE With
Power Supply And
Cabinet Features
Include Automatic
Diskette Positioning

And Ejection. 18%
More Storage Capacity

Included With Each
Unit Is A 4 Drive Cable.

Enhanced Disk Opera-

ting System. And 1

Year Unconditional

Warranty Available
For Immediate Deliv-

ery Satisfaction
Gauranteed.$499

MPI DISK DRIVE WITH POWER SUPPLY
AND CABINET. $385
PERTEC DISK DRIVE WITH POWER
SUPPLY AND CABINET. $385
SHUGART DISK DRIVE WITH POWER
SUPPLY AND CABINET. $389

ENHANCED DISK OPERATING SYSTEM $99

2 DRIVE CONNECTING CABLE $30
4 DRIVE CONNECTING CABLE $40

1 YEAR WARRANTY AVAILABLE FOR 5%
OF THE PURCHACE PRICE

FOR FAST SERVICE

OR MORE INFORMATION. CALL

(714)893-2311
Fins ITER
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Heath H8
Owners....

want to do something useful with your H8?
Drop me a line and I'll send you an abstract of

goodies I presently have available in article

form such as 32 channel ON/OFF controller,

Selectric interface, Sound generator. .

.

Henry Fale

291 8 S 7th Street

Sheboygan. Wl 53081

(414)452-4172

FIVE DISKLESS T RS-«0 PROQRAM S

:

1 1 1 TELEPHONE /ADDRESS/MAILING - Njn» I Zip
Sort. Even retrieves name from phone # Very quick

access of over 120 listings at 18K. 300at32K
(2) CHECKBOOK Keep up with the bank On 170
easily accessible listings cover a year's activity?

I3I TAX RECORDER - Lists your yearly tax deduct-
ible expenses Adds all your columns, saves
pencils.

14) FOOD FOR THE HEAD - Nutritional contents or

foods vitamins, minerals, amino acids, carbohy-
drates, fats, fiber, protein, calories 1SK 140, 32K
HO.
151 MANDALAS FOR THE CYBERNECT1C AGE
Warning: Highly hypnotic graphics 2 Sets of 4

Interweaving designs ell above Level II 1SK $30 or as
noted
Lowecoalso carries Microsoft. TSE and TBS for the

TRS-80 SendK for catalog

Loweoo Computer
1883 Rodney

Loe Angeles . CA 90037
21J-880-75M

Money Order. Cashier Check apeeds delivery

8% Sales tax for Californians

GREAT
BRITISH

SOFTWARE
TRS-80 Level II machine-code utility

programs, self-relocating, any size

memory.
Example: Fast Graphics $9.95

SOUTHERN SOFTWARE,
P.O. Box 39,

Eastleigh, Hants, England S05 5WQ
CIRCLE 131 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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A.C. POWER
CONTROL for ALL
COMPUTERS or

COMPLETE TURNKEY
SYSTEMS
Interface TO the Real World with GIMIX Relay

Driver Boards. Connects to any Computer
through a 20 ma. current loop (up to 4
Boards- 128 Relays per port).

Interface FROM the Real World with GIMIX
* OPTO BOARDS (up to 34 switch closures with one 8 bit

Parallel I/O Port)

* 16 BUTTON KEYPADS

* 35 BUTTON ALPHANUMERIC KEYPADS

A Broad Range of 6800 Systems
and Boards Compatible
with the SS50 Bus

MAINFRAME.' Includes chassis, power

supply, switches, fan and mother board $ 798 . 1

9

16K SYSTEMS: Mainlrame. plus 6800 CPU.

16K Static Ram and choice of I/O $1344.29
Other packages available.

16K Static RAM
Boards for the

SS-50 Bus

• Gold bus connectors
• 4 separate 4K Blocks
• Individual Addressing,
Write Protect, and Enable/
Disable for each bloct

'298
Memories

As above
with Sockets
and Software

control features

s36819

All GIMIX memory boards are assembled.
Burnlln tor 2 weeks, and tested at 2 MHz.

Add $32.00 for 250 ns parts

Tl TMS 4044's — 10% SUPPLY
fWof an "equivalent", but the real thing!)

450 ns $5.90 each 250 ns $6.90 each
8KPR0M BOARD $ 98.34
4K PPD PROM BOARD. Burner and Duplicator 198.35
2708s each 7.90
64 or 32x16 VIDEO BOARD 198.71
80 x 24 SUPER VIDEO BOARD with user programmable RAM
character generator 458.76
Serial I/O s 1 Port S 88.41 4 Port 198.43
Parallel I/O s 2 Port $ 88.42 8 Port 198.45
Add $5 handling charge on orders under $200

inc.Eimix
1337 WEST 37th PLACE
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 60609
(312) 927-5510 • TWX 910-221-4055

Quality Electronic products since 1975.
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PERIPHERALS
SOFTOUCH TELEPHONE
DIALER AND DISK FILE
DIRECTORY FOR APPLE II

Consists of an interface card for the
Apple, a Tone Module, and versatile disk
software package to maintain and sort a
file ofaddresses and phone numbers. The
Softouch Tone Dialer is directed towards
Apple users in business or home, to take
practical advantage of computer power
for routine everyday activities. Price:
$89.00. Available at your local Apple
computer store, or directly from Scien-
tific Microprograms.

Scientific Microprograms, 1196 East
Cunningham Drive, Palatine, ILL. 60067.
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MOUNTAIN HARDWARE'S
SUPERTALKER

SuperTalker is a Mountain Hardware
peripheral system which allows the
Apple II computer to output high quality
human speech through a loudspeaker
under program control. Output may also

be directed through any P.A. or stereo
system. Initially, spoken words are
digitized into RAM memory through the
system microphone. Speech data in RAM
may then be manipulated like any other
stored data.

The Super-Talker system consists of
the peripheral card which plugs into a
pheripheral slot on the Apple II; a micro-
phone; a loudspeaker; easy-to-use opera-

ting software and documentation; plus,
two ready-to-run SuperTalker programs.

To achieve maximum utility, the
SuperTalker Disk Operating System
permits output of human speech under
program control with direct I/O routines.
It also provides a preparation program
which permits the creation of voice files

on diskette. BASIC program routines are
provided which require only one-line
statements to output a word or phrase.
Price: $279 assembled and tested. Avail-
able through computer dealers world-
wide.

Mountain Hardware, Inc., 300 Harvey
West Blvd., Santa Cruz, CA 95060, (408)
429-8600.
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PET AUDIO SPECTRUM
ANALYZER

Eventide Clockworks has produced a
real time audio spectrum analyzer
designed to fit inside the Commodore
PETcomputer.

It divides the audio spectrum from 20
Hz to 20 kHz into 31 third-octave bands,
and displays those bands, with their

relative amplitudes, on the PET screen.
The PET can store and recall spectral
data, and compare them with past, future
or other channel data. There is a PEAK
HOLD feature, which enables the unit to
determine whether any preset levels
have been exceeded. Programs to access
the analyzer are written in BASIC - three
are provided with the unit: Interactive
Operation, Self Test, and Minimal oper-
ation. $595.

Eventide Clockworks, Inc., 265 West
54th St., New York, NY 10019, (212)
581-9290.
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RS232C COMPUTER
COMPATIBLE PAPER TAPE
READER

Addmaster Corporation announces
that the Model 612 Stand Alone Paper
Tape Reader is available from stock and
is shipped in 1 to 3 working days after
receipt of order. The Model 612 has
ability to read 5 to 8-level tape and to
transmit 7 to 11 frames per character at
50 to 9600 baud. Others include starting
and stopping on character at all speeds.
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choice ofmanual control or X-on, X-off, 90
to 260 volt, 50 to 60 Hz power and even,

odd or no parity. RS232, current loop or

parallel outputs are available as is a

choice of desk top or rack mounting.

Single unit price: $625.00 to $761.00.

Addmaster Corporation, 416 Juni-

pero Serra Drive, San Gabriel, California

91776.(213)285-1121.
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apple tv U computing
2606 South Robertson BlvcJ

LOS ANGELES CALIFORNIA *M3J
(213) 559-4268

PET MEANS BUSINESS!!

The new COMMODORE CBM
with Intelligent Dual Minifloppy

and Tractor impact printer is taking

the lead in its price class!

CBMWORD PROCESSOR

is a FULL FEATURE Direct Cursor

Editor, with features like auto

repeat, auto insert and delete,

global search and find, scrolling,

full justification.

It's superfast formatter and out-

put section gives you capabilities of

tremendous throughput at lower

cost!

Couple one to our Centronics

753 printer and you have 130 to 150

CPS!!

Also available for theCBM

:

CEN'L LEDGER, A/P-A/R, PAYROLL
Based on Osborne & Assoc, books,

these are well documented, effi-

cient programs. $125 per Module,

or. .. only $350 complete pack

MasterCharge, Visa Welcome

MAGAZINES,
JOURNALS

BRIDGE
Bridge is a newsletter published by

the Digital Group Independent Users
Group. A typical issue, about 24 pages

long, contains programs, bug fixes, infor-

mation on new products, classifieds,

letters and miscellaneous hints and tips.

Must reading for owners of Digital Group
computers. $6.00 for six issues.

Digital Group Independent Users
Group, P.O. Box 316, Woodmere, NY
11598.
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BUSINESS COMPUTING
PUBLICATIONS

BusinessComputing Press has an-

nounced a series of publications inform-

ing businessmen and professionals about

the effective utilization of lowcost micro-

computers in their business. The publica-

tions are: the bimonthly journal, Busi-

nessComputing Review ($25, annually);

the report, "Evaluating Small Business

Software" ($15); and BusinessComputing
Newsletter, published six times annually

(free).

Business Computing Press, P.O. Box
55056, Valencia, CA 91355.
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GRAPHICS NEWSLETTER

The Harvard Newsletter on Com-
puter Graphics will keep abreast of

computer graphics. The newsletter will

monitor important commercial, tech-

nological, and product developments, as
well as market, application, application,

and learning opportunities. Among the
regular departments will be News and
Trends, Products, Markets, Applications,

R&D, Conferences and Seminars,
Companies, Business and Financial, and
State-of-the-Art Technology. 1 yr. (24

issues), $125; 9-issue trial, $45; for airmail

outside of North America, add $19.50 or

$9.75 for the trial.

Harvard University, Laboratory for

Computer Graphics, 520 Gund Hall,

Cambridge,MA 02138. (617) 495-2526.
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MICROPOLIS

CCA DATA
MANAGEMENT
SYSTEM HIGH
SPEED SORT

This niqh speed Mach Lang Sort allows
Creative computer Application s OMS sort and
merge to run in at least naif tne normal time
laepending on tne file lengtn and sort kev
sizel This program is designed to oe used witn
tne DMS programs it is very easily interfaced

ALSO AVAILABLE a machine Language Sort

utility me utility is designed to oe easily

interfaced to YOUR BASIC programs Tne sort is

100 times faster than tne Best written BASIC

sort we also offer a Macn Lang Mailing Label

program. To sort tne maximum 1000 records
requires 15 seconds The output options allow
for sorting bv the last name or company name,
zip code, and a user defined variable

COMPLETE USERS MANUAL $10.00
MAILING LABEL (ML) 79. 50
MAILING LABEL IBll 39.50
MACH. SORT UTIUTY 59.50
DMS SORT PACKAGE 69 50

Available to be shipped immediately upon
receipt of your order and payment imonev
order, cashier s check. Visa or Master Chargei
a snipping cnarge of 52 00 win be added to an

orders California residents, please add 6%.
Please indicate Basic 3 or 4 ver and memory
size

COMPUTER SERVICES
P 0. Box 81243
san Diego, CA 92138
17141 438-9137

reformaTTer
For $200 you can now

transfer data between big and
small systems.

REFORMATTER, a Diskette

Utility Program, enables you now
to transfer textual data files in

either direction between Z-80 or

8080 based micros operating

under CP/M and IBM systems
using 3741 diskettes or systems
accepting input data through
conversion from the IBM 3741
diskette.

Detailed program informa-

tion available from:

MicroTech Exports
91 2 Cowper Street
Palo Alto, CA 94301
Tel: 415/328-1712
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BOOKS AND
BOOKLETS

SPACEWARP
Search from one end of the galaxy to

the next and your sensors won't detect a
better illustrated space fantasy than
SPACE WARP, the first color storybook
of its kind published by Troubador Press.

Galaxy T-42's inhabitants bask in a
paradise of beauty and joy. From high
above sounds an evil laugh: "Chaos is my
comfort!" The renegade Baron Zax and
his savage star raiders threaten to sub-
jugate entire solar systems. Against this
scourge stands SPACE WARP, the im-
mense, computerized, laser-wielding
monitor of truth and harmony. A cosmic
battle ensues, its startling skirmishes
narrated at a rocketing pace.

Written by Frank Fox and illustrated
by Larry Evans this 32-page large format
book ($2.50) can be found at book, gift,

and museum shops everywhere.
Troubador Press, 385 Fremont, San

Francisco, CA 94105. (415) 397-3716.

INTELLIGENTCOMPUTER
PRODUCT REPORT

"Intelligent Computer Products -

Technology Applications and Market
Opportunity," a new 250 page report is

available from Electronic Trend Publica-

tions. This report addresses the latest

developments in micro-electronics and the
opportunity to create a variety of indivi-

dually used and generally hand held pro-

ducts for the industrial and consumer
markets. Contained in the report are
innovative examples of currently avail-

able individual-use microcomputer pro-

ducts such as inventory takers, analytic

and test instruments, language trans-

lators, telephone products as well as
examples from the numerous consumer
products. $575.

Electronic Trend Publications, 10080
N. Wolfe Road, Cupertino, CA 95014,
(408)996-7400.
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SMALL BUSINESS SYSTEMS
Management Information Corpora-

tion has introduced the second publica-
tion in their "Pathways Through Data
Processing" series, reports designed to
educate businesspeople in the complex-
ities of data processing. "Pathways
Through Data Processing: Small Busi-
ness Systems" describes the most dy-
namic part of data processing: small
business computer systems. Included in

this 200-page report is a complete
description of a small business system, in
terms of terminals, computers, periph-
erals, system software, and data com-
munications. $55.

MIC, 140 Barclay Center, Cherry
Hill.NJ 08034.

DP MANAGEMENT REPORT
Data Management magazine is offer-

ing a 32-page Information Executive's
Report. It contains eleven original
articles, written by experts in the field of
office automation, data processing, word
processing, productivity, micrographics
and modern management techniques.
There also is a "buying guide" listing 75
vendors, their product lines and addres-
ses. $1 .25 prepaid.

DPMA, 505 Busse Highway, Park
Ridge. IL 60068.
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COMPUTER
OPERATIONS GUIDE

Management Information Corporation
has announced a series of reports,
"Computer Operations Guide," designed
to help in the effective management of the
data processing installation. The first in
this series, "Evaluating Your System," is

a do- it-yourself kit for analyzing and
quantitatively rating the effectiveness of
any size data processing installation. This
report permits a company to perform an
evaluation utilizing their personnel and
thereby saving consulting costs. $65 until

August31;after$75.
MIC. 140 Barclay Center. Cherry Hill.

NJ 08034.(609) 428-1020.
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TRS-80
SAVE
10%, 15% and More on ALL Computers,

Peripherals, Software, and ALL other fine

Radio Shack* products.

Offered Exclusively By

Radio /haek
Authorized Sales Center

1117 CONWAY MISSION, TX 78572

(512) 581-2765

VISA'

NO TAXES on out-of-state shipments.

FREE Surface delivery available in the US
WARRANTIES will be honored by your local

Radio Shack® store.

i
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TOOLS
PEAK-READING MONITOR
FORCASSETE

The PK-80 peak reading VM reads
cassette output on a bi-poTarity basis.

Based on a battery operated dual op-

amp, the meter can eliminate uncertain-

ties associated with loading program and
data from cassette. The PK-80 also pro-

vides means for restoring the cassette

deck head azimuth. $49.50.

Cook Laboratories, Inc., 375 Ely
Avenue, Norwalk. CT 06854.
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Continental Specialties Corporation's

new 32-page catalog, entitled "1979

CSC," features the company's signal

generators, electronic test instruments,

logic probes, frequency counters, solder-

les breadboards, digital troubleshooting

instruments, IC test clips, the Probe
Case, the Handheld Case, the Portable

Case, the Benchtopper Case and the
Experimentor System. Free.

Continental Specialties Corporation,

70 Fulton Terrace, New Haven, CT
06509, (203) 624-3103, West Coast: 351

California St., San Francisco, CA 94104,

(415)421-8872.
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O.K. INTRODUCES
WIRING TOOL

O.K. Machine and Tool Corporation

(New York) has announced "Just Wrap" a

wiring process and a series of tools that

produce wire wrapped connections with-

out prior stripping or sliting of the wire

insulation. Designed to wrap on .025 in.

(0,63mm) sq. posts, each tool carries a 50
ft. (15m) spool of 30 AWG (0,25mm) wire.

It will wire continuously through any
number of pins (daisy chain). Equipped
with a built-in wire cutoff, it is suited for

point-to-point wiring. Wire available in 4
colors: blue, white, red and yellow.

$14.95; refill spools $2.98. Thru local

distributors.

O.K. Machine and Tool Corporation,
3455 Conner Street, Bronx, New York
10475.
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MAGiCWAND
Word Processing System

the most powerful, most flexible word
processing software ever written for a

CP/M*-based computer.
We could spend our entire time

talking about features and you might

not realize the revolution that the

MAGIC WAND represents Because

the MAGIC WAND isn't |ust a set ol

programs, it's a complete, integrated

package
Don't get us wrong We have cre-

ated an extremely flexible text editor

and processor that can do things no

other system can. without having

sacrificed simplicity or ease of use.

But that's only halt the story.

The other half is what we do for the

user We have written our user's man-

ual in English that you can under-

stand even if you don't have a Ph D in

computer sciences.

The manual includes a step-by-

step instructional program that uti-

lizes sample files included on the

system disk so that you get hands-

on experience while you learn

For everyday use there is a handy

reference card with a thumbnail de-

scription of commands and control

key functions.

In short, we've done everything we
can to make things easy for you Be-

cause the most sophisticated soft-

ware in the world is just a bunch of

code if you can't use it.

THE STATE OF THE ART HAS CHANGED.

srciaW business applications, vac.
3220 Louisiana • Suite 205 Houston, Texas 77006

•CP/M is a trademark ol Digital Research Corp
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SOFTWARE
SPEEDCOBOL
SpeedCOBOL is a preprocessor which

converts code written in shorthand into
output acceptable to an ANSI standard
COBOL compiler. This makes program
writing and keying much quicker by
using abbreviations for commonly used
keywords and variables. The program
requires about 50K of memory and is

itself written in COBOL, so that user
modifications and enhancements to
SpeedCOBOL are possible and it can be
implemented on any COBOL speaking
machine. The preprocesor also outputs
program statistics and has the ability to
define different kinds of translations.
SpeedCOBOL is available on a perma-
nent license basis for $5000. A thirty-day
free trial is available.

Foundation for Software Engineering,
81-27 88th St., Glendale, NY 11227, (121)
846-3594.
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TINY PASCAL FOR TRS-80

Your TRS-80 can run Pascal too. The
Chung/Yuen Tiny' Pascal is fully imple-
mented for your TRS-80 (Level II, 16K).
It gives you everything you need to write
structured Pascal programs: the Tiny
Pascal compiler; a complete text editor
for writing your programs; a complete
Tiny' Pascal monitor; sample Pascal
programs; and a user's manual.

Tiny' Pascal is both a powerful,
structured language and very fast. Your
'Tiny' Pascal programs will execute at
least 4 times faster than basic, and often 8
times faster! We have also given you
special functions to make complete use of
the graphic capability of your computer.
When you combine the speed of Pascal
and the graphics, you now have the
means to write those dazzling, impress-
ive, high speed graphics programs that
are great for games, plotting, statistics,

etc.

For the serious hobbyist, side two of
the Tiny' Pascal cassette tape contains a
larger compiler and complete source to
the compiler written in Pascal. This
means you can re-compile the compiler,
making changes, adding features, etc.

(But this will take at least 36K RAM and a
good solid knowledge ofprogramming.)
The operating system supplied with

Tiny' Pascal for TRS-80 is complete. You
can save and load both source programs
and compiled programs to or from
cassette tape. Once you have a fully
de-bugged program, you can save the
P-code (the compiled program) and
thereafter, to run the program you need
only load the P-code.
Tiny Pascal features include: recur-

sive procedure/functions for (loop) case;
if/then/else; one dimensional arrays;
write; read; constant; repeat/until (loop);

"Peek & Poke" and plot (graphics for
TRS-80).

You will also receive a complete users'
manual with step by step instructions on
how to use Tiny Pascal. The cost of 'Tiny'
Pascal is $40.00.

Supersoft, P.O. Box 1628. Champaign,
IL 61820, (217) 344-7596.
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CRS—CLIENT RECORD
SYSTEM
CRS is a program package designed to

meet the needs of the insurance agent.
With CRS the agent will be able to keep
up to the minute tabs on all his clients.

CRS is also a very powerful marketing
tool, allowing the agent to execute a
powerful 'sieve' search of the client

records and perform statistical analysis
of them.
CRS also provides complete on-line

access of client records ana the printing
of sorted mailing labels by any field. CRS
stores name and address, as well as
complete policy information for up 1500
clients in a dual drive system.
CRS is fully compatible with the

Northstar disc system and is supplied
with two users manuals: one for the
owner, and the other is a 'quick start'

manual for use by office personnel. CRS
has been completely tested under the
most demanding of environments.
The price for CRS is $250.00.
Supersoft, P.O. Box 1628, Champaign,

IL 61820. (217) 344-7596.
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Call About our fantastic price on
4 drive complete truta.

level II 1 6K W.0 OO
(wo mini, keypad)
Expansion Interface • $169.00
Expansion Interlace 1 6K $41 J.OO
(apamton Interface UK SS91.00
•II Memory Kit lor TIS-SO or Apple

TRS-80 fi NORTH STAR ADD-ON DRIVES

CUSTOM
ENCLOSURE
INCLUDED

Shooart SA 400 or BASF 6106 lingkr drive system in custom enclosure. 1413.00
Double drive system in custom enclosure 1630.00

BASF 6106 40 track, drive only S 299.00
Shugort SA 400 S31 5.00

Seomon 6" drive- 1399.00
HAZELTME 1400. WHILE SUPPLY LASTSI (It MONTH WARRANTY). . . . S 1049.95
Centronics Pi printer (Tr\S-60 odd-on) 1396.93
Centronics 779-2 troctor (JUS 60 odd-on) S1049.9S
Tl printer |< 599.00
Horizon 1 Kit $1339.00
Single tier walnut Formica enclosure for SA 400 or BASF drive 127.00
Two tier walnut enclosure for SA 400 or BASF drive S4S.S0
Verbatim mini disks. 5-1/4". box of 10 S3 20 per disk

Box of 10. 6" disks ,3.95

* * MAIL ORDER ONLY * *

INTERTUBE TERMINAL
S784.00

WE ACCEPT BANK AMER1CARD, VISA, MASTER CHARGE

29-02 23RD AVENUE ASTORIA. NEW YORK 1 1 105

mUMIILlL TOi
Cf/illl iHiiiBllvV%Vi

SYSTEM INCLUDES:
• 2 Siemens 8" Disk Drives

• 1 Cabinet with Fan and Power Supply.

• 1 Tarbell Floppy Disk Interface, assembled & tested.

• 1 CP/M* Disk Operating System.

• 1 Tarbell BASIC.

• All Cables and Connectors.

• Complete User Documentation.
• Fully Factory Assembled and Tested.

Price $1888.00
CP/M is ,i product ofDigital Kfsearcb Corp.

(212)728-5252 "^#*ro
ISO DOVLEN PLACE. SUITE B
CARSON. CA 90746
1213) 5)6 4251 •12111 SM 2254
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FORM LETTER MAIL LIST AND
FORM LETTER GENERATOR
'Form Letter' is a system of programs

for generating, maintaining ana printing

multiple form letters and mailing lists.

'Form Letter' features: Form-a simple

text generator for entering and verifying

(via hardcopy or CRT display) plain

English text;address--similar to Form
but structured for address data entry;

Search-a program used for finding a

particular address record based on all or

part of the name, city, state, zip or client

account number. Selected records are

written to a printer or disk file based on
whether the Key portion of the record is

equal to, less than, greater than or not

equal to the user supplied sample; Sort-a
high speed, multiple key sorting program
using C.A.R. Hoare's algorithm; and
Letter-a single or multiple form letter

output program. Letter merges the
desired text file with the appropriate,

user selected address file to produce a
finished business letter.

'Form Letter' is written in CBASIC2*
and requires a minimum of 32K of ram
and a Disk Operating System with one
disk drive (two drives required for

optimum performance). 'Form Letter' is

available for $275.00.

T. M. Systems, 73 Baker Ave.,

Dover. NJ 07801. (201) 361-4558.

•CBASIC2 is a product of Structured
Systems Group Inc., Oakland, California
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COMPILER FOR INTEL 8080

A full C compiler for the Intel 8080
microcomputer is available from White-
smiths, Ltd. A complete set of runtime
support routines, the Whitesmiths Port-

able C Library, an interface library for

operation of C under either CP/M for

ISIS-II and a translator for the narrative
assembly language A-Natural accompany
the compiler.

It is currently available as a cross-

compiler running on the PDP-11 under
UNIX, RSX-11M. RT-11, RSTS/E, and
IAS. Operating in three sequential

passes, it produces A-Natural code,

which is then translated to assembly
language that is compatible with Intel's

asm80 and Microsoft's Macro-80. A
standard package is available for $700 per
binary CPU license. Including the C
compiler and PDP-11 support package,
the A-Natural translator, and the run-

time library for use on a single 8080. Use
of the minimal machine interface library

on additional microcomputers is available

for as little as $10 per CPU, in small

quantities.

Whitesmiths, Ltd. offers training in

the language C, maintenance for all of its

software products, and licenses for

source code and internals documentation.
A catalogue of all goods and services may
be obtained by writing:

Whitesmiths, Ltd., 127 East 59th
Street. New York. N.Y. 10022.
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MICROSOFTANNOUNCES
8086 BASIC

Microsoft BASIC, is now released in a
version for the 8086 16-bit microproces-

sor. "BASIC-86" supports all the well-

known commercial language features.

Demonstrated at NCC on Seattle

Computer Products' 8086 CPU board for

S-100 bus microcomputers, BASIC-86
was shown to be language-compatible
with the current release 5.0 of standard
Microsoft 8080 BASIC. This means users
of Microsoft 8080 BASIC can upgrade to

an 8086 microprocessor without modify-

ing existing programs.
BASIC-86 supports newly-added fea-

tures including WHILE/WEND, CHAIN
and COMMON statements to link pro-

grams and share variables, dynamic
string space allocation, and variable

names up to 40 characters in length. It

meets all the qualifications for the ANSI
subset standard for BASIC.

Available in two versions: Extended
and Standalone Disk Version, both for

Intel SBC 86/12. Single copy prices:

$350/Extended and $600/Disk. Dealer
and OEM prices quoted on request.

Microsoft. 10800 NE 8th, Suite 819,

Bellevue, WA 98004. (206) 455-8080

Telex: 328945.
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SUPER SPECIAL
Apple II 16K

$999.99

(8) 16K Rams $65.00

(10) Verbatim Disks $27.00

Axiom 820 Microplotter $699.99

INTRODUCTORY OFFER

TEXAS INSTRUMENTS

Tl 99/4

16K $1099

The Computer Stop
16919 Hawthorne Blvd

Lawndale. CA 90260

(213)371-4010

Tues .
— Sal

1 1 30 to 6 PM
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SOFTWARE
NEW SYSTEMS FOR TRS-80

TBS Inc. announced System Doctor, a
utility program for the TRS-80. Requir-
ing 16K or more, it does a diagnostic
check of the entire computer system. It

checks ROM, RAM, video memory and
display, disk drives, cassette recorders
speed, volume and distortion and printer
functions. Price: $28.50.

Checkbook II requires 16K or more,
and does everything necessary to keep
your checkbook balanced. It prints on
screen in five columns and can handle
amounts up to $1,000,000. Checkbook II

does a complete checkbook balance and
reconcile. The 16K version allows only
tape files and the 32K and 48K version
allows disk or cassette files. Price: $18.50.

Information System requires at least
16K. It is an in-mem data base manager
and is operator programmable. Up to ten
fields are allowed with up to 40
characters per field and up to 200
characters total per record. In-mem
creates either disk or tape files. Complete
editing mode is provided allowing
changes by line instead of entire record.
It allows you to program your own print-
outs to any format you desire, to accomo-
date rolodex cards, summary listings and
etc. It is ideal for small mailing lists,

inventories or anything you would file

with index cards. Price: »24.50.

BASIC Toolkit aids in basic language
programming. It provides variables map,
GOTO X REF. RECALL, MERGE,
TEST MEMORY and SEARCH MEM-
ORY. It works with both disk and
cassette based machines, 16, 31 or 48K.
Price: $19.80.

Business Mailing System is designed
for large scale business users with at
least 32K of memory, a printer and two
disk drives. It will allow the user to store
up to 150,000 names on a single large file

composed of multiple diskettes. Entries
are sorted into zip code and alphabetical
order within the zip code. The file will

grow up to 300 diskettes, and each
diskette holds 500 names.

For large scale mailing lists, Price:
$125.00.

The Bottom Shelf, Inc., P.O. Box
49104, Atlanta, Georgia 30359, (404)
938-3304.
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ENTERTAINING AND
EDUCATIONAL SOFTWARE
FROM PDI

Memory Builder, Story Builder and
Code Breaker are 3 educational games
from Program Design, Inc. for the Apple,
PET, or TRS-80 Level n.

Memory Builder a Concentration-

type game that helps kids improve
memory and attention span. Story
Builder writes short stories with the child

to help improve grammar and vocabu-

lary. Code Breaker (not available for

TRS-80) gives scrambled messages for

players to decode: improves basic writing

skills. All are $13.50. Morse Code Game is

for the PET only. It turns the PET into a
Morse Code sounder and gives players
practice in decoding messages. Comes
with plug for computer; user supplies a
6-volt buzzer. Price: $14.95. Minicross-

word (for the TRS-80 Level II and Apple
II) forms minicrossword puzzles. Dozens
of different puzzles are possible. The
computer gives clues and scores you on
how well you do. Two (2) crossword
games and 2 Codeword puzzles are on the
tape. The 4 programs together help
improve vocabulary and spelling skills.

Price: $14.95. Spelling Builder is Tor high

school students and adults who have
mastered basic spelling but still have
trouble deciding whether it's "dieest-

able" or "digestible," "supersede or
"supercede" etc. Not just drill, this series

of programs actually teaches you how to

handle difficult words. Contains a com-
puter tape and an audio tape. Price:

$18.50. Available for TRS-80 Level II and
Apple. All tapes guaranteed to run.

Program Design, Inc., 11 Idar Court,
Greenwich, Conn. 06830, (203) 661-8799.
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NOW BETTER THAN EVER.

You ve pmliahly heard about CP/M. Bui if you
haven I, it's the world's most popular operating system
( P M is considered the software bus for 8080 and Z80
microcomputers because it gives you the hardware-
independent interface you need to make your computer
work foryou Bee ausc it s hardware-independent, you can
get programming languages, word processing software,

and business applications packages from scores of sup-
pliers at affordable prices

CP/M 2.0 is tin; latest in the evolution ofa proven re-

liable and efficient software system It's the kind of relia-

bility that comes from five years of field testing in thou-
sands nt installations And its supported by an experi-

enced staff dedicated to maintaining CI* M as the DM
product in the Industry.

t 1' M 2.0 gives you many new features, with an en-

hanced upward compatible file system, powerful now
random access capabilities, and unprecedented laid alter-

ation facilities which allow you to tailor CP M 2 to man-
age virtually any disk subsystem. From minidisks, floppy
disks, all the way to high-capacity hard disks the flexibil-

ity ol CP M 2 makes it a truly universal operating system
Get yourselforyourcompanyon the software bus: contact
us far farther details, or ask your dealer about CP/M 2.0

availability far your computer
DISKETTE and DOCUMENTATION

Single Quantity Prices: $150

Q
Mmri-moGftAMMiNG Mowrro*

NEW INDUSTRY STANDARD
Digital Research announces a deluxe operating

system that provides big computer facilities at small com-
puter prices. MP M is a monitor program which operates
withyour microcomputer to provide nlulu temnnal access

with multiprogramming at each terminal Best of all. it's

CP M compatiblewhich meansyou can run awidevariety
of programming languages, applications packages and
development software

II you want, you can run simultaneous editors, pro
gram translators and Irackgmund printer spoolers Oryou
can use MP M far data entry or data-base access from re-

mote terminals Oryou can use MP M real-time features to

monitor an assembly line anil automatically schedule pro
grams far execution throughout the day MP M makes an
axceuenl focal point far a duster ofconnected microcom-
puters The possibilities are limitless

LikeCP M,MP Mis especially built toadapt tomost
8080 or Z80 microcomputers, with an 8086 version on the

way. Vou can operate your 1 devices either Interrupt-
driven or polled, and you can even writeyourown system
processes which are combined with MP M through a
simple system generation It s an exciting new product
from the most experienced systems software supplier in

the microcomputer Industry Contact 111 far riotsill or ask
your dealer about MP M availability for your computer
system.

DISKETTE and DOCUMENTATION
Single Quantity Price: $300

DJGJTlRsL RESEARCH Posl im™ flm 579 Pacific Grove, Calif. 93950 14081 649-3896
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COMPUTER HOOK-UPS

CompuServe Incorporated is intro-

ducing MicroNET.
MicroNET merges the power and

capabilities of CompuServe's large main
frame computer systems with the smaller
personal computer systems used in

homes and businesses. The service
enables customers to use CompuServe's
Personal Computing Division computer
system in Columbus, Ohio, from 25 major
metropolitan areas in the U.S., by con-
necting their personal computers
through local telephone systems. Users
can communicate nationwide through a
"community bulletin board" and expand
the potential of their systems; create,

edit and store database files, use a library

of programs and sell personally-authored
programs to other customers.

Ft reauires the addition of an interface

unit, called a "modem," which allows a
customer's personal computer to com-
municate properly with CompuServe's
computer, and the use of a telephone.
Payment is through Mastercharge or
Visa bank cards.

CompuServe, Personal Computing
Division, 5000 Arlington Centre Blvd.,

Columbus, Ohio 43220, (614) 457-8600.
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LIFEBOAT'S COMPILER
OFFERINGS

Lifeboat Associates offers two new
compilers for CP/M*-based microcom-
puter systems: C Compiler - Supports
most major features of the "C" language
including structures, arrays, pointers,

recursive function evaluation. Linkable
with library to 8080 binary output. Lacks
data initialization, long and float type,

and static and register class specifiers.

"C" Programming Language, the Ker-
nighan & Ritchie book, included with
documentation. $110 ($15 for manual
alone) BASIC Compiler - Compatible with
Version 5 Microsoft ANSI BASIC inter-

preter with 3 to 10 times faster execution.
Produces standard Microsoft relocatable

binary output. Supplied with Macro
Assembler which produces compatible
linkable modules. In addition, ANSI
COBOL and ANSI FORTRAN compUers
which generate compatible load modules
are also supplied. $350. ($25 for manual
alone).

Lifeboat Associates, 2248 Broadway,
New York, N.Y. 10024, (212) 580-0082.
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TWO SYSTEMS FROM
DIGITAL RESEARCH

Digital Research announces two new
operating systems - CP/M 2.0 and MP/M.
Both are adaptable to nearly any 8080 or
Z80 computer system with disk backup
storage.

CP/M 2.0 is an enhanced version of

CP/M, release 1, and maintains upward
compatibility. Standard operating sys-

tem utilities are supplied with CP/M 2.0,

with application packages, language
processors and development systems
available from independent software
suppliers.

MP/M is a CP/M compatible multi-

terminal operating system which sup-
ports real-time multiprogramming at

each terminal, along with background
and foreground modes. It can serve as a
complete program development environ-
ment for one or more users, or as the
nucleus of clustered terminals or pro-

cessors accessing a common data base. It

operates currently with 8080 or Z80
microprocessors, and will be available for

the 8086 processor soon.

Single copy prices: $150 for CP/M 2.0,

$300 for MP/M, including documentation
and diskette in single density 8" form.

Digital Research, Box 579, Pacific

Grove. CA 93950, (408) 649-3896.
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STATISTICAL PACKAGE
FOR APPLE II

Charles Mann & Associates released a
statistical program package for Apple II

featuring full use of the it's graphics
capabilities. The package includes its own
Scientific Data Management System
(also available separately) and programs
for curve fitting, probability, general
statistics, distribution mathematics and
test statistics. A built-in data base is

included to produce a complete set of
working examples useful in learning
statistical principles. Also included are
standard resolution plots for appropriate
histograms and distribution arrays.

Probability elements include analysis for

permutations, combinations and factor-

ials. Random number generator routines

include elements for random number
tables, random numbers within intervals

or one-by-one for game theory. Distribu-

tions include Binomial, Poisson, Normal,
Chi-Square and Student T-Disl ribution.

Distribution probabilities may be esti-

mated above or below a point, or outside a
outside a symmetric interval, inside or
outside a defined interval.

It requires 32K of RAM and at least

one Disk II, and can handle up to 5 100 x 1

matricies containing raw data, grouped
data or frequency arrays. A quick
reference chart of legal variables is

included.

Available from dealers worldwide for

$89.95. Scientific Data Management
System sells separately for $49.95.

Charles Mann & Associates, Micro
Software Division, 7594 San Remo Trail,

Yucca Valley. CA 92284, (714) 365-9718.
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PET I6K Large Keyboard

PET 32K Large Keyboard

PET8K
PET 2040 Dual Otsk t343K,

PET 2023 Printer ipres teed)

PET 2022 Printer Itracfeed)

KIM 1 S159 (am tao i« roMf Swpe*..

6500 Programming Manual
2114 L 450 ns 5 90
2716 EPR0M 15 Volt)

6550 RAM (lot 8K PET)

6502 Microprocessor Chip
6522 VIA
6520 PIA

PET 4 Voice Music Board (MTUK-1002-21
Music Software (K 1002 3D tot PET
Programmers Toolkit - PET ROM Utilities

Microchess 2 lor PET or APPLE
PET Word Processor - Machine Language

3M Scotch 8" disks ., c
|

= 3M Scotch 5
-
diskettes «"Lt

M Verbatim 5" diskettes HHMIIIililillli

Cassettes lall tapes guaranteed)
Premium quality, high output lownoise in 5 screw
housing with labels

C-10 10/5 95 50/25 00 100/48 00
C30 10/700 50/30 00 100/57 00

WRITE FOR 6502 A.ND S 100 PRODUCT LIST

IIS E Slump Road

A B COmDUterS Monlgomeryville, P» 18936

|215| 6998386

S222 00
650

100/4 45
4200
12 70

975
975
550

S 4490
S 1690
S 4500

17 90
24 00

10/J3I

10/S3S

10/S27 II
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Save More Than 20%
NORTH STAR — INTERTUBE

THINKER TOYS — HUH
The smartest computers
at the smartest price.

List

$1599
S1899
S2249
$2549

Our Price

$1274
$1519
$1799
$2039

Double* Density
HORIZON-1-16Kklt,
Assembled & tested
HORIZON-2-32Kk.I
Assembled & tested
HORIZON-2-32K Quad Density
Assembled & tested $2999 $2399
PASCAL lor NORTH STAR on Disk $ 49
Powerful NORTH STAR BASIC FREE
THINKER TOYS DISCUS/2D $1149 $ 949
MEASUREMENT SYSTEMS
ASM Memory 84K $640
TopOuality + Top Speed Lowest Price

INTERTUBE II Smart Termin«l$ 995$ 780
TRS-80toS-100HUHKit $295 $280
Assembled a tested $ 375 $ 350
HUHMINI8100KH $ 115 $ 103
Assembled a tested $ 155 $ 139
MARYELLEN Word Processor $ 38

Beet Features ol IBM a NORTH STAR
VERBATIM DISKS $ 29
Which Computers Are Best?

BROCHURE FREE

AMERICAN SQUARE COMPUTERS
Kivett Drive. Jamestown, NC 27282

(919)843-1105
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While Plains Mall. 200 Hamilton Ave

White Plains. H.V. 10601

I914IWHV DATA.
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P.O. Hot ISAf)7
Salt Laikr City, Itah Ml 1ft
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Programs for your ATARI"

• IRIDIS is a monthly cassette magazine
of programs for the ATARI 400 and
800 personal computer.

• You get four excellent programs each
month on a high quality C-30 cassette,

ready to load and run.

• Each issue of IRIDIS has an animated
"Front Cover" that will delight your
eyes!

• With each cassette you get IRIDIS
Notes, a lively newsletter of informa-
tion about the ATARI computer You
may disagree with our opinionated
editors, but you'll never be bored!

• IRIDIS brings you fun and games,
education, and business programs
and "software tools" that will help you
enjoy your ATARI

D 12 issues for $39.95 in US
& Canada

a 4 issues for $14.95
D Sample copy $4.95

We Accept VISA and Mastercharge

City

SUW/ZIp

IRIDIS, Box 550, Goleta. CA 93017
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PROGRAM SIMULATES
SOLAR HOME

Sunsim-l program calculates energy
from the sun, and shows how it can be
used in the home. It calculates the sun's

energy in hourly intervals at any
specified location on earth, and demon-
strates its use for domestic space heating,
cooling, and hot water heating. The
system is shown with graphics. Cumula-
tive energy and temperature values are
displayed, including solar energy col-

lected and used, backup energy used,

thermal and hot water storage tempera-
tures, etc. Users can also input their own
requirements for size of home, volume of

thermal storage and area and angle of

solar collector. Written in TRS-80 Level
II Basic, Sunsim-l requires 16K bytes of

storage. On cassette for $49 (quantity

discount prices on request) Solartek, P.O.

Solartek, P.O. Box 298, Guilderland,

New York 12084.
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TRS-80 DISK OPERATING
SYSTEM

Microcomputer Technology, Inc. an-

nounced Disk Operating System, D0S+
available in 35 or 40 track versions.

The MTI/APPARAT D0S+ will en-

able any program to execute all TRS 80
commands. It also works with assembler
language programs or high level lan-

guages that use DOS routines for

character input and output. It comes with
manual, diskette and the best of AP-
PARAT's disk utility programs for $99
for the 35 track version, and $110 for the

40 track version.
Microcomputer Technology, Inc. 2080

S. Grand Ave., Santa Ana, CA 92705 (714)

979-9923.
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HARDCOPY GRAPHICS
PROGRAM FOR THE PET
COMPUTER
West Coast Consultants announces

software which provides users with full

graphics capability for Houston Instru-

ment's HIPLOT plotter. The program is

currently available on tape cassette for

the PET computer and drives the plotter

through a RS-232 interface. Although the
plotter retails for $1085, the program
costs just $50. The program is written in

BASIC and offers sophisticated plot

control to the user by means of several
subroutines. The minimum memory
requirements is 16K bytes. Similar

programs are near completion for both
the TRS-80 and Apple II computers.
West Coast Consultants, 1775 Lincoln

Blvd., Tracy, CA 95376.
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TWO FOR TRS-80

Mail-V is a package of Series V
business software for the TRS-80 DOS
system with 32K. Features include input

and edit features which let you move the
cursor, delete character, line and replace

characters by typing over it and a report
writer. You do not have to sort the entire

data base everytime you add records.

Sorting the entire file takes minutes
instead of hours, and we provide a

separate module to handle sorting

numeric zip codes. Any fields can be
sorted or searched. Price: $59 with full

documentation and delivered on diskette.

Manual alone: $5.00. CP/M version avail-

able soon.

TRS Yellow Pages, issue 1.4, is a
twelve-page publication devoted entirely

to business software. A handy guide for

selecting business software for the
TRS-80, it describes all the software pro-

duced by Micro Architect. Issue features

a sophisticated data base manager for the
TRS-80. For a free copy, send two
stamped, long, self-addressed envelopes.

Micro Architect. 96 Dothan St.,

Arlington,MA 02174.
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MISCELLANEOUS
HOUSING FOR
MINI-DISKETTES

Designed specifically to house 50
mini-diskettes, the Mini-Matic is light-

weight and portable. Three supporting
metal tilt plates provide adjustable
spacing in 1" increments. The Mini-Matic
Tray is offered as part ofa complete outfit

which includes the tray, a set of five

sturdy index/dividers, and a clear vinyl

dust cover. The tray can be cross-filed in

any standard letter-size file drawer. A
locking steel hood is available as an
option.

Mead-Hatcher Associates, Inc., 752
Military Road, Buffalo, N.Y. 14216.
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PERSONAL COMPUTING
CASSETTE

A new data cassette from Verbatim
Corporation includes leader-free and
splice-free tape, a shell of material which
minimizes jamming; and premium-grade
tape. Designated C-10, it is designed for

all popular personal computer systems.
Verbatim Corporation, 323 Soquel

Way, Sunnyvale, CA 94086.
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M,
COMPLETE YOUR
TRS-80 SYSTEM

Now, for the Owner's of the Radio
Shack TRS-80 Micro-Computer Module
System, DESIGNCO. P.O. Box 307,

Union, Michigan has put in kit form an
attractive, vinyl-covered, wood and ABS
thermoformed plastic case. When assem-
bled the unit encases the separate

modules and interconnecting cables se-

curely and efficiently for a permanent
work location or allows for safe porta-

bility if movement of the computer
system is required.

The C-l case for the TRS-80 is made of

black ABS thermoformed side panels

with the exposed wood sections covered
by a silver, leather-like material, giving

the completed unit a custom-made,
whole-system appearance.
Assembling the unit with just a

phillip's screwdriver is facilitated with

predrilled holes, uniform screw size and
very comprehensive instruction. Unit
specifications: 14 x 19 x 25 inches, weight
- 9 pounds. Price and shipping: $69.50

plus $5.00 shipping.

Interface systems with space for 2 disc

drive units.

The C-2 case for the TRS-80 is made of

black ABS thermoformed side panels

with wood sections covered by a silver,

quilted, leather-like material, giving the
completed unit a custom-made, whole-

system appearance. A glare shield to

reduce light reflection is integral to the
design. Room is provided for additional

add-ons such as printer interface, S-100

buss, 44 pin buss, etc. Unit specifications:

25" wide 18-1/1" deep x 28-1/2" high,

weight - 14 pounds, disc opening - 3-5/8 ' x
12-1/2" x 14" deep,(accepts two Radio
Shack, Pertec, Vista, Matchless, Percom
disc units.) Price and shipping: $135.00

plus $7.00 shipping.
Designco Consulting Eng., P.O. Box

307. Union. MI 49130.
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MICRO
MANAGEMENT
SYSTEMS

Up To 1 5% Discount

on

TRS-80's
MICRO-COMPUTER SPECIALIST

LARRY OWENS
COMPUTER CENTER

MINI MALL
DOWNTOWN SHOPPING CENTER

CAIRO. GEORGIA 31 728
912-377-7120
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DOES YOUR COMPUTER
SOMETIMES COUGH, SNEEZE OR

HAVE A SEIZURE?
It may be suffering from Transiet Glitchitis. a
cureable digestive disorder. The Blitz Bug can
bring fast relief from these symptoms in less

than 50 nano seconds. Available without pre-

scription. Use only as directed.

* No Computer Should Be Without One *

Blitz Bug protects your entire circuit.

and plugs into any outlet.

Introductory Price $14.95
Reg. $19.95

Two lor $25.00

Offer expires Oct. 20. 1979
NJ Ree.denti add 5% t.l.i Ul
Add $1.50 shipping a handling

delivery from stock

Omni Communication* Co., Inc.

Jackson, New Jersey 08527
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for Radio Shack
computers

• SUPER DISC
— 70 PROGRAMS $13.95

• BUSINESS
• FINANCE
• MATH/STATISTICS
• GAMES
FBEer

14 PAGE CATALOG
Write to Elliot Kleiman
National Software Marketing
4701 McKinley Street
Hollywood, Florida 33021
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TRS-80 disk software

DATA BASE MANAGER You can maintain a data base &
product reports without any programming Define file

parameters & report formats on-line Almost use up the

required 32K memory $49

ACCOUNT manage client accounts & account receivable

Automatic billing & transaction recording. 32K req. $59

WORD PROCESSOR Specifically designed for the TRS-80

Written in BASIC No special hardware and tut limit $39

INVENTORY 9-digit key for fast on-line random access

Reports give order info, performance summary, etc. $39

MAIL print reports & labels sorted by any field Random

access special buffering technique $35

KEY RANOOM ACCESS UTIL hashing, blocking, buffering, auto

I/O error retry. $19
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MICRO ARCHITECT
96 Dothan St.

Arlington, MA 02174

INTRODUCING
HEWLETT-PACKARD'S HP-41C.
ACALCULATOR. A SYSTEM.
AWHOLE NEW STANDARD.

'

tEta

cornar
While Plaint Mill. 200 Hamilton I

While Plains. HI 10(01
I9M1WHY D»- I.
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Be A Computer Literate

by Marion J. Ball and Sylvia Charp

This is the most basic, introduc-
tory book on computers ever put
together for instructional use. Its full-

color diagrams, drawings, photos and
large, explicit type make this book a
pleasure to read.

Softbound. 61 pages. $3.95 plus
$1 shipping and handling in the U.S.
($2.00 foreign). N.J. residents add 5%
sales tax. Send your order to Creative
Computing. P.O. Box 789-M, Morris-
town, NJ 07980. Visa. MasterCharge
and American Express welcome For
faster service, call in your bankcard
order to: 800-631-8112 (in NJ. call
201-540-0445)
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A narrow passageway ran the entire length of the
ship, but none of the crew walked along it. A small,
cleverly designed compartment contained millions of
credits worth of the most sophisticated communica-
tions equipment in the Federation. None of the crew had
overused It. The crew's mess, the recreation room, even
central control, were neat, polished, and untouched by
human hands for nearly a century.

In the inner, most protected part of the ship, long
plexi-fronted cases, stacked three tiers high, lined each
side of a large chamber. In the upper right hand corner of

each case, a small control panel displayed unlabeled
switches and a row of three lights.

All the lights glowed a deep steady red; all except
one. The center case on the port side showed a pulsing
yellow light. The figure in the case looked no different

from the other 23. His body functions, like theirs, were
immeasurably slowed, the birth and destruction of cells

all but suspended in the stasis field. Only his brain

functioned normally.

Captain Yemana was in constant contact with the
on-board computer that ran the ship while the humans
slept.

The link had grown stronger over the years as
Yemana lived through the boredom, expectations and
disappointments of a hundred years with only Ship to

talk to.

Ship had also grown stronger through the link, its

"ideas" expanded through constant contact with the
human. Yemana's thoughts, his feelings, hopeful and
bitter, even his dreams were second nature to Ship. Per-

haps by now they were first nature.

The dividing line between the two had eroded away
during the years like sandstone washed away by the

rain. Yemana's brain calculated and Ship's mental
whistle echoed between them as they coasted on,

seeking an inhabitable planet from those Ship sifted

through constantly.

Had Yemana thought about it, he would have been
forced to admit that he and Ship had become friends,

and that he'd miss the contact when it was broken as
eventually it must be. He had forgotten many things in a
hundred years ; among them how to deal with people.

Ship called his attention to a Sol-type star, less than
half a light day away. Six planets orbited the star, and
one seemed particularly Inviting. It was smaller than

Earth with a gravity .85 that of the mother planet. The
atmosphere was richer in oxygen than Earth and two
moons circled the planet which was something over

80% water.

Yemana waited impatiently for most of a day until

they were close enough for Ship to tell something of the

planet's native life.

It turned out to be mostly vegetation. The planet was
too far from Its primary to get much natural radiation,

thus making the evolutionary rate pitifully slow, the
highest form of animal life were insects. Yemana
ordered Ship to shape orbit and begin the tedious
process of testing soil, air, and water to be as sure as
possible that they contained nothing lethal to human
life.

Ship and Yemana ingested the data as fast as it came
but it took Yemana the better part of a day to make a
decision. After a hundred years he was not as eager as
he'd imagined to leave the security of Ship. He gave the

order to activate his life case.
Awareness of his body seeped gradually back to

him. A gentle heat swept through him as Ship injected

the drugs that would loosen and stimulate long dormant
muscles. He opened his eyes and blinked several times
before slowly and painfully turning his head to the side.

S. A. Williamson, 51 28 Gavlota Ave. .Long Beach, CA 90807.

His first officer, Aprilli, was directly across from him.
The light above her case glowed yellow like all the
others. His own light was reflected in the front of her
case. It was a bright pulsing green.

The surface beneath him was warm and gently
vibrating; massaging life back into long unused flesh

and blood. At last the front of the case slid silently up
and the recirculated air of the ship flowed in to him. He
lay still a few more moments, then made a final effort.

He sat up gingerly and feeling no ill effects, swung
his legs out and stood, or rather leaned against the case.

He took a deep breath as dizziness washed over him. It

hurt deep in his chest.

DO NOT WORRY. THIS IS NORMAL. IT WILL PASS.
Yemana nodded before he realized with a start that it

was not the ship's speaker he heard but the same soft

mental whisper he was long accustomed to.

"Ship?"
THE CONTACT HAS NOT BEEN BROKEN AS IT

SHOULD HAVE.
"Has this ever happened before?"
NOT ACCORDING TO MY RECORDS. BUT OURS IS

THE LONGEST UNINTERRUPTED SLEEP VOYAGE IN

FEDERATION HISTORY.
As Yemana walked the length of the ship and

cautiously exercised, his thoughts were not on the

mission but on the continuing link with Ship. Ship
quietly interrupted his musings.

FIRST OFFICER APRILLI WILL AWAKEN MOMEN-
TARILY.

After he had helped Aprilli, the other members of the
crew began to wake at regular intervals. Even after all

were safely conscious he could not relax. The next
several days were taken up with increasingly strenuous
exercises designed to restore the crew's strength and
co-ordination. Yemana, Aprilli and Ship also made
plans for landfall.

Yemana still made no mention of his continued link

with Ship.

As Captain, he would not be included in the first

landing party; it was too dangerous. He reclined in the
long unused pilot's couch and maintained radio contact
with the shuttle.

THEY HAVE LANDED SAFELY.
Ship reported even before Aprilli could relay the

information.
Events proceeded according to plan and the base

camp and temporary lab were quickly established.

Nearly all the scientist's reports were favorable. The
planet was as near optimum as they could reasonably
hope for, so Yemana launched the message drone.
Being smaller in mass and not hampered in speed or

type of fuel by carrying life forms, the drone would make
the trip back in about half the time it had taken them to
blast out. About 50 years.

As the scientists had agreed that the planet was
safe, aside from a few large predators that could not get
through their screens, Captain Yemana released the
crew to go down to the planet for a few days before they
went back into stasis to search for another likely colony
planet.

Yemana did not visit the planet himself. He suffered

from a fear of open places, overcome, of course,

through hypnotic treatment, but he was happier aboard
ship.

Three days passed and the crew seemed to be
enjoying their stay on the planet, but it was time to move
on. He gave the recall orders, allowing the party another
day to dismantle the base. He was slightly surprised
when Aprilli and five others appeared within an hour,

still in planetary gear, down to their laser pistols.
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"Captain, we've taken a vote. One good colony

planet is all Command can reasonably expect of us, and
thisoneisagem. We want to stay here. None of us want
to return to stasis,"

"So, you've voted have you?"
They nodded eagerly.

"Well I vote no. Your motion is defeated. You'd
better go back down and help the others."

"Captain, aren't you even going to listen to us?"

"I have listened. This isn't a democracy. I've over-

looked the fact that you're committing mutiny. I won't

overlook it much longer. Any further disobedience and
you'll be formally charged."

There was a momentary silence as they considered

the penalty for mutiny.

"You can't push us all out of the airlock Captain. If

you persist you may find the positions reversed."

Not one of them wavered under his accusing glare

"So," bethought. "They had it all planned before

the recall order."

He backed a few steps before telling Ship to close

the emergency bulkheads. One of the men already had
his laser out and managed one blast as the bulkhead slid

between them.
It was a lucky shot. Even as Yemana called out to

Ship, his life slipped away.
The officers in the next compartment were trying to

open the emergency bulkheads but it was impossible
without Ship's help, and he would not answer, if he even
heard them.

They huddled together as the funeral dirge echoed
through the otherwise empty corridors. As the last

melancholy notes faded away, they noticed the first

changes in the atmosphere. Ship was bleeding away
their air and replacing it with vacuum.

In desperation, they began pounding on the bulk-

head, but the only answer was a soft mechanical
sobbing. D
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CHESS * BACKGAMMON * MORE!

NEW MACHINE LANGUAGE GAMES!

Z-CHESS for 16K L»v.l II

Ploy tha cloaaic goaa of CHESS uaing tha IRS-8B graphic.. Savon

laval. of difficulty (up to alx lavala of "look oKood") provida

o chol longing gomo for all. Alpha-Bota pruning and novo sorting
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BACK-48 for 16K Levi II

A auperior opponent which mokes extoneive uii of the TRS~68

grophios to display a regulation styl* BACKGAMMON board of

unrivaled quality and clor i ty- inc luding the die*' BACK-40

DOUBLES if it stands a good chance of wirtmng-which it usually
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OR. CHIPS for 16K Lmvl II

A fosci noting program, based on the famous "DOCTOR'* and "ELIZA"

programs. Si-ply "TALK" Car. "TYPE") to your co-put**--DR. CHIPS

• ill analyze your ssntsness and "TALK" book to you- immediately 1

Although DR. CHIPS' responses should not be taken seriouely, he

is the ultimate computer introduction for the family and

friende-ond a super "conversationalist" at parties' $14.95

Immediate ehipment by flret c 1 aee nail - Texae ree. odd 5X
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Having recharged the phaser
banks since last month, it is again

time to travel forth in the starship and
see what candle light can be dis-

covered in the black abyss that con-
tains software legal problems. As
could have been predicted, no out-

standing solutions appeared during

the previous month, and the problems
that existed before are still around.

The battle scene described last

month involved the accusation of

Creative Computing publisher David
Ahl of copyright infringement by the

CP/M* User's Group (CPMUG) and
Tony Gold, one of the CPMUG
organizers. The alleged infringement
involved the CPMUG's distribution of

floppy diskettes containing enhanced
software that was admittedly adapted
from the copyrighted book, 101 Basic
Computer Games. Copyrights are

interesting animals and they will be
the focus of this month's article. In a
sense, copyrights are like the charac-

ters in the movie, "Star Wars." They
are clearly different, yet they look and
act like something that is familiar.

Then, upon still further reflection, a
mystical aura is noticed that warns
they may be more than they appear to

be.

The copyrighted work in the Ahl-
CPMUG controversy is a book con-
taining the listings of the computer
software for computer games in a
form directly perceivable by the
human eye. The accused infringing

activity is the copying and distribu-

tion of floppy diskettes containing

Harold L. Novlck, Patent Attorney, Larson,
Taylor and Hinds, Arlington. Virginia 22202

the computer software of enhanced
computer games in a form perceivable

with the aid of a machine. The differ-

ences between the two should be
apparent. In the first, the medium of

expression is a book; in the second it

is a floppy diskette. In the first, the

manner of "fixing" the work to render

it "sufficiently permanent or stable to

permit it to be perceived, reproduced,

or otherwise communicated for a

period of more than transitory dura-

tion" is by printing the letters and
numbers of the programs with perm-

anent ink on paper. In the second, the

work is "fixed" by recording binary,

magnetic representations of the num-
bers and letters of the programs onto
a diskette. In the first, the work can be
read with the unaided eye; in the

second the work can be read with the

aid of a machine. In the first, the

copyrighted work is in one version (or

dialect) of BASIC, in the second the

work is enhanced and is in a CP/M*
version of BASIC. Many of the pro-

grams in the first work are said to have

bugs and cannot be run. All of the

programs on the floppies are said to

run and have been debugged.
In complete obscuring simplicity,

the new Copyright Act declares an
infringer of a copyright to be "[any-
one who violates any of the exclusive

rights of the copyright owner. ..." The
Act lists five exclusive rights, three of

which apply to all seven categories

into which works of authorship have
been divided. The other two exclusive

rights apply only to some of the cate-

gories. The Act then lists six limita-

tions on the five exclusive rights

followed by six paragraphs restricting

the scope of the five exclusive rights.

If it sounds complicated, it is; but in

concept and for particular applica-

tions, it can be simplified.

Although a work can be in more
than one category and -the list of cate-

gories is not meant to be all inclusive,

the nature of a computer program can
be better deciphered if it can be fitted

into one of the categories. Neverthe-

less, without regard to how just one
computer program would be categor-

ized, it is clear that a book of com-
puter programs would be in the cate-

gory called "literary works." The other

six categories are musical works,

dramatic works, pantomimes and
choreographic works, audiovisual

works (e.g. motion pictures), sound
recordings and pictorial, graphic and
sculptural works. Where would one
computer program fit in? CONTU, a
governmental study commission, has
stated that a computer program, per

se, should be categorized as a literary

work. On the other hand, computer
generated music is categorized as a
musical work and the sound recorded

form is categorized as a sound
recording. And a computer program
stored on a floppy diskette that

generates a video display, if copy-
rightable, might be classified as a
motion picture (if it consisted of a
series of related images that impart

an impression of motion when shown
in succession).

The exclusive rights which every

copyright owner of a literary work
has, including the owner of a book of

computer programs, are the rights to

reproduce copies of the work, to pre-

pare derivative works, to distribute

copies, to perform the work publicly

and to display the work publicly.
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Legal Forum, con't...

The CPMUG was accused of

having embodied the copyrighted

written computer programs on a

floppy diskette. Is that an infringe-

ment of the exclusive right to repro-

duce copies of the book? A copy is

defined by the new Copyright Act as a
material object in which a work is

"fixed" and from which the work can

be perceived or communicated, either

directly or with the aid of a machine.
Thus it does not matter that the

original is a book and the copy is a

floppy diskette. Assuming that the

copied programs were owned by the

book publisher (a fact disputed by

Tony Gold, but more on that next

month), if a page of the book contain-

ing a computer program were photo-

copied, that could be an infringing

copy. If that page were copied by
being typed on a typewriter, that also

could be an infringing copy. There-

fore, if that page were typed on a

computer keyboard and stored on a

floppy diskette, that, too, would be an
infringing copy if the other two were.

But, you say, the CPMUG did not

type a page of the book, they only

took some of the programs and re-

vised, edited, corrected and en-
hanced them. So they did not just

copy the book, you argue. Without
conceding the point, it does not

matter, because by revising, editing,

correcting and enhancing, CPMUG
prepared a derivative work, and that is

an infringement of an exclusive right.

A derivative work, and that is an
infringement of an exclusive right. A
derivative work is defined by the new
Copyright Act as a work based upon
one or more pre-existing works and
includes translations, abridgments,
revisions, annotations, elaborations

or other modifications.
Thus infringement cannot be

avoided because one work is a book
and the other is a floppy diskette ; one
is directly perceivable and the other

requires a machine; one is the

original and the other is a corrected,

enhanced version.

However, infringement can still be
avoided through one of the six

limitations on the exclusive rights or

one of the six restrictions on the

scope of the exclusive rights if they

are applicable. Is one applicable? In

this writer's opinion, yes and no. No
infringement is avoided by the

CPMUG's distributing the floppy

diskettes, but it may be avoided by
the authors who enhanced the pro-

grams during the enhancing process.

It may also be avoided by the end
users of the floppy diskettes. In addi-

tion, certain writings are not copy-
rightable. Thus a procedure or

method of operation regardless of the
form in which it is embodied cannot
be protected with copyrights. Are
computer programs within the ex-

cluded areas? Some, arguably, are;

some, arguably, are not.

But all of one's torpedoes cannot
be fired at once. There are many more
items to be considered and explored

before a "simple" answer can be given

to this "simple" problem. Stay tuned
until next month to see if any of those
nasty Klingons (Choose one: Ahl,

CPMUG, Gold, all of the above, none
of the above.) escape. D

The comments and opinions of the

author are given for educational
purposes only and are not meant to

be legal advice. Specific legal

questions should be referred to

yourpersonal attorney.
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Cromemco • SWTPC • Lear-Siegler

Hazeltine • RCA • North Star

Verbatim • Perkin Elmer and others

Fast, off the shelf delivery.

Call TOLL FREE 800/523-5355

MARKETLINE SYSTEMS, Inc.

2337 Philmont Ave., Huntingdon Valley, Pa. 19006

215/947-6670 • 800/523-5355

Dealer Inquiries Invited
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TRS-80
$79

MEMORY EXPANSION
KITS

Eech Kit-consists of: 8 Memory Chips, Jumper Blocks, end

Complete EASY TO FOLLOW Instructions

Expends 4K TRS-80 up to 48K 13 sen)

TRS-80F LOPPY Disk (SA-400) Add On
COMPLETE Reedy to use with power supply end case $388

ADD to your APPLE or $100 But Computer
$89 - Set of 8 250 NS
$99 - Set of 8 200 NS

No. 4116 - 200 NS lw/16K Chips). 16K. $279. 32K. $375,
48K. $469. 64K. 568

No. 4115. 8K. $189. 16K. $229. 24K. $269. 32K. $309

SlOO Bus Expandoram Kits*
•Expend NOW or LATER to 64K (32K for *K Chips)

8K Chips: $49/Set of 8
ASSEMBLED, TESTED AND BURNED IN - ADD $50

MONEY BACK GUARANTEE
FULLY WARRANTED FOR 6 MONTHS

Mester Cherge - VISA - C.O.D. 125% with order) -
Money Order - Celifornie Residents edd 6% Seles Tex

Shipping Charges: $2.00

M MicroComputerWorld M
P.O. Box 242 San Dimas, CA 91773

(213) 286-2661
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For this eleventh column, we'll

look at another aspect of TRS-80
graphics with programs that create
Mondrian-I ike designs, check out two
program-development tools, the Edi-

tor/Assembler and TBUG, peek into a
publication aimed at assembly-lan-
guage buffs and then look once more
at two free modifications.

Mondrian Art

Random-number graphics can be
used to produce designs reminiscent
of paintings by Mondrian, whose
works consist mainly of intersecting

black horizontal and vertical stripes

on a white canvas.
Try this simple program

10CLS
20X = RND(5)*RND(8)
30Y = RND(5)*RND(4)
40SET(X,Y)
50GOTO 20

and you'll have the equivalent of
intersecting black lines on a white
canvas.

You'll also have a graphic repre-

sentation of what might be called a
visual type of multiplication table, or
the product of two number sets. What
you've made the TRS-80 do, for the
vertical coordinates, is to multiply the
set (1,2,3,4,5) by the set (1,2,3,4).
Thus the vertical coordinates are
defined by the product set (1 ,2,3,4,5,

6,8,10,12,15,16,20,25).
Looking at the screen, you see

that the graphics blocks are set verti-

cally in the pattern 1-6, 8, 10, 12,

15-16,20,25.
With a similar result in the hori-

zontal coordinates, you get "black
stripes on a white canvas." This effect
can be heightened if you surround the
"canvas" with a rectangle or two of
graphics blocks, to set off the "black

stripes." But first surround the "can-
vas" with a rectangle of blank
graphics blocks, because otherwise
those rectangle(s) will mix with the
"painting."

This simple program could be
turned into a general one, with INPUT
statements, so the user could enter
varying numbers, and thus create a
variety of "TRS-80 Mondrians."

The pattern can be broken up more
by putting more RNDs in a line:

10CLS
20X = RND(5)*RND(2)*RND(2)

*RND(2)
30Y = RND(5)*RND(2)*RND(2)
40SET(X,Y)
50GOTO 20

which creates, in effect, more and
wider black stripes by making the
product set a more limited one.

For example, if you'd like to make
similar patterns, and would like to

know just what numbers the lines

represent, markers can be created by
adding these lines:

12FORZ = OTO40STEP10
14SET(Z,24)
16NEXTZ

to the previous program. As an
exercise in printing numbers next to
graphics block, which takes a little

programming work, you could put the
numbers 0, 10, 20, 30 and 40 just
below those markers.

Since several expressions are
repeated in the previous program, you
might think the program could be
simplified by changing it to

:

10CLS
20A = RND(5)
30B=RND(2)
40X = A*B*B*B
50Y = A*B*B
60SET(X,Y)
70 GOTO 20

but you'll be quite surprised by the

result. The reason, of course, is that

while the previous program turns on
dozens of graphics blocks to repre-

sent the entire product set, which has
horizontal values of: (1,2,3,4,5)*(1,2)

*(1 ,2)*(1 ,2) this last program turns on
only 10 blocks, in two diagonal lines,

because now there is only one Y-

coordinate for each X-coordinate.

If you had trouble surrounding the
first Mondrian program with a blank
rectangle and then with a rectangle of

graphics blocks, here's a program

that will do it, and also place the
pattern at the center of the screen

:

10CLS
11 FORX = 38T083
12SET(X,9)
13SET(X,32)
14NEXTX
15FORY=10TO31
16SET(38,Y)
17SET(83,Y)
18 NEXT

Y

20X = RND(5)*RND(8) + 40
30 Y = RND(5)*RND(4) + 10
40SET(X,Y)
50 GOTO 20
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Save $ onTRS-80 Products

* TREMENDOUS
SAVINGS ON

TRS-80 SYSTEMS
Complete system includes:

TRS-80 Level II, w/our48K RAM, Dual MPI
Disk Drives, and the APPARAT DOS+ soft-

ware ($2500 value), only $2049. Line printer

and desk options available.

SUPERDISK
TF-7D Micropolis Largest capacity

mini floppy, up to 1 95 Kbytes
on 77 tracks with 77TK DOS+ $699

Send for FREE
Catalog

A Complete Family
Of Disk Drives
To Choose
From . • .

In Stock

TF-1 Pertec FD200. 5V. 40 track use both sides S379
TF-3 Shugart SA400. 5'V. 35 tracks same as tandy S389
TF-5 MPI 5'/4" 40 track door lock and auto diskette $379

ejection
TDH-1 Pertec Dual Head mini-floppy 35 track same S499

capacity as 2 drives

All disk drive systems come complete with power supply and
chassis

• Two drive cable= $25 • Four drive cable= $35

PRINTERS PRINTERS PRINTERS PRINTERS

LP779 Centronics 779
w/tractors

LP700 Centronics 700
LP701 Centronics 701
NEC Spinwriter

$1099

$1175
$1759
$2499

CENTRON

LP702 Centronics 702 $1899
LP703 Centronics $2540
LP1 Centronics P1 $ 399
Centronics cables $ 39

Add-on Disk Drives
DOES NOT INCLUDE POWER SUPPLY OR CHASSIS

• Pertec FD200 or MPI B-52
• Shugart SA400 (unused)
• Pertec Dual Head

$272.00
$282.00
$399.00

IMPROVE TRS-80
PERFORMANCE WITH

NEWDOS+

Over 200 modifications,

corrections and enhance-
ments to TRS DOS.
Includes utilities. Available in

two versions:

35 Track version $99
40 Track version $110

NEW PRODUCTS
• Small System RS232 Interface $ 49.00
• Expansion Interface w/32K $499.00
• AC Line Interference Eliminator $ 18.95
• AC Isolator (6 connectors) $ 45.95
• Telephone Interface $179.95
• Verbatum 5" soft sector Diskettes $ 3.39

All prices cash discounted.
Freight FOB/Factory

Memory
16KM 16KRAM Kit

Computer $74
Expansion Interface $78

»T
/MICROCO/MPUER
TECHNOLOGY
INCORPORATED

2080 South Grand Ave.
Santa Ana, CA 92705

(714) 979-9923

Software
• Accounts Receivable $39
• Inventory Control $39
• Job Entry/Status $75
• General Ledger $79
• Game Diskette $19
• AJA Word Processor $75

6000 E. Evans Ave., Bldg. 2
Denver, CO 80222
(303) 758-7275

pparat, Inc.
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Incidentally, one feature in a
Mondrian you can't duplicate on a
TRS-80 is the brightly-colored inter-

sections of the lines. However, just as
a guess, a future Radio Shack
computer, perhaps the "TRS-80 Mark
III," may have color capabilities.

Assembly Language

You've probably heard the saying,
attributed to one of the turn-of-the-

century millionaires, "If you have to
ask how much it costs to keep a
yacht, you can't afford one." A similar

saying seems to be the motto of
people who write about software, "If

you have to ask why there is a need for

assembly language, you don't need
it."

Call it assembly language, call it

assembler, call it even ALC (Assem-
bly-Language Code), it's surrounded
by a mystique, which may well have
been fostered by programmers and
systems analysts, who like to point

out that programming is more an art

than a science. This helps justify the
fact that the average programmer
writes about 15 lines of ALC a day.
That's 15 lines written, debugged and
documented.

The manual accompanying Radio
Shack's $29.95 Editor/Assembler
package tells you how to use the ac-
companying cassette tapes, but
doesn't say a word about why you
might be, or should be, interested in

assembly language. Because some
TRS-80 owners apparently ordered
item 26-2002 without really knowing
what they were asking for, the newer
catalogs now have an asterisk beside
that item, as well as beside TBUG,
with the footnote, ""Intended for

advanced programmers only."
Zilog's 298-page Z80 Assembly

Language ProgrammingManual, men-
tioned in the introduction to 26-2002,
assumes you know what assembler is

for, and gets right into the thick of it

without trifling with an explanation of
its uses.

Radio Shack's 40-page manual,
TBUG Z-80 Monitor and Debugging
Aid, which we'll look at later on, was
written some time after the original

small 12-page booklet (with 8 pages
of text) accompanying the cassette
tape proved to be too skimpy even for

"advanced programmers." TBUG is

used mainly to debug assembly-
language programs.

The TBUG manual doesn't tell

you, in non-programmer language,
why you might be interested in TBUG,
but it does list three books in

Appendix G for those who would like

to learn to write machine-language
programs. More about machine lan-

guage in a moment.
One is the Zilog book just men-

tioned. Another is The Z-80 Micro-
computer Handbook, by William
Barden, published by Howard W.
Sams & Co., which dives right into the
hardware after two pages on the
history of the Z-80. The third book,
Adam Osborne's Z80 Programming
For Logic Design, assumes you
already know what assembler is,

and/or that you've read the Osborne
book An Introduction to Microcom-
puters, to which the Z80 book is a
sequel.

(Incidentally, although Zilog calls

it the Z80, Radio Shack usually refers

to it as the Z-80 processor, as do
many authors. Radio Shack also uses
both T-BUG and TBUG in print, as
well as both Level-ll and Level II.)

For an explanation of what an as-
sembler can do for you, let's look at

Issue 6 of the Heath computer user's

magazine, REMark, which has a brief

item on the assembly-language pro-

gramming course for the 8080/8085,
titled "Assembly language program-
ming? What's in it for me?" It says

:

"The most powerful language to

use on any computer is ASSEMBLY
LANGUAGE. Wait! Hear this out! It's

not long. Consider the fact that ANY-
THING that can be done in any other
language on a particular computer
can be done in Assembly Language.

"Before leaving on my vacation, James,
I made this tape for you. Now don 't

forget to take out the garbage, don't

put yourfeet on the couch, don't have
any of your trashy friends over, don 't

eat junk food, pick up your clothes,

water theflowers, feed the goldfish, fix
the sink "

©Creative Computing

And it is a true programming lan-

guage, not just a convenient notation

for machine code. The use of labels,

computed operands, comments and
assembler directives allows the as-

sembly language programmer to

create a source code that is adaptable
to the system and easily read. One of

the most useful features of a pro-

gramming language is that it is

flexible, and not dependent upon
specific addresses and hardware of

the computer. In an assembly lan-

guage program, hardware specifica-

tions can be made at the beginning
and referred to symbolically through
the rest of the program. In this way,
any changes that may be needed are

located together and are easily

located. By using "computed" origin

statements, and other assembler
directives, you can make an assembly
language program operate wherever
the computer has space. The use of

meaningful labels for subroutines,
along with as many remarks or com-
ments as you desire, makes the pro-

gram listing quite readable.

"Perhaps the most fascinating

fact concerning assembly language is

that anything your computer is

capable of can be done with assembly
language. To run a program written in

BASIC, the computer interprets the
instruction and performs all the
machine operations necessary to do
that instruction. The programmer can
do everything with assembly lan-

guage that could be done in BASIC,
because there is a mnemonic for every
machine operation. Further, to run a
program written in BASIC, the BASIC
program must be in memory. After it

has been assembled, an assembly
language program performs the oper-

ations without that support, and
because the instructions are not to be
translated, the program runs much
faster."

A leaflet. describing a three-day
$405 course in "Programming the
8080 in Machine and Assembly Lan-
guage," given last October at George
Washington University, provides a
more succinct explanation : "Assem-
bly language, rather than a higher-

level language such as BASIC, allows
the user to make more efficient use of

memory space and processing time,

to control arbitrary input/output
devices, and to work with computers
too small to support a BASIC inter-

preter."

To put it more plainly, most real-

time programs have to be written in

assembly language, because BASIC
is too slow. If you wrote a Lunar
Lander program in BASIC, the lander

would crash while the BASIC inter-
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TRS-80

realsoft7^ PROGRAMSTORE
4 200 Wisconsin AveNVV POBox°609 Washington DC 20016

SPACE GAMES
The unknowns of space are the background for the
most popular computer games. Below are both
well known games based on "Star Trek" and "Star
Mars" plus orginal, new games for your TRS-80
All work 1n 16k Level II, except for Star Warp
which only requires 4k.

space war
from Device Orientated Games
An excellent adopatation of one of the (first)

oldest and best loved computer games by the same
name. In machine language with a variety of

options and for two players. Play with or

without the gravity of the sun, for example.
One of the best. $9.95.

starfleet orion
from Automated Simulations
Tactical, two-player space wargame. 80-US
stated that the "game is challenging and"

complex, and there are so many variations that
it can be fun for a long time." For serious
gamers. Includes listing, cassette, and battle
manual. S19.95

invasion orion
from Automated Simulations
The exciting, solitare version
Orion." $19.95

of "Starfleet

galactic blockade runner
by Tim Quinlan from Mad Hatter
A unique, fast paced, and tough game. As

exciting and frustrating as pinball. $9.95

space games3
from CreatWe Computing
Four programs including the classics of Trek and

Star Mars plus a new one called Romulan. The
fourth. Star Lanes is a great, multiple player,
barter and trading game. $7.95

star trek
by John Chrtstman from Acorn
Sound and a non-scrolling display make this

version interesting for any Captain. In real

time ind with moving Klingons. $9.95

time trek
by Joshua Lavinsky from Personal
"...truly a brillant program..." said 80-US and

we agree. In machine language and in real time,

you really have to move in this game. Includes

sound effects. $14.95

ultra trek
by Wtlltam Schroeder from Galactic
Fast, enjoyable version with your mission to

destroy the hostile base, 30 Klingons and 15

Romulans. Well documented. $14.95

star trek II 1.

3

by Lance Hicklus from TRS-80 Software Exchange

Nice graphics, a 3D galaxy, and an unusual

mission make this version popular. $14.95

space trek iv
from Instant Software
Two games. In Stellar Wars you attack the Death

Star and fight off tie fighers

Population Simulation. $7.95

Our catalog of hundreds

of trs-80 programs, books

and accessories is sent

free with every order.

So ACT today!

TRS-80

air traffic control
from Neal Jensen
Sit at your radar screen (video
display) landing up to five planes
while watching wind direction and
handling emergencies. $7.95

air fliqht
from Instant Software
Transform your TRS-80 into a cockpit
full of elaborate controls. Take

off, land, and do acrobatics once
you learn how to fly. $7.95

air raid
from Small Systems
Real-time, shooting gallery game

which is better than the arcades.

In machine language for excellent
graphics and endless hours of fun.

$14.95

AIP
FLIGHT

NUMBERING
by Tom Stibolt from Acorn

Several commands found in other BASICS are

left out of the Radio Shack versions. This

machine language package will add several

commands to your system. And they are available

directly from BASIC using the NAME command.

Normally loading more than one BASIC program

into memory is a problem. With the append

feature of this package you can load another

program without losing the program in memory.

In either Level II or DOS, you can create one

combined program with a menu to access other

appended programs. The thorough documentation

supplied by Acorn shows you how to do this and

more.
This package adds to your system a complete

BASIC renumbering command, written in machine

language. Mhether you want to renumber an

entire program, or only one section, it is the

fastest renumbering routine we have seen.

Optional arguments to the command allow you to

specify the new starting line number and the

increment. Also, for renumbering only a section

of your program, you can specify the first and

last line number.
Renumbering improves BASIC programs in many

ways. Renumbering a program before printing it

makes it easier for others to type into their

machines. It also makes it easier to follow the

structure of program, especially if the blocks

of the program ire seperately renumbered. As a

debugging aid, renumbering of an entire program

will detect any undefined line errors faster

than running the program itself. And, the

memory requirements of programs can be reduced

by simply renumbering with a small increment and

a small startinq number.
Another command allows you to fix or recover

NEWed programs or those lost by a DOS reboot.

aIso incTide" ER-SE8LQUS JBQfiftMHWfi;

x-winq . .

by George ~B lank from TKS-80 Software Exchange

Put yourself 1n the cockpit of an X-H1ng fighter

using radar, long range scans, laser cannons,

and torpedoes to attack the Death Star. $7.95

space warp +
by Mike Partain and Ray Daly from Acorn

Both have sound effects. Good luck positioning

the cross-hairs on the tie fighters in Star

Marp. Also a graphic lunar lander game. $9.95

IT1ME
Itrek

Paul Bump of Warsaw, Indl ana wrote about

Numbering to say that hi- "can t magine

anyone bei ng without it. Th s is a must for

everyone.'

The 16k, 32k and 48k versions are all on the

same tape for 14.95.

SYSTEM DOCTOR
from Bottom Shelf
Assure yourself that your TRS-80 is working

properly. The causes of hardware problems are

often hard to detect, but you can now do a

thorough diagnostic check of your entire

computer. It checks the ROrl. the RAM, disk

drives, video memory and display and cassette

recorder. Also provided is a special test tape

and a 12-hour test with a recording of results

to find those occasional errors. $28.50

Credit card callers may phone us directly.

Or clip the coupon and mail your order today!

Ljuuuuuuunuunnnnnnoi
a^ . PROGRAM STORE

•0 WISCONSIN AVE NW
PO BOX %09 DEPT C

WASH1NGTON, D.C, 20016

1c

PASCAL
by UCSD from FMG
The popular, transferable lanuage
for a TRS-80 with 2 disk drives and

48k. $150+5 shipping.

FORTH
by Miller Microcomputing
Professional, fast and powerful

lanuage supplied with demo programs.

Disk $65. Tape $45.

FORTRAN
by Microsoft
The scientific language available
for the TRS-80 at a new, low price.

Requires one disk drive and 48k.

$90+5 shipping. With
macro-assembler $175+5shipping.

g| I YES, please send me these TRS-80 program!

D Check payable to The Program Store
MASTERCHARGE mc bank code:
VISA exp date:

card number:
signature:

o tftle price
LI

—

a

'.] name:
C©"W"t ta^ :i-L^-

:

^ address:
city, state

S » rnde
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preter is fiddling with the high-level

language.
Also, because TRS-80 BASIC

input/output commands control only
cassette drives, disk drives and
printers, you have to use the USR
function (in Level-ll) to call an assem-
bly-language routine if you want to
control any other I/O device, such as
the RS-232C serial interface board.

The $29.95 Editor/Assembler,
which works in both Level-I and Level-
ll, lets you type in assembler code for

all or part of a program, then trans-

lates this symbolic language into a
"machine-executable code," meaning
a code that can be understood by the
Z-80 processor.

After you load the Editor/Assem-
bler into your TRS-80, you use the
same commands for editing and
changing your assembly-language
programs as used in Level-ll BASIC,
such as I to insert and D to delete.

You write your program in assem-
bly language, such as

LDA.H

and when you've finished typing your
program, you hit A to "assemble"
your program, and it is then trans-

lated into machine-readable code,
which is a sequence of binary digits.

If you've made any mistakes in

entering your program— mistakes of

the type the assembler can recog-

nize—you get a display of the number
of total errors at the bottom of the
assembled program, and error mes-
sages within this program that tell

you if a line is wrong because of an
ILLEGAL OP CODE, or EXPRESSION
ERROR, etc. So you use the various

commands to correct your program,
until the number of TOTAL ERRORS
is 00000.

When you finish, the screen dis-

plays your original program, plus two
new columns. The first column con-
sists of the relative addresses in

which the assembled program will

reside, the first of which you have
specified with an ORG pseudo-op.
ORG is one of the nine assembler
directives which are commands to the
assembler rather than to the pro-

cessor.

The second column is the op-
codes, which are hex-code equiva-

lents of the binary machine-readable
code, as well as being the equivalents

of the assembly-language codes. For
example, the opcode for LD A, H is 7C,

which you can find in any Z-80
reference manual, usually under
"8-Bit Load Group."

During execution of your assem-
bly-language program, the binary

equivalent of the 7C opcode, or

01111100, is put onto the data bus and
fed itno the Z-80, which can under-
stand only binary numbers. The Z-80
processor has an Instruction Decode
section that looks at 01 1 1 1 100, which
for convenience we call 7C, and
determines that it means "load the
contents of register H into register

A," which is what LD A,H specified.

The 7C opcode is said to be in

machine language, because it is the
hexadecimal equivalent of the binary

01111100.
The Editor/Assembler package

consists of a three-ring binder with

three cassettes and a 136-page User
Instruction Manual. The first cassette
is the editor/assembler, the second is

a System Tape that permits using the
editor/assembler in a Level-I machine
and the third is a blank cassette for

recording your assembled program
on tape.

Incidentally, as the manual notes,

"BASIC program tapes may NOT be
edited by the Editor/Assembler."

MALL

YSTEM TRS-80 PRODUCTS
MALL

YSTEM
ADVIITWt 1 - ADVENTUBELAMO
ADVENTURE 2 - PIRATE'S ADOTHTUBE
ADVENTURE 3 - MISSION IMPOSSIBLE

SH.95 each or

all three for

only S39.95.

Machine language versions of Adventure, the current rage of the big
ttae-sharing computers! 100* word vocabulary* 30 rooas and locations. A

challenge that can take weeks to solve! LEVEL-1I 16K.

A MACHINE LANGUAGE MONITOR MM 4K TIS-tO'S - S23.95
AM ADVANCED MONITOR FOR 16K TAS-SO'S - 26.95

RSM-2B: THREE MONITORS FOB TRS-BO USA SYSTEMS - 29.95

22 coaaends to control your TRS-80 Z-80 processor'. Eieaine ROM's, test RAM,
prograa in «h<ne language, read/write machine language tapes, and auch
aore! A SYMBOLIC DUMP coaaend disasseables aeaory into Z-80 mnemonics'
Display aeaory in HEX or two ASCII foraats, or EDIT, MOVE, EXCHANGE, VERIFY,
FILL, ZERO, TEST, or SEARCH your aeaory' RSH-2/2D include all above
features, plus read/write SYSTEM tapes, enter BREAKPOINTS, PRINT with our
TRS232 or the expansion interface, and read/write disk sectors directly!
RSM-2 loads at the top of 16K LEVEL I or II. RSM-2D, furnished on disk, has
3 versions for 16K, J?K and G8K.

•ASIC-IP - LEVfl-1 BASIC M1TM HINTING! - S19.95

Run any LEVEL-1 BASIC tape v 1 ?K or less) in 16K LEVEL-U TRS-80 without
conversion' Plus LLIST and LPRINT for TRS232, RS-232-C or Cei-tronics
printers. LPllNT ON and LPRINT OFF prints anything that you sr • on the
screen! All LEVEL-I abbreviations and functions supported.

BARBICABE: MACHINE LANGUAGE ACTION GAME FOB TRS-60'S - BH.95

Break through 3-wall Barricade with high-speed ball and keyboard controlled
paddle! Trap the ball eaong the walls and watch it destroy the 100 blocks!
Select 96 different options to challenge experts and beginners. 3 scores
with the best of each saved to be challenged by other players. NOBODY can
achieve the aeiiaua WEIGHTED SCORE of 33,000! GK LEVEL-1 and II.

AIR AMD: MACHINE LANGUAGE TRS-60 SHOOTING GALLERY! - SU.95

Shoot down high speed aircraft with a ground based aissiie launcher!
Aircraft eiplode dreaeticelly when hit, soaetiaes destroying other nearby
planes' Score is tallied for each hit or aiss, and the highest score is
saved to be challenged by other players. Hours of fun for you, and a super
deaonstration program for entertaining friends! GK LEVEL I and II.

• CAl IFORNIA RESIDENTS ABB 6 PER CENT SALES TAI •

• SMALL SYSTEM SOFTWARE * P.O.BOX 366 * NEaNURY PARK, CALIF . 91320 * J

TRS232 PRINTER INTERFACE - U9.95 (**2J i skipping)

Asseabled and tested output port for TRS-60 printing. Use any RS-232 or
20-ait current loop ASCII printer. Expansion interface not required. Us*
with LEVEL-I1 BASIC, CP/H, BASIC-IP, ELECTRIC PENCIL, RSM-2/2D or your own
prograas! Standard cassette software included, or order new "FORMATTER" for

S9.9S with TRS232 (see below).

TBS232 "FONMATTER" SOf TWAAE PACKAGf - S14.95

Page and line length control, fora feed function, printer pause, 9 baud
rates, "saert" line teraination, built-in keyboard debounce, software
control of screen printing, etc. S9.9S if ordered with TAS232.

THE ELECTBIC PENCIL FOR TRS-BO BISK SYSTEMS - SI SO. 00
THE ELECTRIC PENCIL FOB TRS-60 TAPE SYSTEMS - 99.95

Write teit, delete, insert, or aove words, lines or paragraphs, save text on
tape (or disk), then print foraatted copy with our TRS232 or Centronics
printer (RS-232-C with disk version). Right justification, page titling and
nuabering, transparent cursor and repeating keyboard. Lowercase entry and
display with ainor aodif ication. LEVEL-I or II 16K (Tape version).

CP/M OPERATING SYSTEM WITH TBS232 SOFT-ARE - SU5.00

SMALL SYSTEM SOFTWARE /LIFEBOAT ASSOCIATES version of CP/M. Includes TBS232
and RS-232-C software, lower-case support, debounce, plus DCV-2 and other
unique utilities. CP/M Editor creates and modifies all files. Files aay be
auch longer than your aeaory' Asseable dicectly froa disk, placing HEX and
PRINT files back onto disk! Includes 0DT (Dynaaic debugging Tool), PIP
(Peripheral Interchange Prograa), and aore' 16K single disk required, 32K
dual disk recoa

KV-1: EBT SYSTEM TO BISK FILES - B9.95

Execute Adventure, Barricade, Air Raid, RSL-1, ESP-1, T-BUG, etc., froa
disk, even it they interfere with TRSDOS! After using DCV-1, your prograa
loads froa disk into high aeaory, aove* itself to its correct address, then

juaps there and executes!

OTHER TRS-BO PRODUCTS

. ESP-1: S29.95 Editor, asseabler, and apnitor using INTEL 8080 aneaonics.
' RSL-1: 16.95 Draw patterns, then play Conway's LIFE m aachine language.
I LST-1: 8.00 A disassembled listing of LEVEL-1 BASIC with soae coaaents.

• SMALL SYSTEM SOFTWARE P.O. 801 366 Y PARK, CALIF. 91320 •

I CIRCLE 182 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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TBUG

As noted previously, TBUG, which
will cost you $14.95 for the Level-l/ll

cassette and 40-page manual, is used
for program development. You write a

program using mnemonics (such as

LD A,H), assemble it with the Editor/

Assembler package, set breakpoints

with TBUG and step through the

program section by section, with the

use of TBUG, checking it out.

Three things can be done with

TBUG that can't be done with the

Editor/Assembler, and which are

important for program development.
You can examine the Z-80 registers,

examine the contents of RAM mem-
ory and set breakpoints. These three

capabilities are described on page
one of the manual, TBUG Z-80

Monitor and Debugging Aid :

"TBUG is a powerful machine-
language monitor designed to give

you direct access to the Z-80 CPU,
which is the heart of the Radio Shack
TRS-80 Microcomputer. TBUG pro-

vides the capability to

:

1. Create and modify machine-
language programs.

2. Debug machine-language pro-

grams through the use of

breakpoints and register dis-

plays.

3. Examine and modify the con-
tents of RAM memory and Z-80
registers.

4. Save and load machine-lan-

guage programs using cas-

sette tape.

5. Execute machine - language
programs created using TBUG
(if you have a Level II TRS-80,

you can also execute programs
created with the Editor/As-

sembler program via TBUG)."
Remember, we're not talking

about BASIC here. We're talking

about writing a program in assembly-
language mnemonics, translating it

to binary machine-language with an
assembler and checking it out with

TBUG. This is a long way from the

simplicity of programming in a

high-level language such as BASIC or

FORTRAN, where much of the

housekeeping is taken care of for you
by the BASIC interpreter or the

FORTRAN compiler.
But if you want to get into real-

time programming, if you want to be
able to write input/output routines for

other than standard peripherals, and
if you want to find out what really

makes the TRS-80 tick, then you'll

have to get yourself the Editor/

Assembler and TBUG.

Insiders

Once you begin to get into as-

sembly language and/or TBUG, you
should take a look at Insiders, sub-
titled "TRS-80 hardware journal with

machine software," $7.50 for six

undated issues, from Computer
Cablevision, Inc., 2617 42nd St. NW
#2, Washington, DC 20007.

Insiders prints several assembly/
machine-language programs in each
issue, such as one that will display
double-width characters (32 per line)

on a Level-I machine (issue 3.0), a
printer driver (issue 8.0) and a sound-
effects program (LSOUND, issue

10.0).

Insiders also lets you know what
other TRS-80 publications are

around, explains many of the inner

workings of the TRS-80 assembler
and TBUG, shows how to make hard-

ware modifications, provides tutorial

articles such as "Level II ROMs
Differ," "New Languages," "Micro-
soft FORTRAN for the TRS-80" and

TRS-80 BUSINESS SOFTWARE

IkSS'i0
c\tfts

ii\e*
s

Co«^
cte

m

$!*•'

BUSINESS
UWUOMPRODUCTS

A DIVISION OF THE READY CORPORATION
609 S. Livermore Ave • Livermore, Ca 94550

TRS-80 is a registered
trademark of Radio Slack

Zeder*l *«L Sl"»rnary
Q^rter/y ^'^ord

PRODUCTS -^^I^^ml
>rt

'California residents add
6.5% sales tax

BAC/VISA/MC
accepted

Sample Reports Send $2.00

Add $3.00 per Order for Shipping and Handling
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Improva Your Gama With

>>>FASTCA««On>>>"
An Exciting New Backgammon Opponantl

> > >FMTMMNOn >» on the TRS-n

Ready to run on your

•TRS-80 II.v.l III

•APPLE II 116K)

•SOL
• POLY-88
• COMPAL 80

Alt vaxvon* raoum at Wmi 1M Appaa <*» fequwe* 24*
Sot *tk Nonh Slat on* Compel drat MogpoM tfual

density only *o»v M r»« *va.i«b*a> on o>M

OUTSTANDING FEATURESI - Compute,
make* good moves instantaneously Literal

•nd graphic display* of each move Option
to replay same rolls Eight page instruction
manual

OUTSTANDING VALUES! - Only f20 on cas-
sette or $25 on diskette CaMorniaresKtents
add 6% sales tax

SEE IT NOW AT VOUfl LOCAL COMPUTER DEALER
Oft ORDER DtftECT FROM

19
Quality Software

10051 Odessa Avenue
Sepulveda CA 91343

D«al«fi Fof 10I0 c.ll 12131 344 6599

Strings, con't...

reviews software such as Electric

Pencil, FORTN and NEWDOS.
Anybody who's really into TRS-80

lower-level languages should sub-
scribe, or at least send in $2 for a
sample issue. Editor Ray Daly and his
crew provide a great deal of informa-
tion for hard-core software fans at a
reasonable price. Insiders consists of
only four pages of 8Vi-by-11 inch
colored paper, folded over to provide
16 small pages, and the text is typed
and photo-reduced, but you won't
find any other TRS-80 publication
with more information packed into

only 16 pages.
Another division of Computer

Cablevision is Realsoft, which offers

TRS-80 software by Insiders staff and
outside suppliers, including games
(backgammon, Space Warp, Micro-
chess), operating programs (RENUM,
disassembler for TBUG, 32 Char/
Line), CAI programs (IQ Builder), etc.

Those Two Free Mods

In the May, 1979 TRS-80 column
(page 130), I wrote that two modifica-

tions are available free of charge if

you're having certain problems.
First is the buffered cable that

goes between the keyboard/CPU and
the expansion interface, if you've got
RAM memory in your interface and
are having bit dropouts.

Second is the Level-ll cassette-
recorder modification, which is an
added PC board that eliminates
CLOAD problems due to the re-

corder's volume-control sensitivity.

These are also described as being free

in the May 1979 Radio Shack Micro-
computer Newsletter.

Letters have been received from a
few readers who say they've had to

pay for these modifications, or who
have been told there would be a
charge.

According to Paul Huff, Radio
Shack's director of computer ser-

vices, these modifications are free,

for both parts and labor. Anybody
who has been charged, or who has
been quoted a charge, should call the
free Computer Services hotline num-
ber, 800-433-1679, and report it.

Radio Shack will get in touch with the
store manager and arrange for a
refund, or for the modification to be
performed at no charge.
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ATTENTION TRS-80
Why sit in the comer in the dark and turned
off while your master is sitting by the light,

turned on to Creative Computing Magazine?
You need a magazine of your own for Education-
Enlightenment-Enjoyment and for the personal
satisfaction (you're a personal computer, aren't
you?) of your very own possession ... A
Subscription to CLOAD MAGAZINE!
Turkey your master into sending a check
(U.S.A.: $36.00, Overseas: $38.00 Surface
Delivery - $48.00 Airmail) to the jive cats
at CLOAD MAGAZINE. You will get 12 C-30
cassettes, one a month, each one filled with
all kinds of juicy software - Games, Tutorials,

Practical Programs and Impractical Trivia. All

programs rated G for computers under 18 years old.

Do it! Subscribe Now!

'•ICLURL
MAGAZINE

Box 1267
Goleta, CA 93017
(805) 964-2761
Master Charge/VISA
Welcome

CIRCLE 118 ON READER SERVICE CARD ' 1978 CLOAD MAGAZINE
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RADIO SHACK COMPUTER OWNERS
TRS-80 MODEL I AND MODEL II

TRS 80 MONTHLY
NEWSLETTER

PRACTICAL APPLICATIONS
BUSINESS
GAMBLING • GAMES
EDUCATION
PERSONAL FINANCE
BEGINNERS CORNER
NEW PRODUCTS
SOFTWARE EXCHANGE
MARKET PLACE
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS
PROGRAM PRINTOUTS

AND MORE

PROGRAMS AND ARTICLES PUBLISHED IN OUR FIRST 12 ISSUES
INCLUDE THE FOLLOWING:

A COMPLETE INCOME TAX PROGRAM (LONG AND SHORT FORM)
INVENTORY CONTROL
STOCK MARKET ANALYSIS
WORD PROCESSING PROGRAM (FOR DISK OR CASSETTE)
LOWER CASE MODIFICATION FOR YOUR VIDEO MONITOR OR PRINTER
PAYROLL (FEDERAL TAX WITHHOLDING PROGRAM)
EXTEND 16 DIGIT ACCURACY TO TRS 80 FUNCTIONS (SUCH AS
SQUARE ROOTS AND TRIGONOMETRIC FUNCTIONS)
NEW DISK DRIVES FOR YOUR TRS 80

PRINTER OPTIONS AVAILABLE FOR YOUR TRS 80

A HORSE SELECTION SYSTEM*"ARITHMETIC TEACHER
COMPLETE MAILING LIST PROGRAMS (BOTH FOR DISK OR CASSETTE
SEQUENTIAL AND RANDOM ACCESS)
RANDOM SAMPLING***BAR GRAPH
CHECKBOOK MAINTENANCE PROGRAM
LEVEL II UPDATES—LEVEL II INDEX
CREDIT CARD INFORMATION STORAGE FILE
BEGINNERS GUIDE TO MACHINE LANGUAGE AND ASSEMBLY
LANGUAGE
LINE RENUMBERING
AND CASSETTE TIPS. PROGRAM HINTS, LATEST PRODUCTS

COMING SOON (GENERAL LEDGER, ACCOUNTS PAYABLE AND
RECEIVABLE, FORTRAN 80, FINANCIAL APPLICATIONS PACKAGE,
PROGRAMS FOR HOMEOWNERS. MERGE TWO PROGRAMS.
STATISTICAL AND MATHEMATICAL PROGRAMS (BOTH
ELEMENTARY AND ADVANCED) . AND

!*££•
WORD PROCESSING PROGRAM (Cassette or Disk)

For writing letters, text, mailing lists, etc., with each new subscriptions or renewal.

Of LEVEL II RAM TEST -

Checks random access memory to ensure that all memory locations are working properly.

SEND FOR OUR 36 PAGE SOFTWARE CATALOG (INCLUDING LISTINGS OF HUNDREDS OF TRS 80 PROGRAMS AVAILABLE
ON CASSETTE AND DISKETTE). $2.00 OR FREE WITH EACH SUBSCRIPTION OR SAMPLE ISSUE

CQMRJTRQNICSi
I
I

I

Bon 149 Nw City, N.w York 10956

ONE YEAR SUBSCRIPTION $24

TWO YEAR SUBSCRIPTION $48

SAMPLE OF LATEST ISSUE $ 4

START MY SUBSCRIPTION WITH ISSUE .

(#1 • July 1978 • #7 - January 1979 •

NEW SUBSCRIPTION

«ft\ 24
HOUR
ORDER
LINE

(914) 425-1535

#12 - June 1979)

/AL

CREDIT CARD NUMBER

SIGNATURE

NAME

EXP. DATE .

ADDRESS
*" ADD S6/YEAR (CANADA, MEXICO) ADD $12/YEAR AIR MAIL OUTSIDE OF USA., CANADA & MEXICO ***
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COMPUTER MYTHS EXPLAINED
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YOU CAN ALWAYS IPENT1FY ACON\PVX£R BY ITS TAPE REEUS.' CASSETTES APE MERELY
AAINI TAPE REELS IN PlS&UlSE; FLOPPY DISKS AND C7ISK PACKS AR£ TAPES
MUTATED TO OTHER FORMS. ANY OBJECT WITH A TAPE" RE^L IS A COMPUTER.
(EVEN REEL-TO-REEL TAPE RECORDERS AR£ MERELY COMPUTERS PIS&MS&P
A5 REEL--TO-REEL TAPE RECORDERS) CRT SCREENS, KEYBOARDS, AND CPZJS
ARE m,l OPTIONAL-, BUT YOU J13STCANV COMPUTE WITHOUT TAP£ R£St.S.'|
foRlSiMAL FORM, J7lSC>Ul5EP> OP MUTATED) WHY? WELL, MOT MANY PEOPLE KNOW
IT BUTTHE T&R5 Rg£USTH£MS£lV£S ARE ACTUALLYCOMPUTERS/ THEY ATTACH
themselves to ail those: &rey boxes to p^c^ivp us/ atsome point in th E" very
NEAR FUTURE ALLTH£ TAPE (?E~^LS uv/iul. PlSEN<SASE THEMSELVES AND START
TO FLY AND ROLL ABOUND jN AN ATTEMPT To TAKE OVER TH E" VNfoRH?/ IN FACT7
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TRS-80 SOLUTIONS

!

SIMULATIONS

3-0 Tic Tk To* by Scott Adams Three skill levels --

author warns you to practice before tackling

computer's third skill level I or II, 16K $7 95

Star Trek III. 3 by Lance Micklus One ot the most
advanced Star Trek games ever written Level II. 16K
$1495

End Zone by Roger W Robitaille. Sr. Authentic

football simulation, right down to the 2-minute

warning. Level I or II. 16K $7.95

Crlbbege by Roger W. Robitaille. Sr You versus the

computer cribbage played by standard rules Level I

or II. 16K. $7.95.

'Round the Mom by Rev George Blank You're the

captain ol a clipper ship racing from New York to San

Francisco Level II. 16K $9 95

Concentration by Lance Micklus. One of the most

popular television games Level I or II. 16K $7.95

Safari by David Bohlke. You're in the running for a
film contract at a major Hollywood studio To qualify,

you must photograph the most wild animals in their

natural habitat Level II. 16K $7.95.

Pork Barret by Rev George Blank Places you in the

shoes ot an aspiring Congressman Level II. 16K

$9 95

PERSONAL

RPN Calculator by Russell Starkey A self-document-

ing calculator program Uses Reverse Polish Notation

with 4-level stack. 100 memories, scientific functions

Level II. 16K $9 95

Home Financial Management by M Kelleher. Turns

your computer into a personal financial advisor Level

II. 16K $9 95

Tarot by Frank B Rowlett. Jr Probably the best

future-gazing type program ever written. Try it --

you'll like it! Level I or II. 16K $9 95

Ham Radio by M Kelleher Amateur Frequency Allo-

cations. ID Timer, O-signal File. Amateur Log

Routine. Propogation Forecasting L II. 16K $9 95

Special Disk-enhanced version, 32K $24.95

Educator Assistant by Steve Reisser Five programs

of value to educators Compute percentage,

individual student averages, class averages, standard

test scores, final grades L II. 16K $9 95 O. $14 95

Typing Tutor by 80 US A set ot programs designed to

teach you touch typing. Takes you from basics to

high-speed drill . with quizzes and grades Progress al

your own pace, and have fun mastering an

enormously useful skill Level II. 16K - $19 95

Tj« TRl-SO Seflwoie EHchoncte

1-8002581790

Personal Finance by Lance Micklus 33 different

budgets can be easily adapted by user to fit his

individual needs A 2-part program, entry and
search. Level II. 16K $9 95

Advanced Personal Finance by Lance Micklus. Same
as above with advanced analysis routine Supports
Disk Files D. 32K $24 95

UTILITIES

Level III Basic by Microsoft The most powerful

BASIC you can buy lor the TRS-80 - in 5K ot space,

opens up fantastic new dimensions! Disk program-

ming power, graphics commands, editing commands,
long error messages, hex and octal constants and

conversions, user-detined (unctions, much more! You

get power that might otherwise cost you hundreds ol

dollars in additional equipment It's like getting a

whole new computer 1 $49 95

MMSFORTH by Miller Microcomputer Services

New version ol the powerful, last FORTH language

compiler lor TRS-80 Disk version oilers virtual

memory, supports one to four disk drives, has both

disk and tape input/output capabilities. A stack-

oriented structured language at an affordable price

MMSFORTH cassette version. Level II. 16K $39 95
MMSFORTH disk version. Level II. 16K $49 95
MicroFORTH primer $15 00

TRS-80 Fortran Includes the finest Z-80 development
software available: Z-80 Macro Assembler, text

editor., linking loader, plus ANSI Fortran IV on two
minidiskettes - requires a 32K system with one disk

drive NEW REDUCED PRICE (from $275.00).

$195 00

Magazine Section
SoftSide.

SoftSide is tor pioneers those hardy souls

who have adopted a TRS-80, installed it in their

living room or office, and unleashed their

imaginations
SotiSkte helps you discover the endless

variety of tasks your new friend will do for you,

as you build a unique partnership of human
being and machine
We publish software for the partners Every

month we publish games, household applica-

tion programs Educational aids, business
programs We help you release your expecta-

tions, fantasies, and dreams
SoftSide means Software 1

DEALER
INQUIRIES
INVITED

Software and/or Magazines

For further details call:

603-673-5144

=PROG 80,
A bi-monthly magazine tor the serious

programmer who wants to know HOW his

computer works and WHY PROG/80 empha-
sizes technique rather than canned programs
The subiects include machine language,

construction projects and specialized applica-

tions software, not |ust lor the advanced
computer hobbyist, but for the computerphile
who wants the most from his machine

.AppleSeed,
It you re an Apple II pioneer, you've been

longing for a software publication and hoping
someone would get around to it

We have Apple Seed is to the Apple II what
SotlSide is to the TRS-80 And it's brand new
The first issue will roll off the press in

September or October Apple II enthusiasts will

eat up this special introductory offer 1

Htafr.fft/ Jftfil/Jfififr' Jllf ttM\ I^^w«tWiCTFw*SVTW*r«Tf'«;

'

SOFTSIDE
1 Year - 12 issues $18 00

PROG/80
1 Year -6 issues $15 00

APPLE SEED
: 1 Year - 12 issues $15 00

PO Box 68 Milford, NH 03055

USA first class $25 00 - 1 yr

APO/OVERSEAS surface $25 - 1 yr.

CANADA/ MEXICO $25 - 1 yr

OVERSEAS airmail $30 • 1 y.

I n
Exp. Date.

Signature -

Name
Address

City

Interbank # [M/C only).

.State. -Zip.

Telephone orders accepted lor Master Charge or VISA accounts Call Monday through

Friday. 9 30 to 5 30 EST at 603-673-5144
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lersonal

Electronic

Transactions
by Gregory Yob

I am happy to hear from you. and encourage
your correspondence I will try to acknowledge all

correspondence, and a SASE makes things easier

lor both of us Please send your letters to

"Personal Electronic Transactions" c/o PO Box
354. Palo Alto. CA 94301

Ah, The New Pet (or CBM). .

.

Some of you are new PET owners,
have the new 16 or 32K machine with a
"standard" keyboard and have dis-

covered that many nifty PET games
don't play right, or the instructions
come out looking strange, or what-
ever. You might want to look at our
competitor, Kilobaud, July 79 issue,
page 6, . PET-Pourri and page 72,
"Teach an old PET new Tricks (or vice
versa)" by Len Lindsay, for two
articles that deal with this problem.

I was an employee at Commodore
when some of the changes were de-
cided upon - and most of them result
in a better product. (If you aren't into

the technical stuff, skip on to the next
section.)

1

.

The Keyboard - with a few po-
sitional changes, the new PET key-
board is a typeable version of the old
one. Since the keyboard takes the
entire front of the PET, the tape unit
port #1 has been moved to the back
and the tape unit is separate from the
PET. (Tape unit #2 is the old #1 con-
nector inside the PET.)

2. BASIC - many of the software
bugs have been fixed - this includes
the infamous 256 limitation on arrays!
Most of the other bugs were only
apparent when the memory was
nearly full and you won't notice much
change. As a result, the location of
ROM routines that some of you
hackers use has been changed.

3. All those PEEKs and POKEs in

lower memory are different. When
Microsoft wrote the BASIC for the
PET, their awareness of the impor-
tance of the base page in the 6502 was
not fully developed. Many frequently
used values were put in the 3rd page,
and many rarely used values were in

the base page. The rearrangement
makes the PET run about 15% faster!

4. The character ROM is different.

If you POKE into upper/lower case,
the capitals and lowercase are re-

versed - an old program that said:
"Hello There" will now print "hELLO
tHERE." The reason is that the key-
board now uses shift for the UPPER
case as a normal keyboard does, and
the ROM was changed to reflect this.

As far as this column is con-
cerned, I will give the new and old
values for any special maneuvering I

do with PEEK and POKE - but all the
programs will use the old values, as
that's what I use to make my
examples with (PET number 180 in

fact.)

For the column on Screen Gym-
nastics published a while ago, the
PET input buffer has moved

:

NEW PET INPUT BUFFER IS: 623
to 632
NEW PET INPUT BUFFER
COUNTER: 158
A last change is that Commodore

now calls their machine the CBM
instead of the PET. (Commodore
Business Machine, right? I give CBM
the Golden Fleece award for un-
imaginative product naming!)

More on The Structure of BASIC -

Variables

The last time we took a look at how
a BASIC program was put together.
This time some exploration of how
BASIC stores its program values, or
variables, will be attempted. Take a
firm grip on your keyboards, and here
we go...

Figure 1 shows how a BASIC pro-
gram is arranged in the PET's
memory. Starting at location 1024,
the BASIC program's text is saved.
The simple variables are stored
immediately after the program -

things like A$, B, or C% go there.

THE PETS MEMORY AS SEEN BY BASIC

1024

Program Text
(BASIC Statements)

Simple Variables
(Floatingpoint,
Integers &
String Names)

Compound Variables
(Arrays for Floating
Point & Integers,

String Array

Pointers)

Free Storage

Strings Storage

8191

Figure 1

After the simple variables are the
compound (or array) variables - A$(),

B(), C%().
After the variables comes the

empty space and the strings are
stored at the top (we're going up in

memory). (The simple variable S$ has
two parts - the simple variable storage
area points to the string which lives at

the top of memory.) As variables and
strings are created in the RUN of a
BASIC program, they move towards
each other - and if they meet, you see
an ?OUT OF MEMORY ERROR.

When a BASIC program is RUN,
the space above the program text is

empty. As variables appear, they are

180 CREATIVE COMPUTING



PET,con't...
put into the simple or compound
storage areas in the order of appear-
ance (which might not be the order in

the BASIC text due to GOTO or
GOSUBs). If an array is declared and a
new simple variable is needed, guess
what? The entire arrays area is moved
up a little bit in memory to make room
for the new variable.

As strings appear, they are put in

the top, moving downward. If the
strings space hits the arrays space a
"garbage collection" is performed to

remove any discarded strings. (For
example, A$ = "HELLO" and later,

A$ = "THERE" will leave HELLO as
discarded, and the garbage collection

finds and removes this "garbage".)
When a program ends, all the vari-

ables are still left in place, which
makes life simpler for us program-
mers. However, if you change the
BASIC text, or even make the PET
think you changed a line, there is the
chance that the new text is larger than
the old one and all the variables would
have to be moved. The PET isn't that

smart, and takes the simpler ap-
proach which is to remove all the vari-

ables.

(NOTE: The variables are still in

the PET's memory, but the PET no
longer knows how to find them . When
I get to describing pointers, this will

be covered in some more detail.)

Looking at Simple Variables

Figure 2 indicates the way the PET
saves its simple variables. Each vari-

able takes a block of 7 bytes, with the
first two bytes storing the variable's

name and type, and the remaining 5

bytes hold ing the variable's value (or a
pointer in the case of strings). Let's

use PEEK and see how these appear
to us mortals.

Enter the following, exactly.

NEW
READY.
XX =
READY.
FORJ = 1024TO1040 : ?J ; PEEK
(J)"lftspspspsp": NEXT
1024
1025
1026
1027 36
1028 88
1029 88
1030
1031
1032
1033
1034
1035 74
1036
1037 139
1038 1

OCTOBER 1979

1039 224
1040

READY.
Let's decipher all this. First, there

isn't a BASIC program in the PET, so
the bytes 1024 - 1026 indicate the end
of a BASIC program. These are

zeroes, asazero linkage value is used
for "end of program."

The 36 in location 1027 might be
different on your PET. I haven't
checked it out, but I suspect it is

"memory trash." As an advanced
exercise, entera line or two of BASIC,
do a CLR, XX = 0, and see what's after

the ending 000 marker.
Locations 1028 and 1029 hold a

pair of 88's - and CHR$(88) is "X."
Since this is a floating point variable,

the variable's name is easy to see.

If you home the cursor, and
change the assignments to XX, the
storage scheme for PET floating point
numbers can be figured out. First,

byte 1030 holds the binary exponent
with the value .5 giving 128, 1 gives

129, and so on. Here are some
examples:

XX =
1

2
4
65536
.25

Byte
1030
129
130
131

145
127

1031 1032 1033 1034

The number stored in bytes 1031-

1034 is multiplied by 2 raised to the

power of the number in byte 1 030 (less

128).

The sign of the number is stored

as the most significant bit in the first

mantissa byte (in this case, byte

1031). Some examples:

Byte
XX = 1030 1031 1032 1033 1034
-1 129 128
-1024 139 128
1024 139

OK, we know about the magnitude
and the sign of our variable, XX.

Figuring out the mantissa is more
complicated. The key is in an idea
called "normalization." For example,
suppose you had the fraction (in

binary) of .00110011 and we shift

everything left by 3 places. The result

would be 1.10011 multiplied by 2-3.

Now, if every number were changed in

this way, toalways look like 1 .
* *

multiplied by 2!!!!, there are two
things to notice. First, this is just like

our binary floating point - just add or
subtract to the exponent byte.

Second, there is always the 1 . in every
number, so why not write the number
crunchers to assume this part is here
and not store it in the memory.
Another gain is that every number is

now set up to its maximum precision
and multiplications and divisions

won't wreck the accuracy of a
computation.

Here are some examples to sort

out this mess, let's look at the value
32767:

Byte
XX = 1030 1031 1032 1033 1034
32767143 127 254

If this is expanded into binary digits,

we see:

143 127 254
01001111 01111111 11111110 00000000

The leading zero in byte 1031 (127) is

the sign of 32767, which is positive.

The underlined 1's hold the value of
32767 x 2-14. Remember that this is

really 1.11111111111111 with the 1.

part missing.
I will leave it to you to decipher

more complicated numbers (e.g.,

123.456). It's too much for me! Some
fun can be had by POKEing at our
number, which will make new num-
bers. First, try making the largest

possible number a PET can hold

:

POKE 1030,255
POKE 1031,127
FORJ = 1 032 T0 1 034 : POKEJ

,

255: NEXT
STORAGE OF SIMPLE VARIABLES IN THE PET

Integer Floating Point String

Bytel First Character
+ 128

First Character First Character

Byte 2 Second Character

+ 128or128
Second Character
or*

Second Character
+ 128or128

Byte 3 High Byte,

2's Complement
Binary Exponent
+ 128or0

Number of

Characters

Byte 4 Low Byte,
2's Complement

Signed Binary
Mantissa. MSB

Lo Pointer
Byte

Byte 5 Mantissa Hi Pointer
Byte

Byte 6 i Mantissa a

Byte 7 $ Mantissa, LSB t~
Figure 2

181
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and now

:

1. 70141 183E + 38

The smallest? Easy. POKE 1030,1

PRINT XX

(Do it yourself and see. Also try

POKE 1030,255: POKE 1031,255.)
Actually, the smallest in magnitude
number requires that the mantissa
be 0000001. I am sure you can
work this one out too.

Integer variables are simpler - they
are just 16 bit values in 2's comple-
ment. I don't feel it's necessary to
explain 2's complement in this

column as the subject is covered in

many computer texts. If you try

XX% = and do the FOR-NEXT loop
again, note that the variable name XX
is now seen as 216 (216 = 128 + 88).
Only locations 1030 and 1031 will

change as you fiddle with XX%'s
value. (Challenge: There is one value
for XX% that can be POKEd into
place, but you can't set up with
XX% = (value). What is it?)

Another thing, did you notice that
location 1035 is 74 and that CHR$(74)
happens to be J, and why is that?

Getting at strings is a little

different. Byte 3 holds the size of the
string , and the next two bytes point to
where the string starts in the PET
memory. Away we go

:

CLR
XX$ = "EUREKA! I FOUND IT, I

THINK!"
FORJ = 1030 TO 1032: PRINT
PEEK(J) : NEXT
28
228
31 (If you have expansion
memory, these two numbers will

differ.)

Byte 1030 holds 28, the number of
letters and spaces in the string XX$.
The next two values indicate where in

memory the string starts.

PRINT 31*256 + 228
8164

The second of the two bytes is the
most significant and must be multi-
plied by 256. Now we can extract the
string from the PET.

FORJ = 8164 TO 8164 + 28-1

:

PRINT CHR$(PEEK(J)); : NEXT
EUREKA! I FOUND IT, I THINK!

When the PET sees a string in the
BASIC program text, like 10X$ =
"THIS IS A CRUMMY EXAMPLE",
there is no need to copy the string to
another place in memory since the
string's pointer can point to any
place in memory. So, why not into the

program text? This habit is also true

of strings stashed in DATA state-

ments. This means your PET tries to

save on string space by avoiding
unnecessary string copying.

Here are some things to try with
the string variables and POKEs

:

1. POKE a string into 255 charac-
ters, length, and make the pointer
look into the PET's ROM (which is a
sneaky way to PEEK into the ROM of

your PET).

2. POKE a string into the screen
memory. The start of the screen will

be the pointer 0,128. A set of four
properly POKEd strings would hold
the entire screen, and think of the fun
- as the screen changes, these
string's contents would also change
automatically, without any PEEKs or
POKEs. This is a way to make a nifty

"auto-input" routine by designating a
part of the screen as an "input
window."

On To Array Variables

The storage of arrays is more
complex than simple variables, as
Figure 3 indicates. The first two bytes
are the variable's name in the same
format that simple variables use. The
next two bytes indicate the total

Figures

storage used by the array - that is, the
space used by the variable name,
array dimensions and values or
pointers for each array element.
Following the size are entries for the
number of dimensions and the size of
each dimension. After all this pre-
amble, the values themselves are
stored. Each value is the same format
as simple variables; that is, a 5 byte

floating point value for floating point,

two byte integers, or string sizes and
pointers.

Figure 4 indicates the order of ele-

ments for an example array to assist

EXAMPLE OF AN ARRAY'S ORDER
OF STORAGE

ARRAY CREATED BY DIM X(2,3.4)

X(0,0,0)

X(1 .0,0)

X(2.0.0)

X(0,1 ,0)

X(1,1,0)

X(V4,1,0)

X(0.2,0)

X(1 ,2,0)

X(2.2,0)

X(0,3.0)

X(1 ,3,0)

X(2,3,0)

X(0.0.1)

X0.0.1)
X(2,0.1)

etc

X(0,3,4)

X(1.3.4)

X(2,3,4)

begin

end

Bytel Name & Type
(Same as with

Simple Variables)Byte 2

Byte 3
Total* of

Bytes used
by Array

(Lo, High)
Byte 4

Byte 5 Number of

Dimensions n

ByteS Size of
Rightmost
Dimension
(High.Lo)

Byte 7

Byte2n + 4
Size of

Leftmost
Dimension
(High.Lo)Byte 2n + 5

Byte 2n + 6
Start of

Data Storage

2 Bytes for each Integer

3 Bytes for each String

5 Bytes for each Floatingpoint

Figure 4

you if you want to explore arrays with
PEEK and POKE. I leave this to you to
do, it is too tedious to show in this

column. Remember that arrays are
moved each time a simple variable is

allocated, so allocate your simple
variables first i.e., J = 0:DIM X(20).

Remember that the arrays will start

after the simple variables.

Where It Is All At - PET BASIC
Pointers

When the PET runs a program, it

does not search through the simple
variables to find an array, or look
through the BASIC program to find

where the variables start. Deep in

lower memory are some pointers
which tell where each area begins and
ends. Figure 5 shows these pointers
for the old and new versions of the
PET.

Once the PET is started up (or

reset), the values of these pointers are
only changed as necessary. This
means that the pointers to the top and
bottom of memory can be changed by
POKEs, and the PET will think that its

memory is different. For example, if

the start of BASIC were moved up to

2048 (and all the other pointers that

start at the bottom of memory), the
"safe area" for machine language is

now extended by 1024 bytes. Here is

some fiddling with the pointers as an
example (remember that I have an old
8KPET):
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THE BASIC POINTERS FOR A PET

OLD PET NEW PET WHAT IT IS

Low High Low High
122 123 40 41 Start of BASIC text.

124 125 42 43 Start of Simple Variables.

126 127 44 45 Start of Arrays

128 129 46 47 Start of Free Space
130 131 48 49 Bottom of Strings

132 133 50 51 Top of Strings

134 135 52 53 Top of BASIC memory
146 147 64 65 DATA statement pointer

The value in a pointer can be obtained by multiplying the high value by 256

and adding to the low value. For example, the Bottom of String value is:

PEEK( 130) + 256 •PEEK(131)

Figures

(reset your PET)
?PEEK(134),PEEK(135)

32
The "top of memory" is at 8192 or one
byte beyond the real top of memory
which is 8191 . All the pointers can be
regarded as pointing to the start of

their area. For the top of memory, this

start is just beyond the end of

memory "top of memory" = start of

"beyond all memory," right?

?FRE(0)
7164

We have an 8K PET less a few bytes

needed to evaluate the FRE function.

POKE 135,28
?FRE(0)
6140

The "top of memory" pointer has been
moved down by 1024 bytes and now
you have a "7K" PET, with a hole in

the top, into which machine language
or whatever can be put. As long as you
don't reset your PET the top 1K won't

be disturbed by BASIC (except by

POKE).
Several BASIC commands really

work by changing the BASIC pointer

values. Here is a summary
CLR Sets DATA pointer to start of

text -1 (That's why the at

1024.

Top and Bottom of Strings

become set to Top of Mem-
ory. Start of Arrays set to

Start of Simple Variables.

Start of Free Space set to

Start of Simple Variables.

RUN Performs same as CLR and
then starts program.

NEW Start of Simple Variables set

to Start of Text + 3, Then
perform CLR.

LOAD If executed in a program,

load the new program from
tape into the text area. If the

new program extends be-

yond the Start of Variables,

perform a CLR when finished

with the load.

Editing Do the editing, change Start

of Variables. Do a CLR.
Well, there's the anatomy of PET

BASIC. If you combine this know-

ledge with screen gymnastics, a

variety of things can be done. I will

indicate some things to try

:

1. Reset the PET, LOAD a

program. POKE the Start of Text

pointer to the byte before the end link

value. (That's the first zero in the 000
at a program's end.) Now LOAD
another program. POKE all the Start

of Text pointers back to their original

values. LIST your program, and
APPEND has been done. (Warning -

1

haven't done this one, so it might not

work.)
2. RUN a program. STOP it, look at

all the variable pointers. Do some
editing that does not make the pro-

gram text longer. Change the pointers

back to their original values. See if the

program's variables are now "re-

stored."

3. Here is a handy function. Why?
DEF FNF (X) = PEEK(X) + 256*

(PEEK(X + 1))

More on Cryptograms

Last year, someone (I don't recall

who - or he would get a credit here)

showed me a nifty trick for using the

PET for cryptograms. Since I spent a
lot of time in the last column on
cryptograms, only the idea will be
demonstrated here. It will take some
effort to turn this notion into a usable
cryptogram system.

The notion is to set the PET
random number generator to a seed
(in this case a key) value. Once the

RND is set, the sequence after that

will be the same - if the seed is the

same. So, ask for a numerical key, set

RND by X = RND(- key), and use the

resulting random sequence for cod-

ing and decoding of the message.
Here is a short demo program - I

invite someone to clean it up and to

submit it to Creative Computing
Software!
CYPHER PROGRAM

10 REM CYPHER 3 BY GREGORY YOB
20 REM CYPHER ALPHABET
30 AS-" sp ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ»123 li56789"

kO PRINT"clr CYPHERS"
50 INPUT"KEYNUMBER:";K
60 INPUT"ENC0DE OR DECODE E/D";BS
70 IF BS-"D" OR BS-"E" THEN 90

80 GOTO 60

90 DIM HS(20),CS(20)
100 REM SET KEY

110 X-RN0(-ABS(K))
120 REM ENTER MESSAGE OR CODE
130 PRINT"clr ENTER CHARACTERS. 'EXIT' TO QUIT

IM> FOR J-1 TO 20
150 INPUT MS(J)
160 IF MS(J)-"EXIT" THEN 190

170 NEXT J

180 REM CODE/DECODE
190 J-J-l
200 FOR K-l TO J

205 XS-mS(k)
210 IF BS-"E" THEN G0SUB 1000
220 IF BS-"D" THEN G0SUB 2000
230 CS(K)-YS
21.0 NEXT K

250 PRINT'clr NEW MESSAGE IS:"

260 FOR K-l TO J

270 PRINT CS(K)
280 NEXT K

290 PRINT"dn dn PRESS ANY KEY"
300 GET XS:IFXS""" THEN 300
310 GOTO 130

1000 REM ENCODING
1010 YS-""
1020 REM LOOK FOR CHAR. SP IF NOT FOUND
1030 FOR Y-1 TO LEN(XS)
10<i0 CS-MIDS(XS.Y.I)
1050 FOR 2-1 TO LEN(AS)
1060 IF MIDS(AJ,Z,1)-CS THEN 1080

1070 NEXT I: 2-1

1080 >INT(RND(1) LEN(AS)W
1090 IF 0>LEN(AS THEN D»D-LEN(AS)
1100 Y$-YS»MIDS(AS.D,I)
1110 NEXT Y

1120 RETURN

Line 30 holds a string of the legal

characters that can be encoded. If you
tried the cryptography programs in

the previous column, you surely

noticed a lot of a&a* ! %)#) stuff which
is hard to copy, here only the alphabet

and numbers are legal. You can
change AS to suit yourself

.

The string arrays M$ and C$ hold

the message - M$ holds what you
enter first and C$ is the result after

encode or decode. Line 110 sets the

RND function to reflect the key and
ABS lets you enter negative numbers
for keys. One bit of advice: don't use
integers, zero or numbers less than

one for best random results.

Routines 1000 and 2000 handle the

code/decode part, after the array M$
is processed into C$ the results are

printed and more data can be entered.

Routine 1000 converts the string

X$ into the encoded string Y$. First, a
character is taken from Y$ (Lines 1030
and 1040). Then the character is

matched in A$. If it isn't found it is set

to space (space is the first character

in A$). This is done in Lines 1050 and
1070.

Lines 1080 to 1100 encode the

character and add it to Y$. Note that

line 1090 makes sure that the new
character will be in A$. (D points to

the encoded character, and if D is too

large, the length of A$ is subtracted).

Routine 2000 is very similar - in

1000 the offset is added to the

character number Z, and in 2000 it is

subtracted.

This program can be cleaned up in

many ways to work better and faster.

As I said before, try making it into a

saleable program. (If you do, send me
a free tape, OK? Thanks.)

D
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Data Acquisition Modules
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The world we live in is full of variables we want to
measure. These include weight, temperature, pressure,
humidity, speed and fluid level These variables are
continuous and their values may be represented by a
voltage This voltage is the analog of the physical varia-
ble. A device which converts a physical, mechanical or
chemical quantity to a voltage is called a sensor
Computers do not understand voltages: They under-

stand bits. Bits are digital signals. A device which con-
verts voltages to bits is an analog-to-digital converter.
Our AIM16 (Analog Input Module) is a 16 input analog-
to-digital converter
The goal of Connecticut microcomputer in designing

the DAM SYSTEMS is to produce easy to use, low cost
data acquisition modules for small computers. As the
line grows we will add control modules to the system
These acquisition and control modules will include
digital input sensing (e.g. switches), analog input sens-
ing (e.g. temperature, humidity), digital output control
(eg. lamps, motors, alarms), and analog output control
(e.g. X-Y plotters, or oscilloscopes).

MVMVUUU 1K_*K X *t- Jt"" « vr%r =#l

Analog Input Module
IT-C=~

The AIM 16 is a 16 channel analog to digital converter
designed to work with most microcomputers. The
AIM 16 is connected to the host computer through the
computer's 8 bit input port and 8 bit output port, or
through one of the DAM SYSTEMS special interfaces.

The input voltage range is to 5.12 volts. The input
voltage is converted to a count between and 255 (00
and FF hex). Resolution is 20 millivolts per count. Ac-
curacy is 0.5% ± 1 bit. Conversion time is less than 100
microseconds per channel. All 16 channels can be
scanned in less than 1.5 milliseconds.
Power requirements are 1 2 volts DC at 60 ma.
The POW1 is the power module for the AIM 16. One

POW1 supplies enough power for one AIM16, one
MANMOD1, sixteen sensors, one XPANDR1 and one
computer interface. The POW1 comes in an American
version (POW1a) for 1 10 VAC and in a European ver-
sion (POWTe) for 230 VAC.

AIM16.
POW1a
POW1e

$179.00
i

S 14.95
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Connectors
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The AIM 16 requires connections to its input port
(analog inputs) and its output port (computer inter-

face). The ICON (Input CONnector) is a 20 pin, solder
eyelet, edge connector for connecting inputs to each of

the AIM 1 6's 1 6 channels. The OCON (Output CONnec-
tor) is a 20 pin, solder eyelet edge connector for con-
necting the computer's input and output ports to the
AIM16
The MANMOD1 (MANifold MODule) replaces the

ICON. It has screw terminals and barrier strips for all 1

6

inputs for connecting pots, joysticks, voltage sources,
etc
CABLE A24 (24 inch interconnect cable has an inter-

face connector on one end and an OCON equivalent on
the other. This cable provides connections between the
DAM SYSTEMS computer interlaces and the AIM 16 or
XPANDR1 and between the XPANDR1 and up to eight
AIM 16s

ICON
OCON

MANMOD1
CABLE A24

S 9.95
S 9.95
S59.95
S19.95
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XPANDR1

The XPANDR1 allows up to eight AIM 16 modules to be
connected to a computer at one time The XPANDR1 is

connected to the computer in place of the AIM 16. Up to

eight AIM 1 6 modules are then connected to each of the
eight ports provided using a CABLE A24 for each
module Power for the XPANDR1 is derived from the
AIM16 connected to the first port

XPANDR1 . . . $59.95

TEMPSENS

This module provides two temperature probes for use
by the AIM16. This module should be used with the

MANMOD1 for ease of hookup The MANMOD1 will

support up to 16 probes (eight TEMPSENS modules)
Resolution for each probe is 1°F.

TEMPSENS2P1 (-10°F to 120°F) . . . $49.95
}4
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Computer Interfaces

and Sets

For your convenience the AIM 16 comes as part of a
number of sets. The minimum configuration for a usable
system is the AIM 16 Starter Set 1 This set includes
one AIM16, one POW1. one ICON and one OCON. The
AIM16 Starter Set 2 includes a MANMO01 in place of

the ICON. Both of these sets require that you have a

hardware knowledge of your computer and of computer
interfacing.

For simple plug compatible systems we also offer

computer interfaces and sets for several home com-
puters.

The PETMOD plugs into the back of the Commodore
PET computer and provides two PET IEEE ports, one
user port and one DAM SYSTEMS port The PETMOD is

connected to the AIM 16 or XPANDR1 with CABLE A24
The PETSET1 includes one PETMOD, one CABLE A24,

one AIM16. one POW1 and one MANMOD1. To read

and display a single AIM16 channel (N) using the

PETSET1 the BASIC statements

Hlkk'jVl.'SrKllUHyM.'J, :« t f M ^V«, l >:tk INI "LHANNtL

are all that is needed
The KIMMOD plugs into the COMMODORE KIM ap-

plications connector and provides one application con-
nector and one DAM SYSTEM'S port. The KIMMOD is

connected to the AIM16 or XPANDR1 with CABLE A24
Assembly and machine language programs for reading
and displaying data are included The KIMSET1 in-

cludes one KIMMOD. one CABLE A24. one AIM 16, one
POW1 and one MANMOD 1

All sets come in American and European versions.

AIM1 6 Starter Set 1a (110 VAC)... $189.00
AIM1 6 Starter Set 1 e (230 VAC) ... $ 1 99.00
AIM1 6 Starter Set 2a (110 VAC) ... S 259.00
AIM1 6 Starter Set 2e (230 VAC)... s 269.00

PETMOD . . . $ 49.95
KIMMOD . . . $ 39.95

PETSETIa... $295.00
PETSETIe... $305.00
KIMSETIa... $285.00
KIMSETIe ... $295.00

hxxkjttt »* «.-«.

Coming Soon
TEMPSENS-2P with other temperature ranges Inter

faces for TRS-80. APPLE. AIM65 Light sensors Out
put modules. Contact us for price and availability

Dealers

Give your potential customers a reason for buying your
computers. We offer excellent discounts to legitimate

dealers. Contact us for our dealer pack

Our Guarantee of Satisfaction

Our customers are our most important asset We want
you to be pleased with whatever you purchase from us
We strive to offer top quality products at reasonable
prices We believe you should see an item before you
spend your hard earned cash for it

Ask for a demonstration at your local computer store
so you can be sure our products perform as you want
them to perform Your dealer is a valued source of infor-

mation and advice
If you cannot see our products in advance, and order

direct from us. we offer a money back guarantee If our
products don't perform as you expect, return the mer-
chandise to us within 30 days, in its original condition,

and we will refund the purchase price

Our standard warranty for all our products is 90 days
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Order Form
CONNECTICUT microCOMPUTER , Inc.

150 POCONO ROAD
BROOKFIELD. CONNECTICUT 06*04

TEL: (203) 775-9659 TWX 710-4560052

QUANTITY DESCRIPTION PfllCE TOTAL

SUBTOTAL

Handling and shipping— add par ordar S3 00

Foreign orders add 10% lor AIR postage

Connecticut residents add 7% sales tax

TOTAL ENCLOSED

NAME

munuv
App^Fftft

riTv

STATF TIP

VISA O M/C O FTfulffrtfte

Card number ,. ._

Iswv
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Speculative Poetics by Peter Payack

COSMOGONY
One moment the universe came into being.

The causality is still a mystery,
we can surmise a number of possible scenarios

:

A child could have kicked a can a number of times,

say, ten in a row without missing.
But on the eleventh try

she misses and falls down.
And at that moment the galaxies are born.

A book could have been opened
and then shut abruptly. Conceivably,

the reader was offended by a sentence
as it was perceived to be insulting to the intelligence;

or maybe he was disappointed
in a phrase, a word, or a punctuation mark.

In any case, the book was shut abruptly,

and at that moment the cosmic dust
from which the stars aggregate,

materialized.

Or, perhaps an older woman could have shed
a tear for a friend long dead

.

And the tear could have fallen into an Infinite abyss,
picking up not only speed

but potential for being,
and grew to possess all the matter of eternity,

and time of infinity.

I am not convinced which of these actions
if any, was the cause

forthereification of reality.

Peter Payack, 64 Highland Ave., Cambridge, MA 021 39.
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PET Word Processor

8K
and

16/32K
PET

versions

This program permits composing and printing letters,

flyers, advertisements, manuscripts, etc. using the
COMMODORE PET and a printer

Printing directives include line length, line spacing,
left margin, centering and skip. Edit commands allow

you to insert lines, delete lines, move lines and
paragraphs, change strings, save files onto and load

files from cassette (can be modified for disk), move up.

move down, print and type
Added features for the 16/32K version include string

search for editing, keyboard entry during printing for

letter salutations, justification, multiple printing and
more.
A thirty page instruction manual is included
The CmC Word Processor Program for the 8K PET is

S29 50 The 16/32K version is 539 50

Order direct or contact your local •mnputnr store.

VIS* AND MX ACCEPTED - SEND ACCOUNT NUMBER EIPIRATION DATE AND SIGN ORDER
| ADD II PER ORDER FOR SHIPPING A HANDLING — FOREIGN ORDERS ADO 10 FOR AIR POSTAGE

CONNECTICUT microCOMPUTIR , Inc.
150 POCONO ROAD

BROnKFIELD. CONNECTICUT 06804
• . .•

Computer Products

1979
CATALOG
SECOND EDITION

're,
Se^fogr

uir

4901 WEST ROSECRANS, HAWTHORNE, CA, 902501
213-679-3313

TOLL FREE CONTINENTAL US TOLL FREE INSIDE CALIFORNIA
800-421-5809 800-262-1710
CIRCLE 202 ON READER SERVICE CARD

OCTOBER 1979

HOW TO BUY
A BUSINESS
COMPUTER
WHEN TO BUY • WHEN NOT TO BUY •
HOW TO CHOOSE CONSULTANTS -DATA
GATHERING • PACKAGED VS CUSTOM
SOFTWARE • CONTRACTS • FINANCING
• WARRANTEES AND MAINTENANCE • INSTALLATION
MANAGEMENT AND MUCH MORE
"SUPER BOOK!" DP Consultant. Mercer Island. Washington.

"I wish I'd had this book before I bought my computarT'TV
Station General Managar, California.

"It's the bast book I've seen on tha subject. Sand m» S copies

to sand to my clients"' CPA, Orange County, California.

"I really learned something from this book and I'm in tha
business. I'm recommending it to my clients." DP Consultant,
Alhambra. California.

Here's a straight forward approach to business computer
purchase and installation. It will save you time and money.

ORDER NOW) If not completely satisfied, return within 30
days for a full and immediate sefund.

8% x 11 Sot tbound 178 pp. $12.95
Credit Card Orders 1-805-964-7448

"ddc"pubCicAT.6ns"
" ~

e

5386 Holl.ster Ave., Santa Barbara. CA 93111

Rush copies of "Winning Tha Computer Game" at $1 2.95

per copy. (CA residents add 6% sales tax)

NAME .

ADDRESS
CITY/STATE/ZIP.

Check

Card No.

MasterCharge DVisa

Exp. Date
CIRCLE 133 ON READER SERVICE CARD -

PET Printer Adapter

The CmC ADA 1200 drives an RS-232 printer from the

PET IEEE-488 bus Now. the PET owner can obtain

hard copy listings and can type letters, manuscripts,

mailing labels, tables of data, pictures, invoices,

graphs, checks, needlepoint patterns, etc using

RS-232 standard printer or terminal

A cassette tape is included with software for plots,

formatting tables and screen dumps The ADA1200
sells for $169 00 and inc'udes case, power supply and
cable

Order direct or contact your local computer store.

VISA AND M/C ACCEPTED - Sf.NO ACCOUNT NUMBER EIPIRATION DATE AND SIGN ORDER
ADD «3 PER ORDER FOR SHIPPING A HANDLING - FOREIGN ORDERS ADD 10' FOR AIR POSTAGE

CONNECTICUT microCOMPUTIR , Inc.
ISO POCONO ROAD

BROOKFIELD. CONNECTICUT 06904

TEL (203l 77b 9659 fWX 710 456
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\ferbatim
FLOPPY DISKETTES
51

/4
H only $2^r

10 FOR S3.00 / 50 FOR $2.75

8" ONLY $325 ea

10 for $3.75 / 50 for S3.50
SEND FOR OUR FREE ELECTRONIC *
COMPUTER PRODUCTS CATALOG

SPECIFY DISKETTE TYPE & COMPUTER
5 V« " Soft Sector, 10 sector, 16 sector

8" IBM Compatible, Hard Sector
CALL 24 HRS. TOLL FREE TO ORDER

NATIONAL 800-824-7888
CALIF. ONLY 800-852-7777

ALASKA A HAWAII 800-824-7919
ASK FOR OPERATOR 81

3

VISA, MASTERCHARGE OR C.O.D.
SEND CHECK, SAVE C.O.D. FEES

• c
SOFTWARE & COMPUTER PRODUCTS

POST OFFICE BOX 503
SAN BRUNO, CA 94066
(415) 348-2387

CIRCLE 132 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Available Now...
JOB COSTING SOFTWARE

for the

NORTH STAR COMPUTER
Now you can have updated reports to track construction costs as well
as bidding. Can be used wherever cost codes are used such as protect
management. Can be updated as desired-daily, weekly, or monthly.
Reports reflect current, job-to-date, and year-to-date costs tor labor
and materials. Many other features. Very easy to run-menu prompts
user through processing.

"Job Master
* Cost Codes
Master

•Transaction
Master

'Vendor Master
'Cost Code
Summary
'System runs on
North Star Computer
with 48K, CRT,
printer, 2 disk drives
(double density), 6 or
to digit precision
'Can be modified for

other computers
JOB COSTING PROGRAMS ON DISKETTE
FILES ON DISKETTE AND DOCUMENTATION
(We accept Visa and Master Charge)

INCLUDES:
'21 programs in North
Star BASIC
'Sort Programs
Master files and
transactions can be
entered, edited,

deleted, sorted, listed

and updated
Up to 99 cost codes
with 99 sub-divisions
for each cost code for

each job

Projected start, com-
pletion dates.
Budget material and
labor amount by cost
code.
Job totals by cost
code for labor and
material showing
transactions fora
period

'All master files can be
listed

'Reports can be
viewed on CRT or
printed
'Other reports
AND SAMPLE DATA

$500.00
Dealer Inquiries Invited

THE COMPUTER PLACE, INC.
A Micro Compui.f Rmlall Store

271* COLONIAL AVE.. S.W.— ROANOKE, VIRGINIA 34015

[703] 988-3BB1
Other software available -

General Ledger- Payroll - Veterinarian Systems.

He

CIRCLE 125 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Stephen B. Gray

How to Build a Computer-Controlled Robot, by Tod Loof-

bourrow. Hayden Book Company, Inc., Rochelle Park, NJ.
139 pages, paperback $7.95. 1978.

As the back cover phrases it. This book details the
step-by-step directions for building a computer-controlled
robot, named Mike, controlled by a KIM-1 microprocessor."

Each chapter opens with a complete and detailed parts list

for building what is described in that chapter. Building the
basic framework (chapter two) is the hardest task, since it

involves a triangular frame with motor-driven wheels, which
means a lot of metalworking.

After that, it's mainly building circuits on perf board. The
software starts on page 37, with flowcharts and a machine-
language program that monitors the joystick, used to operate
Mike manually from a control box.

By page 49, the book gets into the software that permits
Mike to operate independently, and before long impact
sensors are added to give Mike a sense of touch, then ultra-

sonics so Mike can "see," and finally voice recognition (the

most complex chapter) involving eight commands.
The author, who from the photograph may still be in his

teens, has taken a great deal ofcare to provide a detailed text,

exact specs for parts, complete flowcharts and programs, and
full schematics. Even if you never build Mike, you can learn a
great deal about computer control from this fascinating book,
which may well be the most complete text yet written on a
computer-related construction project for the hobbyist.

aOOBDOOQOOODODDOGOOBOOOOOQ
BASIC for beginners, by Brian M.J. Kavanagh. Holmes Mc-
Dougall Ltd., Allander House, 137-141 Leith Walk, Edin-
burgh EH6 8NS, Scotland. 128 pages, paperback 2.95. 1978.

Another in the Computer Studies Series from Holmes
McDougall, this is in the same style and design as the
previous language books on FORTRAN, ALGOL and
COBOL.

Written for college students, the book assumes no
previous knowledge of computing, and starts with an intro-

duction that shows how to use a computer terminal and
paper-tape input.

The second chapter starts off slow and easy with BASIC,
with a simple three-line program without line numbers, one of
the very, very few BASIC books to do so. After only half a
page, several assignments are given. Assignments are
sprinkled about in each chapter, with several problems each;
solutions to most ofthem are in the back ofthe book.

The chapter includes more practical information on using
a computer terminal, on batch BASIC, and shows how to use
mark-sense BASIC cards.

Subsequent chapters take the reader, carefully and
thoroughly, through the basics ofBASIC, in chapters on input
and output, arithmetic, decision-making, functions, charac-
ters andstrings, FOR loops, arrays, sorting, subroutines, and
matrix operations.

The programs are all short and simple, and flowcharts are
used extensively. The writing is clear and concise, and covers
many ofthe small points.

The text occupies the inside half of each page; the outside
half is used for illustrations, either flowcharts or printouts.
For some reason the printouts are overprinted with a blue
that's just a little too dark for easy reading of some of the
LISTs and RUNs, but that's a small drawback in a text that's

one of the better books on BASIC. Although a total of 24
pages is taken up with that outer-half white space....
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The Secret Guide to Computers, by Russ Walter. Published
by Russ Walter, 92 St. Botolph St.. Boston. MA. 02166. Part 1:

BASIC, $2.75. Part 2: Applications, $2.50. Part 3: Languages.
$3.50. Part 4: Systems. $2.75. Vol. CI: Hassles in BASIC.
$2.50. Vol. C2: Answers to Tough Questions, $2.25. (All sue

volumes, $16.25). All paperback. Various publication dates,
depending upon edition.

Part 1: BASIC. Don't let page ii throw you off, even
though it says "This book is written for idiots, tells you the
author got his math degree from Dartmouth "in yummy '69,"

and says about his course on How to Become a Computer
Expert in Six Weeks, that "His wife does a strip tease in front

of the students, to teach them a thing or two about computer
anatomy."

This book is intended for use at a timesharing terminal,

and starts with a couple of pages on how to use the terminal,
in the chapter on "Chat With Your Computer," which also

presents several very short programs, how to make basic
calculations and how to use line numbers to edit are shown.
"Making The Computer Think" covers variables, computer
notation, INPUT, ending a program, IN/THEN and disks.

"Ease The Strain" looks at FOR/NEXT, printing formats,

and debugging. The third chapter, "Meaty Programs," gets

into READ/DATA, functions, loops, subscripts, GOSUB/
RETURN, and REMARK.

The writing is straightforward, gets into the many little

nooks and crannies that show the author has taught BASIC,
and seems to be aimed at the fairly intelligent nigh-school

freshman.
The text is entirely typewritten, including the programs,

and all underlines and boxes are done by an uneven hand.
The last two chapters are on "Programming Is An Art"

(full of pointers and helpful hints) and "Special Features"
(fancy editing, peripherals).

In various places, different ways to perform a particular

task on different computers are given, for machines such as

CDC, H-P, Altair, DEC and Radio Shack computers. For
instance, the section on GOSUB/RETURN contains a note,

"Warning: on Radio Shack computers, omit the space
betweenGO and SUB. Instead ofGO SUB, say GOSUB."

The book would be much neater if the white space often

found at the bottom of a page were used here and there to

separate programs from text by a line or two.
Although occasionally flippant, Part 1 does cover a limited

number of BASIC statements in detail, and most of the
programs are short and simple. For $2.75, you won't go
wrong.

Part 2: Applications. No, this isn't a book on how to use
your computer or time-sharing system to do something other
than just crunch numbers. Surprise! It tells you what other

people have done, all of them using much more complex
computers than most ofus are ever liable to get our hands on.

So this book is more of a collection of computer applications

the author found of interest, rather than snowing the reader

something he'd probably be much more interested in: how to

use his own computer.
Part 2 consists of four sections, on Words (translating

Russian, programs for various facets of understanding
English, creating poetry and prose, etc.). Shapes (computer
art, all but one requiring a plotter or special printer or 3D
graphics system). People (a hodge-podge of computer-related
job descriptions, a logic game RUN, etc.) and Effects (another

hodgepodge, including computer jargon, artificial intelli-

gence, computers in the home, dangers ofcomputers).
Part 2 could be helpful if you know absolutely nothing

about computers and would like to have a highly eclectic

collection of material on various aspects of the subject. But
much of it is barely of passing interest, and it is getting

quickly out ofdate.

Part 3: Languages. This is one of the few publications that

discuss FORTRAN, COBOL and ALGOL in one book, as well

as giving a little information about a dozen other languages,

such as DYNAMO, LIPS, APL and SPSS.
Three major languages in the book are discussed in

enough detail to give the reader a good idea ofhow they work.
About 29pages are devoted to FORTRAN. 24 to COBOL, and
8 to ALGOL; the other languages get a couple of pages each.
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THE
COMPUTING
TEACHER

• For Elementary Teachers
• For Secondary Teachers
• For Teachers of Teachers
• Approximately 60 pages per issue
• Published for the past 6 years by a non-profit

professional organization.

Send $8 for 6 issues (one year) or $16 for 1 3 issues.

Foreign, add $2 per year.

The Computing Teacher
c/o Computing Center

Eastern Oregon State College

La Grande, OR 97850

CIRCLE 12S ON READER SERVICE CARD

MODEM SALE
We bought a lot of new and used ORIGINATE
modems acoustically coupled. Operate in full or
half duplex mode. Used units have slight
cosmetic scratches. RS-232 output

A REAL BARGAIN AT: NEW $1 10.00
ALL UNITS MEET OR EXCEED USED $95.00
MANUFACTURERS SPECS

RS-232 CABLES
MALE TO FEMALE
MALE TO MALE $19.95

AVAILABLE FOR
IMMEDIATE

DELIVERY

TRS-80® DISK DRIVES
SHUGARTSA-400 $385.00

TWO DRIVE CABLE $ 25.00
FOUR DRIVE CABLE $ 35.00

California Data Peripherals
Post Office Box 571 Mi II brae. Calif. 94030

FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL (415) 573-0402
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TRS-80* PEOPLE'S PASCAL
PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT SYSTEM

"Tiny" Pascal, runs on any 16K Level II system, includes the

programming structuring capabilities of full Pascal, but not

data structuring.

Compiled People's Pascal programs run about five-times

faster than Level II Basic—graphics run eight-times faster.

People's Software Tape 3 $15.00
Tape 1 Level II, 34 business, educational programs ... $7.50

(Level I version, 24 programs— separate tape)

Tape 2 Level II, 77 programs from Osborne book, "Some
Common Basic Programs." $7.50

Tape 4 Level I, business and educational $7.50

Tape 5 Level II, business and educational $7.50

Add 50c each tape for postage and handling.
California residents add 6% tax. Dealer inquiries invited.

COMPUTER INFORMATION EXCHANGE
Box 158

San Luis Rey.CA 92068

CIRCLE 124 ON READER SERVICE CARD

A Challenge to

Software Authors
The MicroNET division of CompuServe* is

offering an innovative, new concept of pro-
gram marketing and distribution for per-
sonal computer software. Because of this

we are continually looking to expand our
already extensive library of personal com-
puter programs. This is an unique oppor-
tunity for authors of the highest quality
programs only. We will consider highly
human-engineered software with a wide
range of appeal to users, such as:

• Educational Programs • Personal and
Home Applications • Unique Small Business
Programs • Data Bases • Entertainment
• Hobby Applications

If you think your program qualifies, send a
brief description of the program — including
its operating environment, special features
and benefits to the user. If your program ap-
pears to meet our standards, we will con-
tact you with details of our licensing
agreements.

Are you good enough to qualify?

n/UcroNET
Personal Computing Division of CompuServe

5000 Arlington Centre Blvd.
Columbus, Ohio 43220

See Ad on page 7.

CIRCLE 130 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Ifyou're at all curious about languages other than BASIC,
this is well worth the money, especially the couple of charts

that show how several program lines are expressed in the
different languages.

Part 4: Systems. This would seem to be a general text on
computer hardware, but it gets much more into assembly
language than most readers would probably care for, with
page after page of mnemonics tables, for the PDP-10, IBM
360. CDC 6600, PDP-11, and also for the 6502, 6800 and 8080
MPUs.

Other publications do a better job of covering systems,
but they cost much more than $2.75. For the money, this is

pretty good.
This may well be the only book to recommend computers

"for the average buyer." The recommendations include maxi
computers (Burroughs B6700. IBM 360/370, PDP-20, CDC
6600, etc.), minis (PDP-1 1 , DG Nova, IBM System/32), typical

micros (IBM 5100, Apple II, Altair 8800B), and cheap micros
(KLM-1, Radio Shack TRS-80). The accompanying text dis-

cusses the choices with helpful information about the best
machine to use "if you want to write FORTRAN programs on
cards," for COBOL, for RPG, etc.

The last four pages are ads for the author's summer
computer course and for this set ofbooks.

Vol CI: Hassles in BASIC. The preface says that CI and C2
are called the Commentary, and "contain juicy tidbits that my
editor wouldn't let me put into volumes 1-4, because he said
these tidbits would muddle your little icky-poo brain. 'Some
editor!' 'Hassles in BASIC delves into the dung that poses
problems for programmers. When you surface at the end of
the volume, you'll be a smelly but smiling winner. Have fun."

Vol. CI is meant to be a companion to Part 1 (called

Volume 1 in later editions), and has an index showing which
pages of CI are meant to be studied along with (or after)

certain pages of Part 1.

What CI does is mainly provide extended footnotes, or
show how an operation is performed on several different
computers. For instance, you're shown how to log in on the
PDP-10, PDP-11, PDP-20. CDC. Dartmouth and Altair
computers. You learn in detail how the sequence ofoperations
affects how expressions are evaluated. You learn how to copy
a program disk and how torename a saved disk program. You
find out how to do "fancy printing" by using rounding, PRINT
USING, etc. You're given several programs, on printing out a
calendar, and converting units of time to other units (minutes
to week, etc.). You get help to "master the tricky functions,"
including trig functions, logs, EXP, INT, SGN, etc. There are
sections on Loop Techniques, Subscripts, files, and nested
subroutines.

Although we haven't seen C2, it must be more of the same,
and if anything like CI, can also be recommended for supply-
ing extra information, especially at theseprices.

All in all, despite a certain degree of childishness here and
there, these six publications do seem worth the money. As for

content, they don't stand up against various hard cover texts,
but few if any of the hard cover books get into some of the
areas covered here. They can be recommended for the begin-
ner who wants a basic understanding. For further study. Part
4 contains a good list of books, three pages full, covering
subject such as BASIC, programming style, assembly
language, home computers, artificial intelligence, and the
"good and evil effects" of computers, and a dozen others. A
coding system indicates if the book is easy, medium-easy,
medium, medium-hard or hard. The list starts with the (8.50
paperback by Kemeny and Kurtz on BASIC Programming,
and ends with the $60 Petrocelli Encyclopedia of Computer
Science. The first is described as medium," the last as
"medium-hard."

Belais' Master Index to Computer Programs in BASIC, by
Paul T. Belais. Falcon Publishing, 140 Riverside Ave., Box
688. Ben Lomond, CA 95005. 192 pages, paperback, $9.95.

1979.

This is an annotated index to 531 BASIC programs pub-
lished in personal computing magazines, including Creative
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Computing (of course). Byte, Interface Age, Kilobaud,

PersonalComputing and others through December 1978. It

covers six areas: business/finance, games, math, personal

interest, science/education, and utilities. Each entry tells

where to find the program, the author, length, version of

BASIC, length in number of lines, and specialrequirements.

Each entry also includes a moderately long (one paragraph)

description of the software so you can get some idea of how
useful a particular program will be. Updates and corrections

are also listed— a valuable feature. Even if you already have

a magazine index, you'll probably find this to be an especially

worthwhile reference. So if ever you're wondering wnere to

find any of531 published programs, here's the answer. —SN

The Network Nation: Human Communication via Computer

by Starr Roxanne Hiltz and Murray Turoff. Addison-Wesley

Publishing Company, Reading. MA 01867. 528 pages, paper-

back $17.50, hardcover $29.50. 1978.

This highly readable and comprehensive work must be

The Book on computer conferencing. Its authors are a socio-

logist and a computer scientist, who collectively have an ideal

frame of reference for exploring this topic. In addition, both

are also involved with an actual computer conferencing

system, funded by the National Science Foundation and

operated out of the New Jersey Institute ofTechnology.

The Network Nation is split into three parts. The first, "The

Nature of Computerized Conferencing,' contains background

information and history on several different systems, and the

interactions and structures that form in computer conferenc-

ing. The second section, "Potential Applications and Impacts

of Computerized Conferencing," discusses potential impacts

of computer conferencing on management and their organi-

zations, the handicapped, and the public and scientific

community. The final section, "Projecting the Future: The
Technology and its Regulation," explores design problems

and considerations for computer conferencing systems,

technical requirements, economics, policy and more.
The style of the book is clear and forthright. It deals with

concrete examples and ideas, not generalities. For classroom

use, questions for discussion are included. There's even some
humor, in the form of excerpts from the highly fictional

Boswash Times of the future in which (among other things)

we learn that a computer conferencing system is named in a

divorce suit.

The Network Nation is well worth reading for its exposition

of this leading edge topic, and also for some very useful

insights into designing people-oriented systems. — SN

Privacy: How To Protect What's Left Of It, by Robert Ellis

Smith. Anchor Press/Doubleday, Garden City, NY. 345
pages, hardcover, $10.00. 1979.

This is an exceptionally thought-provoking, fact-cram-

med, revealing ana probably controversial book. People

involved in computing may have a larger blind spot than

others when it comes to abuse of computer based information

(unless you've been classified as apoor credit risk because the

TRW computer thinks you defaulted on car payments when
you were 12 years old).

Privacy covers four particular aspects—informational,
technological, physical and psychological privacy. It includes

historical ana technological background, scare stories

(enough to keep you up for at least several nights) and, better

yet, ways to cope without going on a crusade. However, it

concludes on an upbeat note, pointing out that "privacy is not

an end in itself, but the creation of an environment for

creativity, thought, sharing, happiness, experimentation and
growth/ -SN

SUPER
SOFTWEAR' GRAPHICS

YOU'VE SEEN THE BOOK
NOW GET THE OFFICIAL

COMPUTER GAMES T-SHIRT!

50% Polyester

50% Cotton
Available in Tan and
Powder Blue with
colorful red-lettering

and black line graphics.

ONLY $4.95 ea.

Plus 55* Postage and Handling
Florida Residents Add 4% Sales Tax

ADULT SIZES: Small. Medium. Large, X Large
State Size and Color of Each Order

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED!
Dealer Inquiries Invited

Send Check or Money Order To:

BURRER'S GRAPHIC GARMENTS, INC.
P.O. Box 2221 / Winter Park, Fla. 32790 / 305/645-0709

CIRCLE 112 ON READER SERVICE CARD

MICROCOSM I
30 ORIGINAL TRS-80 PROGRAMS

On High Quality Cassettes

With Users Manual and Storage Case

FOR LESS THAN 67$ EACH
YOU CAN HAVE ALL 30 16K LEVEL II PROGRAMS

•GAMES

• EDUCATION.

•TRS-80 DIAGNOSTICS

News Photographer South Pole Driver

Atlantis and 5 Mote

.Music Transpo sition. Spelling Drill

Country Identification and 3 More

Instruction Te

Memory Tests

• HOME Flowering Houseplants. Mortgage Calorie

Counter and 4 More

•JUST FOR FUN Magic Squares. Factorial.

Biorhythms and 3 More

THE COMPLETE MICROCOSM I PACKAGE
IS AVAILABLE FOP ONLY $19.95

FROM YOUR LOCAL COMPUTER STORE OR DIRECTLY FR

inc.
BOX 10.AMAWALK.N y 10501 • (914)962-2355

CIRCLE 110 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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Puzzle Answers.

1. Seediagram.

2. The day is Sunday.
3. There are thirty-four squares and 104

triangles.

4. The riddle is ; "What is black and white
and read all over"? The answer to the
riddle is "a newspaper."

5. Nowhere—now here.

We didn't all come over on the same ship, but
we're all in the same boat.

More
Basic

Computer
Games

Our fabulous new book, More Basic Computer Games, brings you 84 brand new
games in Basic, ready to run on your computer. Some have been published in

Creative Computing magazine but most are completely new!
Includes space games like Close Encounters, Deepspace and ICBM. Or match

wits with Lewis Carroll, evade a man-eating rabbit, become a millionaire, race your
Ferrari, play a tennis match, throw mud pies at a schmoo (who throws back), crack
a safe, joust with the evil black knkjht, or trek across the desert on your camel.
More Basic Computer Games has complete listings and sample runs in large

type, along with thorough descriptions of every game. Large format paperbound,
192 pages. $7.50 plus $1.00 shipping and handling in U.S. ($2.00 foreign). NJ
residents add 5% sales tax. Send your order and payment to Creative Computing,
P.O. Box 789-M, Morristown, NJ 07960. Visa, MasterCharge and American Express
okay. For faster service, call in your bankcard order to:

800-631-8112
(In NJ, call 201 5400445)
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Solveyourpersonalenergycrisis.
LetVisiCalc Powerdothework.

I With a calculator, pencil and paper you can spend hours plan-

Ining, projecting, writing, estimating, calculating, revising, erasing

I and recalculating as you work toward a decision.

Or with VisiCalc and your Apple* II you can explore many

I more options with a fraction of the time and effort you've spent

I before.

VisiCalc is a new breed of problem-solving software. Unlike

prepackaged software that forces you into a computerized

straight jacket, VisiCalc adapts itself to any numerical problem

I you have. You enter numbers, alphabetic titles and formulas on

I your keyboard. VisiCalc organizes and displays this infor-

I
mation on the screen. You don't have to spend your time

programming.
Your energy is better spent using the results than get-

I ting them.

Say you're a business manager and want to project

your annual sales. Using the calculator, pencil and paper

method, you'd lay out 12 months across a sheet

and fill in lines and columns of figures on

I products, outlets, salespeople, etc. You'd cal-

culate by hand the subtotals and summary
figures. Then you'd start revising, erasing

and recalculating. With VisiCalc, you simply

I fill in the same figures on an electronic

"sheet of paper" and let the computer do

| the work.

Once your first projection is complete,

I you're ready to use VisiCalc's unique,

I powerful recalculation feature. It lets you

I ask "What if?7 examining new options

I and planning for contingencies. "What if"

sales drop 20 percent in March? Just type in

I the sales figure. VisiCalc instantly updates

I all other figures affected by March sales.
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Or say you're an engineer working on a design problem and are

wondering "What if that oscillation were damped by another 10

percent?" Or you're working on your family's expenses and

wonder "What will happen to our entertainment budget if the

heating bill goes up 15 percent this winter?" VisiCalc responds

instantly to show you all the consequences of any change.

Once you see VisiCalc in action, you'll think of many more

uses for its power. Ask your dealer for a demonstration and dis-

cover how VisiCalc can help you in your professional work and

personal life.

You might find that VisiCalc alone is reason enough to

own a personal computer.

VisiCalc is available now for Apple II computers with

versions for other personal computers coming soon. The

Apple II version costs just $99.50 and requires a 32k disk

system.

For the name and address of your nearest VisiCalc

dealer, call (408) 745-7841 or write to Personal

Software, Inc., Dept. CI', 592 Weddell Dr.,

Sunnyvale, CA 94086. If your favorite

dealer doesn't already carry Personal

Software products, ask him to

give us a call.
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VisiOjU wis developed exclusively for

IVrvmal Software by Software Arts, Iru

Cambridge. Mass

rM—VbftCah is a trademark of

Personal Software. Iru

'Apple is a registered trademark

of Apple Computer. Iru



Don't take ourword for it.
"We can heartily recommend the Superboard II computer system for the beginner whowants to get into microcomputers with a minimum of cost. Moreover, this is a 'real' com-
puter with full expandability."

Popular Electronics March, 1979

"(Their) new Challenger 1P weighs in at $349 and provides a remarkable amount of com-
puting for this incredible price."

Kilobaud Microcomputing February, 1979

"Over the past four years we have taken delivery on over 25 computer systems. Only two
have worked totally glitch free and without adjustment as they came out of the carton:
The Tektromc 4051 (at $7,000 the most expensive computer we tested) and the Ohio
Scientific Superboard II (at $279 the least expensive) ... The Superboard II and com-
panion C1P deserve your serious consideration."

Creative Computing January, 1979

"The Superboard II and its fully dressed companion the Challenger 1P series incorporate
all the fundamental necessities of a personal computer at a very attractive price. With
the expansion capabilities provided, this series becomes a very formidable competitor
in the home computer area."

Interface Age April, 1979

"The graphics available permit some really dramatic effects and are relatively simple to
program . .

.
The fact that the system can be easily expanded to include a floppy means

that while you are starting out with a low-cost minimal system, you don't have to throw it
away when you are ready to go on to more complex computer functions. Everything is
there that you need; you simply build on to what you already have. You don't have to
worry about trading off existing equipment to get the system that will really do what you
want it to do. At $279, Superboard II is a tough act to follow"

Radio Electronics June, 1979

"The Superboard II is an excellent choice for the personal computer enthusiast on a
budget."

Byte May, 1979
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SUPERBOARD II

S279.00
The world's first

complete computer
system on a board

including full

Keyboard, video
display, audio

cassette interface, 8K
BASIC-in-ROM and

4K RAM. Expandable.
Requires + 5V at 3
amp power supply.

C1P $349.00
Complete with enclosure and power

supply. All features of Superboard II. Easy to expand
to more memory and floppy disk.

C1PMF $995.00
The first floppy disk based computer

system the world has ever seen for under $1 000
8K BASIC-in-ROM. 12K RAM. Expandable to 32K RAM

1333 S. CHILL.COTHE RD.. AURORA. OHIO 44202 (216) 562-3101 See your Oh.o Sc,en„„c dea,er tor tu„ <*f.,,,.
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